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Summary
This thesis examines some effects of fitting the wrong distribution to reliability data. The 
parametric analysis of any data usually assumes that the form of the underlying distribu­
tion is known. In practice, however, the choice of distribution is subject to error, so the 
analysis could involve estimating parameters from a mis-specified model. In this thesis, 
we consider theoretical and practical aspects of maximum likelihood estimation under such 
mis-specification. Due to its popularity and wide use, we take the Weibull distribution to 
be the mis-specified model, and look at the effects of fitting this distribution to data from 
underlying Burr, Gamma and Lognormal models. We use entropy to obtain the theoretical 
counterparts to the Weibull maximum likelihood estimates, and obtain theoretical results 
on the distribution of the mis-specified Weibull maximum likelihood estimates and quantiles 
such as Bio.
Initially, these results are obtained for complete data, and then extended to type I and II 
censoring regimes, where consideration of terms in the likelihood and entropy functions leads 
to a detailed consideration of the properties of order statistics of the distributions. We also 
carry out a similar investigation on accelerated data sets, where there is additional complex­
ity due to links between accelerating factors and scale parameters in reliability distributions. 
These links are also open to mis-specification, so allowing for various combinations of true 
and mis-specified models. We present theoretical results for general scale-stress relation­
ships, but focus on practical results for the Log-linear and Arrhenius models, since these 
are the two relationships most widely used.
Finally, we link both acceleration and censoring, and obtain theoretical results for a type 
II censoring regime at the lowest stress level.
To Mam, Dad and Kieran
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The study of the reliability of electrical components, biological systems or any other item 
with a life span is a well established and specialised area in the field of statistical investiga­
tion, with many texts covering solely this area; see, for instance, Nelson (1982) or Crowder, 
Kimber, Smith and Sweeting (1991). Engineers and scientists use reliability distributions 
to model lifetimes of items in order to make inferences concerning such items. They are 
also widely used in the field of medical statistics to model survival times of people and 
animals. For example, we might be interested in the time at which 10% of light bulbs fail, 
the probability that an electrical component fails in a given time interval, or the chances 
of a certain number of people surviving past age 40. These calculations generally involve 
using a mathematical model to represent the data set, and assume that the data follows 
some underlying distribution. In practice, however, the identification of the correct distri­
bution is subject to error, and consequently, the analysis may involve estimating parameters 
from a mis-specified reliability distribution. This thesis considers various aspects of fitting 
a mis-specified distribution to a data set.
Our approach thus involves assumptions concerning underlying distributions. From the 
literature, we see that the Weibull distribution (Weibull, 1951) seems to be the distribution 
most commonly fitted to survival data. Reasons for this include relative ease of fitting, and 
the fact that its variety of different shapes provides a good fit to many types of data. Thus, 
most statisticians tend to choose the Weibull distribution over any other reliability distribu­
tion and so will usually fit this to a set of survival data. However, this might not always be 
the best distribution to use, and many other reliability distributions might prove a better 
fit. For instance, consider the ball bearings data (Lieblein and Zelen, 1956; Dumonceaux 
and Antle, 1973), subsequently discussed with proposed corrections in Caroni (2002). Table
1.1 shows the usual n =  23 lifetimes (in millions of revolutions), and Dumonceaux and Antle 
(1973) model this data set using both Weibull and Lognormal distributions. However, they 
make no attempt to fit any other reliability distribution, although, on the basis of maximised 
likelihoods, the Burr distribution provides an even better fit for this particular set of data.
This is just one example, of many, where the Weibull distribution is chosen to model a
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17.88 28.92 33.00 41.52 42.12
45.60 48.48 51.84 51.96 54.12
55.56 67.80 68.64 68.64 68.88
84.12 93.12 98.64 105.12 105.84
127.92 128.04 173.40
Table 1.1: Lifetimes (in millions of revolutions) of 23 ball bearings; from Lieblein and Zelen 
(1956); Dumonceaux and Antle (1973).
data set, when, in fact, another distribution represents it better, and many statistical tests, 
such as those in Watkins (2001b) and Cain (2002), determine if other distributions such as 
the Burr and Lognormal represent a data set more adequately than the Weibull. Mackisack 
and Stillman (1996) also outline some of the possible perils of fitting Weibull distributions 
to data, and illustrate these with a published data set. We examine the effects of fitting the 
wrong distribution to a data set, when, in fact, that data has some kind of other underlying 
distribution. We first outline some necessary background.
1.1 K ey references and basic definitions
1.1 .1  G eneral defin itions
In this section, we summarise basic properties of probability density functions (pdf), cu­
mulative distribution functions (cdf), hazard functions, survivor functions and quantiles, 
and then give specific examples in the next section. We let the continuous random variable 
Y  >  0 represent the time to failure. The pdf g of Y  defines the probability of a failure in a 
very small interval. It is given by
t+ d t
dt.
/'i a
( t < Y  < t  +  dt) =  J  g ( y ) d y ~ g  (t )
The cdf is based on cumulating probabilities, and is defined as
og M = [  9 (y) dy-J 0
The hazard or failure rate function indicates the proneness to failure of a unit at time £, 
given successful operation up to this time. It is thus based on conditional probabilities and 
is defined as
L 9 W
( ) _  l - G ( t ) '
Many authors also write
9( t )h{ t )  = s(ty
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where S  (t) is called the survivor function and gives the probability of an item surviving 
past time t. The cumulative hazard function is given by
H( t )  =  [* h(u)du,
Jo
and it can be easily shown that
S{ t )  =  e x p { - H ( t ) } .  (1.1)
When examining lifetime data, we are often interested in estimating a percentile of the 
lifetime distribution, which is the time at which a specified percentage or proportion of the 
items fail. We use Bp to denote 100pth percentile of a distribution, the time by which a 
proportion p  (0 < p  < 1) of the population will fail. If a distribution has cdf G (y),  then the 
100pt/l percentile is defined by
P =  G( Bp),
and, on rearranging, we have
Bp =  G"1 (p) =  Q i p ) ,
where the quantile function Q{p) is the inverse of the cdf. These percentiles are usually 
used to determine a warranty period for the items under consideration, since a balance is 
needed between the proportion of items failing within the warranty period and the length 
of the warranty period itself. Generally, we do not want too many items failing during 
the period, otherwise the company that sells the goods have to face considerable costs in 
repairing them. The quantile function is also used in the simulation of random variables 
from a specific distribution, as illustrated below.
The 10th percentile Bio, commonly used in reliability analysis, concentrates on early 
failures and is of particular relevance in electrical and mechanical engineering. Other widely 
used percentiles include the median or the 50th percentile, which gives the time at which 
half the observations or items have failed; this is more commonly used in medical statistics.
1 .1 .2  Particular d istribu tion s
There are numerous descriptions of different reliability distribution functions and proba­
bility density functions, along with their properties. For example, see Ansell and Phillips 
(1994), Nelson (1982) and Leitch (1995); Richards and McDonald (1987) also summarise 
the relationships that exist between various distributions. Throughout this thesis, we will 
require the following distribution functions.
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Figure 1.1: The function Gw for varying (3.
The Weibull distribution
The Weibull distribution is the most common and well known of all the reliability distribu­
tion functions, and reasons for this include the fact tha t it is a relatively robust distribution 
tha t can be fitted to data very easily without too many numerical problems. It was intro­
duced by Weibull (1951), and has pdf defined by
/ / a m  0 y p  1 f  f y \ pgw (y; (3,9) = -  exp j  -  ( j for y > 0, ( 1.2 )
and cdf given by
Gw (y;0,o) = 1 -  exp j - ( J )  )  for y > 0. (1.3)
The Weibull distribution has two positive parameters; /3 is the shape parameter and 9 the 
scale parameter. Figure 1.1 shows how varying (3 affects the shape of the Weibull cdf; larger 
values of (3 correspond to steeper distribution functions that tend to 1 more rapidly. The 
hazard function for the Weibull distribution is given by
hw (t; p  =
-1
and, by integration or via (1.1), the cumulative hazard function takes the form
Hw (Pl3 ,0 )=  ( 1 )  .
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The quantile function for the Weibull distribution is defined as
B w,p =  G ~x (p) = 6 { -  In (1 -  p)}0  .
The Burr XII distribution
The Burr XII distribution (from now on abbreviated to Burr distribution), was first, in­
troduced by Burr (1942), and has received considerable attention by Wingo (1983) and 
Tadikamalla (1980). It has pdf given by
06 (p; t , a, 0) =  j l  + |  for y >  0:
and cdf
1 + (f) I f°r V > °’ ^
where the positive parameters a  and r control the shape of the distribution, and 0 > 0 is 
a scale parameter. We see that it is a three parameter distribution, but can be reduced to 
just two parameters, a  and r, by rescaling the data by <f>. Thus, the two parameter Burr 
distribution is a special case of the Burr distribution with 4> equal to 1; it is often convenient 
to derive results for this special case and then generalise to the three parameter Burr dis­
tribution. The effects of changing the shape parameters from the Burr distribution can be 
seen by examining plots of Gb for varying a  and r. Since </> represents a scale parameter, it 
will not affect the shape in any way. Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 show distribution functions 
for 0 = 1 .  Figure 1.2 shows the effect of changing r when a  =  1, whilst Figure 1.3 gives a 
similar comparison for varying a , with r  — 1. Increasing r produces a steeper distribution 
function, so that most of the probability is contained at the smaller data values. The func­
tion also tends to 1 much more quickly with large values of r. A similar pattern is observed 
when a  is allowed to vary, and we see, for larger values of a, a much steeper distribution 
function that tends to 1 extremely quickly. The hazard function for the Burr distribution 
is given by
M t ; r , a »  =  2 ^ _ { l + ( i )  }  ,
Gb (y \T, a, 4>) =  1 -  |
with cumulative hazard function
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Figure 1.3: The function Gb for r  =  1 and varying a.
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The quantile function for the Burr distribution is
B b,p =  G b 1 (p) =  (p { ( 1 - p ) ~ °  “  1} T •
The Burr distribution has the important property of including the Weibull model as a 
limiting case. This property, and the consequences of it, will be considered in detail in 
Chapter 2.
The Gamma distribution
The Gamma distribution is not as widely used as the Weibull and Burr distributions, since 
the form of its hazard function makes it less suitable to use in some cases; see Nelson (1982) 
and below. It has pdf defined by
yT~1 exp (—
9g (y \T ,a )  = ---- — for y > 0, (1.5)
where T (.) is the gamma function given by
/>oo
r  (t) = / zT~1 exp (—z) dz. (1.6)
J o
By integration, we see that the cdf of the Gamma distribution is
T  ( Z  t )
Gg ('y; r, a) =  ■ for y  >  0,
where
r  ( z , t ) =  f  uT~1 exp (—u) du (1.7)
J o
denotes the incomplete gamma function. Here, a  represents a scale parameter, whilst r  
is the shape parameter. Figure 1.4 shows that, as r decreases, the distribution function 
generally becomes much steeper for smaller data values. The effects of increasing r seem to 
shift the distribution curve along the horizontal axis. The hazard function for the Gamma 
distribution is given by
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Figure 1.4: The function Gg for varying r .
and, therefore,
Hg (£; r ,  a) = -  In jl - | .
The fact that these functions cannot be expressed in closed form is a considerable practical 
barrier to the use of this distribution. A further related disadvantage is tha t the quantile 
function must be obtained numerically, since we cannot explicitly write down the inverse of 
G g .
The Lognormal distribution
The Lognormal distribution empirically fits many types of data adequately, because it has 
a great variety of shapes; see Nelson (1982). The distribution is often used when the range 
of data is extremely large, as is sometimes the case for data on metal fatigue and electrical 
insulation life, and, away from a reliability setting, economic data and responses of biological 
material to stimulus. This distribution function is closely related to the Normal, in that, 
if Y  follows a Lognormal distribution, then In (Y ) has a Normal distribution with mean fi 
and standard deviation a. Thus, the Lognormal cdf is defined to be
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Figure 1.5: The function G\n for varying /i. 
where <f> is the usual standard Normal cdf; from this, the pdf is
gin (y: y,  cr) =  — exp f  — 2------  1 for y >  0, (1.9)
where the parameter fi is the mean of the log of life and may take any value; again, see Nelson 
(1982). The parameter cr is called the log standard deviation and must be positive; it is the 
standard deviation of the log of life. The value of a determines the shape of the distribution, 
whilst /x determines the 50% point and the spread. Figures 1.5 and 1.6 illustrate how the 
parameters of the Lognormal distribution affect the shape of the distribution function. We 
see that increasing p, (keeping a fixed at 1), even by just a small amount, flattens the cdf 
and prolongs the period it takes for the function to tend to one. Increasing a (and keeping 
/i fixed at 1) has a similar effect but there are also high probabilities associated with smaller 
data values. The hazard function for the Lognormal distribution is given by
i exD (  ~(ln
h\n (t ; Ab cr) = -------------
1 — $
with cumulative hazard function of the form
H\n (*; <r) =  -  In i  1 -  $
In t — fi
on using (1.1). We see that the cumulative hazard function involves a function that must 
be evaluated numerically.
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Figure 1.6: The function Gjn for varying cr.
1.1.3 C ensored data
More often than not, observed reliability data have the complicating feature of containing 
censored values. Censoring occurs when the exact lifetime of an item is not observed, but, 
for example, is only known to exceed a certain time, possibly the lifetime of another item 
tha t has failed. Such a situation arises when an experiment is terminated before all items 
fail, leading to an incomplete set of data. Reasons for termination may include the fact 
tha t waiting for all items to fail may take several days, weeks or even longer. Thus, we 
may observe the first few failures, but then stop the experiment as the other items continue 
to function. If we do observe all the failures, then we have a complete data  set, which 
contains more information than a data set of the same size tha t has undergone some form 
of censoring. There are many ways in which observations can be censored. We list some of 
these below, but just consider the first two in this thesis.
Type I censoring
Items are said to have undergone a type I censoring regime if the experiment is terminated 
after some specified fixed time yc, also called the stopping time. As a result, the number 
of observed failures N  (0 < N  < n) is a random variable, and the remaining (n — N ) items 
are censored at the stopping time. This type of censoring has the practical advantages of 
known experimental duration, but the statistical disadvantage of prior uncertainty in the 
precise number of failure times available for analysis.
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Type II censoring
Type II censoring occurs when n items axe tested, and the experiment is halted after the 
r th (r < n) failure. Thus, the remaining (n — r) items will yield censored times in service. 
Type II censoring has the statistical advantage of ensuring a precise number of failure times 
for analysis, but experimental duration is not known precisely in advance, and it is possible 
for an experiment to continue for long periods until r failures are observed.
Interval censoring
This occurs when units are put on test, but only checked for failure every hour, every day, 
or at other specified time points. If a unit is found to have failed during the last period, 
then we do not know precisely its time to failure, and can only estimate the failure time as 
a point in this period.
Progressive censoring
Progressive censoring occurs when test units are removed at different stages during the 
experiment for various reasons. These may include the removal of items for more thorough 
inspection, or use elsewhere. There are many different methods of specifying the removal 
times and the number of items withdrawn at each removal time. For instance, Tse, Yang 
and Yuen (2000), assume a progressive censoring regime with Binomial removals.
1.1.4 M athematical functions
We have already seen that the basic reliability distributions introduce the gamma function. 
Our analysis will require the consideration of other related functions, and we now list these; 
we refer to Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) for further details.
The gamma and incomplete gamma functions
The gamma function, at (1.6), satisfies the following recursive relationship
T (r + 1) = rT (r) ,
and for n, an integer, we write
T (n +  1) =  n!
The incomplete gamma function arises in connection with type I and II censoring, where 
we may also use
T (z, a) =  z aUi (z, a) , (1.10)
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where
with the property that
rr  ^  ^  ( - * ) "U% (z, a) — %t ,
^ ( n  +  a )n !
m  -TT
- fa  = ~ lUi+v
The incomplete gamma function also has an important recurrence relationship given by
r (z ,a  +  l) =  aT (z, a) — za exp(—z). (1-11)
Derivatives of the gamma function
The psi function is defined as the derivative of the log of the gamma function, given by
dinT(z)  r '(z)
( dz ~ V{z)'
and satisfies the recursive relationship
^ { z + l )  = f ( z )  +  z - 1. (1.12)
We write
^ (!) =  -7 ,
where 7  =  0.57721 • • • is known as Euler’s constant. We can also differentiate the psi 
function to obtain the trigamma function defined as
<i>! (z) r  (z) r" (z) -  r' (z)2
dz  ( r  (z) } 2
Further derivatives of the gamma function can be found in Abramowitz and Stegun (1972). 
In particular, we have
« “ (z ) = ( - 1r i r p ^ i d u .
Jo 1 -  exp (-u )
B eta and incom plete B eta functions
The Beta function is defined in terms of gamma functions, and is given by
B  (a, b) =  /  V - 1 (1 - 1)6” 1 dt =  f ° °  ■ ■■*“ \ t (1-13) 
y ) Jo ' ’ Jo (1 +  t) “+6 r  (a +  6) v ’
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recursive relationships also exist for this function. In particular, we have
abB (a , b) =  b (a +  b) B  (a +  1, b) =  a (a +  b) B  (a, b +  1). (1-14)
The incomplete beta function is defined as
B z (a, b) =  [  t* - 1 (1 -  t f ' 1 dt. (1.15)
Jo
Hypergeom etric functions
These arise when considering type I censoring, but also appear in results for joint ex­
pectations of random variables that have undergone type II censoring. The generalised 
hypergeometric function is defined as
t-i f t  n  \  S h  h  h \    \  A ( ^ ) f c  ••• (%>) fc Z
F p,q  ( { a i>a 2i ■■•><%>} , {&i> i>2, , z )  — (6l)fc (62) &- . ( 6 , ) * ,  fc!’
where (x)r is called Pochhammers symbol, given by
T (x +  r)
M r = r M
For later use, we note that
and
(x)r =  x(x  +  l ) r - l ,
. » (x +  r)
(x +  l ) r = --------- (x)r .
X
We can also express the incomplete Beta function in terms of hypergeometric expressions, 
and note that
B z (a, b) =  a~1z aF2>i{{a ,  1 -  6} ; {a +  1} ; z)
_  n - l ~ a  ( a ) n ( l  — b )n Zn
-  a 2 L  1 ^ 1 1  7T- (L16)
See Slater (1966) for other results. 
Order statistics
To analyse observations that have undergone type II censoring requires ordering the data 
set from the smallest to the largest. The ith largest item in a sample of size n is usually
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denoted by
y(i:n) >
and, by ordering the data set, we will always have
2/ ( l:n )  — y { 2 :n) — ••• — 2/(n :n )-
See David (1981) for results on order statistics and their properties.
1.2 Numerical and computational aspects
In order to check theoretical results developed, this thesis will rely heavily on programming 
and computational packages such as SAS and Mathematica; we refer to Der and Everitt 
(2002) and Wolfram (1988), respectively, for further details. We use Excel for simpler 
calculations and graphs.
Throughout this thesis, we will need to maximise functions I (tt) based on likelihoods with 
respect to model parameters 7r; in most cases, only limited analytical progress is possible, 
so that maximisation must be performed numerically. Our approach is as follows: we 
discount the possibility of multiple stationary points, and regard the maximisation of I (7r) 
as equivalent to finding the roots of We generally locate these roots using the Newton- 
Raphson computational procedure. This is the quickest and probably most straightforward 
method to program in SAS, although other procedures, such as the Bisection, Iterative and 
Secant methods, can be employed; see Kennedy and Gentle (1980) for further details. We 
will provide additional references as necessary; for instance, when we need to employ more 
sophisticated algorithms. In certain situations, any numerical method may fail to locate the 
roots of J ;^ we only accept proposed solutions 7r for which each element of J-jp is less than 
10-9 in absolute value; this cut-off value is regarded as sufficiently close to zero to indicate 
convergence, and in simulations, we usually observed values considerably smaller than this 
(generally less than 10-15).
1.3 Sample procedures
We list some standard sample procedures used throughout this thesis below. Most will be 
used to compare models based on both true and mis-specified distributions for data.
1.3.1 H azard and cum ulative hazard p lots
As mentioned above, the hazard function indicates the proneness to failure of a unit at time 
t, given successful operation up to this time. From the literature, we see that the empirical 
hazard and cumulative hazard functions can be calculated in different ways. Crowder,
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Kimber, Smith and Sweeting (1991) suggest that the empirical survivor function S  (£), 
defined as
number of observations greater than or equal to t
n
should first be calculated. The empirical cumulative hazard function is then defined as
H (t)  =  -I n  S ( t ) .
On the other hand, Newton (1991) counted the number of observations greater than or 
equal to each data point, and then used this number to estimate h (t). Cumulative values 
then estimate H  (t ). As both methods give very similar results, we use the method given in 
Crowder, Kimber, Smith and Sweeting (1991). We note, but do not use, the Kaplan-Meier 
estimate, which provides another way of estimating the survivor function, and is particularly 
useful when the data set has undergone some form of censoring.
1 .3 .2  K olm ogorov-Sm irnov d istan ces
These procedures are used when a theoretical distribution, usually with unknown parameters 
replaced by maximum likelihood estimates, are used to model data. The distance between 
the fitted theoretical cumulative distribution and the empirical distribution functions is then 
calculated to produce the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic. We denote this by D, with 
appropriate subscripts for Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal distributions. Since the 
test statistics is based on the maximum of D, then the larger this statistic is, the worse 
the fit between the theoretical distribution and data set. If D  is significantly large, then we 
reject the hypothesis that the underlying data is adequately modelled using the distribution 
specified. For further details on this distance, we refer to Lawless (1982).
1 .3 .3  D a ta  sim ulation
Since this thesis will involve fitting the Weibull distribution to data with other underlying 
distribution functions, then we will need to simulate data from such distributions. To 
generate data yi from a distribution with cdf G, we compute
Vi = Q (y,i) — G i^i) )
where the Ui are independently and Uniformly distributed on [0,1]. Thus, to simulate a set 
of data from a Weibull distribution with known, specified parameters /? and 0, we use (1.3) 
and compute
S(t)
3 / i  =  0 ( - l n [ l - U j ] ) o (1.17)
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For the Burr, we use (1.4) and calculate
yt =  - U i ) ~ «  -  I t j  .
As previously noted, quantile functions for the Gamma and Lognormal distributions cannot 
be expressed explicitly. Consequently, we rely on the quantile functions defined in SAS to 
compute a set of data from both distributions. For the Gamma distribution, the RANGAM 
command in SAS produces random numbers from Gg with specified shape parameter r and 
scale parameter a  =  1. Thus, we use ax  RANGAM [r] to simulate a set of data with general 
shape and scale parameters. To simulate data from a Lognormal distribution, we again 
exploit the link between this distribution and the Normal; see (1.8) and (1.9). Thus, if we 
simulate t{ from N  (//, cr2), then yi =  exp ([U) will be a random sample from Gin.
1.4 Structure of thesis
The remaining chapters of this thesis are as follows. Chapter 2 examines the effects of 
fitting the Weibull distribution to data from the Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal 
distributions, and assessing the goodness of fit. Chapter 3 considers theoretical counterparts 
to the parameter estimates from the mis-specified Weibull distribution; this involves entropy 
functions, and we also derive the variance covariance matrix of the estimates under mis- 
specification. Chapter 4 derives similar results for data that has undergone type I and type 
II censoring regimes. In Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8, we extend the ideas of mis-specification to 
deal with accelerated data sets. Finally, Chapter 9 finishes with a summary of our work, 
together with a brief outline of any future research.
Chapter 2
M aximum Likelihood: Some 
Practical Considerations
2.1 Introduction
As previously noted, the process of modelling a set of reliability data usually involves three 
main steps. These are
• Identifying a suitable model for the data.
• Estimating the parameters contained in the model.
• Assessing the goodness of fit to ascertain if an adequate fit has been achieved. If not, 
a different model is chosen and the three steps are repeated.
Numerous methods have been devised for selecting models, obtaining parameter esti­
mates, and for assessing the goodness of fit of the proposed model. Model selection is based 
on graphical methods; see Chapter 1 above. Methods for fitting a distribution to a data set 
include the widely used maximum likelihood (ML) approach, where we obtain maximum 
likelihood estimates (MLEs) for the true parameter values. We denote these by a caret, 
so, for example, the MLE for a  is a. For more details on MLE, and on the asymptotic 
properties of the MLEs, we refer to Cox and Hinkley (1974). Other approaches include 
least squares and the method of moments. To assess the adequacy of the fitted distribution 
usually involves graphical techniques such as plots of the fitted cdf against the empirical 
cdf obtained from the data set. The agreement between the two functions can then be 
summarised by measures of functional distances, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. 
We may also consider examining plots of theoretical and empirical hazard and cumulative 
hazard functions, and observe whether any large discrepancies occur between the fitted dis­
tribution and data set in this case. Other plots, such as Kaplan-Meier plots, can consider 
distances between sample and theoretical cdfs for data containing censored observations. 
For further details on such sample procedures, we refer to Chapter 1.
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This thesis is concerned with the effects of mis-specification and choosing an incorrect 
distribution function to represent a particular data set. Most statistical analyses implicitly 
assume that the underlying model is correctly specified, and the question of model choice 
has received relatively little attention. However, Marshall, Meza and Olkin (2001) address 
this problem briefly, and examine maximised likelihoods and Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances 
between true and mis-specified distributions, when a range of underlying models are used. 
White (1982) looks at the .properties of MLEs of mis-specified models, whilst Hutton and 
Monaghan (2002) examine mis-specification of accelerated life and proportional hazard mod­
els for survival data. We begin to consider the problem of model mis-specification in this 
chapter, but first summarise the theory for fitting the various distributions given in Chap­
ter 1. Thus, we consider fitting the Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal distributions 
to data using ML techniques. We then address the problem of mis-specification, and fit­
ting the incorrect distribution function. From Chapter 1, and the references given there, 
we saw how the Weibull distribution was the most common reliability distribution fitted 
to data, and, in some cases, is wrongly chosen to represent a particular data set although 
another distribution provides a better fit. Thus, due to this wide use, we always take this 
as our mis-specified model, and look at the effects of fitting it to data with an underlying 
Burr, Gamma and Lognormal model. Of course, there are many other possible variants we 
could consider, since any other distribution could be mis-specified, so that, for example, we 
could try to fit the Lognormal distribution to data from an underlying Burr model. Such 
scenarios will be considered elsewhere. We first derive results for complete data, and give 
corresponding results on type I and type II censoring in Chapter 4.
2.2 F itting Gw
Likelihood may be defined as the joint pdf based on a specific distribution at the observed 
sample points. The MLEs of the parameters in the specified distribution are then the 
values that maximise the likelihood function. Equivalently, (since the likelihood function 
for independent observations involves taking products of terms) we usually consider the 
natural logarithm of the likelihood function, and obtain the maximum of the log-likelihood. 
This approach converts products to sums, which are easier to manipulate when we consider 
locating maximum turning points. Since In is a monotonic increasing function, the log- 
likelihood has the same stationary points as the original likelihood. The likelihood for the 
Weibull distribution is given in Cohen (1965), and expectations of terms that appear in 
the log-likelihood and score functions are summarised in, for example, Watkins (1998). We 
briefly outline the important functions below for a complete data set yi, yn- The
likelihood and log-likelihood based on (1.3) are
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and
n n
lw = n \n (3  - n (3 \n 9  +  (fi -  l ) ^ l n 2/i - 0 _/3^ ? / f .  (2.1)
i=1 i=l
We will find it convenient to define
Se =  ^  In yi
i=1
and
i— 1
for real r > 0 and integer j  >  0, taking 0° =  1 if necessary; note that for j  > 1
Then (2.1) can be written
lw =  n In (3 — n(3 In 0 +  (/? — 1) Se — 9~^Sq {(3);
MLEs are obtained by maximising lw or, equivalently, finding the roots of the score function, 
based on the two partial derivatives given by
=  n r 1 - n i n e +  Se + e - P l n e  So i l ) ) - e - PS- i i P) ,  (2.2)
^  = -npe-'+pe-W+VSotf)'. (2.3)
There are no analytic expressions for these roots. However, we note that if we equate (2.3)
to zero, then we can express 6 in terms of the data and the shape parameter /?; we obtain
By substituting (2.4) into (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain our profile log-likelihood
ZJJ, =  nIn/? — nlnSo (fi) +  n (Inn — 1) +  (/3 — 1) Se (2.5)
with first derivative
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Iteration P d/3
dl l*
d0%
1 1.989760 1.0796821 -9.989062
2 2.097846 0.0390496 -9.281992
3 2.102053 0.0000541 -9.256282
4 2.102059 1.045 x l0 -lu -9.256246
5 2.102059 0 -9.256246
Table 2.1: Summary of iterations for fitting Gw to the ball bearings data in Table 1.1.
Locating the root of (2.6) is now considerably easier, since it is a univariate function of /?. 
Our MLE for 6 is then obtained by substituting the MLE for (3 into (2.4). As noted in 
Chapter 1, many methods have been established to locate roots of functions like (2.6). We 
use the Newton-Raphson approach, which requires the derivative
2 f -So (I) & ( /? ) - S i d ) 2 ] 
d02 P \  So ( 0 f  } '
and an initial starting value. This starting value should be close to-/?, otherwise the Newton- 
Raphson process may fail to converge; Farnum and Booth (1997) discuss initial starting 
values; for a complete data set, the quantity
y  =  In (y(n:n)) “  n ~ l S e
measures variation in data, and a good starting point for locating (3 is 2V-1 , since conver­
gence is then guaranteed. We locate the MLEs for Gw for the ball bearings data given in 
Table 1.1. Here, n =  23, Se =  95.4605 and y(n:n) =  173.40, so we have V  =  1.0051. Using 
2V~1 =  1.9898 as a starting value for /?, the Newton-Raphson process converged in just five 
iterations to (3 =  2.1021 for which 6 =  81.8783. We summarise these iterations in Table 
2.1, and observe how the profile score function for (3 tends to zero very quickly; note that 
the second derivative is negative, indicating that we have found a maximum of /£,. This 
maximum value is 1  ^ =  —113.6913.
2.3 F itting Gb
We now fit the Burr distribution to 2 / 1 , 2 / 2 >  •••>2/n• This requires the likelihood
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from which the log-likelihood is
lb =  n In a  +  n In r  — n r  In 4- (r — l )S e — {a +  1) ^  In 1 1 +  P-7)
We will find it convenient to write
i=1
with partial derivatives given by
d T  " ( t ) E ( | )
d T if i  ^  T y 'i i l i H l l L
 ^ f /  \  T'l  ^ ’
-  { ! + ( ?  }
<9r
and
d T n ( & yr p  _  ~ T  X '  K * )
r ° . i - t L  ■d(j) 4> l.=11 + (*)■
2 " ( f  ) T T " ( t )« iw  rrr W  I T- f '
r  = 3r°-1 -1  f r  ^  T f r  ^  11 ^
11 -  *  -  ^ h i + ( ^ y  * h { i + ( t y y
The subscripts in this notation indicate differentiation with respect to r and </>; note that 
Watkins (1999) used a slightly different convention, linking subscripts to powers of terms in 
summations. By differentiating (2.7) with respect to the three parameters, we obtain the 
score function; its components are
d k
d r
d k
d a
d k
d<j)
nr-1 — nln</> + Se — (a -I-1) T^o,
n aT1 -  T, (2.8)
- n r ^ T 1 -  (a + l)T 0)i,
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while the six second partial derivatives are given by
— ~~nT 2 — (o: +  1) T^o 
§-4 =  —na - 2da
d2l
P  =
—  _T  drd a  bO
d2h  __  _rn
d<pda ~  -*0,1
d %
(ia  +  1) To(2
drd<f> = -mj> 1 -  (a +  1 ) 21,1
(2.9)
The components of the score function have no analytic roots, so numerical techniques must 
be used to locate them. Some simplifications occur on equating (2.8) to zero, yielding
a  =  nT - l (2 .10)
However, maximising the resulting profile log-likelihood is problematical; for instance, the 
Newton-Raphson process is sensitive to starting values, and iterations diverge if inappropri­
ate initial values are chosen. This divergence is linked to the fact that the Burr has a limiting 
Weibull distribution, and, if this distribution provides an improved fit over the Burr to a 
data set, then the Burr cannot be fitted by ML. We also note that, unlike the Weibull, which 
seems a relatively robust distribution to fit, we may encounter further numerical problems 
(such as the selection of initial values and speed of convergence) when fitting the Burr to 
data. We therefore adopt the method outlined by Watkins (1999) to fit the three parameter 
Burr distribution, and briefly outline the steps in the next section.
2 .3 .1  T he lim itin g  d istribu tion  and A
Tadikamalla (1980) showed that the Weibull distribution is a limiting case of the Burr 
distribution. We reparameterise (1.4), using
\  = 4>T
so that
Gb {y; r, a, A) =  1 -  <j 1 + ( y =  1 - 1 + 0 }
If we let a, A —► oo, so that j  =  remains constant, then the distribution function becomes
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on recognising the limiting form of the exponential function, given by
Then, by rearranging, we see that the limiting form of the Burr is 
Gb (y, r, a, A) = 1 -  exp =  1 -  exp j -
which is Gw with shape parameter r, and scale parameter ot~ (^fi.
This results suggests that, if a Weibull distribution provides a better fit to a set of data 
than the Burr, and we try to fit the Burr distribution, then we will observe (fi and a  becoming 
very large, rather than converging on finite numbers. Such observations prompted Watkins 
(2001b) to derive a function to determine which of the Burr or Weibull provides a better 
fit to a set of data. We mention it here since we require it for our simulation studies, and 
consider it in detail later. For complete data, the function A is given by
So ( 23)  So ( 3 ) 2
2 n  ’
if A > 0, then the Burr distribution provides the better fit, in terms of maximised log- 
likelihood, to a set of data, whilst a negative A suggests that the Weibull distribution models 
the data set more appropriately, and in fact, the Burr distribution cannot be fitted by ML 
in this case. Other methods have been derived to assess whether a limiting distribution 
(sometimes called an embedded distribution) should be chosen in favour of an underlying 
model. In particular, Crowder and Kimber (1997) derive a score test to determine whether 
the multivariate Burr should be used in preference to the multivariate Weibull model. Cheng 
and lies (1990) also provide formal tests to decide if the embedded model should be fitted 
instead of the three parameter distribution. They do this for a general distribution that 
contains an embedded model, but also consider specific cases as examples. In particular, 
they show that the three parameter Weibull model contains the Extreme Value distribution 
as an embedded model, and derive statistical tests to deduce if the corresponding embedded 
model should be chosen in preference to the three parameter distribution.
2 .3 .2  F ittin g  th e  th ree param eter Burr d istr ib u tion
Watkins (1999) presents an algorithm for fitting the three parameter Burr distribution to 
a data set, using A to eliminate the possibilities of fitting the Burr with (fi —> 00 to data 
better modelled by the Weibull distribution. The method utilizes the Weibull MLEs, with 
6 scaling the data. The algorithm is also described in detail in Johnson (2003). We outline 
the main steps below.
STEP 1. We first fit the Weibull distribution to the data, using the profile log-likelihood
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given by (2.5). This yields estimates for (3 and 6.
STEP 2. The original data is then rescaled using 6, so that
Vi
V i^ T
and A is calculated for these scaled values. This rescaling introduces some numerical sta­
bility in the calculation of A, especially in the computation of So . Also, the rescaled 
data values are now centered around one, thus providing us with a starting value for 0, 
denoted by 0 l5 if necessary.
STEP 3. If A > 0, then we proceed to locate the MLEs that maximise lb using the 
Newton-Raphson method. We set 0X =  1, and fit the two parameter Burr distribution using 
a profile approach. Thus, we iterate on t , setting our initial estimate equal to (3. This 
provides us with a new estimate for r, which we denote by we then obtain a \  using t \  
in (2.10).
STEP 4. Using a \  and t i ,  we calculate the three score functions and six second partial 
derivatives at (2.9), and use these values to obtain a new estimate of 0, 02. There are 
two ways we can update the estimate for 0 in the Newton-Raphson approach. We either 
use the full-matrix of second derivatives, given by (2.9), or take the ratio of ^  with its 
corresponding second derivative; the former usually results in faster convergence, but we 
illustrate both approaches in examples below. We then further scale the rescaled data by 
02? and obtain new estimates of a  and r, now denoted by 0:25 t2.
STEP 5. Step 4 is repeated until we converge onto 0, a  and r. We finally undo the effect 
of the initial rescaling by multiplying 0 by 6 to obtain 0 for the original unsealed data.
Example
To illustrate this method, we consider the ball bearings data given in Table 1.1. The first step 
is to fit the Weibull distribution to this data set in order to obtain a value for A. From the 
above section, we have f3 =  2.1021, and so So — 241725.08 and So (^p'j =  5.55078 x 109; 
this gives a value of 234911677 for A. Since A is positive, the Burr distribution will provide 
an improved fit, in terms of maximised likelihoods, over the Weibull. We rescale the data 
by 6, and to this rescaled data, fit the three parameter Burr model. Table 2.2 shows results 
of the first 7 iterations for the rescaled ball bearings data. The first line shows starting 
values for fitting the two parameter Burr distribution. In this case, we set t =  f3 and give
Q l
corresponding results for a  and The remaining lines shown the iterations on the three 
parameters when fitting the Burr distribution. Note that we have used the full matrix of 
second derivatives to iterate on 0, as the MLEs converge much more quickly in this case. 
The second approach of using the reciprocal of the second derivative with respect to 0 also 
eventually results in convergence, but this takes place well after the 100^ iteration. The 
final step is to undo the effects of scaling by multiplying 0 by 6. Thus, the Burr MLEs for
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Iteration a T <t> dcj)
1 1.7062008 2.1020589 1 3.5692577
2 1.6570158 2.8899107 1 0.0920201
3 1.7859946 2.8368636 1.0407981 0.0113776
4 1.8071976 2.8288123 1.0474051 0.0002448
5 1.8076752 2.8286330 1.0475536 1.20x 10-7
6 1.8076754 2.8286329 1.0475536 3.84x l0~ 14
7 1.8076754 2.8289329 1.0475536 -9.59-15
Table 2.2: Summary of iterations for fitting Gb to the ball bearings data in Table 1.1.
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Figure 2.1: Empirical (♦) and fitted (---- ) cdfs for Gw for the ball bearings data set.
the ball bearings data set are
a  -  1.8077, r  =  2.8286, % =  85.7719,
which gives a maximised log-likelihood o f-113.2498. Although we know tha t the Burr distri­
bution provides an improved fit over the Weibull for this particular data set, we still assess 
this goodness of fit for both distribution functions. Plots of the empirical cdf (ecdf) and 
fitted Weibull and Burr cdfs, given by Figures 2.1 and 2.2, clearly show larger discrepancies 
for the Weibull model. This fact is further strengthened when we compare the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov distance for the Weibull, with that of the Burr. In the notation of Chapter 1, 
we have Db = 0.1116, which compares with Dw = 0.1511. Thus, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
distance also supports the fact tha t the Burr distribution provides a better fit than the 
Weibull model. Plots of the cumulative hazard functions for the Weibull and Burr (given 
by Figures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively) are also consistent with this, and we observe a larger 
maximum absolute distance between sample and theoretical cumulative hazard functions
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Figure 2.2: Empirical (♦) and fitted (---- ) cdfs for Gb for the ball bearings data set.
for the Weibull distribution.
2.4 F it t in g  Gg
Using (1.5), we see that the likelihood function for data y i ,y 2 , •••, yn is given by
n n ur -1 ex D (-^ )
L g  ( y i , 2 / 2 > - . . , 2 / n ; r , a )  =  ( 2 / t j r ,  a )  =  Q ,
i=l i= 1 '
from which
lg = ( r  — 1) Se — a~ l So (1) — n r  In a  — n l n T  ( r ) . (2.11)
The maximum of this function clearly has no analytic form, and must therefore be found 
numerically using iterative techniques. Equivalently, we seek the roots of
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Figure 2.3: Sample (♦) and fitted (---- ) cumulative hazard functions for Gw for the ball
bearings data set.
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Figure 2.4: Sample (♦) and fitted (---- ) cumulative hazard functions for Gb for the ball
bearings data set.
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Iteration r di^dr
1 3 1.069620 -1.416817
2 3.754946 0.223208 -0.887050
3 4.006576 0.014534 -0.775282
4 4.025323 0.000070 -0.767812
5 4.025415 1.65xl0-9 -0.767776
6 4.025415 3.55X10"15 -0.767776
Table 2.3: Summary of iterations for fitting Gg to the ball bearings data in Table 1.1. 
Equating (2.12) to zero yields a  in terms of the data and r; we have
a  =  M U ,  (2.14)
nr
and substituting (2.14) into (2.11) yields the profile log-likelihood, which again offers the 
practical benefit of depending only on the single parameter, t. We have
I* =  (t — 1) Se — n r  — nr  In So (1) + n r  In n + n r  In r  — n In T (r ) ,
and
dl*
~Y~ — Se — n In So (1) +  nInn + n ln r  — n’L (r ) . (2.15)
ar
In order to use Newton-Raphson to locate the root of (2.15), we also require the second 
derivative,
^ l9 -1 T ’ ! \-r-f- —  n r  —  ( t )  .
d r z
We now have all the necessary terms to locate MLEs of parameters from a Gamma distri­
bution, and, with previous distributions, illustrate this with a worked example. Thus, we 
fit this distribution to the ball bearings data set given in Table 1.1, and find it convenient 
to set our initial value for r equal to 3; this is consistent with MLEs of shape parameters 
of previous distributions. We note, but do not use, a method established in Hirose (1998) 
to locate MLEs for the three parameter Gamma distribution. Details on the iterations 
are shown in Table 2.3; we see convergence after just 6 iterations, and the MLEs for this 
particular data set are
r =  4.0254, a  =  17.9421,
which gives a maximum log-likelihood of -113.0293. Thus, in terms of maximised log- 
likelihoods, the Gamma distribution provides a better fit to the ball bearings data than the 
Weibull, and is also a further improvement over the Burr. We illustrate this by comput­
ing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance when we assume that the theoretical distribution is
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Gamma with the above parameters. We have
D g = 0.1230,
and note that D w >  Dg >  D^. Thus, in terms of maximised likelihoods the Gamma distri­
bution provides the best fit to the data set, but when we consider the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
statistic, then we favour the Burr. This example highlights some of the inconsistencies 
between methods for assessing the goodness of fit of a distribution to data.
2.5 F itting GIn
The final distribution we consider is the Lognormal distribution. Using (1.9), we write the 
likelihood function as
^ ^ 1 f  flu
Lin ( 2 / 1 ,  2/2, yn\ /*, <j) =  TT Sin ( 2 / < ;  M > c r )  = TT 1 jf=----eXp \ 2  f ’7=i t=i v  I  2 a  J
with log-likelihood
f[n =  - j  In ( 2 t t ) - 2 l n o » - a . - f :  (1°  2 ^  ^  ’ (2'16)
1=1
We exploit the link between the Lognormal and Normal distributions described in Chapter 
1, to write down explicit expressions for the MLEs from the Lognormal model. Using the 
fact that In y~iV (/i, cr2), we have
£ =  r T l Se)
and
3 ^  G T d = i (lnV i - v Y  
V n
thus, in contrast to the other distributions studied, we do not need to use numerical methods, 
since explicit expressions for the MLEs of this distribution are available. We illustrate this 
by fitting the Lognormal distribution to the ball bearings data given in Table 1.1, and assess 
the goodness of fit by calculating the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. Our MLEs are
£ =  4.1505, a  =  0.5216,
which gives a maximum log-likelihood of -113.1286. This suggests that the Lognormal pro­
vides an improved fit over the Weibull on the basis of maximised likelihoods. This is further 
strengthened by the fact that Din =  0.0898 < D w. If we consider all four distributions
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I D
Weibull -113.6913 0.1511
Burr -113.2498 0.1116
Gamma -113.0293 0.1230
Lognormal -113.1286 0.0898
Table 2.4: Comparison of maximised log-likelihoods and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests for the
Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal distributions when these are fitted to the ball bear­
ings data set.
simultaneously, then we see that fitting the Weibull model to the ball bearings data actu­
ally results in the worst fit, when we use both maximised log-likelihoods and Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov distances; see Table 2.4. This example illustrates some of the problems of choosing 
a distribution based on popularity.
Now that we have all the theory developed to fit our four main distribution functions to 
data, we extend the results by examining the effects of mis-specifying the Weibull distribu­
tion and using this to model data with underlying Burr, Gamma and Lognormal models. 
We address this below, but first consider the results when we fit the correct distribution. 
This is, from a statistical perspective, the best scenario, and provides a standard against 
which all other analyses can subsequently be compared.
2.6 F itting Gw to Gw data
We simulate data from Gw using (1.17) with
(5 =  2 , 6 =  100,
for n =  50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000, and summarise the behaviour of the MLEs and BWjio 
when we fit the correct distribution to this data. Note that we can compare our sample 
values of Bw o^ with the true value given by
B w, io = 100 { -In  (0.9)}^ =  32.4593.
Our results are summarised in Table 2.5. We observe excellent agreement between true and 
estimated results, even, for small sample sizes, and this improves as n increases. We also 
see the sample standard errors for the Weibull MLEs and B Wyio decrease as the sample size 
increases. A natural extension would be to examine how the Weibull MLEs are distributed, 
especially for large sample sizes. This will not be considered here, since the asymptotic 
distribution of these MLEs is well known; see, for instance, Bain (1978).
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
(3 : mean 
(st.err.)
2.0558
(0.2357)
2.0286
(0.1606)
2.0099
(0.0901)
2.0051
(0.0704)
2.0017
(0.0493)
0 : mean 
(st.err.)
99.8239
(7.4090)
99.9358
(5.2494)
99.9847
(3.0497)
99.9735
(2.3615)
99.9629
(1.6880)
B Wtio : mean 
(st.err.)
33.2909
(5.4256)
32.9027
(3.7708)
32.6175
(2.1497)
32.5341
(1.6924)
32.4731
(1.1959)
Table 2.5: Summaries of the MLEs for Gw when fitted to Weibull data generated with 
(3 =  2, 9 =  100. Figures are based on at least 10000 replications.
2.7 F itting Gw to> Gb data
We now simulate data from Gb with
a  =  4, t  =  3, 0 =  100;
as above, these values are somewhat arbitrary. For a set of data, we first calculate the 
Weibull MLEs, and find the sign of A to determine whether the Burr distribution can 
provide a better fit. If it does, then we fit this distribution using the algorithm outlined 
above, Eind obtain the Burr MLEs. We repeat this procedure at least 10000 times, Eind 
summarise the MLEs for both distributions; see Table 2.6 for n =  50, 100, 300, 500 and 
1000. We also show the average value of A and the probability of fitting the Weibull 
distribution based on the proportion of times this function is negative. Finally, we include 
the estimate of Bio from both true and mis-specified distributions. Since we have used 
simulated data, then we can compare these estimates with the true value given by
Bb,io =  100 {(1 -  0.1)-* -  l } °  =  29.8848.
The results show that for small sample sizes, the Burr MLEs, especially for a  and 0, do not 
agree with the true values very well at all, and it is only really for a sample size of 500 that 
we begin to obtain similarities between observed and expected results; even this agreement 
is not particularly good. We further note, for small sample sizes, particular replications with 
large estimates of a  and 0; such values will clearly affect the sample mean and standard 
error. The reason for this seems to be linked to the fact that the Weibull is the limiting 
distribution for the Burr. The smaller the sample size, the less information we have, thus 
increasing the chance of choosing the incorrect distribution. Thus, if we almost, but not 
quite, prefer the Weibull distribution in favour of the Burr then the limiting arguments 
concerning a  and 0 apply and we see their estimates becoming extremely large. This occurs 
far more often for smaller sample sizes because of the lack of data, and leads, on occasion, 
to considerably larger estimates for a  and 0. We note that these estimates do not affect 
the estimate of B^io for the true distribution, and across all sample sizes, the agreement
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
(3 : mean 
(st.err.)
2.6531
(0.3222)
2.6035
(0.2232)
2.5706
(0.1304)
2.5649
(0.1014)
2.5592
(0.0726)
0 : mean 
(st.err.)
67.1717
(3.9092)
67.2201
(2.7712)
67.2263
(1.6188)
67.2715
(1.2433)
67.2597
(0.8809)
5^,10 : mean 
(st.err.)
28.5667
(3.4209)
28.2215
(2.4139)
27.9774
(1.4219)
27.9549
(1.1089)
27.9062
(0.7908)
A : mean 
(st.err.)
Pr (Fit Weibull)
3.2630
(5.7515)
0.3120
9.3855
(11.0927)
0.1696
35.1285
(26.5352)
0.0241
61.7992
(40.2960)
0.0051
129.9680
(68.9834)
0
r  :mean 
(st.err.)
3.2453
(0.5356)
3.1210
(0.3907)
3.0205
(0.2273)
3.0085
(0.1782)
3.0048
(0.1272)
a  : mean 
(st.err.)
5.8481
(7.6847)
6.0846
(7.3206)
5.6085
(6.0028)
4.9535
(3.4441)
4.3944
(1.6074)
4> : mean 
(st.err.)
104.4379
(45.8092)
108.5870
(42.4754)
■ 108.8744 
(32.1425)
106.1578
(23.6247)
102.8393
(14.5185)
Bb} io : mean 
(st.err.)
30.7167
(3.5238)
30.2949
(2.5300)
29.9458
(1.4970)
29.9275
(1.1670)
29.9059
(0.8302)
Table 2.6: Summary statistics of the MLEs for Gb and Gw for data generated from Gb with 
a  =  4, r =  3, <j) =  100.
between B^io and its true value is relatively good. When we estimate this quantile using 
the mis-specified distribution, we generally seem to be under-estimating the time to which 
10% of the observations fail. In all cases, the sample standard errors of the MLEs from 
both Weibull and Burr distributions decrease. The MLEs for the Weibull also seem to be 
centering around some limiting values as n increases ((3 ~  2.55, 0 ~  67.25).
2 .7 .1  A ssessin g  th e  goodn ess o f  fit
When we consider mis-specification using the Burr distribution to generate the underlying 
data set, we have a. numerical method to determine which is the preferred distribution. 
When we consider using other distributions as the underlying model, then, as we see below, 
there are no discriminating functions. Consequently, we should assess the goodness of fit of 
Burr and Weibull models to Burr data using alternative techniques, since, such procedures 
must be used for the other distribution functions. It is also of interest to assess whether 
these procedures give results consistent with A. We examine two such procedures below, 
based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances and cumulative hazard plots.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance
We use this test to determine whether the true distribution or mis-specified Weibull provides 
a better fit to a set of data, and calculate this statistic for the 10000 replications of data, 
with n =  50, 100, 300, 500, 1000, in each case using the MLEs as the parameter values in
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
D w : mean 0.0897 0.0680 0.0461 0.0398 0.0339
(st.dev.) (0.0213) (0.0168) (0.0112) (0.0094) (0.0071)
Db : mean 0.0781 0.0564 0.0332 0.0259 0.0183
(st.dev.) (0.0172) (0.0125) (0.0073) (0.0057) (0.0040)
D w — Db : mean 0.0147 0.0135 0.0132 0.0140 0.0156
(st.dev.) (0.0178) (0.0149) (0.0108) (0.0093) (0.0073)
A : mean 3.2630 9.3855 35.1285 61.7992 129.9680
(st.dev.) (5.7515) (11.0927) (26.5352) (40.9260) (68.9834)
Pr (A > 0) 0.6880 0.8304 0.9759 0.9949 1
Pr (D w >  Db\ A > 0) 0.7929 0.8247 0.8999 0.9420 0.9848
Table 2.7: Summary statistics for comparing D w with D^. Data is simulated from a Burr 
distribution with a  =  4, r =  3 and 0 = 100 and for n =50,100,300,500 and 1000.
both distributions. From Chapter 1, we noted how this test could be used to accept or reject 
the hypothesis that a data set is adequately modelled using a distribution specified. If the 
probability of observing a value of D, derived from this test, was small (that is, less than 
some specified significance level), then we reject the null hypothesis that the distribution is 
a good representation of the data set. We do not use this interpretation here, but as above, 
base our choice between true and mis-specified distributions on the size of the test statistic. 
For example, if D w < Db then we prefer the mis-specified distribution over the true. We 
summarise the results in Table 2.7, and also include the summary statistics for A, after this 
has been rescaled using 9 from the Weibull distribution, to gauge the consistency between 
the discriminating function and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. We note that results for 
Db are only recorded when A > 0, since, if this condition is not satisfied, we cannot fit the 
Burr distribution, and so do not obtain results for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance for this 
model. An alternative approach would be to set Db =  D w since the Weibull is embedded in 
the Burr, thus resulting in no difference between true and mis-specified distributions. The 
results show a decrease in the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics for both distributions as the 
sample size increases. In all cases, the average of Db is always less than the average of D w 
so, on the whole, we prefer to fit the true distribution. We also see the number of times both 
methods reach the same conclusion increases with n; this suggests the tests axe increasingly 
consistent for larger samples. Figures 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate the relationship 
between D w — Db and A for n =  50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000 respectively. Generally across 
all sample sizes, large values of A correspond to large differences. We also see more extreme 
values of A for larger n.
Hazard plots
We also assess the goodness of fit between the Burr and mis-specified Weibull using cumu­
lative hazard functions. We compare these continuous functions for both distributions with 
the empirical counterparts obtained from the data. To illustrate this procedure, we consider
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Figure 2.5: Dw — Db against A for data generated from Gb with a  = 4, r  =  3 and 0 =  100 
(n =  50).
Figure 2.6: — Df, against A for data generated from Gb with a = 4, r  =  3 and 4> = 100
(n =  100).
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Figure 2.7: Dw — Db against A for data generated from Gb with a = 4, r  =  3 and cf) = 100 
(n =  300).
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Figure 2.8: Dw — Db against A for data generated from Gb with a = 4, r  =  3 and 4> = 100
(n =  500).
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Figure 2.9: Dw — Db against A for data generated from Gb with a  =  4, r  =  3 and <fi =  100 
( n =  1000).
1000 observations simulated from the Burr with the above parameter values. To this, we fit 
both the Weibull and Burr distributions, and obtain the following MLEs
p  = 2.4171, ?  -  66.9221, r  = 2.9101, a = 3.4480, 4> = 94.6071
We then construct the sample cumulative hazard function for data, and compare this to 
Hw [y\P,Q^ and Hb S, r ,  ; see Figures 2.10 and 2.11. These show generally good 
agreement between sample and theoretical results, although there are some discrepancies 
for the Weibull distribution, especially for large y. When we compute the maximum ab­
solute distance between the sample cumulative hazard function and the theoretical hazard 
function for both the Weibull and Burr, we see th a t the larger distance occurs for the 
Weibull distribution; we denote this distance by C H , with corresponding sub-scripts for the 
appropriate distributions. Thus, for the Weibull we have C H W = 3.8455, which we compare 
to CHb — 0.8780 for the Burr. So, for this particular data set, we conclude, by examining 
hazard plots, tha t the Burr distribution provides a better fit over the Weibull. Note that 
this is consistent with a positive value of A (137.8498), and D w > Db-
This procedure is repeated at least 10000 times each for varying values of n, and we record 
the percentage of times the three methods for comparing goodness of fit are consistent. This 
is achieved by examining, for A > 0, the number of times Dw > Db and CH W > CHb; the 
results are summarised in Table 2.8. The table shows C H W increasing as the sample size 
increases; the distance for the Burr remains constant at around 1. The average difference 
between the two distances also increases for larger n, so suggesting tha t the Burr is favoured 
over the Weibull for such sample sizes; this is consistent with observing small probabilities
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Figure 2.10: Sample (♦) and theoretical (---- ) cumulative hazard functions for Gw with
(3 =  2.4171 and 6 = 66.9221. We simulate 1000 data values from Gb with a = 4, r  =  3 and 
<f> =  100.
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Figure 2.11: Sample (♦) and theoretical (---- ) cumulative hazard functions for Gb with
r  =  2.9101, a — 3.4480 and d = 94.6071. We simulate 1000 data values from Gb with 
a = 4, r  =  3 and cf) = 100.
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
C H W : mean 1.6247 2.1566 3.3522 4.1039 5.3849
(st.dev.) (1.1714) (1.6574) (2.5253) (3.0929) (3.9183)
CHb : mean 1.0057 0.9872 1.0078 1.0250 1.0624
(st.dev.) (0.4547) (0.5476) (0.6804) (0.7251) (0.7778)
C H b~  C H W : mean 1.0527 1.4748 2.4099 3.0964 4.3225
(st.dev.) (0.8987) (1.2989) (2.0316) (2.5414) (3.3019)
Pr (C H W > C H b\ A > 0) 0.9985 0.9971 0.9814 0.9797 0.9875
Pr (C H W > CH b and Dw > Db| A > 0) 0.7917 0.8219 0.8825 0.9223 0.9725
Table 2.8: Summary statistics for comparing CHW with C H D ata is simulated from a 
Burr distribution with oc = 4, r  =  3 and 0 =  100 and for n  =50,100,300,500 and 1000.
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Figure 2.12: CH W — CHb against A for data generated from Gb with a = 4, r  =  3 and 
0 =  100 (n =  50).
for fitting the Weibull distribution in our simulation studies. The agreement between the 
number of times A > 0 and C H W > CHb is very good across all sample sizes, and never 
goes below 97%. There is also a 20% improvement over the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance, 
when we compare this method with A for a sample size of 50. As n  increases, we see the 
agreement between all three methods improve. Figures 2.12, 2.13, 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 show 
C H W — CHb against A for n = 50, 100. 300, 500 and 1000. The plots have a distinct linear 
structure, with some discrepancies at the tails, usually corresponding to the more extreme 
values of A.
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Figure 2.13: CH W — CHb against A for data generated from Gb with a  =  4, r  =  3 and 
0 =  100 (n =  100).
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Figure 2.14: CHW — CHb against A for data generated from Gb with a — 4, r  =  3 and
0 =  100 in  =  300).
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Figure 2.15: C H W — CHb against A for data generated from Gb with a = 4, ' 
$  =  100 (n =  500).
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Figure 2.16: CHW — CHb against A for data generated from Gb with a = 4, r  =  3 and
(f) = 100 (n =  1000).
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
(3 : mean 
(st.err.)
1.8980
(0.2130)
1.8679
(0.1461)
1.8439
(0.0828)
1.8391
(0.0644)
1.8368
(0.0454)
9 : mean 
(st.err.)
169.3207
(13.8920)
169.2524
(9.7800)
169.3936
(5.6231)
169.3192
(4.3701)
169.3600
(3.1471)
B^io : mean 
(st.err.)
51.4429
(8.0651)
50.6017
(5.6769)
49.9438
(3.2634)
49.7806
(2.5433)
49.7313
(1.8006)
r  : mean 
(st.err.)
3.1849
(0.6401)
3.0962
(0.4238)
3.0286
(0.2341)
3.0155
(0.1840)
3.0104
(0.1288)
a  : mean 
(st.err.)
48.9377
(10.2611)
49.3171
(7.2266)
49.8312
(4.1609)
49.9124
(3.2788)
49.9143
(2.3188)
Bg, io : mean 
(st.err.)
56.5015
(8.4512)
55.8505
(5.9162)
55.3384
(3.3787)
55.2008
(2.6646)
55.1875
(1.8817)
Pr (lw > Zp) 0.2975 0.2084 0.0724 0.0303 0.0040
Table 2.9: Summaries of the MLEs for Gw and Gg, when fitted to Gamma data generated 
with r =  3, a  =  50.
2.8 F itting Gw to  Gg data
We now carry out a similar investigation when the data set is simulated from Gg, and we fit 
Gw and Gg to data for a selection of sample sizes. Unlike the Burr distribution, however, 
we can always fit Gg to data, but cannot determine in advance whether this distribution 
or Weibull distribution is preferred, since there is no counterpart to A here. We rely on 
other techniques to assess the goodness of fit between the distributions, and can also use 
maximised log-likelihoods as a basis for determining the better fit. If lg >  lw then we 
conclude that Gg is to be preferred to Gw, whilst lw > lg gives the opposite conclusion. For 
illustration, we simulate data from a Gamma distribution with
r =  3, a  =  50;
we consider the effects of changing parameter values below. As before, we also compare 
our estimates for B io from true and mis-specified distribution functions, comparing these 
estimates with the true value B5,io =  55.1033. The results from the simulations are sum­
marised in Table 2.9 for varying sample sizes. As expected, we see the MLEs for the Gamma 
distribution converging towards their true values, and the standard errors of these MLEs 
decrease. The estimates for the Weibull again seem to be centering around specific values; 
here (5 ~  1.84, 6 ~  169.4. When examining log-likelihoods, we see that the probability of 
choosing the Weibull distribution over the Gamma decreases with increasing sample size. 
As with the case of the Burr distribution, when we mis-specify the Weibull model and fit 
this to data with an underlying Gamma distribution, we always seem to under-estimate 
Bio. When we fit the true distribution, there is excellent agreement between estimates of 
this quantile and its true value.
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
D w — D g : mean 
(st.dev.)
0.0050
(0.0178)
0.0079
(0.0155)
0.0123
(0.0117)
0.0145
(0.0097)
0.0168
(0.0075)
C H W — C H g : mean 
(st.dev.)
0.5142
(0.4460)
0.7947
(0.6405)
1.3516
(1.0043)
1.6879
(1.1780)
2.2007
(1.3791)
Pr (Jg ^ lw)
Pr (Dg <  D w)
Pr (CHg <  C H W)
0.7025
0.6401
0.8966
0.7916
0.7146
0.8934
0.9276
0.8479
0.9096
0.9697
0.9066
0.9226
0.9960
0.9667
0.9510
Pr (lg >  lw and D g < D w)
Pr (lg >  lw and CHg <  C H W)
Pr (Dg <  D w and CH g <  C H W)
0.5658
0.6882
0.6060
0.6596
0.7619
0.6653
0.8276
0.8642
0.7823
0.8975
0.9041
0.8427
0.9653
0.9488
0.9209
Pr (Consistent conclusions) 0.5548 0.6339 0.7712 0.8382 0.9205
Table 2.10: Summary statistics for comparing Kolmogorov-Smirnov and hazard functions 
for Gw and Gg. Data is simulated from Gg with a  — 50, r  =  3, and for n =50,100,300,500 
and 1000.
2 .8 .1  A ssess in g  th e  good n ess o f fit
As in the case of the Burr distribution, we use Kolmogorov-Smirnov and cumulative hazard 
distances to assess how often we would prefer to fit the mis-specified distribution over the 
true Gamma. We summarise results in Table 2.10 for varying sample sizes, and note the 
probability that the tests give the same result. This is achieved by recording the number 
of times D w >  D g, C H W >  CH g and lw <  lg. We also include the number of times when 
two of the three tests result in the same conclusion. The table shows the difference between 
both the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics and cumulative hazards increase as the sample size 
increases, and always remains positive. Such results suggest that the true distribution is 
preferred over the mis-specified for all sample sizes considered, but particularly so as n 
increases. When looking at agreement between the methods, we see these proportions also 
increase for larger n. For smaller sample sizes, maximum absolute distances between hazards 
agrees far more with maximised likelihoods, than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance. We 
also construct plots of D w — D g against lg — lw; see Figures 2.17, 2.18, 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21, 
and C H w — C H g against lg — lw, shown by Figures 2.22, 2.23, 2.24, 2.25 and 2.26, for varying 
sample sizes. They both show that as the distances between either the hazard functions 
or cdfs increase, so does the difference between the maximised log-likelihoods. This is true 
across all sample sizes.
2.9 F itting  Gw to G\n data
We simulate data from a Lognormal distribution with /x =  2, a =  3, and fit the Weibull 
distribution to this data set. As in previous studies, these parameter values are arbitrary, 
and are used only to illustrate some effects of mis-specification; we examine the effects of 
varying such parameter values in Chapter 7. This process is repeated for at least 10000
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Figure 2.17: Dw — Dg against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  — 3 and a = 50 
(n =  50).
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Figure 2.18: Dw — Dg against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  = 3 and a = 50
(n = 100).
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Figure 2.19: Dw — Dg against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  = 3 and a = 50 
(n =  300).
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Figure 2.20: Dw — Dg against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  — 3 and a = 50
(n — 500).
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Figure 2.21: Dw — Dg against lg -  lw for data generated from Gg with r  — 3 and a = 50 
(n =  1000).
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Figure 2.22: CHW — CHg against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  = 3 and a = 50
(n =  50).
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Figure 2.23: CH W — CH g against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  = 3 and a = 50 
(n -  100).
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Figure 2.24: CHW — CHg against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  =  3 and a  =  50
(n =  300).
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Figure 2.25: C H W — CH g against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  =  3 and a  = 50 
(n =  500).
CHw-CHg
Figure 2.26: CHW — CHg against lg — lw for data generated from Gg with r  = 3 and a  =  50
(n =  1000).
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
(3 : mean 
(st.err.)
0.3526
(0.0465)
0.3437
(0.0323)
0.3372
(0.0192)
0.335
(0.0151)
0.3347
(0.0108)
9 : mean 
(st.err.)
36.1582
(17.4014)
34.5009
(11.2337)
33.5641
(6.2663)
33.4747
(4.8275)
33.2101
(3.3867)
(st.err.)
0.0678
(0.0597)
0.0527
(0.0320)
0.0437
(0.0161)
0.0419
(0 .0122)
0.0403
(0.0085)
Ji : mean 
(st.err.)
2.0054
(0.4279)
2.0010
(0.2964)
1.9998
(0.1738)
2.0020
(0.1343)
1.9988
(0.0948)
a  : mean 
(st.err.)
2.9554
(0.3023)
2.9783
(0 .2120)
2.9918
(0.1223)
2.9962
(0.0962)
2.9976
(0.0678)
Bln,io : mean 
(st.err.)
0.1980
(0 .1220)
0.1761
(0.0722)
0.1642
(0.0390)
0.1618
(0.0295)
0.1597
(0.0204)
Pr (lw > l\n) 0.0930 0.0275 0.0005 0 0
Table 2 .11: Summaries of the MLEs for Gw and Gin , when fitted to Lognormal data gener­
ated with fi =  2, <r = 3.
replications for each value of n, and, for each replication, we calculate the MLEs for both 
distributions. We also compute the estimates for Bio and compare these with the true value 
of 0.1581. The results for varying sample sizes axe shown in Table 2.11. As expected, the 
estimates for the parameters from the Lognormal distribution converge to the true values 
as the sample size is increased. The Weibull MLEs also seem to be converging to some fixed 
value for large n ((5 ~  0.335, 6 ~  33.21). With respect to the log-likelihoods, we see much 
smaller probabilities associated with fitting the Weibull distribution than previously. Thus, 
we are less likely to fit the Weibull distribution, if the underlying data set is Lognormal 
with parameters similar to the ones used in this simulation. When we compare estimates of 
Bio, we see good agreement for the true distribution. However, the estimate of this quantile 
from the mis-specified model is particularly bad, and the time to which 10% of observations 
fail is grossly under-estimated.
2 .9 .1  A ssessin g  th e  goodn ess o f fit
This final section of Chapter 2 will consider just how good a fit the Weibull distribution 
is to data simulated from the Lognormal. Some attention has been received in this area, 
and Croes, Manca, De Ceuninck, De Schepper and Molenberghs (1998) derive a method 
for choosing between the Weibull or Lognormal distribution. They calculate the correlation 
coefficient of the points on the Weibull and Lognormal probability plots of the experiment 
under consideration, and then consider the ratio of these coefficients  ^to determine whether 
to choose the Weibull or Lognormal distribution. Cain (2002) further discusses this test, but 
we do not consider such procedures here. As with previous distributions studied, we compare 
sample and theoretical cdfs and cumulative hazard functions for varying sample sizes, and 
when we set fi =  2, a =  3. We also use maximised log-likelihoods from the Weibull and
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
D w — D\n : mean 
(st.dev.)
0.0281
0.0281
0.0350
0.0223
0.0438
0.0142
0.0467
0.0112
0.0502
0.0082
CH W — CH ^  : mean 
(st.dev.)
1.4982
0.9497
2.4269
1.5248
4.6655
2.8354
6.0091
3.4914
8.3187
4.8120
Pr (Zin > lw)
Pr (D^ < D w) 
P r ( C H ln < C H w)
0.9070
0.8377
0.9553
0.9725
0.9214
0.9674
0.9995
0.9932
0.9894
1
0.9992
0.9959
1
1
0.9997
Pr (Zin ^ lw and D\n ^
Pr (Zin > lw and CH\n < C H W) 
Pr(Din < Dw and CH\n <  C H W)
0.8115
0.8929
0.8160
0.9135
0.9496
0.8968
0.9930
0.9892
0.9829
0.9992
0.9959
0.9951
1
0.9997
0.9997
Pr (Consistent conclusions) 0.7997 0.8925 0.9829 0.9951 0.9997
Table 2.12: Summary statistics for comparing Kolmogorov-Smirnov and hazard functions 
for Gw and Gin. Data is simulated from Gin with //, =  2 , a =  3, and for n =50,100,300,500 
and 1000
Lognormal distributions to determine the better fit. The results are summarised in Table 
2.12. We include details on the number of times test methods agree with one another. The 
final row shows the percentage of consistent results. This is calculated by recording the 
number of times all three test methods agree out of the total number of simulations; this 
always exceeds 10000. The results show an increase in the difference between D w and D\n as 
n increases, which suggests, for larger sample sizes, the Lognormal is preferred. The standard 
deviation for this function also decreases, so the chances of having a negative value is much 
less for larger sample sizes. This is consistent with the probabilities associated with choosing 
the Weibull over the Lognormal when we examine maximised log-likelihood. When we look 
at differences between cumulative hazard functions, we prefer the true distribution over 
the Weibull far more often for smaller sample sizes (there is a 5% increase when compared 
to maximised log-likelihoods, and a 10% rise when compared to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
distance). The percentage of consistent results between all three methods is very good, 
even for small sample sizes. This tends to one for larger values of n. We construct plots 
of D w — D\n against Zin — lw\ see Figures 2.27, 2.28, 2.29, 2.30 and 2.31, and C H W — CH\n 
against l\n — lw, shown by Figures 2.32, 2.33, 2.34, 2.35 and 2.36, for varying sample sizes. 
They both show that as the distances between either the hazard functions or cdfs increase, 
so does the difference between the maximised log-likelihoods. This holds across all sample 
sizes.
2.10 Summary
In this chapter, we outlined the theory necessary to fit Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Log- 
normal'distributions to data using ML techniques. We then considered mis-specifying the 
Weibull distribution, fitting this to data with an underlying Burr, Gamma and Lognormal 
model. In each case, we constructed a set of simulations for varying sample sizes, each time
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-0.08
Dw-DIn
Figure 2.27: Dw — D\n against /in — lw for data generated from G\n with n  =  2 and a =  3 
(n =  50).
Ow-Oin
Figure 2.28: Dw — D\n against /in — lw for data generated from Gin with /i =  2 and <7 =  3
(n =  100).
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Dw-DIn
Figure 2.29: Dw — D\n against /in — lw for data generated from G\n with (i = 2 and a — 3 
(n =  300).
-0 .02 0  0 .02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Dw-DIn
Figure 2.30: Dw — D\n against l\n — lw for data generated from G\n with /i = 2 and a = 3
(n =  500).
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0.01 0 .02 0.03 0.04 0 .05  0.06
Dw-DIn
0.07 0.08  0 .09
Figure 2.31: D w — D\n against l\n — lw for data generated from G\n with fi = 2 and a =  3 
( n =  1000).
CHw-CHIn
Figure 2.32: CHW — CH\n against /in — lw for data generated from Gin with /i. =  2 and a = 3
(n =  50).
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CHw-CHIn
Figure 2.33: C H W — CH\n against l\n — lw for data generated from with fj, = 2 and a — 3 
(n =  100).
CHw-CHIn
Figure 2.34: CHW — CH\n against /in — lw for data generated from Gin with fi =  2 and a — 3
(n =  300).
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CHw-CHIn
Figure 2.35: C H W — CH\n against l\n — lw for data generated from Gin with fi = 2 and a — 3 
(n =  500).
-10 0 10 20 30  40  50  60  70
CHw-CHIn
Figure 2.36: CHW — CH\n against l\n — lw for data generated from Gin with fi = 2 and a = 3
(n =  1000).
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noting the average MLEs from true and mis-specified distributions, and their corresponding 
standard errors. We also included details on Bio> and compared estimates with the true 
value from running simulations. Finally, we assessed the goodness of fit of both true and 
mis-specified distributions, via a number of techniques. These included numerical tests such 
as Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances, and we also examined the maximum absolute distances 
between fitted and empirical cumulative hazard functions.
In the next chapter, we consider the entropy function, which provides an explanation 
for the values onto which the MLEs from the mis-specified Weibull distribution converge as 
the sample size increased. This is considered first for complete data; results for censored 
data sets are given in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3
M axim um  Likelihood: Some 
Theoretical Considerations
The simulation studies reported in Chapter 2 for the Burr, Gamma and Lognormal dis­
tributions indicate that, as sample size increases, the MLEs for the mis-specified Weibull 
distribution converge to some fixed parameter values, with decreasing standard errors. In 
this chapter, we derive theoretical counterparts for both mean and standard errors of the 
MLEs for parameters in the mis-specified model. We also consider this for the correct dis­
tribution function, where results are known. We first outline some general theory; results 
for specific distributions will then follow.
3.1 Analysing data using the correct distribution
Asymptotic properties of the distribution of MLEs when we assume the correct distribution 
function is specified are relatively well known; see, for example, Cox and Hinkley (1974). In 
summary, for model parameters ir =  (7Ti, 7r2, . . .  , Tik)' ■> the asymptotic distribution of 7r will 
be Normal with mean 7r, and variance covariance matrix equal to the inverse of the Expected 
Fisher Information matrix (from now on, abbreviated to EFI matrix); this is symmetric, 
with (i , j ) th element
A =  —E
d 2l (tr)
dn idir j (3.1)
we exploit this symmetry, and give only the lower triangle of elements. We use this matrix 
to derive the asymptotic distribution of Bio, which, in general, is a non-linear function of 
7f. Consequently, a first order Taylor series about the true parameter 7r (for which the mean 
and variance can be computed) is used to approximate the quantile; we have
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where
For large samples, we therefore have
E B\o
d£io
dir
since, asymptotically, the expected values of the MLEs tend to their true values. Similarly, 
for the variance, we have
V ar  (.Bio) =  d„A 1or , (3.2)
and further note that, in this limit, the distribution of Rio is Normal with the above mean 
and variance. This follows from approximating the quantile as a linear combination of 
the MLEs. We refer to Mardia, Kent and Bibby (1995) for a further discussion on the 
asymptotic distribution of non-linear functions of MLEs.
We now consider the form of the EFI matrix and the distribution of Rio below, for the 
Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal distributions.
3.1.1 The Weibull distribution
Watkins (1998) computes expectations of second derivatives from Gw given by 
d2l
d p 2
86 
d 2lw 
8(386
=  —n0~2 +  2e~s In OSi (0) -  e~e (In 9f So (0) - 6~i3S2 (0 ), (3.3)
2 = npe~2 -  0  (0 +  1 ) 6 - ^ So (0 ) ,  (3.4)
=  - n d - 1 +e-{0+1)So (0) {1 -  0 l n 6 )  +  0 6 - ^ +1)S 1 (0) (3.5)
Using these, we state that the distribution of (/3,0\  is Bivariate Normal with mean (/?,$)' 
and variance covariance matrix A-1 , where
A =  n 0 ~ 2 { t  +  (7 - I ) 2}
- 6~ 1 (1 -  7 ) j326~2
and use this result to compute the variance of Bw> 10, from (3.2) with
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
St.err. 0.2205 0.1559 0.0900 0.0697 0.0493
St.err. 7.4454 5.2647 3.0396 2.3544 1.6648
St.err. (iL .io) 5.3059 3.7519 2.1661 1.6779 1.1864
Table 3.1: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs of GwTor varying n. Data is simulated 
from Gw with f3 = 2 , 6 =  100.
We compare sample results, summarised in Table 2.5, with theoretical counterparts, when 
(3 =  2, 6 =  100; for this particular set of Weibull parameters, the variance covariance matrix 
is
n - l 2-2  { i f  +  (7 ~  I)2}
-1
= n~1 2.4317
1--- 1 1—
* 0 0 1 l—
4 1 H-*| 0 
to
01
N
1 25.7022 2771.6622
and this matrix yields the theoretical standard errors of the Weibull MLEs and B w>io for 
varying sample sizes. The results are shown in Table 3.1; we see excellent agreement between 
theoretical and sample values of the Weibull MLEs and BWi\o. This is true across all sample 
sizes.
3 .1 .2  T h e B urr d istribution
To calculate the EFI matrix from Gb, we need the expected values of the six second partial 
derivatives given by (2.9). Again, we refer to Watkins (1997) for details on this, and list the 
required expectations below. From (2.9), we require
E
1 _  7 —
r  (a  +  1) (3-7)
E *)>(*)}’
M*)T
a  +  y2 -  27 +  2 (7 -  1) V (a +  1) +  #  (a +  l )2 +  (a +  1)}
t 2 (a  +  1) (a +  2)
(3.8)
E (5 )
1 + f)TJ a  +  l ’
(3.9)
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E
and
E $)'■»(«
a
(a +  1) (a +  2) ’
IM*)TJ
Using these, we write the EFI matrix for the Burr distribution as
<a{l — 7 — ^  (a  +  1)} 
r (a +  1) (a +  2)
A = n
T  2 +
n a  | ^ + 7 2 —:2 7 + 2 (7 —l)'I '(cH -l)+ {,J '(a !+ l)}2 + ’J', ( a + l ) j  
r 2(ct+2)
{ l - 7 - ^ ( a ) }  2
r ( a + l )  a
a{l—y-fl'fa+l)} T
4>(a+2 ) <£(a+l)
(3.10)
(3.11)
^(a+2) J
We use this to compute the theoretical variance of B^io from (3.2) with
' - < a ( o .9 ~ q - i )  t  ln (o .9 ~ a  —1 )  ^
7^T <^ (o.9_a _ l ) r (o.9_aln0.9)
ra2
( 0 . 9 - i - i ) " /
We compute the theoretical values of the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the Burr 
MLEs, and compare with simulated counterparts; the theoretical values can be obtained 
using Mathematica or SAS. We take r = 3, a  =  4 and <f> =  100, so that
¥  +  72 - 2 7
A = n 3~ 2 +
+2 (7  —l)t f  (4 +  1)
+  { # ( 4 + l ) } 2 +  #' (4+1)
n
7+4+2) 
( 1 —7 - ^ ( 4 ) }  
3(4+1) 
4 { l - 7 - * ( 4 + l ) >  
100(4+2)
0.2622
-0.0556 0.0625
0.0072 -0.0060 0.0006
4- 2
3 4 x 3 2
100(4+1) 1002 (4+2) .
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
St. err. (r) 0.5583 0.3948 0.2279 0.1765 0.1248
St. err. (a) 4.6747 3.3055 1.9084 1.4783 1.0453
St.err. 52.5738 37.1753 21.4631 16.6253 11.7558
St.err. (Rt,io) 3.6844 2.6053 1.5041 1.1651 0.8239
Table 3.2: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs of Gb for varying n. Data is simulated 
from Gb with r =  3, a =  4 and (f) = 100.
and so
( T \ 15.5843
Var a -103.8953 1092.6351
) _ -1226.5413 12176.9419 138200.0084 _
Table 3.2 summarises the theoretical standard errors of the MLEs and B^io when n =  
50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000; we may compare these to sample counterparts shown in Table 
2.6. We observe considerable differences between sample and theoretical standard errors 
of Burr MLEs, especially for a  and <f), and small sample sizes; some intuitive explanation 
for this has been provided in Chapter 2 , when we compared average MLEs with their true 
values, and observed averages for a  and if) considerably larger than expected. This will also 
affect the corresponding standard errors. We run a further set of simulations, this time with 
n =  2000. The theoretical variance covariance matrix is given by
0.0078
-0.0581 0.7592 
_ -0.6502 7.7668 81.6661 _
which we compare to the sample counterpart
0.0078
-0.0515 0.5417 
_ -0.6089 6.0373 68.5361 _
Increasing the sample size has improved the agreement between theoretical and sample 
variances and covariances for the parameters quite considerably. When we examine results 
for the quantile R^io, we observe sample means approaching the true value of 29.8848 as 
the sample size increases. The agreement between theoretical and observed standard errors 
is generally quite good, even for small sample sizes. This is somewhat surprising, given the 
poor agreement between sample and theoretical standard errors of the Burr MLEs, which 
then contribute to the standard error of this quantile.
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3.1 .3  T h e G am m a d istrib u tion
We consider (3.1) for Gg. Differentiating (2.12) with respect to a  gives
d 2l
= —2a  35o (1) +  n r a  2\d a 2
similarly, we differentiate (2.13) with respect to r to obtain
d 2l<
finally, we see that
d r 2
d 2l
-- —n^f (r ) ;
d a d r
9 —1— =  —n a  .
Hence, by taking expected values of these second derivatives we have
d 2l
and
- E
- E
- E
d X
d r 2
d 2l„
=  (t ) ,
d a d r
=  nr - l
d a 2
=  2 na  3E  [Y] — n r  a  2.- 2
We note that
E  [Ym] =
a mT (m +  r)
f w  ’
and so
E  [Y] =  or.
Hence,
—E
d 2l
d a 2
=  n r  a - 2
(3.12)
Thus, for large sample sizes, (r, a)' will be Normally distributed with mean (r, a)' and 
variance covariance matrix
A-1 =  n -1 &  ( t )
—  1 —2a  1 r a  z
- l
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
St.err.(r) 0.5678 0.4029 0.2326 0.1802 0.1274
St.err. (a) 10.3370 7.3094 4.2201 3.2688 2.3114
St.err.(£5)io) 8.3188 5.8823 3.3961 2.6306 1.8601
Table 3.3: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs of Gg for varying n. Data is simulated 
from Gg with r =  3, a  =  50.
Unlike the Weibull and Burr distributions, we cannot, write down analytic expressions for 
the mean and variance of B 9:iq. However, we can compute this quantile using Mathematica 
to solve
0 . 1  = -  v°? J. 
r(r)
for y , using the Inverse Gamma Regularised function, for given r, a. Thus, Bg>io is obtained 
from
InverseGammaRegularized [r, 0,0.1] * a.
Mathematica can also compute derivatives of J3fllio, required for (3.2). Although further an­
alytical progress is possible, ultimately, their evaluation must be numerical, and we therefore 
omit these simplifications. We compute the theoretical standard errors of the MLEs and 
Bg>io for varying n. For r =  3, a  =  50, we have
A — n ' (3) 50-1 = n
" 0.3949
50-1 3 x 50-2 0.02 0.0012
so that
Var — n - l
16.2336 
-270.5595 5342.6591
We summarise theoretical results in Table 3.3, and compare with simulated counterparts 
shown in Table 2.9. We see good agreement between observed and expected results, es­
pecially for larger sample sizes. This is true for both the Gamma MLEs and We
also note that the theoretical mean of 55.1033 is close to the sample means, even for small 
sample sizes.
3 .1 .4  T h e Lognorm al d istr ibu tion
The Lognormal distribution differs from other reliability distributions, in that explicit ex­
pressions exist both for the MLEs of this distribution, and the elements in (3.1). The score
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for this distribution is obtained on differentiating (2.16), which gives
dhn _  YS=  i
dfi a 2
and
dhn = ^ n  Ya = i Q-nY i ~  AO2
da  a  cr3
The second derivatives are then
d2l\n —n
=  H2 '
d 2hn  _  n 3 E ,t i  (In Y j - t f
d a 2 a *
and
d 2 hn  . - 2 E " = i ( l n > W )  
d/x<9<7 cr3
We take expected values of these to obtain the variance covariance matrix for the MLEs of 
the Lognormal distribution. These are given by
—E
d 2 l In
d/i2
and
- E
d 2 l In
d a 2
—n
+
3 £ [ E ? = i 0 n l W ) 2'
where, on exploiting the link between Normal and Lognormal distributions, we write
E
.i=l
=  n a .
Thus,
—E
d 2 l In
d a 2
2  n
rr2
Finally, we have
- E A n
d/ida
2£ [E r= i(l n ii-M )] =  0 .
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
St.err. (/2) 0.4243 0.3 0.1732 0.1342 0.0949
St.err. (cr) 0.3 0.2121 0.1225 0.0949 0.0671
St.err.(£in)io) 0.0905 0.0640 0.0370 0.0286 0.0202
Table 3.4: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs of Gqn for varying n. Data is simulated 
from Gin with /i =  2, <7 =  3.
Thus, (/}, a)' will have a bivariate Normal distribution with mean vector (/i, a)' and variance 
covariance matrix
A  1 =  n- l
0 —u 2
When we compute the mean and variance of An,io> then, as with the Gamma distribution, 
we are not able to write down a theoretical expression for this quantile. We can, however, 
use Mathematica to compute numerical values, by solving
0.1 =  $
In y -  n
for y. The command Quantile [LogNormalDistribution] provides solutions to such an 
equation for a particular set of Lognormal parameters. Thus, An,io will be Normally dis­
tributed with mean E An,io — An,10 and variance given by (3.2) with
C7r —
dffln.10
dp
d-Bln.lO
da
where these derivatives can also be obtained using Mathematica. Again, as with the Gamma 
distribution, some simplification for these derivatives is possible, but will not be considered 
here. We compare theoretical results with our simulated values in Chapter 2, noting that 
the variance covariance matrix for our particular set of parameters is
- 1
1
C
O to
_ - i 9n
0 1
=  n
0 -  _ 2
We use this matrix to summarise the results in Table 3.4 for varying n; we compare this 
with the values in Table 2 .11. As previously noted, the results show very good agreementf
between observed and expected values, and this improves as the sample size increases. The 
average of Amo a s^o seems to be tending to its true value of 0.1581 as n increases..
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3.2 Analysing data using the incorrect distribution
When we fit the incorrect distribution to data, the distribution of the mis-specified MLEs
will change to compensate for this. Work in this important area can be traced back at least
as fax as Cox (1961), who considers the expected score equations, and shows how to obtain
asymptotic parameter means from the mis-specified model; these values can be defined in
terms of the true parameter values. The asymptotic distribution of the mis-specified MLEs
is also considered. As previously discussed, we always consider the Weibull distribution as/
the mis-specified model. Consequently, now the asymptotic distribution of will be
Here, Et indicates that expectations are taken with respect to the true distribution function 
with known parameter values. Equivalently, we maximise Et [Z^ ], the entropy function; see 
Shannon (1948) and Jaynes (1957). From (2.1), we obtain
Normal with mean ((3q,0 q) \  where (/30, #o) are the roots of the expected score equations
0 .
0 ,
Et =  Et {lw] =  nln/3 -  n/3In8 +  (0 -  l)£ i[5 e] -  O^EtlSo  (/?)]
and, via independence, this can be expressed as
n I l n 0 - 0 l n 6  +  (0 -  1) Et [In Y] -  Iy*5] } . (3.13)
We differentiate this function to obtain the entropy score function with elements
= n  [ / r 1 -  In e  +  Et [In Y] +  6~ fi  {in $Et [V^ -  E t [y^ In y ] }] ,
and
(3.14)
and note that we can equate (3.14) to zero to obtain
(3.15)
Thus, the profile entropy function is
E^ =  n jln/3 -  In E t [y^] + (0 -  1) Et [In Y] -  l }  , (3.16)
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and the profile entropy score function is given by
dEt  ( x Et [ Y ^ Y ]  1
~  Et m "  + E t i h l Y ]  ’
(3.17)
with derivative
cPEt  I ._ 2 E ‘ 
d f = - n < 0  +
Y V ( \ n Y f \  Et \ Y p] -  (Et (Y^YiY ])
(Et \ y e \ y
We can locate the root of (3.17) either numerically (for instance, using Newton-Raphson) 
or graphically; we denote this root by /30, and obtain 6$ on taking (3 =  (3q in (3.15). We use 
these entropy values to derive the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs. 
This matrix is given by
A ^ V A - 1, (3.18)
(evaluated at /?0, 6q) where, now,
A =
and
V  =
1
1
5%i— 
i
r
1 & d2U„dpae - E t
'd2iw
M .
V a n  ( f f )
) V a r t f o )
This variance covariance matrix reduces to (3.1) when t  =  w. We use (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) 
to write the elements of the matrix A  as
- E t
~ E t
~ E t
d 2l
[ d p 2 
d 2L,
=  n
dQ2
d 2Ln
0 - 2 -  29~@ In OEt \Y& In Y]  +  0~p (In 6)2 E t [Y^] 
+Q~PEt (In Y )2
= -npe--2 { i -  (/3 + 1 ) e-PEt [y*3] },
(3.19)
(3.20)
0006
=  ■ n0' _1 | l  — 6~P (1 — 0 \n 8 )  E t - 0 0 - P E t  [y ^ ln y ]} .  (3.21)
From (2.2) and (2.3), we evaluate the elements of V  as follows: we first need
Van 1 w '= M 'VaTt
Se \
50 03)
51 (0) J
M, (3.22)
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where
M ' = (  1
and the elements of the matrix in this variance are
Vart (Se) =  n { Et [(In Y)2] -  Et [In Y]2} ,
V a n  {S0 03)} = n { s t [t?33] -  Et  [y 33] ,
and
V a n  (S i (/?)} = n (fit [ y 233 (In Y)2] -  Et  [y 33 In y ] 2 )  , 
Govt {Se, S0 (/?)} = n {e* [y 33 In y ] -  Et  [y 33] £ , [In Y]} , 
Covt {Se, Si Q3)} = n { £ ,  [y 33 (In Y)2] -  E( [In Y] Et [y ^ Ih y ]}
Covt {So ( 0 ) , S 1 ( 0 ) } = n [ E t [Y233lnY] - B ,  [y 33] Et [y ^ Ih y ]} .
For V,  we also need
V a n  ( w )  = P2r2W+1)Vart { *  W ) } > (3.23)
and
/  dlw dlw
CoVt 1 w  ~96
= p e - v - ' M '
Cavt { S e,S 0 m  
V a n  {So (0)}  
C m t { S l { 0 ) , S a {0)}
(3.24)
where the elements in this vector are given above. Thus, we require four different expecta­
tions to evaluate the entropy function and variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified 
MLEs. These are Et [(lnY)m], Et [Ym33], Et [Y ^ ln Y ] and Et [Ym33 (In Y)2] . We also 
consider the asymptotic distribution of BWjiq] again, we use a linear approximation to the
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quantile baaed on a first order Taylor series centered on (Pq,0q)'. Hence, we have
'  0 - P o  \
e - e 0
where R^io ( 0 o , 9 o )  denotes the quantile evaluated at the entropy values, and ( c p  c q  
is given by (3.6). Thus, we have
E B iu,10 — BWyio (/3qj #o) =  #o ( -  In 0.9) ,
and
V a r ( § w,io) ^  ( ce c e )  A - 'V A -1 f  ^V (3.25)
3 .2 .1  E ntropy for fittin g  Gw to  d ata  from  Gb
We first list the required expectations to compute entropy values from the Weibull distri­
bution. From Watkins (1997), we have
where
30P,-=T  — + i r  a -  —3 0
(3.26)
(3.27)
is defined for a  >  0 t  1. This condition must be satisfied to ensure the fourth moment 
exists; see Tadikamalla (1980) for further details. For future reference, we note that
, dPj
P. =  - ^ = J Td0 (3.28)
and
dPAit U-l j , i \ 2 ^
P’ = W  = ° T ) P i
+  l)
+ l )  +  (a  -
(3.29)
We differentiate (3.26) with respect to P to obtain
Eb [Ym/3ln Y r  (a) m (3.30)
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and setting P =  0 in (3.30), we have
Eb [In Y] =  ln</> +  r _1 {4/ (1) — 4/ (a)} = l a p  — r -1  {7  +  4/ (a)} . (3.31)
We also require
E b Y mP (In Y)' I> )
(In <f>)2 Pm +  2 In <t'Ern +  E, 
m  m
(3.32)
and we see that if we put P =  0 in (3.32) then we obtain an expression for E b (InY)2 
given by
[ln</> -  t _1 {7  +  ^ (or) } ] 2 -I- t -2  (1) +  ^  ( a ) | . (3.33)
Using these expectations and (3.13), we can derive the entropy function for the Weibull 
distribution. This is given by
E b — — 72
ln/3 +  /? ln (f)  - ^ { 7  +  ^ (a)} -  
— In p  +  r ~ l {7  +  (a:)}
Pi
which, we note, is a function of P and 9; a , r and <f> are effectively constants. On using 
(3.15) and (3.26) with ra = 1, we have
9 =  (f) r » (3.34)
and, from (3.16), we obtain
E t  =  n
I n P - l n P i  -  £ { 7  +  ^ (a )}  +  ln r (a )  
— In</> +  t ~ 1 {7  +.*& (a)} — 1
As in the general case, the maximum of this function can be located from a plot; equivalently, 
we can compute the first and second derivatives
dEl
~dp
b <|/3 1 — — t  1 {7  +  ^(o;)} } ,
Pi
(3.35)
and
2
7
(3.36)
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and use Newton-Raphson to locate the root of (3.35). Using the latter approach, we now 
compute Pq, 9q for r  = 3, a  =  4, <fr =  100; this enables comparison with Table 2.6. After 
just five iterations, we obtain /30 = 2.5528, 6q =  67.2620; we note that these values are very- 
close to the sample means of the MLEs obtained in Table 2.6, especially for large sample 
sizes.
Now that we are able to obtain theoretical counterparts to the MLEs of the Weibull 
distribution under mis-specification, we can obtain the asymptotic distribution of these 
estimates. We address this in the next section.
The variance structure of the mis-specified MLEs
We now derive the distribution of the Weibull MLEs, after this distribution has been wrongly 
fitted to data with an underlying Burr model. We first consider expected values of second 
derivatives given by (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21). Using the appropriate expectations, we can 
write the matrix A  in (3.18) as
n
where
o f  +  e- * m 1  { p 2p ' + 2^ + ^ '}
/i—1 f n 0n/V o ( l + / 3 op)Pi PoO -Po^o p '
) 1 r[5] r(«)
p = ln 1 1
/3o(/3o+l)^0- V °Pi * /,
 rfo-------------
- 2
0
In order to calculate the distribution of the mis-specified MLEs, we also require the variance 
covariance matrix of the Weibull score. By examining (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), we list the 
functions that appear in the elements of this matrix:
V arh {Se) =  
Varb { S 0 {P)} =  
Varb {S i  (P)} =  
Covb{ S e, S 0 (p)}  =  
Covb{ S e, S 1 (P)} =  
Covb {S0 ( P ) , S i ( p ) } :
n< *(!)+* («)
n<f>2P
F ( a )
n ^ t  f p  {Pif  \  rvy r g y } ,
(ln^)2 {p 2 - ^ }  +  ln ,J p '
^  4 r(a)
p ; + p i { 2± | ^ } ] ,
2 P lP i
2 - r ts r
r(a)
n<f>2P
1n<t>P[ +  p ;  +  In <6 |2 ± |M  j  p x
_j_ |  7+*(oQ  |  p /
l n ^ ( P i ) 2 _  P R l
r(a) ) +  ~2. r(a) r(a)
We can now list the elements of the variance covariance matrix of the Weibull score functions.
Using (3.22), we first consider Varb dlwdp This is given by
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n <
( | ) 2V p z  _  ( $ ) 20p2{ P i }2 
J +  r  (a) (r(a)}2
( t )* V a | ( t ) ^ 1 2( |)V r  2( t V V ^
r(a) ^  4T(a) r(a) {r(a)}2
d H p0 2 2( i ) /,{p+2±? Si1}^
{r(a)R r(a)
T (a )
Next, we use (3.23) to write
Varb
31 np z6
2 a - 2
2 0
3 6 )  T (a)
finally, on using (3.24), we write Con*, as
P2 - i^2I »
n / j r 1 ( I ) 1 
r ( a )
'  p ; _ H ^  +  { 2± £ M } Pi '
- (f) V,
i d v ?
r(«)
We can now compute theoretical standard errors of the MLEs and B w,io, for data generated 
from a Burr model with our usual set of parameter values. When r  =  3, a  =  4 and 
4> =  100, we have = 2.5528, 6$ =  67.2620, and these correspond (to 4 decimal places) 
to Pi =  2.1801, P2 =  1.8029, P[ =  —0.4783, P'2 =  0.2387, P’{  =  0.3676, Pi) =  0.8248 and 
p =  0.3966. As a result, A  simplifies to
n
and V  becomes
n
0.3053
-0.0067 0.0014
0.5408
-0.0184 0.0018
Hence,
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
St.err. j/3^ 0.3303 0.2335 0.1348 0.1044 0.0738
St.err. 0^ j 3.9313 2.7798 1.6049 1.2432 0.8791
St.err. (.§^,10) 3.5838 2.5341 1.4631 1.1333 0.8014
Table 3.5: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs of Gw for varying n. Data is simulated 
from G b with r =  3 , a =  4 and <fi = 100.
becomes
n l
0.3053
- l
0.5408 0.3053
-0.0067 0.0014 -0.0184 0.0018 -0.0067 0.0014
- l
=  n - l 5.4536
0.6263 772.7363
We use this to construct Table 3.5, which lists the standard errors of the MLEs and B Wtio 
for n =  50, 100, 300, 500 and 1000. We compare these theoretical values to their simulated 
counterparts shown in Table 2.6. The sample standard errors are very close to the theoretical 
values, even for small sample sizes. We compare sample values of B w>io with the theoretical 
estimate given by
^ ,1 0  =  0o ( - I n 0.9)* =  67.2620 (In 0 . 9 ) ^  =  27.8565,
and observe good agreement between observed and theoretical results, especially for large 
sample sizes. Since the true distribution is Burr, we must also compare these results with 
the true value given by
B b)io =  (f> jo.9^  -  l}"  = 29.8848.
In all cases, the average of the sample values of Bw^  under-estimate B b^ Q.
Relationships between /30, 0o and the parameters in Gb
In this section, we consider how /30, 0o vary with parameters in Gb, and determine the
extent to which there is a relationship between parameters of the two distributions. Given 
parameter values from the Burr distribution, we wish to find and 8q as easily as possible. 
We begin by varying each parameter from the Burr.
W hen <fi varies There is no relationship between <f> and /30, as is clear from the profile 
entropy score function (3.35), which is independent of <p. Thus, its maximising value (30 
does not depend on the scale parameter of the Burr distribution. When we look at how 4>
affects 0Q) (3.34) shows that this entropy value is linearly related to (p.
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Figure 3.1: ££ versus m  for a  =  4.
W hen r and a  vary We still have to find {30 for given a  and r before we can calculate 
8q. We seek some relationship between P0 and the shape parameters in G^. We first note 
that (3.35) can be expressed as
dE*
- t~- =  nm/3~l {m -1  — 7  — (a) — ^ (m +  1) +  (a — m)} ,
dp J
where m  =  /3r_1 < a. For fixed a , we see that changes in t induce a corresponding change 
in Pqj with f3r~l constant. Hence, there is a linear relationship between r and /30, and we 
therefore have /30 =  mor, where mo is the root of
m-1  — ^ (m +  1) +  (a — m) — 7 — ^ (a ) . (3.37)
We next show that (3.37) will have a unique root in the interval (0,a), and then give a 
simple example. As m  —► 0+, m ~ l —> 00 , and so (3.37) is positive here; as m  —> a ~ , 
(a — m)  —> —00 , since ^ (0+) =  —00 and so (3.37) is negative here. Since (3.37)' is 
continuous, this change of sign establishes the existence of a root in the interval. We can 
show that this root maximises ££, since the second derivative at (3.36) is negative, as
p i p ? >  (P i)2.
Example Using Mathematica, and the usual parameter values for a, r  and 0, we see 
that the root of (3.37) is mo =  0.8509. This is shown both in Figure 3.1, which illustrates the 
maximum of the profile entropy function, and in Figure 3.2 which shows that this maximum 
corresponds to a unique root of (3.37). Using this value of mo, we have
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dE*Figure 3.2: versus m  for a  — 4.
P0 =  0.8509r =  2.5528,
and
^  =  f r ( 1 . 8 5 0 9 ) r ( a - 0 , 8 5 0 9 ) | ^  =  ^
I r  (a) J
which are the values obtained from maximising the entropy function. Hence, we see that 
if we specify parameter values from the Burr distribution, we can obtain, with very little 
computation, the theoretical equivalents of the MLEs of the Weibull, under mis-specification; 
all we require is the root of (3.37). We can further improve on this, and show that the root 
of (3.37) always lies in the interval (0,1) for a  > 1. At m  =  1, (3.37) reduces to
i
< 0 .
a  — 1
At m  =  0+ this derivative is positive, so the root must occur somewhere in this interval. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3.3, which shows mo as a function of a.  We see that as a  
increases, mo tends to 1. This implies that for a large value of a , r and /30 are equal, which 
is consistent with the asymptotic theory on the Burr distribution, since we know that as a  
and (f> tend to infinity, the Burr distribution tends to a Weibull with shape parameter equal 
to r.
Note that, we now have a relationship between parameters from both distributions, 
although we do not have explicit expressions for /30 and do- We still have to find the root 
of (3.37) in order to relate r  and PQ. One exception is when a  =  1. In this case, we need
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Figure 3.3: Plot of mo against a.
the root of
m_1 — 'F (m +  1) +  ^ (1 — m ),
and, using the fact that we can rewrite \I/(m +  1) using (1.12), and (6.3.7) of Abramowitz 
and Stegun (1972) to write ^  (1 — m) as
’F (m) +  7r cot 7rm, (3.38)
we see that we must solve
7T COt TTTn =  0.
for m. As we require 0 < m  <  1, the only root occurs when
7T 1
7r m = - = > m 0 =  - .
Thus, when a  =  1, r  =  3 and <f) =  100,
A> =  |  =  1.5
and
1.5\ 1 Aj r ( ^  +  i ) r ( i - ^ )  , 
do =  100 I —^ V  =  135.128.
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a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
tuq 0.5 0.7129 0.8032 0.8509 0.8801 0.8998 0.9140 0.9246
Table 3.6: Values of mo for varying a.
Simplifications can be made to (3.37) when a  is a positive integer, but numerical methods 
are still needed to locate the root of the resulting equation. For example, if we put a  =  2, 
then using (1.12) and (3.38), we see that (3.37) reduces to
i
+  7T COt 7T (m  — 1) — 1,
1 — m
so we must solve
1
+  7T COt 7T ( m  — 1 ) =  1
1 — m
for m. In general, for a  ^ 2 the equation becomes
11 1
i  ^ o *”1 — m  2 — m (a — 1) — m
+ 7r cot 7r { m  — (a — 1)} =  T (cn) +  7 ,
which involves numerical techniques to find m. Table 3.6 contains some values mo for 
different values of a; as noted, we see mo tending to one as a  increases.
The effects of changing the parameter values from Gb
So far, we have used the same parameter values in the Burr distribution to simulate data. 
This has provided us with parameter estimates from the Weibull distribution or theoretical 
counterparts to the MLEs under the assumption of mis-specification. In order to assess the 
agreement between this distribution and the Burr, we can examine plots of both cdfs and 
observe whether any significant differences occur, and measures based on functional dis­
tance would be one procedure to summarise such differences. Since we have two theoretical 
distribution functions, we will, for given sets of r and a , calculate the entropy values, and 
then find the largest absolute distance between the two cdfs.
Note that we look at distances between cdfs. Since the general discussion is on reliability 
distributions, we could consider hazard functions or cumulative hazard functions, since these 
indicate the probability of failure after a given time has elapsed. We, however, choose to 
examine cdfs, since the maximum difference can never exceed one. Also, if we allow time to 
substantially exceed the scaling parameter from the Burr distribution, we observe quite large 
discrepancies between both cumulative hazard functions, and it becomes very difficult to 
locate the maximum difference. With cdfs, we know that as we increase time, the maximum 
absolute distance will have to tend to zero eventually, as both functions tend to one.
As an example, we will carry out this procedure below for the usual set of Burr parameter 
values and entropy estimates, and then construct a grid of maximum absolute distances for
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of Burr (---- ) and Weibull (----- ) cdfs for Burr parameters r  —
3, a  = 4 and <b =  100, and entropy values 0O = 2.5528, #o =  67.2620.
appropriate ranges of a  and r. We first construct plots of the two cdfs, in order to illustrate 
how close a match the Weibull is. Figure 3.4 shows good agreement between the true 
distribution and fitted Weibull, and it seems surprising that during the simulations, for a 
sample size of n = 1000, not once did we choose to fit the Weibull over the Burr. In order 
to calculate the maximum distance between the two functions, we consider
IGw (y:,(30,60) -  Gb (y; r ,  a, <j>)\.
Plotting this function using the above parameter estimates yields Figure 3.5, and, using 
Mathematica, we locate its maximum at 71.0614, with a distance of 0.0231.
We use this approach for values of a and r  ranging between 0.5 and 4 in steps of 0.5, 
keeping (f> fixed at one. Each time, we record the maximum absolute distance between the 
two cdfs. Note that keeping the scale parameter of the distribution fixed at 1 has no effect 
on the maximum absolute distances between true and mis-specified distribution functions, 
since it does not alter the shape of the distribution function in any way at all. The results 
are shown in Table 3.7. There are a number of points to note when considering this table :
1. We present the maximum absolute distance to 14 decimal places. This reflects the 
fact tha t when we allow r  to vary for fixed a , there is very little difference between 
the distances of the cdfs. It is quite surprising that, for such contrasting distribution 
functions, we have virtually the same distance between true and entropy distributions 
(for example, when r  =  0.5 and a = 0.5, = 0.14469 and do = 236.11452; this gives
the same distance to 5 decimal places when we use the same value for a, but take 
r  =  4, so /30 = 1.15749 and 6q = 1.97989). We conclude that varying r  has little effect
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Figure 3.5: Maximum absolute distance between Gb and Gw when r  — 3, a = 4, 4> — 100, 
and p 0 =  2.5528, 60 =  67.2620.
a
0.5 ' 1 1.5 2
0.5 0.16304477172366 0.09143926829390 0.05909502750956 0.04546627471506
1 0.16304477173675 0.09143926832861 0.05909504694886 0.04546627471309
r 1.5 0.16304477173539 0.09143926742652 0.05909504170759 0.04546628640850
2 0.16304477173669 0.09143926832867 0.05909503816060 0.04546628348530
2.5 0.16304477173282 0.09143926832872 0.05909503602986 0.04546628172821
3 0.16304477173706 0.09143926832869 0.05909504170620 0.04546628056191
3.5 0.16304477173672 0.09143926832748 0.05909503968020 0.04546628473824
4 0.16304477173707 0.09143926832873 0.05909503816014 0.04546628348525
a
2.5 3 3.5 4
0.5 0.03674306450371 0.03075737624454 0.02641969879506 0.02314093454044
1 0.03674308012891 0.03075736167293 0.02641971265422 0.02314093455289
T 1.5 0.03674307495140 0.03075736653089 0.02641970803745 0.02314094345737
2 0.03674308017500 0.03075736167201 0.02641971265080 0.02314094112818
2.5 0.03674307704095 0.03075736457341 0.02641970988491 0.02314093989572
3 0.03674308017509 0.03075736167328 0.02641971254615 0.02314093900651
3.5 0.03674307793576 0.03075736375422 0.02641971066981 0.02314093836659
4 0.03674308017420 0.03075736166972 0.02641971265612 0.02314094123198
Table 3.7: Maximum absolute distance between Gb and Gw for varying r and a.
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Figure 3.6: Maximum absolute distance between Gw and for 0.5 < a  < 4; r  =  0.5 and 
0  =  1.
on the maximum absolute distance between the true and mis-specified distribution 
functions.
2. The largest value for the maximum absolute difference occurs for the smallest value 
of a , and we generally see a decrease in the maximum distance between Burr and 
Weibull, as a is increased. We suspect that if we allowed a  to get quite large, but still 
kept 0  fixed at 1, then $o and the maximum absolute difference would tend to zero, 
as the Burr tended to a Weibull distribution. In fact, by considering the structure of 
(3.34), if we let a  — ► oo, then 6o — > 0. As an example, we let a  =  100, and set r  
at 0.5. These correspond to P0 =  0.496962, 9q — 0.000101501; the maximum distance 
between the true distribution and the fitted Weibull is just 0.000922399.
Figure 3.6 shows a plot of the maximum absolute distance between the two cdfs and 
varying a, with r  =  0.5 and 0 =  1. We generally see a decrease in the maximum absolute 
distance for increasing a. This might have been expected, since increasing a  quite sub­
stantially results in the Weibull distribution emerging as the limiting distribution of the 
Burr. Thus the distances between them will become less, as the Burr distribution becomes 
more and more like the Weibull. We also examine how changes in parameter values from 
the Burr distribution affect BWjiq (j30, 6q) when this quantile is compared to the true value. 
Table 3.8 summarises the results for a  and r  ranging between 0.5 and 4. We observe the 
largest relative errors for small values of a  and r; this corresponds to the largest maximum 
absolute distance between the cdfs of the two distributions. Generally, as we increase both 
shape parameters from the Burr distribution, we observe the Weibull and Burr quantiles 
becoming more alike.
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a
T
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
0.5
0.0550
4.15xl0-5
99.9
0.2346
0.0064
97.3
0.3803
0.0346
90.9
0.4843
0.0803
83.4
0.5599
0.1329
76.3
0.6167
0.1861
69.8
0.6608
0.2366
64.2
0.6959
0.2833
59.3
1
0.0123
0.0008
93.9
0.1111
0.0274
75.3
0.2311
0.0909
60.7
0.3333
0.1655
50.4
0.4152
0.2372
42.9
0.4807
0.3014
37.3
0.5338
0.3578
33.0
0.5774
0.4068
29.5
1.5
0.0053
0.0011
78.9
0.0728
0.0334
54.1
0.1743
0.1037
40.5
0.2698
0.1827
32.3
0.3506
0.2567
26.8
0.4175
0.3220
22.9
0.4730
0.3786
20.0
0.5194
0.4275
17.7
2
0.0029
0.0010
64.6
0.0541
0.0322
40.5
0.1430
0.1012
29.2
0.2326
0.1795
22.8
0.3114
0.2530
18.7
0.3782
0.3182
15.9
0.4345
0.3747
13.8
0.4823
0.4236
12.2
2.5
0.0019
0.0009
53.5
0.0430
0.0293
31.8
0.1228
0.0951
22.5
0.2075
0.1713
17.4
0.2842
0.2438
14.2
0.3505
0.3084
12.0
0.4071
0.3649
10.4
0.4555
0.4139
9.1
3
0.0013
0.0007
45.3
0.0357
0.0264
26.1
0.1085
0.0887
18.2
0.1891
0.1626
14.0
0.2638
0.2338
11.4
0.3294
0.2979
9.6
0.3860
0.3541
8.3
0.4348
0.4032
7.3
3.5
0.0009
0.0006
39.2
0.0306
0.0238
22.0
0.0977
0.0828
15.3
0.1748
0.1544
11.7
0.2478
0.2243
9.5
0.3126
0.2878
8.0
0.3691
0.3438
6.9
0.4181
0.3929
6.0
4
0.0007
0.0005
34.4
0.0267
0.0216
19.0
0.0893
0.0776
13.1
0.1634
0.1470
10.0
0.2347
0.2157
8.1
0.2988
0.2786
6.8
0.3551
0.3344
5.8
0.4042
0.3834
5.1
Table 3.8: Theoretical quantiles for Gb (top) and Gw (middle), with their corresponding 
relative percentage errors (bottom).
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3.2 .2  E ntropy for fittin g  Gw to  d ata  from  Gg
We consider (3.13) when the underlying distribution of the data is Gamma. In order to 
obtain expectations such as E g [Ym^ lnY], we apply similar techniques to those used with 
Gt- The easiest approach is to use
E, Y mP In Y -  — — T?m d(3 9
ym/3 = ° mPr W  + r ) { l n a  + n m 0  + T ) h  (339)
where E g can be derived from (3.12). To obtain higher order expectations of the
form E g [ Y mP { \ n Y ) w], we just differentiate (3.39) the appropriate number of times. In 
particular, we see that
E g [Ym/3 (In Y): =  — -^-Eg Y ml3l n Y
m d P -
0,771/3 r  (m^ _|_ r )
f w
{In a +  (m(3 +  r ) } 2 +  (m(3 +  r) . (3.40)
Substituting (3 =  0 in (3.39) yields
E g [In Y]  = In a + ^  (r ) , 
and, similarly, taking p  =  0 in (3.40) gives
(3.41)
En (InY)2] =  {lna +  ^ (r ) } 2 +  ^ '(r)
Hence, using (3.13), (3.12) and (3.41), we have
Eg   Eg  [/y;]   TL ln/3 +  /31n (^ )  + 0'S (r) -
( f  )^ r  (/? +  r)
r (r )
In a  — 4/ (r)
On using (3.15), we obtain
fr09 + r ) p
e = F T /  ’
from which we obtain the profile entropy
(3.42)
ETg = n ln/3 — In +  (/3 -  1) {lna +  $  (t)}  -  1
with first and second derivatives
dE
dP
= n {/3 - 1 +  3 '(r )-3 '( /3  +  r )} ,
(3.43)
(3.44)
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and
ft F*_ #  = _ „ { r 2 + 3f' ( /3 + r )}
As in the general case, the maximum of (3.43) can be located from a plot. Equivalently, 
we use Newton-Raphson to locate the root of (3.44); for example, with r  =  3, a  =  50, we 
obtain
From Table 2.9, we observe excellent agreement between the MLEs of 9 and (3, and the 
theoretical estimated counterparts.
Now that we are able to obtain the entropy values, we continue by deriving the distri­
bution of the Weibull MLEs under mis-specification. We begin this in the next section.
The variance structure of the mis-specified MLEs
We derive the distribution of the Weibull MLEs under the assumption that this distribution 
has been mis-specified and fitted to data with an underlying Gamma model. Using (3.18), 
we require expectations of second derivatives of the parameters from the Weibull distribu­
tion, where these expected values are taken with respect to the Gamma distribution, and 
the variance covariance structure of the score functions. We begin with examining second 
derivatives. Using (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21), we write the matrix A  as
P0 =  1.8328, 0O =  169.3772.
n
where the required expectations with respect to the Gamma distribution are obtained using 
(3.12), (3.39) and (3.40), with appropriate substitutions for m. We now consider the ele­
ments that make up the variance covariance matrix of the score functions from the Weibull
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distribution. We first list functions that make up the elements of this matrix below.
n t y ' ( r ) ,
^ { r ( 2 / 3  + r ) - ^ l ! } ,
Vars (Se) =  
V a r g {S0 m  =
^ars {5! (/?)} =
C<™9 {S e,S o 0 3 )}  =
CoVglSe.S^j.3)} = 
Covg {S0 (/3), S i (0) }  =
>20
r(r)
na^V{B+T)
r  (r )
r (2/? + r) {In a  +  (2/3 +  r ) } 2 +  W' (2/J +  r) 
- £¥FI} ! {ln“ +  ^ (/J +  ^ )}2
22^ k { ® ( ^  +  r ) - * ( r ) } ,
{^  (/? +  t ) -  $  (r)} {In a; +  ((5 +  r)}
+ # ' (/? + t)
T(2/3 +  r) {lna +  tf (2/? +  r)}
r ( r ) r(j9+r)f ^ - { l n a  +  ^(/3 +  r)}
We use (3.22) and the above expectations to write
* 2/3
Vars \ % ' = n
(t) +  ( f ) gr(2/3+T){ln(f )+tt(2/3+r)}
( f  )2/?r Q g+r)2 { ln (  f  ) + *  (/3+ t ) } 2
rV)
2 ( f ) ^ r ( /0 + r ){ ^ ( /3 + T )-^ (r )} { ln (f)+ v Er(/3 + T)}
r(7)
. I D !  J ( f r r ( 2 /3  + r)^'(2/3 +  r) "I 
—2r  (/? +  r) ^  (/? -f r) I
Now, using (3.23), we see that
Uar,
d l
9 y dd )  T ( t )
and finally, by using (3.24), we have
n p 2e ~2 ( f ) 2/3_ f r  (2/3 +  r) _  r  (^ + T)2
r ( r )
„ , 9 L  dlm\  n/30-1 ( f f
C m s ^d0 ’ d e ) ~  r (r)
r(j0 + r){«'O3 +  r ) - ’® (r ) } -  
( f ) /3r(2/3 +  r ) { ln ( f )  +  »(2/3 +  r)}
, ( g ) a r ( g H - r ) 2 { l n ( f ) + ^ ( g + r ) }
+  rF)
We compute theoretical standard* errors for the MLEs of the Weibull distribution for varying 
sample size, and when r =  3 and a  =  50; this corresponds to entropy values of =  
1.8328, 6q =  169.3772. We note that
A =  n
0.5892
-0.0027 0.0001
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
St.err. (fi'j 0.2021 0.1429 0.0825 0.0639 . 0.0452
St.err. \6  j 13.8474 9.7916 5.6532 4.3789 3.0964
St.err. [ B Wi i0 J 7.9918 5.6510 3.2626 2.5272 1.7870
Table 3.9: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs of the Weibull distribution for varying 
n. Data is simulated from a Gamma model with r =  3, a  =  50.
V  =  n
0.7595
-0.0058 0.0001
which gives
Var =  A ^ V A ' 1 =  r T 1
2.0424
5.8722 9587.5795
The results are summarised in Table 3.9, and we compare these to the simulated counterparts 
shown in Table 2.9. The results show excellent agreement between observed and expected 
values across all sample sizes. We also include details on BW:io, with
Bw,io (/?o,0o) = 0o(-lnO .9)^ = 169 .3772(-ln 0 .9)™  =  49.7779.
The sample means of this quantile are relatively close to this value, even for small sample 
sizes. We also compare this theoretical estimate with the true value of Bio given by
Bg, io =  55.1033,
and note that the Weibull estimate under-estimates this quantile for this particular set of 
Gamma parameter values.
Relationships between /30, #o and the parameters in Gg
In this section, we consider how /30, #o vary with parameters in Gg, and determine the 
extent to which there is a relationship between parameters of the two distributions. We 
first note that, just like the Burr distribution, (30 is independent of the scale parameter from 
the Gamma distribution. This becomes evident from examining the profile entropy score 
function, given by (3.44), and noting that the function is independent of a.  We use (3.42) 
to conclude that 6q is linearly related to a. Unlike Gb, however, we cannot really say much 
more about the relationship between (30 and r. Figure 3.7 illustrates this relationship, but, 
from (3.44), it is clear that we can only locate the root of this function numerically.
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Figure 3.7: The relationship between r  in Gg and /30.
The effects of changing the parameter values from Gg
In this section we assess the goodness of fit between a mis-specified Weibull distribution 
(where the parameter values are obtained by maximising the entropy function) and the 
corresponding Gamma distribution. We will begin by specifying particular parameter ranges 
for the Gamma distribution, and will first set a  equal to 1 , since it represents a scale 
parameter and so does not alter the shape of the distribution function. We have seen, with 
Gb, that particularly small values for the shape parameters resulted in a relatively poor fit 
between Weibull and Burr, and this was where the largest values of the maximum absolute 
distance between both cdfs occurred. We will examine the extent to which a similar pattern 
holds in this case, for an appropriate range for r.
As an example, consider r =  3, a  =  50. Figure 3.8 shows the Gamma and Weibull cdfs, 
when we use entropy values for the parameters in the Weibull. We see, for this particular 
case, that there is very little difference between the Weibull and Gamma distributions. To 
get a summary measure of how different they are, we plot the absolute distance between 
them; that is we calculate
\Gg (y \r, a) -  Gw {y\ /?o,0o)| •
Figure 3.9 shows this distance and, we see that the maximum absolute difference between 
the two cdfs is 0.0263.
The above process is repeated for a range of values for r; Table 3.10, and Figure 3.10 
summarise these results. As with Gb, we observe the maximum absolute difference between 
the two cdfs for small values of r. At r  =  1, there is no difference between the cdfs of the
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of Gamma (---- ) and Weibull (----- ) cdfs for Gamma parameters
r =  3, a  =  50 and entropy values p 0 =  1.8328, 6q =  169.3772.
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Figure 3.9: Maximum absolute distance between Gg and Gw when r =  3, a  =  50 and 
P0 =  1.8328, 0o = 169.3772.
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r Maximum distance T Maximum distance T Maximum distance
0.1 0.0737794 2.5 0.0229684 6.5 0.0373599
0.2 0.0584186 3 0.0263246 7 0.0381965
0.3 0.044574 3.5 0.0289099 7.5 0.0389465
0.4 0.033503 4 0.0309793 8 0.0396239
0.5 0.0247552 4.5 0.0326836 20 0.0471572
1 0 5 0.0341189 100 0.0542719
1.5 0.0115462 5.5 0.0353491 500 0.0574571
2 0.0183709 6 . 0.0364187 1000 0.0582134
Table 3.10: Maximum absolute distance between Gg and Gw for varying r; a  =  1.
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0
*0.01
Figure 3.10: Maximum absolute distance between Gg and Gw for 0 < r < 20; a = 1.
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T
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Eg,10 
Bw,10 (ft» ^ o )
% Rel error
0.0079
0.0104
31.2
0.1054
0.1054
0
0.2922
0.2737
6.3
0.5318
0.4863
8 .6
0.8052
0.7285
9.5
1.1021
0.9923
10.0
1.4166
1.2728
10.1
1.7448
1.5668
10.2
Table 3.11: Theoretical quantiles for Gg and GW) with their corresponding relative percent­
age errors.
Gamma and Weibull distributions; here, the Gamma distribution reduces to the Negative 
Exponential distribution, which is also a special case of Gw. Thus, the best Weibull fit to 
the Negative Exponential is the Negative Exponential itself, and leads to unit scale and 
shape parameter estimates in this case. As we allow r to become very large, we see the 
maximum absolute distance begin to level off at approximately 0.06. In practice, however, 
we do not expect to observe such extreme values of r.
We also summarise the effects of changing parameter values from the Gamma distri­
bution on Bio from both models, and compare B9yio with Bw^q (/50, # o )-  The results for 
varying r are shown in Table 3.11, along with the relative percentage error. We observe 
similar results to those obtained when we examined the maximum absolute distance between 
theoretical cdfs. The largest relative error occurs for smaller values of r, and levels off at 
10% as r increases. We observe no difference between the quantiles when r =  1.
3 .2 .3  E ntropy for fitting  G w to  data from  G\n
We consider (3.13) when the underlying distribution of the data is Lognormal. We obtain an 
expression for E\n [Vm/3] by making use of the relationship between Normal and Lognormal 
distributions, and the moment generating function from the Normal distribution. From 
Mann, Schafer and Singpurwalla (1974), we know that when X  is Normally distributed 
with mean /x and variance a2, the moment generating function is given by
E  [exp (tX)] =  exp + a 2t 2
Now, using
we have
y  = exp(X )«= M n(y) =  X,
E\n y-m /3 E  [exp (m px) ]  =  exp (8m) , (3.45)
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where
6m =  A4m(3 +
a 2 (m(3)2
We differentiate (3.45) with respect to (3 to obtain
=  (/x +  cr2m 0 ) exp (6m) ,Eln [y m/3in y  
and also differentiate this expectation to get
Eln [ • 3 (In Y ) 2 =  { (/x +  a 2m(3)2 +  a 2 } exp (8m )
By setting ft =  0 in (3.46) we have
E\n [In Y] =  E  [X] =  /x, 
and an equivalent substitution in (3.47) yields
£ ,„[(lnY )2] = E [ X 2] = /x2 +  <t2.
Thus, we see that the entropy function can now be expressed as
/  a 2g 2
E\n =  Ein [ho] =  n In (3 — n(3 In 9 +  n ((3 — 1) /x — n 6~P exp f /5/x H —
Using (3.15), we have
n (  , v 2/39 =  exp ( /x+ —
and using (3.16) we obtain
Efn = n In yd -  n@ ( /x + ) +  n/x (/? -  1) -  n,
with first derivative
dEIn
rf/3 =  n(/3 -1 -<r2/3).
The root of (3.49) is
(3.46)
(3.47)
(3.48)
(3.49)
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and, inserting this into (3.48), we obtain
0O = exp (/* +  ! )■
We compare our entropy values to the simulated results summarised in Table 2.11. Here, 
we set /x =  2, a  =  3; this yields
0o = exp ^2 + ^  =  33.1155,
and
A, 4
The table shows how the sample means for P and 0 seem to be tending to their entropy 
values for larger n. We use these entropy values in the next section, where we derive the 
distribution of the MLEs from the mis-specified model.
The variance structure of the mis-specified MLEs We evaluate each element of 
the matrix A  in (3.18) below, and first consider — E\n ; using (3.20) and (3.45), we see 
that this simplifies to
—nP9 2 j l  — (/? -1- 1) 0 ^exp(<$i)j.
Next, we examine Ein ; using (3.19), we have
^ ^  “ P~2 +  0-/3exp (0i) j(/x -1- Pa 2 -  ln0)2 +  cr2JJ ,--Sin
dp'
=  n
and finally, by making use of (3.21), we write
-S in r o 2iw i =  n 6~l
dpdO _
1 — 0 ^exp (<$i) { l  +  P (/x +  Pa2 — ln 0)}
We now consider elements which make up the variance covariance matrix of score functions 
from the Weibull distribution. As with previous distributions, we first list variances and
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covariances of functions which make up these elements.
Vann (S'e) =
{So (/?)} = 
V a r ln{ S 1 (f3)} =
Cautn{Se,S0 m  =
Covin {Se, Si (,3)} =
Cooia{ S o f f l , S 1 (P)} =
na
n
n{exp(<S2) -exp(2<5i)},
|  (^ +  2(3a2) 2 + cr2|  exp (<52) — (m +  /?cr2) 2 exp (2<5i) 
n/3a2 exp (<5i), 
n {(5a2 (/x + Pa2) 4- a 2} exp (<5i), 
n [(/x + 2/3a2) exp (<$2) -  (/x + /fo2) exp (2<$i)] .
Using (3.22), we have
Uar in dlw
d(3
=  n  <
<72 +  0  2^ exp(<52) {/Li + 2 /?c r2 — ln0} 2 4- cr 
—0~2P exp (2^i) {/Li 4- /3a2 — In 0} 2 
—26~P exp (<$i) [/?cr2 {/x +  /?cr2 — In#} 4- cr2]
Next, we derive Uarin (^ f) , which, by using (3.23), takes the form
n(32Q 2@ 2 {exp (<52) — exp (2<5i)}
Finally, using (3.24), we see that
dim dlyj  ^  2 /3a2 exp (6 i) — 6 & exp (<52) {/x +  2(3a2 — In 0} 
+Q~P exp (2^i) {/Li 4- Per2 — In 0}
We compute theoretical values for the standard errors of the Weibull MLEs, and compare 
these to simulated counterparts shown in Table 2.11. We also compute the theoretical 
standard error of Bw,io, and note that this will take the same form as (3.25), but with the 
entropy values and variances of MLEs replaced by expressions derived in this section. As 
in previous cases, we evaluate
A — n
and
V = n
20.25
-0.0151 0.0001
59.2597
-0.0778 0.0002
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n 50 100 300 500 1000
St.err. 0.0496 0.0351 0.0203 0.0157 0.0111
St.err. 14.9774 10.5906 6.1145 4.7363 3.3491
St.err.^RW|io) 0.0381 0.0270 0.0156 0.0121 0.0085
Table 3.12: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs of G w  for varying n. Data is simulated 
from Gin with fi =  2, a  =  3.
which gives, for this particular set of Lognormal parameters, a variance covariance matrix 
for ^0, 6 j^ of the form
n - l
0.1232 
-10.0860 11216.1833
The results are summarised in Table 3.12; we note that
B»,io(A>A) =  0o (- ln O .9 ) i = ex p (p  +  0  { - In 0.9}a =  0.0387, 
which we can compare with the true quantile from the Lognormal distribution given by
Bin,10 = 0.1581.
We compare Table 3.12 with Table 2.11, and observe that the MLEs for the Weibull distri­
bution seem to be tending towards their corresponding entropy values for large sample sizes. 
The agreement between observed and expected standard errors also improves for larger n, 
bqt is very good even for small sample sizes. When we examine BWi 10, the sample mean 
matches up reasonably well to the estimated value from the Weibull distribution. When 
we compare these to the true value from the Lognormal, we see the time to which 10% of 
observations fail is very much under-estimated when we fit the wrong distribution function.
The effects of changing the parameter values from Gin
To assess the agreement between the Weibull and Lognormal distributions, we will use 
similar techniques to those established for the Burr and Gamma distributions. That is, 
we choose an appropriate range of values for the Lognormal parameters, calculate entropy 
values for parameters in the Weibull, and then assess, by plots, if the fitted Weibull is 
close to the Lognormal. As an example, we will carry out this process using the usual 
set of parameter values. Figure 3.11 shows the agreement between true and mis-specified 
distributions. By computing the maximum of
I G i n  ( y \  V, cr) -  G w  {y\ 0 0 , 0 o ) | ,
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of Lognormal (---- ) and Weibull (-----) cdfs for Lognormal param­
eters /x =  2. cr =  3 and entropy values (30 = do =  33.1155.
we see that the largest distance between the two cdfs is 0.0605. This process can be repeated 
for a range of parameters from the Lognormal distribution, where, we recall that the pa­
rameter /i can take any value, whether it is negative or positive, but cr must be larger than 
zero. However, it is not necessary to construct the table of values showing the maximum 
distance, since the same maximum absolute distance is observed no m atter what parameters 
we use from the Lognormal distribution. Thus, we can choose any values from the Lognor­
mal distribution, fit a Weibull to this, and be sure that we will always observe an adequate 
fit, the largest distance between the two distribution functions being just 0.0605. We can 
further simplify this maximum distance, and write /?0, #o m terms of the parameters from 
the Lognormal distribution. Thus, we seek
max
y>o exp
y
exp (/x +  | )
-  1 + $  < In y
exp (/x)
a function th a t gives the same answer no matter what parameter values we use. We note 
that this maximum is a function of
y
exp O)
further examination of this is possible, but omitted here.
We also summarise the effects changing parameter values from the Lognormal distribu­
tion has on the theoretical quantiles from both models. The results are shown in Table 3.13 
for varying fi and cr. We see that, although varying /x changes the values of both quantiles,
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a
1 2 3 4 5
-3
0.0138
0.0086
37.4
0.0038
0.0015
60.8
0.0011
0.0003
75.5
0.0003
4.53xl0~5
84.7
8.20xl0-5
7.87xl0-6
90.4
-2
0.0376
0.0235
37.4
0.0104
0.0041
60.8
0.0029
0.0007
75.5
0.0008
0.0001
84.7
0.0002
2.14xl0-5
90.4
-1
0.1021
0.0639
37.4
0.0284
0.0111
60.8
0.0079
0.0019
75.5
0.0022
0.0003
84.7
0.0006
5.82xl0-5
90.4
0
0.2776
0.1737
37.4
0.0771
0.0302
60.8
0.0214
0.0052
75.5
0.0059
0.0009
84.7
0.0016
0.0002
90.4
1
0.7546
0.4722
37.4
0.2095
0.0820
60.8
0.0582
0.0142
75.5
0.0161
0.0025
84.7
0.0045
0.0004
90.4
2
2.0513
1.2836
37.4
0.5694
0.2230
60.8
0.1581
0.0387
75.5
0.0439
0.0067
84.7
0.0122
0.0012
90.4
3
5.5759
3.4891
37.4
1.5479
0.6061
60.8
0.4297
0.1053
75.5
0.1193
0.0183
84.7
0.0331
0.0032
90.4
Table 3.13: Theoretical quantiles for Gin (top) and Gw (middle), with their corresponding 
relative percentage errors (bottom).
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it has no effect on the relative error between them. As we increase a , the error between the 
two quantiles increases considerably.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we obtained the EFI matrix for the MLEs from the Weibull, Burr, Gamma 
and Lognormal distributions. We then considered mis-specifying the Weibull distribution, 
and developed general results to obtain theoretical counterparts to the MLEs from this 
mis-specified distribution using the entropy function. We used these estimates to derive 
the theoretical variance covariance matrix for the MLEs, and also considered the mean and 
variance of BWiiq. Results were then obtained when we assumed the underlying distribution 
was Burr, Gamma and Lognormal. In all cases, we also examined relationships between 
parameters from the true distribution, and our entropy values. Finally, we considered sets of 
parameter values from the true distribution, where the Weibull did not provide an adequate 
fit.
The following chapter extends these results when we assume the data set has undergone 
censoring.
Chapter 4 
Censoring
In Chapters 2 and 3, we examined the effects of mis-specifying the Weibull distribution 
to a complete set of data. In practice, life data rarely contains all observations that have 
failed. Instead, the running time is shortened using a technique such as censoring. This 
chapter examines the effects of mis-specifying the Weibull distribution when the data set 
has undergone a type I and type II censoring regime. Unlike Chapter 3, where we varied 
the 'underlying distribution of the data, this chapter will focus on only using the Burr 
distribution as the true underlying model. Thus, censoring will not be considered for the 
Gamma or Lognormal distributions. The Burr does have asymptotic links with the Weibull, 
and so is of interest for this reason. We begin with type I censoring, and consider this below.
4.1 Type I censoring
Recall, from Chapter 1, that if we subject data to type I censoring, then all items start 
in service at the same time, and there is some pre-specified (fixed) time yc after which the 
experiment is terminated. The number of failures N  is random. We begin by first deriving 
the theory necessary to fit the Weibull and Burr distributions to a set of data that has 
been censored using a type I regime, and also examine the variance covariance structure 
of their MLEs, under the assumption that the models have been correctly specified. Next, 
we examine the effects of mis-specifying the Weibull distribution, and, as in Chapter 2, use 
simulations to study MLEs from true and mis-specified distributions, and the preference 
for fitting the Weibull over the Burr. The final sections examine the theory to explain 
our simulated values, and discuss the agreement between the true Burr distribution and 
mis-specified Weibull.
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4.1.1 ML estimation for G w under type I censoring
Here, we assume that the lifetime of items follow Gw , so that the probability of an item 
failing in the interval (0, yc) is given by
1 - exp j- j = 1 - exp(—2C),
where
2c =  VcQ'13-
Here, N  will follow a Binomial distribution with sample size n, and probability to failure 
1 — exp (—zc), so that
E[N]  =  n { l  — exp(-zc) } .
The observed times to failure follow the truncated Weibull distribution with pdf
^ e x p H s y 3}
1 -  exp(—2C) (4.1)
for 0 < y <  yc. We note that Z  =  ( j ) 33, follows the truncated Negative Exponential 
distribution with pdf
6XP(~ Z) (4.2)
1 -  exp(—zc) ’
for 0 < z  <  zc. Without loss of generality, the likelihood for data under this censoring regime 
is
i = 1 v J i = l  v J
where y i , y 2, •••, Vn  are observed times to failure, and yv+i,yv+2) •••) ?/n =  yc are censored 
times in service of items still operational at yc. The log-likelihood is
lw =  JVln/? -  N p k i e  + (p -  1) Se -  8 - pSo (0) ,  (4.3)
where
N
Se =  J^ ln  yt ,
i=  1
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and
N
SJ O0) = X X  (ln^  +  ( n - N )  y% (In yc)3 ,
i=1
with the property that
_  < P S 0 ( / ? )  _  d S ^ j / 3 )  
3 W  d t f  dfi
In what follows, we assume N  > 0. The score function will contain the elements
dl  
di 
dl
d f f  =  - N p e - i  +  p e - t - ' S o t f ) ,  ( 4 . 4 )
=  N P ~ 1 - N l n e  +  S e - e - l 3 { S 1 ( p ) - l n 9 S o ( P ) } .  ( 4 . 5 )
We equate (4.4) to zero, to obtain
So (0)1*
N
substituting this into (4.3) gives the profile log-likelihood
l*w =  Nln(3  +  N l n N  -  N \ n S 0 {(3) + {(3 -  l ) S e -  N,  
with first derivative
<“ 1  _  V f l - l  +  C
W ~  p  ‘ ~ ~ S o W ’
and second derivative
,ra-2 : J S 2 ( P ) S o ( P ) - S 1 ( P ) 2 )
d p 2 \  S 0 { P f  / '
We also note the derivatives of the score function with respect to 0 and 0 , which will be 
used in the computation of the EFI matrix. We have
<9%,
de2
d 2 lw
d P 2
d 2 lw
9 9 d p
=  N P 9 ~ 2  - P ( P  +  l ) e ~ ^ 2 S 0 ( P ) ,  
=  - N p ~ 2 -  9 - > 3  { &  ( P )  -  2  I n  e S i  { P )  +  ( I n  9 ) 2 S 0 ( P ) }  , 
=  - N 9 ~ 1  +  9 - P - 1 t f S i  ( / ? )  +  { 1  -  / ?  I n  0 }  S 0  ( P ) ] .
Thus, we have all the necessary'terms to compute the MLEs for the Weibull distribution, 
which, as before, must be obtained numerically. Convergence requires a suitable starting
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value for (3\ see Farnum and Booth (1997) for details on an initial starting value for (3 when 
data has undergone any form of censoring (including type I). This method will be used when 
we compute MLEs from the Weibull distribution in later sections.
We carry out a similar analysis for Gb below.
4 .1 .2  M L estim ation  for Gb under ty p e  I censoring
We outline the theory necessary to fit Gb, using properties of the two parameter Burr 
distribution. We include only the main points in the following sections, and refer to Johnson 
(2003) for further details. We now assume that the lifetime of items follow Gb, and are
subject to type I censoring at yc. The probability that an item fails in (0, yc) is given by
qZc,a =  1 - jl + |  — 1_(1 + 2:c)
where, now, zc =  ^ .  The random variable N  will have a Binomial distribution with 
parameters n  and qZc,a, so that
E  [iV] = n qZc,a•
The observed times to failure are from a truncated Burr distribution with pdf
T { ^ ) T (a+1)
qzc,a
for 0 < y  <  yc- The likelihood is
where yi ,  y2, ..., yN are observed times to failure, and 2/at+i, yN+2, •••> Vn — Vc are censored 
times in service of items still operational at yc\ the corresponding log-likelihood is
lb =  N i n a  +  TVlnr — N t ln0-f (r — l)5 e — (a +  1)7/ — aTc,
where
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For future use, we also introduce the following notation:
and
Ti,o/
Ti ,0c
dT  h .  i + ( t ) T ’
dr
T 2 ,o /  =
ari
d r
,0c
1 +  ( ^
= E
-2,0c
«  M t ) T  ’
d r
Tw
To,ic =  
To,2/ = 
To,2c =
=  f >  =  - ^ E
d <t> S i  +  l !
m  = z l
d<t>
( "  -  ( ? )
i +  f*Sf
^Tq,i/
d(f)
n  (u± N
5 1 +  S
r (n - JV) r2 (n - JV) )
^ { 1 + ( t ) T} ^ { l+ ( l f ) T}2’
, V \ r ^  7 ^  r /  NT-. 2 ’(?) i=i I1+(?)}
/  \  T
W
1,1c
^Tq,i/
d r
dTo,ic
d r
N  I Hi
- r ‘ E r'i 2 ’
‘=l l + (,tJ i=1{1 + ( ? ) l
(n - JV) ) r (n - JV) In )
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where sub-scripts indicate differentiation with respect to r or </>, and /  and c denote failed 
and censored items, respectively. Using this, the score function for lb is
| |  =  N c T ' - T f - T c ,  (4.6)
= JVr-1 -JVln^ + Se - ( o ;  +  l ) T 1, o / - a T 1,oc, (4.7)
| |  = - N r t f T 1 -  (a +  l )T o ,i /  -  cuTo.ic- (4.8)
We can equate (4.6) to zero and insert the expression into (4.7) and (4.8) to obtain a profile 
score function. However, this function is not required, and so will not be considered here; 
we use the same approach to fit the Burr distribution as with complete data, outlined in 
Section 2.3.2. To compute the EFI matrix, we require the expectations of the following 
second derivatives
=  - N a t - 2
d a 2 
d 2L
=  _jVr-2-(a + l)T2i0/ - a T 2|0c>
=  N t 4>-2 -  ( a  +  l ) r 0 , 2 /  -  a T o ,2 c ,
o<p
d \
d a d r
d %  
dad<f> 
d %  _  
drdtf)
=  —21,0/ -  2^ 1,00,
=  -2o ,i/ -  2o,ic,
=  -N(f)~l -  (a +  l)2 i,i/  -  aTi.ic,
which will be considered in later sections.
We continue by looking at the effects of fitting Gw to type I censored data from Gb, via 
simulations.
4 .1 .3  F ittin g  Gw to  Gb d ata
Our analysis of mis-specified distributions fitted to data subjected to censoring follows a 
similar structure to the complete scenario. Since we are interested in fitting the Weibull 
distribution to Burr data, we begin by simulating sets of data from a Burr distribution with 
appropriate parameter values and stopping times. Once this is done, we fit the Weibull 
distribution and obtain MLEs. We compute the sign of A to deduce if the Burr distribution 
can be fitted, and, if A > 0, we fit this distribution to the data. The form of A will be 
slightly different from the complete case, since we have to take censoring into consideration. 
Watkins (1999) computes A for data that has undergone type I censoring, as
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n 100 300 500 1000
Vc 80 80 80 80
P
(st.err.)
2.8046
(0.2589)
2.7786
(0.1458)
2.7715
(0.1133)
2.7686
(0.0794)
e
(st.err.)
66.1870
(2.7074)
66.2424
(1.5609)
66.2488
(1.2023)
66.2561
(0.8429)
Bw,i0
(st.err.)
29.5507
(2.5156)
29.4334
(1.4430)
29.3902
(1.1195)
29.3803
(0.7886)
A
(st.err.)
Pr (Fit Gw)
0.9362
(1.9718)
0.3145
3.6542
(3.6568)
0.1823
6.1797
(4.7207)
0.1197
12.2826
(6.4424)
0.0473
T
(st.err.)
3.2541
(0.4107)
3.1414
(0.2691)
3.0891
(0.2151)
3.0439
(0.1545)
a
(st.err.)
3.9590
(5.1291)
4.2679
(5.1448)
4.4653
(4.6451)
4.5488
(4.3040)
<t>
(st.err.)
89.4824
(32.6317)
94.8136
(29.9797)
98.0404
(28.0450)
100.6558
(23.9417)
#6,10
(st.err.)
30.4023
(2.5520)
30.1723
(1.4849)
30.0509
(1.1596)
29.9689
(0.8236)
Table 4.1: Summary statistics for Gw and Gb for varying sample size, when these dis­
tributions are fitted to data that has undergone a type I censoring regime from Gb with 
parameters r =  3, a  ~  4 and <p =  100.
a _ s 0 (23) ,{ S ) ( 3 ) } e £ 1 i# ?
2 N
We run a series of simulations for varying stopping times and sample sizes, and obtain MLEs 
and the probability of choosing the Burr distribution over the Weibull. As usual, we set
a  =  4, r = 3, (f) =  100,
and for each particular set of parameters, run the simulation at least 10000 times to ensure 
accurate average MLEs are computed. Table 4.1 summarises the results for varying sample 
sizes, keeping the stopping time fixed at 80, whilst Table 4.2 shows the results for varying 
stopping times, keeping the sample size fixed at 1000. When we vary the sample size, the 
standard errors for both the Weibull and Burr MLEs, and their quantile functions, decrease 
as the sample size increases. However, when compared to complete counterparts in Table 2.6, 
the standard errors for a  and 4> do appear smaller than expected for lower stopping times. 
In these cases, however, we do prefer to fit the Weibull distribution far more often than in 
the complete counterpart; for example, for n =  100 complete data values, we preferred to 
fit the Weibull 16% of the time, whilst this figure doubled for an equivalent sample size and 
a stopping time of 80 time units. Thus, one possible explanation for observing this decrease
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n 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Vc 50 70 100 120 200
(3
(st.err.)
2.9251
(0.1408)
2.8229
(0.0920)
2.6786
(0.0675)
2.6188
(0.0645)
2.5611
(0.0710)
e
(st.err.)
64.7115
(1.4894)
65.8055
(0.9027)
66.8310
(0.8398)
67.0847
(0.8541)
67.2608
(0.8744)
Bw,YQ
(st.err.)
29.9329
(0.8528)
29.6351
(0.8227)
28.8398
(0.7476)
28.3998
(0.7387)
27.9251
(0.7774)
A
(st.err.)
Pr (Fit Gw)
0.1938
(1.1996)
0.4624
5.7325
(4.4817)
0.1381
34.2733
(11.4573)
0.0013
62.3454
(17.3012)
0.0002
122.5729
(46.2282)
0
T
(st.err.)
3.1466
(0.1820)
3.0840
(0.1666)
3.0148
(0.1425)
3.0072
(0.1328)
3.0026
(0.1252)
a
(st.err.)
2.0402
(2.0585)
3.8614
(3.4429)
4.6429
(3.0844)
4.4702
(2.0114)
4.4050
(1.7421)
(st.err.)
73.6130
(17.1919)
93.6691
(23.0911)
103.6084
(20.3540)
103.1065
(16.6039)
102.9414
(14.5409)
Bb, io 
(st.err.)
29.8380
(0.8483)
29.9943
(0.8363)
29.9276
(0.8277)
29.9009
(0.8272)
29.8966
(0.8253)
Table 4.2: Summary statistics for Gw and Gb for varying yc, when these distributions are 
fitted to data that has undergone a type I censoring regime from Gb with parameters r =  3, 
a  =  4 and 0 =  100.
in sample standard errors from Gb, is that the figures are calculated after conditioning on 
A > 0. The probability of fitting G w decreases as n increases, and is as high as 31% for a 
sample size of 100. When we compare estimates of the quantile functions with a true value 
of 29.8848, we see that BWyio is closer to B^io for smaller n, but the standard errors are then 
larger. On the whole B ^\o matches up very well to its true value across all sample sizes. 
When we vary the stopping times, again the standard errors for the MLEs of Gw and BW}io 
decrease as yc increases, but this is not true for a  and 0 from Gb- In fact, we observe smaller 
standard errors for these estimates for lower stopping times. The probability of choosing 
Gw over Gb is very high for small yc, and for yc =  50, we prefer to fit Weibull over Burr 
46% of the time, even though the sample size is as large as 1000.
We continue by obtaining the theory necessary to explain these simulated values, and, 
as in Chapter 3, first assume that no mis-specification has taken place. Thus, we derive the 
EFI matrix for Gw and Gb for type I censored data.
4 .1 .4  A n alysin g  d ata  usin g  th e  correct d istr ib u tion
Asymptotic results for the distribution of the MLEs when no mis-specification has taken 
place are well known, and have been outlined in Chapter 3. We use these results to obtain 
the EFI matrices for the Weibull and Burr distributions below.
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The Weibull distribution
On examining second derivatives from Gw, we see that we will require E  [Y^], E  ]Y@ In Y] 
and E  J  Y@ (In Y )2 . We use the relationship between truncated Weibull and Negative Ex­
ponential distributions to compute these, and first consider
for Y, Z  following (4.1) and (4.2), respectively. We first note that we can write expectations 
with respect to Z  in terms of the incomplete gamma function given by (1-7). Thus, we have
which simplifies to
tti r ^ r i  _ r(zc,r +  l )
_  1 — exp (—zc)
7T(zc,r) — z rc exp (—zc) 
1 -  exp (~zc)
on using (1.11). We further exploit properties of the incomplete gamma function, and use 
(1.10) to write
E  [Zr] =
r z rcUi (zCir) -  z rc exp ( ~ z c)
1 -  exp ( - 2C)
Thus, on substituting r = 1 into (4.9), we have
'y& 1 = qP f 1 -  exp ( - z c) -  zc ex p ( - z c)
(4.9)
E { — —/ 
I77
(4.10)exp ( ~ z c)
We differentiate (4.9) with respect to r to obtain
T
E  [Zr In Z] =  — — -  -  {(1 +  r In zc) U\ (zc, r) -  rU2 (zc, r) -  In zcexp ( ~ z c)} , (4.11) I exp zcj
and use this to write
E  \y P In Y]  =  9? {In QE [Z\ +  P~YE  [Z In Z]}
as
1 -  exp ( ~ z c)
{1 -  exp ( - z c) -  zc exp ( - z c)}  (in 6 -f P 1 In zcj  
+ P ~1 {1 -  exp ( - z c)} -  zcP~1U2 (zC} 1)
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Finally, we consider E (InY)2 , and differentiate (4.11) with respect to r, to write
E Z r (In z y
1 -  exp ( - z c)
In zc (2 + r In zc) XJ\ (zc, r) -  2 (1 +  r  In zc) U2 (zc, r) 
+2rU3 (zc, r) -  (In zc)2 exp ( - z c)
Thus, we have
E [^ ( ln Y )2
e13;
1 -  exp (~ z c)
> -2 \ { l-e x p (-z c)>^{ln0 + 6  1 (l +  lnzc)}2 - P  2) 2c 
- 2 (5~l {ln0 +  /?_1 (1 +  In zc) } U2 (zc, 1) 
+ 2 f3~2Uz ( z c , 1)
— exp (—zc) (in 6 +  j3~x In zc)2
Using these expectations, we now compute the elements in the EFI matrix for Gw. We
consider E d2L, , and note that we must first condition on the random variable N,  before
taking expectations with respect to Y.  Thus, with a slight abuse of notation, we write 
d 2U
- E
dO-
N = -p e - 2
N  -  N ( 6 + l )  ( l~ exp (-^ )-^ exP(-^) 1
\  l-exp (-Z c) J
-  (n ~  N) (ft +  1) zc
Thus, on taking expectations with respect to N , we have
d2lw
- E
dOd
= n/? {1 -  exp ( - z c)} •
We use similar arguments to derive the other elements of the EFI matrix; these are given 
by
—E
d 2l
d p
n(3- 2
1 — exp (—zc) +  In zc {1 — exp (—zc)} {2 + In zc} 
- 2zc (1 + In zc) U2 (zc, 1) +  2zcC/3 (zc, 1)
and
E
O^ ly, II 1 3 CO 1 t—
» 1 -  exp ( - z c) -  zc exp ( - z c) +  In zc {1 -  exp ( - z c)}
d/308 - z cU2 (zc, 1) +  (3 In 0zc exp ( ~ z c)
This list provides us with the elements required to compute the EFI matrix from the Weibull 
distribution, after the data has undergone type I censoring. We carry out a similar analysis 
for the Burr distribution below.
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The Burr distribution
To compute the elements of (3.1), we make use of the relationship between the Burr and its 
two parameter counterpart. Note that Z =  ^ has a two parameter Burr distribution, and 
we can compute expectations in terms of this variable. We also use a similar technique as 
that established in Watkins (1997), who writes expectations as E a to emphasize the role of 
the parameter a. Thus, we write
E
1 +  Z7 =  Er, 1 +  Z 7
and, by exploiting the role of a  in Gb, can write this as
a
a  -f 1Ea+1 [Zr ] .
On closer examination of the second derivatives, we see that we require E  [Zm], E  [Zm In Z] 
Zm (In Z )2 . We consider these next, and first compute E  [Zm]. This is given byand E
a
E[Zm\ =  B  zj  (mi, a  -  m o),
Qzc,a l+ lj
where B z (a, b) is the incomplete Beta function (1.15), and
m
771; = ------\ - i .
We obtain an expression for E[Zrn{hi Z )r] by differentiating this expectation r times with 
respect to m. In order to obtain the derivative of the incomplete Beta function, we re-write 
it using its hypergeometric counterpart given by (1.16). Then, using (15.3.4) of Abramowitz 
and Stegun (1972), we have
£[Zm] = az,
m+T
m i q Zc,a
(4.12)
To differentiate this function with respect to m, we first note that the arguments mi, m2 are 
separated by unity. Watkins and Johnson (2002) consider hypergeometric functions with 
this property, and prove that a hypergeometric function of the form
f q(a, b, z) =  Fq+i,q({a , ..., a, 6}; {a +  1,..., a +  1}; z)
has derivative
qaV-'bz
(a+  1)9+1 fq+i (a +  1, 6 +  1, z)
They also examine relationships between neighbouring hypergeometric functions, and es­
tablish two results which help simplify such functions. We use these results to simplify our
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expectations. Thus, the derivative of E[Zm] with respect to m  is given by
/ 2(mi, a +  ! ,-* £ )
E [ Z m \nZ] =
az,T + m
l n z cf i ( m i , a  +  l , - z Tc ) -
QzcotVri'i
We differentiate this function again to obtain
T7T7-1
(4.13)
£[2^(111 Z f ]  =
az,T+m.
Qzc, a ^ l
{ln*c}2 h ( m u  a  + 1, -*£) -
2 /3( m i,q + l , - z X )
(r77ll)2
(4.14)
We use these results for the two parameter Burr distribution to list the expectations required 
for the EFI matrix from the three parameter model :
E
E
E
E
(* )T,
i+KT
M s r r
i+W
^ _ A (2,a + 2 , - * n .
^ 5 / 1(2,a +  3 , - 2J),
2r f ln z j i  (2, a + 2 , - 4 )
2 ^ , . )  _ i / 2(2,Q + 2 , - 2J)
2 t  •
£
L M *)7
H i r r
2^ c,
azcT 
2Qzc,a
2r j  ln z c/ i  (2,Q! +  3, - Z c ) -  
/ 2(2,a+3,-z;T)
2 r
{In 2:c}2 / i  (2,a +  3 ,-2£) 
- r _1 In 2c/ 2 (2, a  +  3, - 2J)
■ / 3(2,a+3,-zX)
"• 2T2
We now list the elements in the EFI matrix for Gb 
- E d2h n a  2qZc>a,
- E
- E
- E
- E
- E
d%
d %
d 2lh
= rircf)
n
-2
a ( a + l ) z 2
2
2 „ , a(l-gze,Q)^ I(lnZc)2 ■
T  ■ H z c , ol “ I ( l + z j p
(In 2C)2 /1 (2,o; +  3, —2J) 
- r _1 In 2c/ 2 (2, a  +  3, - 2J)
/ 3(2,a+3,-z?)
2T5
d a d r
d2lb
nz'
dad<f>
d2h
a z ,
2
—nr<p xzTc
drd<t> Tl(f)
-1
a{l-<7zc,«}zl f-, , r ] _
l+ z l  \ 1 ^  1+zJ /  « c .«
a(a + l)z2T f 1(2 ,a+ 2-zJ)  Ta{a+l)z2rh  (2 ,a+3,-zJ)
-  { ln z j ,  (2, a  +  2, -z j )  -  M V + W ) }
■ (I- gzr.a} InZe 
~l~
az^/i(2,a+2,-z^) f  l-g « e,a I
2 I Jn _  1-gzr,.a}z:jT III
9zc,a i + z r {1+ z j} 2
- ° (a+2i)z r / i ( 2,a  +  2, - ^ )
ra (a + l)z2r f  ^  ^ c /l  (2 , Q: +  3, 2C )
2 ) / 2(2,a+3,-z?)
I 2r
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This matrix will be used to derive the mean and variance of R^io; see (3.2).
We continue by examining the effects of fitting the incorrect distribution to data from
4.1 .5  A n alysin g  data using th e  incorrect d istr ib u tion
In Chapter 3, we used the entropy function to obtain theoretical counterparts to (3 and 6 of 
Gw, when this distribution was fitted to a set of data simulated from and no censoring 
took place. We now examine similar results for data that has undergone type I censoring.
Recall that the theoretical, counterparts to (3 and 6 are obtained by maximising the 
expected value of the log-likelihood lw, with respect to Gb- Since type I censoring introduces 
another random variable N  into the analysis, we must first condition on this. Using (4.3), 
we see that
N  In 0  -  N 0  In 0 +  {fi -  1) In Y{
N l n / 3 - N 0 1 n $  +  N ( 0 - l ) E { h i Y } -  N 6~0E  \ y 0\ - ( n - N )  0 - 0y0.
We use (4.12) to write
E [Y m] =
m iqZc,a
(4.15)
and note that
E[ln Y] =  In </> + E[ln Z \,
where E  [In Z] is obtained by setting m  — 0 in (4.13). Thus,
CYZr
E[ln Y] =  ln</> + —
Qz c ,a
In zcf i  ( l , a  +  1 , - z l )
- T - 1f 2 ( l , a  +  l , - z Tc )
(4.16)
The conditional entropy now becomes
N\n.j3 — N(3 ln 6 — (n — N)
+ N ( p -  1) In 0 + l n ^ c / i  ( 1 ,  a  +  1 , —^ J ) — 
t_1/ 2 (1,q: +  1 , - ^ )
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and, taking expectations with respect to N , we see that
(<f)\ £
E h =  n (In (3) qZc,a -  n(3 (In 6) qZc,a -  nz f  +  npZc>Q ( ~g J zJ
a z Tc f  in zcf i  (1, a  +  1, —z^) —+nqZc,a{P ~ 1) ln</> +
Qzc,a  I r 1f 2 (1,0;+ 1 , - 0
T+i  (
(f + i) A(f + 1.« + 1--<
We differentiate (4.17) with respect to 6 to obtain
8E b ! I \ t )  Zc Qzc,a ( | )  *ctfzc
= tt/30 < ( a \ P  r+/3
and equate this to zero to get
(1  — <?zc ,a )  +  Q tzZ ^ ff f l ( j f  +  1^  f i  ( j f  +  1 ,  OL +  1 ,  — 2 c )
Qzc,a
We let
P l  =  (1  -  p Zc,a )  +  OLZTc + P<t)P +  1 ^  / i  ^  +  1 ,  a  +  1 ,  ,
so
91
9 zc,a
For future use, we also let
92 =  ln (<M0 {1 -  Qzc, a }  +
dpi
dp
acj^Zc^ \  ln ^ z f 1 ( j  +  a  +  ~ zc)
1 ^ 7 ) 1  - A(l: S ^ r <}
(4.17)
(4.18)
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and
93 = ^  = <t>P4  {ln (0^ c)}2 (1 -  qZc,a)
a<$rz{PS+P
+ 1
{In (cpzc)}2 f i  (jp +  1, a  +  1, — ^ c)
0 J ln(<ftzc) _  
' -(?+ !) r2 (|+l)2 +  i }  /2 (r  +  !. “  + !- ~ zc) 
‘ )+ 2/3 ^  +  1, a +  1, —z, 
Inserting (4.18) into (4.17) will give the profile entropy
K  =  nqZcic
I P - I ) In </> +
\ n f i -  In pi +  lnqZc,a -  1+
a z i  f  l n ^ c / i  ( l 5 a  +  1 ,  — z l )  —
QzcaS r- 1y2(ija + 1 ,-zJ )
(4.19)
where here, we axe using the fact that
nqze,a {pi ~  (1 “  2^C)a)} ru3L< z^l+0 qZcta f i  ( f  +  1, a  4-1, -zjf)
Pi (^  +  1)Pi
We could plot (4.19) with respect to fi and locate the maximum, or use the Newton-Raphson 
process to obtain the root of
dE,
-  =  nqZc,adfi
with derivative
L Qzc^  { \ n z cf i  ( l ,a  + 1 , - 0  ~ r  x/ 2 (1, a  +  1, - z j ) }  J ’
(4.20)
d?El
d/5
j—2 9\93 -  92 
9l )}•
We are now in a position to obtain theoretical counterparts to the MLEs from Gw. We 
first note, by examining (4.19), that maximising the entropy function is not affected by 
the sample size. Thus, entropy values for n =  100, yc =  80 are the same as those for 
n  =  576, pc = 80. They axe, however, affected by the stopping time. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 
show how fi0 and Oq vary with yc, when we set r  =  3, a  =  4 and = 100. We observe 
how the entropy values tend to their complete counterparts as yc increases. We also note 
how well the entropy values match up with simulated counterparts in Table 4.2. We could, 
at this point, examine relationships that exist between parameters from Gb and fi0 and 
6q. The above investigation shows how fi0 and 60 vary with yc, and, on examining (4.20), 
we also note a relationship between fi0 and </>; this is contrary to what we observed in our 
investigations on complete data. Due to this added complication, we omit any further details 
on relationships between true and mis-specified parameters.
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2.55 ■
2.5 -I-------------------------------------- ,------------------------------------- .-------------------------------------   ■---------------------------------------1
0 50 100 150 200 250
yc
Figure 4.1: (30 versus yc for r = 3, a =  4 and <p — 100.
15050 100 200
Figure 4.2: #o versus yc for r  — 3, a =  4 and (p = 100.
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Now that we have theoretical counterparts to the MLEs from the Weibull distribution, 
we can use these to derive the asymptotic distribution of these estimates. We consider this 
below.
The variance structure of the mis-specified MLEs
Prom our work on the distribution of the mis-specified Weibull MLEs for complete data, we 
know that, asymptotically, be Normally distributed with mean vector (/3g, 6q)',
and variance covariance matrix given by (3.18). As a result, we require expected values 
of second derivatives from the Weibull distribution, and variances and covariances between 
score functions. On closer examination of these functions, we require expressions for E  [Ym], 
E  [Ym In Y] and E  Y m (In Y )2 , where Y  is a random variable from Gb- E  [Ym] is given by
(4.15). We compute the remaining two expected values by using the relationship between 
Gb and its two parameter counterpart. Thus, we have
a 6 mz T+rn 
E  [Ym In Y] =  9  c
q Zc, a  ( ™  + 1 )
and
E Y m (In Y ) ‘ a<pmz l +m 
Qz.,« (?  +  1)
In ((j)zc) / i  (a  +  l, a  +  1, -*£) 
/2(^+l|Q+l)— zj)
’■(i+i)
{In ( f e ) } 2 f i  (“  +  1, a  +  1, - z £ )  
2 \n{4>zc) h  ( ™+1,qH-1,-zJ )
, 2f 3 ( f + l , a + l , - z Z )
+  %*(?+!)*
Using these, we first list the elements of the matrix A:
a(^+l)(|)/3^ +^ /l(f+l,a+l,-zZ)
- E
d2l = n/36 - 2 :+ l
+ Z c  )  ( / ?  +  1 )  { 1  -  q Zc, a }  -  q Zc, a
(4.21)
(4.22)
—E
d(Y
=  n
P 2Qzc,C + z£ (1 -  qZc>a) {in j
{in ) |  f i  (Jp +  1, a +  1, - z f j
21n(Y)/2(f+l,a+l,-^)
+  ^ ) T( t+1)
>
. 2/3 ( -^|-1,0!+1, )
1 ^ ( ? « r  J
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and
—E
d2l
dpdd
=  n 8- l
^c+P( tY  (  { 1 + ^ l n ( ^ ) } ^  (r + 1,Q!+1, -^c)
(?+1) {  —^ T ) / 2 ( f  +  i . ° + w )
{1 -  £zc,a} { l  +  /?ln }
Next, we consider the elements in the matrix V,  and first examine Var  (^ f) . We have
V a r \ ^ \ = E N
f d l \ 2 ( - ' dl - -
E y y N -  ( e n E y d9 N
We consider
E y fdr)2N\ o e j =  (3Z92 / i - 2
N 2 — (n — iV)z£ ( | ) /S { 2/V-  (n - N ) ( f  )'
-2N 0~ri |jV  -  (n -  JV) 2  ^ ( l ) ^ !  £  [Yp] +  N e ~ w E  [y2'3] 
+ iV (J V -l)0 -2'3 (£![y'3] )2
and note that substituting expressions for expectations in the above function produce no 
simplifications; we just end up with higher order hypergeometric functions with different 
arguments. Thus, we will keep the variances and covariance between the score functions 
from the Weibull distribution in terms of their expectations. After taking expectations with 
respect to N,  we see that
E
dlw
d9
=  PZ92 /3 - 2 +Zi
2/9
E  [iV2] -  2zc E  [N (n -  N)}
2/3 E  ( n -  AT)2] -  26-PE [Y?] E  [N 2]
+29~@Zc ( f f  E  [Y0] E [ N  (n — N)] +  9~2/3E  [Y2(3] E  [iV] 
+ 9 ~213 (E  [Y^])2 E  [N ( N  -  1)]
Since
E  [JV] =  TlQzcOi)
we have
Var (N) =  nqZc,a {1 -  qZc,a }  ,
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and
E  [AT2] = nqZc>a {1 -  qZcjQi}  +  n2^ c>a, 
and hence can obtain the necessary expectations with respect to N.  Using these, we have
Qzc,a  { 1  — Qzc,a  +  n Qzc,ct} ~
E
dlw
d9
=  n F 02 /1—2
2 (n -  1) qZc,a {1 -  qZc,a } z%
2/3 f n { l  — qZc,a} 2 +
1 Qzc,a  { 1  — Qzc,a }
+ z 20 -^ ZC l Q
a j 1 Qzc,a  +  n Qzc,a  , r o ,
- 2 f e ,0r ^  ^ [ y * 3]
(n 1) Zc f Q J {1 Qzc,a }
+qzc,a6 - 2l3E  [y2*3] +
( n - 1  ) q l , J - 2 e { E [ Y ^ } f
We also require
E n E y
dl
dd
N
in order to calculate Var  ( ^ ) ,  and see that 
dlw
E
dd
=  n p 6 1 ( qZc,a0 &E  \ y p 1 + z% ( (1 -  qZcta) -  qZc,a
Thus,
E
dl
dd
2 o 2 n- 2= n (3 d
o - 20q l ,  a [ e  [ Y ^ } f  +
2 ^  ($ )  V , » { i  -  [y'3]
- 2 * f  ( I )  2/5 e - P q l ^ E  [Yf]  + {1 -  qZc,a y
and so
Var dlw
dO
nqZc,a(32d 2 {
2 Zc ( 0 J Qzc,a  { 1  Qzc,a }  +  QZc>a
1 Qzc,a  “t" 2^c { l  9zCla }  d“
# { t )  '
M - 0 {1 -  W l  { l  +  4  ( | ) ^ }  E  [Y?]
+ $ - 2i3e  [y2'3] -  (b [y ]^)2
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We use similar techniques to calculate the variance of and first consider
E y dlw V 
d p )
N
Using (4.5), this simplifies to
P 2 +  2 N P E  [In Y] -  2NQ-P (P  -  In 9 ) e \ y ^  In y |  +  2N P 9 ~ P In 6E  \ y p 
+ N E  [(In Y ) 2] +  N  (N  -  1) (E [In Y ])2 -  2N 9~t3E  \ y p (In Y )2 
- 2 N ( N - ^ e - P E ^ l n Y  E  [InY] + 2N  (N  -  1) 9~@In9E Y ?  E  [InY] 
+ N 9 ~ 2pE  [y 2/3 (In Y)2] +  N  (N  -  1) 9~2/3 ( e  \y& In y ] ) 2 
—2N9~2^  In6E  [y 2^  In Y -  2N  (N  -  1) 9~20 ln9E  [y^ In y ] E  Y ? 
+ N 9 ~ 2P (In 9)2 E  [y 2/?] +  N  {N -  1) 9~2f3 (In 9)2 ( e  [y^] ) 2 ,
where
P  =  AT/r1 -  N  In e -  (n -  N)  Y  In ( ^ )  
We now take expectations with respect to N,  and see that we require
ci =  E[P] =  n  
c2 =  E  [NP] =  nqZciOC
P Qzc,a-qzc,a^0-
Zc (f) ~ 9zc,a} In
{1 -  Qzc,a +  nqZc,ot} {P 1 -  ln0) -  
( r i - l ) Z c ( f )  { !  “  ^ c , a } l n  ( ^ )
and
c3 =  E  [P2] = n
qZc,a {1 -  qZc,a + riqZc,a} {P -  In9) -
2 (n — 1) Zc qZc,a { l - q z c,a} ln  ( V )  { / ^ - l n t f }  
+Zc^ ( f  ) {1 -  qZc,a} {n (1 -  qZc,a) +  qzc,a} {in }
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Hence, E ( d(3 ) becomes
c3 +  2c2E  [In Y] -  20-0 (c2 -  nqZc,a In 6) E  [¥& In Y]  +  2c20_/3 In 6E  [Y ?  
+nqZc,aE  [(In Y)2] +  n (n -  1) <£jaE [In i f  -  2n O ^ q ^ E  [y* (In Y ) 2'
- 2 n  (n -  1) O - P q l ^ E  [Y13 In Y] £  [In Y] +  2n (n -  1) 0-/3 In 0g2c>a£  [Y^] £  [In Y] 
+ n 6~2PqZciOCE  [y 2^  (In Y)2] +  n (n -  1) 0~2(3q l , aE  [Y'3 In Y]2 
- 2ne~2P In 6qZcaE  [Y2/3lnYl -  2n(n  -  1) 6~2f3 In 6q2 aE  [Y^ln Yl E  [Y l^ 
+ n r 2^  ( I n f  qZc,aE  [Y2^ ] +  n (n -  1) r 2/3 ( I n f  q ^ aE  [Y*]2
In order to calculate Var  we also require
E
d l
dp
=  [ E n E y
d l
d p
N
and note that 
'dlw
E
dp
= ci +  nqZc,aE  [In Y] -  n O ^ q ^ E  [Y*ln y ] + nfl"* In f lg ^ E  [y'3] .
Hence, ( e  ^   ^ equates to
c\ +  2nciqZc)a E  [In Y] -  2nci6~13 qZctCXE  [y^ In Y 
+2nci0~^ In 9qZciOCE  I y 13] +  n2q2Zc>aE  [In Y]2 
—2n29~Pq2c aE  [In Y ] e \ y (3 In y ] +  2n26~(3 In O q ^ E  [In Y ] e W (3 
+ n 26~2Pq2c aE  Y^lnY 2 -  2n20"2/3 In 0g2C)Ct£  [Y^lnY E  Y 13 
W e - 2? (In f  qZc>aE  [y*1 2 + n2q2Zcia (In 6)2 ,
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and, after much simplification; we see that Var  becomes
nqZc,a
A2 {1 -  Qzc,a} +  2A {1 -  qZc,a} E  [In Y] -  20~0 {X (1 -  qZcy0t) -  In 0} E  [Y0 In Y]  
+2X0~0 h i 0 { l - q Zc,a} E [ Y 0} + E [(lnY )2] -  qZc,aE  [InY]2 
- 2  0-0  E  \Y0 (InY)2] +  20~0qZc,aE  [Y0 InY] E  [InY]
- 2 0 - 0  In 0qZc,aE  [Y0] E  [In Y] +  0~20E  [ y 20 (In Y)2 
- 0 ~ 2/3qZc,aE  [Y0 In Y]2 -  20~20 In 0E [Y20 In Y]
+20~20 In 0qZc,aE  [Y0 In Y] E  [Y0] +  0~20 (In 0)2 E  [Y20] 
- q Zc,«0' 2/3 (In0)2 E [ Y 0] 2
where
X =  P 1 - I i l 0  +  z 0  [ ^ ]
The final function we require is
d l w  d l w
~d0 d(3
N — E n E y
d l
d 0
N E n E y
d l w
d p
N
Prom the calculation of the variances of both score functions, we see that we already have 
expressions for
E
d l
d p
N and E d l
d 0
N
We write E d lw d lw de  d(3 as
PO- l
(nci -  c2) Zc (f f  ~ c2 
+ ’d'qZc,ot — 1) (1 — qZc,a) zc — ~  Qzc,a) ~  ^ z c,a | E  [InY]
- n 0 - 0 q ZciOt |( n  -  1) (1 -  qZcjCt) z0c -  (1 -  gZc,Q) -  nqZcta -  l |  E  [Y0 InY] 
+ e - p \  n { n - l ) q Zcya( l - q Zc,a ) z 0 ( & y \ n 0 ) ^  ^
[ ~ nqZc,a In 0 (1 — qZc,a +  nqZc,a) +  c2 J 
+ n  (n -  1) d - 0qZe,aE  [Y0] E  [InY] -  n0~20qZc,aE  [Y20 InY]
- n  (n -  1) 0 - 20qZc,aE  [Y0] E  [Y0 In Y] +  n0~20 In 0qZc,aE  [Y20] 
+ n ( n - l ) 0 - 20 ln0qZc,a ( E [ Y 0] ) 2
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and E  [%§■] E dlwd/3 as
n/39- l
Cl | z c  ( f )  (1 Qzc, a )  <?zc,a^
+nqzc,a Lc ( i ' j 13 (1 -  Qzc,a) -  fe.aj E  [lny] 
- n e ~ % c,a ( | ) /? (1 -  qZc,a) -  gZc,Q|  E  {¥?  InY]
+O~0qZc,a InZc In 6(1  -  qz^a) -  n \ n 6qZr/z +  c i j  E  [Y'3]
+ ^ ~ PQl,aE  [Y33] E  [InY] -  n S ^ q l ^ E  [Y13] E  [Y^lnY] 
+nO~2P In 9qZc aE  [Y&]2
Hence, we see that
Cov dlw dlw 
~d9, 'dp
can be expressed as
n/30 1qZc,a
~  {1 “  Qzc,a} (P 1 -  In 6) -  Zc ( | )  {1 -  qZc,a} {in +  P *} 
- Z ?  ( | )  {1 -  qZc,a} In ( ^ )  -  {1 -  qZc,a} | l  +  ( | )  j E  [InY]
+e~P 2 -  qZc,a +  £  ( | ) '8 {1 -  fe ,a} U  [Y*3 In Y]
+ 8 - 13 {1 -  ?*„,«} |/3_l -  2 In e +  ' z i ( $ y  In (* # )  |  E  [Y ]^
- e ~ pqZc%aE  [In Y] E  [Y^] -  9~2/3E  [Y2(3 In Y] +  9~2^qZc,aE  [Y&] E  [Y  ^In Y] 
+9~2/s In 9E [Y2/3\ -  9~213 ln9qZcjaE  [Y^]2
We now have all the required terms and expectations to obtain the variance covariance 
matrix for the MLEs of the Weibull distribution, when this distribution is fitted to Burr 
data that has undergone type I censoring. This matrix will be used to calculate the variance 
of B w,io> using (3.25). We do not give explicit results for these functions since the algebra 
is very complicated, especially with the addition of hypergeometric functions that appear 
in the expectations. Thus, as already stated, we leave all functions in terms of expected 
values.
In the next section, we check our theoretical results by comparing them with simulated 
values.
Agreement between theoretical and sample results
We present the theoretical standard errors of the MLEs from the mis-specified Weibull 
distribution for varying sample sizes and stopping times, and compare these to the sample
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n 100 300 500 1000
Vc 80 80 80 80
St.err. 0.2527 0.1459 0.1130 0.0799
St.err. ^ 2.6995 1.5586 1.2073 0.8537
E  B Wfio 
St.err. (r^ io )
29.3690
2.5129
29.3690
1.4508
29.3690
1.1238
29.3690
0.7946
St.err. (r) 0.5364 0.3097 0.2399 0.1696
St.err. (S) 7.8599 4.5379 3.5151 2.4855
St.err. 81.8466 47.2542 36.6029 25.8822
St.err. (R&,;lo) 2.6700 1.5415 1.1941 0.8443
Table 4.3: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs from Gw and Gb for varying n. Data 
is subjected to type I censoring, and simulated from Gb with r =  3, a  =  4 and 4> — 100-
n 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Vc 50 70 100 120 200
St.err. 0.1405 0.0919 0.0677 0.0643 0.0703
St.err. 1.4777 0.9017 0.8484 0.8621 0.8787
E  Rki,io 
St.err. (r^ io )
29.9160
0.8606
29.6233
0.8202
28.8172
0.7552
28.3809
0.7379
27.8857
0.7730
St.err. (r) 0.2875' 0.1929 0.1440 0.1327 0.1250
St.err. (a) 12.1483 3.6561 1.5340 1.2191 1.0482
St.err. 112.9568 36.8359 16.7029 13.5529 11.7869
St.err. (R&>10) 0.8632 0.7145 0.8378 0.6907 0.6791
Table 4.4: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs from Gw and Gb for varying yc. Data 
is subjected to type I censoring, and simulated from Gb with r  =  3, a  =  4 and 4> =  100.
results presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. We also include details of theoretical results from 
Gb, for both the Burr MLEs and R^io. Note that we are comparing all values of Rio with 
the true value given by
<f> (0 .9^  -  l ) T =  100 (0 .9^  -  l )  3 =  29.8848.
The results for varying sample sizes are summarised in Table 4.3, and for varying yc we 
present the results in Table 4.4. We outline the main points when varying n and yc below.
W hen n varies For Gw, there is excellent agreement between observed and expected 
results across all sample sizes, and the theoretical standard errors decrease as n  increases. 
When we compare sample and theoretical values from Gb, we observe some surprising results. 
Firstly, the sample standard errors for a  and <f> are smaller than their theoretical counterparts
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when n is small, and also less than their complete counterparts. An intuitive explanation 
for this has been provided when we examined simulated values. When we examine B^io, 
the agreement between expected and simulated results are good, even when n is relatively 
small.
W hen yc varies When we examine results for Gw, we note that for large stopping times, 
the theoretical standard errors of /3, 9 and B Wyio tend to their counterparts from the complete 
scenario. There is one surprising outcome; when we vary the censoring time, and keep the 
sample size fixed at 1000, there is a decrease in the theoretical standard errors of both (3 
and 9 for smaller stopping times. This result seems counter-intuitive, since smaller stopping 
times result in a larger proportion of censored observations. Thus, we would expect standard 
errors to increase. We also examine the effects of how the theoretical mean and standard 
errors for R^io change with varying stopping times, and note that, for smaller values of yc, 
larger values for the mean of B Wfio are observed. For example, when yc =  50, the theoretical 
mean of B Wiio is 29.9160; this figure decreases to 27.8857 for large stopping times. Such 
results imply that when we have more censoring, the time to which 10% of the data values 
fail is much higher than if we had a complete data set. Since we are comparing this mean 
with the true value of 29.8848 from the Burr distribution, then we see an improved agreement 
between means when we have more censoring. We do not pay a very significant penalty with 
regard to the standard error for censored data, and just observe a small rise for equivalent 
sample sizes from complete and censored data when yc =  50. In fact, for yc =  120, we 
actually observe a smaller standard error and a closer mean than the complete counterpart. 
An intuitive explanation for this could be linked to the fact that when we censor, we only 
have to match the lower tail of the distribution function which contains the estimate for 
Bio- When we have complete data, we have to match both tails, so the estimate might not 
be as good as the censored counterpart.
A further point concerns the stopping time of 100 time units. This choice of censoring 
time causes problems with convergence of hypergeometric functions, since the stopping time 
is the same as the scale parameter from this Burr distribution, and the final argument in 
the hypergeometric function
^PiQ ( { ^ 1 ,^ 2 ?  •••■> & p} ) { P \  j P2> •••j P q \ ? >
then has a modulus of unity, so that we are on the boundary for convergence. There are 
rules governing the convergence of this type of function if the final argument is of unit size, 
and if q =  p  4- 1; see, for example, Luke (1969). However, theoretical results still match up 
very well with simulated counterparts for such stopping times.
Below, we carry out a similar investigation for type II censored data.
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4.2 Type II censoring
This section extends the discussion in previous chapters to deal with type II censored data. 
Its structure is similar to the above section on type I censoring, and we examine the theory- 
required to fit Weibull and Burr distributions to data from a type II censoring regime. We 
then look at the effects of fitting Gw and Gb to data from Gb via simulations, and consider 
changes as we vary the observation number that we stop the experiment at. We continue 
by deriving the EFI matrices for Gw and Gb when we assume no mis-specification has taken 
place, and finish with a discussion on the entropy function and the agreement between 
theoretical and sample results.
'4.2.1 M L estim ation  for Gw under ty p e  II cen soring
We begin by considering the Weibull distribution, and derive the necessary theory to fit 
this distribution to a set of data that has undergone a type II censoring regime. We assume 
that the data y i , 2/2, • •• ,2 /n  comes from a Weibull distribution with pdf given by (1.2). The 
experiment is terminated after the r th component has failed. Thus, the first r  observations 
will each have their own distribution, depending on their order, whilst the remaining (n — r) 
will be censored with distribution function equal to Y(r:n), where we refer to Chapter 1 for 
our notation representing order statistics. The likelihood and log-likelihood are reasonably 
simple to construct; we first derive the likelihood, given, without loss of generality, by
r  n
L w  = n  9 w  (yn P, o) PJ [1 -  Gw (j/,; /?, 0)]
i= l i= r+ l
from which the log-likelihood is
lw = r l n p  +  ( P - l )  Sfti (0) - r P In0 -  0-/3 {5 / )0 (P) +  Sc,0 (/?)},. (4.23)
where
r
%  (fc) = Y Vt™) >
2= 1
n
Scj 0 )  = yk(i--n) ('“ S'fcn))3 =  (n -  r) 4-:») (ln 3/(r:n))5 ,
i= r+ l
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with the property that
9S.j (k) 
dk
=  1 (k) for * = /  or c.
The score function is based on the elements
dl
^  = —r0B~l + pe-P-1 {S/,o (0) + Sc,o (/?)} , (4.24)
and
dl.
=  r / 3 - i  +  S f A  (0) -  r In f l  -  ^  [ S / , ,  ( / 3 )  +  S C j l  ( / J )  -  In 9  { S / , 0  ( / J )  +  S ^  ( / ? ) } ] .  ( 4 . 2 5 )  
We equate (4.24) to zero, to obtain an expression for 9 in terms of j3. This is given by
0 = { M ) ± W ) V .  (4.26)
Inserting (4.26) into (4.23) yields a profile log-likelihood given by
l*w =  r ln/3 + (P -  1) Sf ti (0) -  r ln{S>|0 (/?) + Scfi (/?)} +  r In r -  r, 
and a profile score function with respect to f3 of the form'
Sf , i {p )  +  S d Wdl*
H =rf> f 'l { o ) ~ r \ S f , o ( P ) + s c,o ( 0 ) j -
We use the Newton-Raphson method to locate the root of (4.27), and so require
(4.27)
d0 ‘
=  —r 0  2 — r {S/,2 (0) + Sc,2 (/?)} {S/,o (0) +  Sc,o Q3)} - {S/,x (/3) +  Sc,t Q9)}: 
{S/,o(« +  Sc,0(/3)}2
In later sections, we will compute the EFI matrix of the Weibull MLEs. This requires results 
on second derivatives, which we list below:
d \
d92
= rpe-2 - 0 ( 0  + 1) e-e-2 {S/,0 (0) -  s^0 (0)}, ■ (4.28)
d0‘
=  —r 0 ~ 2 -
Sf,2 (0) + Sc ,2 (0) -2 In $ {S/,! (0) + Sc,i (0)} 
+ (ln9)2 {S/,o (0) + So,0 (0)}
(4.29)
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and
P i s j i w + S c t m
+ (1-/Sln0) { S f f l  (/?) + 5C,o (/5)}
(4.30)
We continue by deriving a similar set of results for Gb
4.2.2 ML estimation for G b  under type II censoring
As with the Weibull distribution, we construct likelihood and log-likelihood functions when 
the data has undergone type II censoring. We assume that the experiment has been stopped 
after the r th observation has failed, and that the data has an underlying Burr distribution. 
Wingo (1993) has considered ML estimation of parameters from Gb when the data has 
undergone type II censoring. We write the likelihood as
For future use, we introduce the following notation; note that /  and c indicate a failed and 
censored item, whilst the other sub-scripts represent differentiation with respect to r or (p :
r n
Lb =  Yl9b(yi' ,r,a, (f) )  {1 -  Gb {yi\T,a,4>)}
i= l i = r + 1
from which the log-likelihood is
lb =  r In a  +  r lnr — r r  ln0 + (r — 1) Sf i^ (0) — (a +  1) Tf — aTc, (4.31)
where
1-/T1
and, in general,
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Similarly, for the censored data
T c, 1,0 =
OTc 
d r  ’
and
?c,7n,0 — ( p  0
{ i  + ( s ^ ) T}
If we consider derivatives with respect to the parameter then we see that
( ^ ) T
r f  f y ^ V  )
-  ? S {7 7 # r}+? g
( Y ) '
{i+MTJ
and
c,0,l —
T,c,0,2
1 + (fe»i)T 
r (n — r) ( ^ ) T r ( a ^ ) T
r ■h
i + ( » r ) T {‘ + ( v ) T .
The score function contains the following elements
!%> — r a - i  _  j '  _  t
da  ~  f  ' c’
=  rr 1 - r ln<ii + 5/,i (0) - (a + l)Ty,i,o - a^i.o,
and
(4.32)
= -rr<£ 1 - (a + 1) T/l0,i - aTc,0,i.
Equating (4.32) to zero yields an expression for a  in terms of the other two parameters. We 
have
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and inserting this into (4.31) gives the profile log-likelihood
( t> + T ) +rlnT_rTln^+ (T“ (°)
Tf +  TCJ ~c \ T f  +  TC
We will not need the two profile score functions with respect to r and </>, since we use the 
approach outlined in Chapter 2 to compute MLEs from the Burr distribution; this requires 
the full score vector. At this point, we also give second derivatives for the three parameters 
of the Burr distribution, since they will be used in the derivation of the EFI matrix. We 
list these below:
d 2l
d a 2
b -2=  —r a  ,
0  = _ rT-2  _  (a + J)T/ao _  aTt. 2fit
0  = r r r 2 -  (a + 1) 2>,o,2 -  aTcfi,2,
d \
d a d r =  - T f x o  ~  Tc,i,o,
and
where
and
d \
dad(j) = - T f ,o,i -  Tc,o,i>.
d %
drd(j)
=  —r<j) + (a + 1) Tf,i,i +  aTc^i ,
/ ,  1,1
* J
l + ( 2 5 j a )s r  - i S
Tcxi  =
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Now that we have the results to fit both the Weibull and Burr distributions to type II 
censored data, we continue by examining the effects of fitting Gw and Gb to data from Gb-
4 .2 .3  F ittin g  Gw to  Gb data
In this section, we summarise a series of simulations that fit Gw and Gb to a set of data 
from Gb that has undergone a type II censoring regime. As in previous chapters, we use the 
discriminating A to determine which distribution offers the better fit, and if A < 0 conclude 
that the Weibull distribution is an improvement over the Burr. We use the algorithm 
outlined in Watkins (1999) to fit the Burr distribution, with one additional feature to allow 
for observations exceeding the r th item to be censored. Summary statistics for varying 
sample sizes are shown in Table 4.5, and for varying r, these axe summarised in Table 4.6; 
both correspond to the usual set of Burr parameter values given by
r =  3, a  = 4, (j) =  100.
We also show the average value Of A for each set of simulations, and the probability of 
choosing the Weibull over the Burr. Note that the censoring time chosen when we vary 
the sample size remains the same, and we censor 20% of the observations. This figure has 
been chosen arbitrarily; we just wish to see how MLEs change for a censored sample, as we 
lower the overall sample size. The tables show an increase in the probability of fitting the 
Weibull distribution over the Burr, as the number of censored observations increases. We 
also see the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution decrease, and the shape increase, 
as r  is lowered. For smaller sample sizes, just as in the complete case, the probability of 
fitting the Weibull is higher. We also observe a surprising high probability for fitting the 
Weibull over the Burr, when we have a large sample size, but censor more observations. 
For example, when n =  1000, r =  600, the probability for fitting the Weibull distribution 
is 0.2526, slightly higher that the equivalent figure for n =  300, r =  240. We also note, as 
with type I censoring, surprisingly small standard errors associated with a  and <f> for lower 
sample sizes; these are less than the complete counterparts in Table 2.6.
We continue by deriving the theory necessary to explain these results, and first consider 
the best scenario, where no mis-specification has taken place. The effects of getting the 
distribution wrong will be considered in later parts.
4 .2 .4  A n alysin g  d ata  using th e  correct d istr ib u tion
We present the theory necessary to compute the EFI matrices for Gw and Gb, and give some 
new results on expectations of order statistics. We include these when they are needed.
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n 100 300 500 1000
r 80 240 400 800
(3
(st.err.)
2.8373
(0.2743)
2.7898
(0.1551)
2.7822
(0.1174)
2.7750
(0.0825)
e
(st.err.)
66.0652
(2.8509)
66.1864
(1.6351)
66.2064
(1.2639)
66.2332
(0.8956)
(st.err.)
29.7497
(2.5155)
29.4965
(1.4508)
29.4602
(1.1139)
29.4231
(0.7874)
A
(st.err.)
Pr (Fit Gw)
0.5503
(1.8942)
0.3925
3.0045
(3.6759)
0.2388
5.4573
(4.7326)
0.1517
11.3106
(6.4684)
0.0634
T
(st.err.)
3.2739
(0.4135)
3.1391
(0.2707)
3.0892
(0.2098)
3.0446
(0.1514)
a
(st.err.)
3.6849
(3.7204)
4.1201
(3.7840)
4.3167
(3.1696)
4.4157
(2.6624)
<t>
(st.err.)
88.5262
(29.9935)
94.7945
(27.9583)
97.8293
(25.4579)
100.3893
(21.7425)
Bb, 10 
(st.err.)
30.5910
(2.5434)
30.2008
(1.4974)
30.0917
(1.1497)
29.9914
(0.8154)
Table 4.5: Summary statistics for Gw and Gb for varying n with r  =  . Both distributions
are fitted to data that has undergone a type II censoring regime from Gb with parameters 
r = 3, a  =  4 and </> =  100.
n 1000 1000 1000 1000
r 500 600 . 700 900
(3
(st.err.)
2.8960
(0.1188)
2.8609
(0.1049)
2.8218
(0.0933)
2.7136
(0.0750)
e
(st.err.)
65.0710
(1.1822)
65.4556
(1.0340)
65.8338
(0.9609)
66.6368
(0.8864)
Bw,10
(st.err.)
29.8853
(0.8486)
29.7851
(0.8481)
29.6373
(0.8177)
29.0672
(0.7775)
A
(st.err.)
Pr (Fit Gw)
1.1557
(2.2855)
0.3690
2.8633
(3.3930)
0.2526
5.7853
(4.7861)
0.1585
23.9459
(9.7901)
0.0117
r
(st.err.)
3.1475
(0.1777)
3.1189
(0.1732)
3.0826
(0.1645)
3.0205
(0.1441)
a
(st.err.)
2.4560
(1.5860)
3.0699
(1.9146)
3.7438
(2.5077)
4.6757
(2.7572)
<P
(st.err.)
79.4887
(17.1498)
86.5411
(19.0298)
93.5683
(20.6538)
103.5577
(20.9846)
Bb, 10 
(st.err.)
29.9585
(0.8417)
30.0115
(0.8502)
30.0145
(0.8342)
29.9492
(0.8348)
Table 4.6: Summary statistics for Gw and Gb for varying r  and n  =  1000. Both distributions 
are fitted to data that has undergone a type II censoring regime from Gb with parameters 
r =  3, a  =  4 and 4> =  100.
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The Weibull distribution
On examining the structure of the second derivatives from GWi we see that we require 
expectations of the form
E  [h (r<™))]
for an arbitrary function h. We use the recursive result linking expectations of order statis­
tics with different sample sizes given by
iE  [h (y(i+i;n+i))] + ( n - i  +  l ) E [ h  (y(i;„+i))] =  (n +  1) E  [h (y(i;n))] , (4.33)
found, for example, in Balakrishnan and Rao (1998a) and David (1981), to write this ex­
pectation as
*■ ( ? )  2 ( V — - (434)
where expectations of the first order statistic are usually the most straightforward to calcu­
late; we refer to Appendix A for the proof of (4.34). We extend this result by deriving an 
expression for the expected value of the sum of the first r order statistics, given by
r (» -  r +  !) (n -  r) (r; , )  E I=0 E  [h ( y ^ ) ]
("^ (i:n))] — S for 1 < r < n -  1 >
1-1 [ n E  [h (Y)] for r =  n
(4.35)
the proof of which can again be found in Appendix A. We also note that summations such 
as
r
Y , E [ h  (y(i:„))] + { n - r ) E [ h  (y(r:n))] ,
i = l
which appear on numerous occasions when examining second derivatives, can be simplified 
as follows
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We use these results to derive expected values of (4.28), (4.29) and (4.30). On examining 
these second derivatives, we list expectations required, and first consider
Yr \(»:n) +  (n — r) EE [ S f ,o (0) +  SCtOm  =  Y , E
i= 1
On using (4.36), we write this as 
m
r- ‘ ( - l r 1-* c i 1)
(r:n)
(n-r + l)(ra-r)f
i=0
and note that
E \ r mr(l:n)
n — i — 1
m
E Y;(1 :n—i)
=  r T ^ e mT ( -—- h i ) ,
P (4.37)
since Y(i;n) is from Gw 0 .^ Hence, we have
E  [S ,, m  +  5c,„ m  =  (n -  r + 1) (» .  r) ( r ^ g  ■
We use a series of results from John, Johnson & Watkins (2003) to simplify the summation 
in this expected value, and list these below; we refer to Appendix B for the necessary proofs. 
Let k and m  be non-negative integers and a a constant, where a >  m.  We define two forms 
of summations of reciprocals and their powers. These are given by
i=0
and
m / n
i=o V >
i T k ,
and note that, when k =  1,
A m>i (a) =  B  (a — m , m  +  1), (4.38)
where B  is the usual Beta function given by (1.13). For k =  2, we have
A m,2 (&) — B  {(1 777, 771 +  l) F ( d )  — A mjl (&) E m , !  (&) (4.39)
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We use these results to simplify our expected values, and first use partial fractions to split 
the denominator of the summation. Hence, we see that
t—1 /  \ r —1—i / r —IN
E (^-J i -" i)" (n -ij = Ar- 1'1 (n ”  1} “  Ar- 1’1 ( n ) '
which we can write as
Thus, we obtain
Next, we consider
(n — r — l)!r!
n\
£[%,(/?) + Sc,o(/3)]=r^.
and so require an expression for E  
to m, we have
. On differentiating (4.37), with respect
E Y$n)ln *(i:n)] = ( T n - f r  ( J  + 1 ) ]  / r 19  ( ™ + 1) + In 6 -  / T 1 In n [ , (4.40)0
and, on simplifying, we see that
E ls f , i (p)  +  s c,i({3)] =  r$p {\D.e +  P 1 ( l - 7 ) } - e pp  1 ( n - r +  i ) ( n - r )  ^  ™ ^
x g ( - i r 1- i r 7 1) j n _ ( n - 0
i=0 (n — i — 1) (n — i)
Finally, we consider
we use the fact that
E [ S f ,2 (0) +  Sc,2 (0)]-,
E Yfcn) 0 ^ ( 1:n))'-
m  /  777,
r  [ — +  1
0
{lntf +  z r 1® ( ^  +  l )  — /3-1 In raj 
+ 0 - i y ( m  +  i j
t
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to write this expectation as
r #  [{In 9 + 0 ' 1 (1 -  7 ) } 2 + / T V  (2)
■2(n — r + l)(n — r) ( ” ^ / 3  1 (in0 H-/3 1 ( 1 - 7 >} x ^
' ' 1=0 ^
(—1) ( i ) (n — *)
1) (n -  i)
+ ( „ - , + i > « . - r , (  ” , w - E (- i r n r i“ r )1,v ' Vr — 1 / 4 “^  ( n - 2 - l ) ( n - ® )i=0
We now list the elements of the EFI matrix as follows:
'd2l
- E
d0d
=  r P2e~2,
and
- E
'd 2lw 
.d(32 . = rr2{l + ( l - 7 )2 +  ®'(2)}
+ (n -  r + 1) (n -  r) ( ^ ) /?n - 2
_ g  C7 1) In (n -  i) {In (n -  i) -  2 (1 -  7 )}
i=0
(n — i — l ) ( n  — i)
- E
d 2l
d(3de
=  —rO (1 — 7 ) +  (n — r +  1) (n — r) 
x g ( - l ) r- I- i (r71) l n ( n - i )
n 
r — 1
)-i
z=0
(n — i — 1) (n — i)
We now give a similar analysis for Gb-
The Burr distribution
To compute the EFI matrix of the Burr MLEs, we use expectations listed in the complete 
scenario, and the fact that Y(1:n) is from Gb (T,na, <fr). We first consider
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We replace a  with na  in (3.8) to derive an expression for
( ^ )  M ^ ) } 2
E m > m } ;
{ i + m y
and use (4.36) to write
( ^ T{ l n ( ^ ) } :
i= 1 M W
+ (n — r) E
( ^ ) T{ l n ( ^ ) }
M W  J
as
r  2a
7r
i ( n _ r +  1){„ _ r ) (  » ) y  ( - i r 1-1 C71) { " - < } ______
\ r  — l )  “  (n — i — 1) (n — i +  a -1) (n — i +  2a -1
X ^  ^ — 0  a + 1} + ^ {(n ~ 0  a +  1} +  ^ {(n — «) o; + 1}
Now, we use (4.35) to obtain
' m x wE E
i= 1 M W
=  r  2a
+  2a_1)
r 2
x < ^ -  +  7 ~ 27 + 2 (7  — 1) ^  {(n — i) a  + 1} + ^ {(n — i) o; +  l } 2 +  ^  {(n — i) a  +  1}
Hence,
-E d 2h
d r 2
r —1
=  r r - a + r - 2 ( n - r  +  l ) ( r - 1 ) ^  ”  ( < )
V 7  2 = 0  V
1) (n — i +  2q;-1)
TP +  72 — 27 +  2 (7 — 1) ^  { (n — i) a  +  1} +  ^  {(n — i) a  +  1}' 
+\P/ {(n — z) a  +  1}
Next, we have
—E
5o;2
= ra - 2
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Now, we derive 
'd 2 l b
- E
d<p
'T T §  2 +  TCt(f) 2 < E  
[ i=  1
(W
r  iv * ; + (n — r) E \  * )i 1 +  ( V )  J . 1 +  ( 22f i ) T.
+ r r 2Y l E
i=1 ,1+(2¥ 1)T.
+ T 2a(f)~2  ^ E
i= 1
r 1 \  r ^ Y  1V * ) +  (n — r) E i  * )
[ { - m i l iM v n l
+ r 2<r2] [ >
i=l
(W
LMW fl
Using (3.9) from the complete scenario, and (4.36), we see that
(W£ E
I
•
+ IT 1 -i \  * )
i
i—
1
+
■©
- 
n 3^
1__
_
n
£ 1  1 +  p f * ) T_
n!r (n + a -1  — r +  l)
a  +  l (n — r — 1)! (a +  1) T (n +  a -1  +  1)' 
We then use (4.35) to write
(W
(4.41)
E £
i=l
n 
a  +  1
1 +  iXt¥)T.
-  (n -  r) +
nlaT (n +  a  1 — r +  l)
(n — r — 1)! (a +  1) T (n +  a -1  +  1)
To derive the remaining expectations, we use (3.10) with a  replaced by na, and (4.36) to 
write
E £
Z=1
(W
M W 2
+ (n — r) E (W
{i+(V)T.
as
a
r —1. ^ ( - i r w (r"x) ( « - 1)r + 1)(” r) (r_1jE(n_j_i)(n_i + Q,-i)(n_f.+ 2a-i)'
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Finally, we use (4.35) to obtain an expression for
'^:n)\T
4> J
i= 1 1 + r)TJ
this is given by
a ■i( n _ r + 1 ) ( n _ r ) ( » ) £ ( — :
v 7 i=0 v
To simplify this, we write
r —1
1 ) ( n  — i +  a -1) (n — i +  2a -1) ’
as
4^  (n — i — 1) (n — z + a -1) (n — z +  2a _1) 
(n—r—1)! _  r(n+a~1 —r+l)
a  (r — 1)! ( a n—1)! (a+l)r(n+a_1+l)r(n+2a ~ l—r+l)
(a+2)r(n+2a-1+l)
and so the required expectation becomes
na n!aT (n +  a~ l — r +  l)
(ck +  1) (a +  2) (a +  1) (n — r — 1)!T (n +  a -1 +  1) 
nlaT* (n +  2a-1 — r +  l)
(a +  2) (n — r — 1) !F (n + 2a-1 +  1)
Hence, we write — E d % as
n r 2 a n \ r2aY  (n +  a -1  —r +  l)
4>2 (a  +  1) (a  + 2) <f)2 (a  +  1) (n — r — 1)!T (n +  a -1  +  1)
n!r2ar (n +  2a -1  —r +  l)
4>2 (a +  2) (n — r — 1)!F (n +  2a -1  + 1)
2 - 2 , ^  n  \£=J ( - l ) r- 1- i (rT1) ( n - z )
~\~t  (j) (n -  r +  1 )  (n -  r) ( ) - --------- :— --------- :—  --------- :— - — r - .
\ r  — 1J (n — z — 1) (n — z +  a -1 ) (n — z + 2a -1)
The next expected value we compute is
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we use (3.7) and (4.36) to write
E E
S  l + ( % *
+ (n — r) E
1 + ( V ) T
as
r —1
' (n — i — 1) (n — i +  a -1)
z=0
\ r  — l )  "  (n — i — 1) (n — z +  a -1)
Now, using partial fractions, we write
r —1 / 1 \r — 1—i ( r —1\ / i \ i  f  (n r __
y '  ( - 1) ( i ) . Q(r~ l ) !  (n-l)l
^  (n — i — 1) (n — i + a-1) a + 1 V  r ( 7l+ Q ~r+1)t=0 v ' v ' 1 ^(n+a-i+l)
Thus,
£ E
i=l
( V ) Tl n ( ^ )
+ (n -  r) E
l n ( ^ )
1 + ( ^ ) T
becomes
n (1 — 7 ) n! (1 — 7 ) T (72 + a 1 -  r +  l)
r  (a + 1) t  (a +  1) (n — r — 1)!T (72 +  a -1  +  1)
-1  - 1 , . , w  ( - I ) ”"1"4(7 1) »{ (* * -  < W
-a  r ( » - r  +  l ) ( n - f )  f - 1  g -  ' -  1} ( n - < +  a - i )  .
and so we have 
d 2lw
- E
d a d r
-n! (1 -  7 ) r  (n +  a  1 -  r  + l) 72(1 - 7 ) 
r ( a  + 1) (n — r — 1)!T (72 + or1 + 1) r  (a + 1)
^  (r
—a ~t ~ (n — r +  l )  (n — r) \ _ | > —-------:— rrV r~ tt— .
(n — z — 1) (n — z + a-1)
We now derive 
d %
- E
dad(j)
=  -T 0"1 < E  
=  —rcfr1
Yu
5 1 + p + ) r_
n!r (n +  a -1 —r +  l)
"1 r ( Y t r ^ Y  1
1+
1
\  <p )
k+Cv) J
a + l (77, — r — 1)! (a +  1) r  (72 +  a -1 +  1) j ’
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which is obtained using (4.41). Finally, we compute
- E d 2u
drd(j)
=  ref) 1 — a(f) 1 ^
i—1
- r l E E
+  (n — r) E
( V ) T 
, i + ( V ) T.
*=i i + ( ^ )
•T'l 2
t = l
i= 1
M W
+ (n — r) E1
l m w v
LM W ’
We use (3.11) with a: replaced by not to obtain an expression for
P r ) Tl n ( ^ )
E
and (4.36) to write
V
E £
»=1
( ^ ) TJ ° ( V )
M W }2
+ (n — r) E T'l 2
M W
as
'xa ^ n - r  +  l H n - r )  ( " J E,'“ 1 ( - I ) * -1-* C ;1) (n -  i) [1 -  7 ~  *  {(» ~  i ) a  +  1}](n — i — 1) in — i +  a -1) (n — i +  2a~l )i=o
Finally, using (4.35), we express
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as
n a  (1 — 7) n\a (1 — 7) T (n +  a  1 — r +  l)
r (a +  1) (a +  2) r (n — r — 1)! (a + 1) T (n +  a -1  +  1) 
n\a  (1 — 7 ) T (n + 2a -1  — r + l)
~*~r (n — r — 1)! (a +  2) T (n +  2a -1  +  1)
- r - i a + n  —r + l ) ( n - r ) (  " ( - l ) r~1~i {(n - t )  a  +  1}
\ r  — l )  “  (n — i — 1) (n — i +  a -1) (n — i +  2a -1)
Thus, — E d2h becomesdrd(p 
—na  (1 — 7) + n \a (1 — 7) r  (n +  a  1 — r  +  l)
(f> (a +  1) (a  + 2) (f) (n — r — 1)! (a +  1) T (n +  a -1  +  1)
n\a (1 — 7 ) T (n + 2a~1 — r +  l ) . 
cf) (n — r — 1)! (a +  2) T (n +  2a -1  +  1)
(n - r + 1) (n - r ) (  "  ^Y ___ UidllL’.CT1)_ _ _ _\r — 1/ (n — i — 1) (n — i + a-1) (n — i + 2a_1)
x [(n — i) (1 — 7 ) — 4/ {(n  — i) a  +  1} (n — i +  aT1)] .
We now have all the elements that make up the variance covariance matrix for the MLEs 
of the Burr distribution. We check the results in later sections when we compare simulated 
values with their theoretical counterparts. These theoretical values are computed relatively 
quickly using Mathematica, even for large sample sizes. We continue by examining the 
effects of mis-specifying G w to type II censored data from Gb-
4 .2 .5  A nalysing  data  using th e  incorrect d istr ib u tion
We compute theoretical counterparts to the MLEs from Gw\ this will allow comparison with 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6. Using (4.23), we write the entropy function as
Eb =  rln/? +  ( / 3 - l ) £ n)
,i=l
r(3 In#
-e~0 / e Y y ,iZ—/ (*:n)
i=l
+ (n — r) E Y ,(r:n)
We use (3.31) with a  replaced by na  to write down an expression for E  [in Y(1:n)], and (4.35) 
to write
E £ lny<*;(i:n)
.i—1
=  r { ln 0 + r (1)} — r  1 (n — r +  1) (n — r)  ^ H 1)  
r _ i ( _ i r i _ , ( r _ i ) ^ { ( n _ . ) a }
£
i=0 (n — i — 1) (n — i)
(4.42)
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To compute the remaining expected value, we use (3.26) from the complete scenario, and 
(4.36). Thus
E E \ r mr (i:n)
_i= 1
+ (n — r) E v m  (r : n )
simplifies to
\ t  J \ r  — 1/  (n — i — 1) T {(n — i) a:}
and we have
Eb = r In j3 — r/3 In 6 +  r(3 In <f) — r In +  r ((3 — 1) r  ^  (1)
r_1 ( - l r 1^  ( Y )
i=0 n — i — 1
0 3 - l ) t t { ( n - t ) a }  | ^ r ( f  +  l ) r { ( n - t ) a - f |
r  (n — i) e^T { (n  — i) a:}
(4.43)
We can either maximise this entropy function, or compute the roots of the entropy score 
functions. These are given by
d E b
dO
=  —r(36 1 +  (39 13 1<f)?r +  1  ^ (n — r +  1) (n — r) ^  U ^
E
i=0 (n — i — 1) T ({n — i} a)
and
d E b
d(3
=  r(3 1 — r\nO +  rlncj) +  r r  1\Er (1)- l ,
(n -  r +  1) (n -  r) (  " )  r^_1 a 1)
n — i — 1
z=0 
Vfr{(n—i ) a }  . 
r { n —i)
^r(g+i)r{(n-i)a-g> f  l n ^ - l n e  +  r - 1' $ ( f +  l )  
^r{(n-<)«} j  - r - i< p {  ( n - t ) q - f }
We can equate (4.44) to zero to get
r- 10 ^r ( f  +  l )  (n -  r +  1) (n -  r) 
4_n=0 (n—t—l)r{(n—i)a}
(4.44)
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and insert this into (4.43) to obtain the profile entropy and profile entropy score function, 
here given by
r In f3 — r(3 1ln </> — r In T ( — +  1 ) — rlnP (n — r  +  1) (n — r) n 
r  — 1
+r {P — 1) {ln0 +  r  4/(1)} — rln £
t= 0
(n — i — 1) r  {(n — i) a}
and
rP l -\-rP 2 In <fi — r r  ^  + 1  ^ +  r {in (f> +  r 14f (1)}
+ ■
i=0
. . ~f)r
(n—i—l)r{(n—i)a}r i^ i=0
V r-1 ( - l ) r- 1~i (r7‘M("-<)<»-g>
2 - / i =0 (n—i)r{(n—i)a}
respectively. We try and maximise the profile entropy function, or equivalently,, find the root 
of the profile score, using Mathematica, for a particular set of Burr parameters. Further 
investigations in Mathematica indicate that commands currently used to locate roots, or 
find the maximum of functions, fail to locate the maximum of the profile entropy function, or 
to locate the root of the profile entropy score. Thus, we are currently limited to constructing 
a grid of values of the profile entropy function for varying p. We do this using our usual set 
of Burr parameters, given by
r =  3, a  =  4, 0 =  100,
and a sample size of n = 1000. We also censor values that exceed the r =  800^ data point. 
In Mathematica, we construct a table of values for the entropy function, for 2 < P <  3.5, 
a range based on the sample average MLE of P for this set of parameters. A plot of these 
values is shown in Figure 4.3. A clear maximum exists at around P =  2.77, so we refine the 
search in Mathematica, and calculate values for the profile entropy function around a smaller 
interval containing this point. We see that the maximum still occurs when P =  2.770 (to 
three decimal places) which corresponds to a value of 66.217 for 6. Comparing these values 
with the simulations run in the previous section, we see that the MLEs for P and 6 are close 
to their theoretical counterparts, considering that one fifth of the data has been censored. 
Unfortunately, we cannot easily improve on this technique for locating the maximum of 
the entropy function, and the problem seems to arise from evaluating summations in
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Figure 4.3: E£ vs (3 for data simulated from Gb with r = 3, a  =  4 and 4> =  100, and subject 
to type II censoring with n =  1000 and r = 800.
especially for large sample sizes, where the computational demands on Mathematica cause 
problems. We must also choose an appropriate range for (3 when constructing the grid search. 
For a large enough sample size, this task can be simplified on exploiting the fact that we 
expect the MLE for this parameter to be close to its theoretical counterpart. Consequently, 
we may choose the range of possible values of (3 close to the sample average of the MLE. 
For smaller sample sizes, we do not expect such good agreement between observed and 
expected counterparts, and as a result, have to consider increasing the range of values that 
we take for /?. However, for small sample sizes, the Mathematica program is reasonably 
quick at computing the values of the entropy function, so increasing the range does not 
really lengthen the running time.
Now that we are able to compute these theoretical counterparts, we use these in the 
computation of the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified Weibull MLEs. We 
consider this below.
The variance structure of the mis-specified MLEs
We consider the variance covariance matrix of the Weibull MLEs, after this distribution has 
been fitted to data from a Burr model that has undergone a type II censoring regime. We 
refer to our previous work on complete data to state that the asymptotic distribution of the 
mis-specified MLEs from the Weibull distribution will be Normally distributed with mean 
vector ((3q,6q)', and variance covariance matrix given by (3.18). Thus, we require expected 
values of second derivatives and variances of score functions from the Weibull distribution, 
when the data is simulated from a Burr. From our work on obtaining the variance covariance
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matrix of the MLEs from Gb, we have seen that deriving the matrix of second derivatives is 
relatively straightforward, and will be so even when we have mis-specified the distribution. 
However, we encounter problems when evaluating the variance covariance matrix of the 
score functions from the Weibull distribution. For example, if we consider Var  then
using (4.24), we see that this is equal to
Kar j -r /3 0 -1 + p e r * - '  +  (»'" r) YL )
=  ( £  Y(l n) +  (n -  r) .
We split this variance into
A=i
E I I > ( L )  +  (” -  r) } £ „ ) ) — E I > (L ) +  ( « -  >-) < „ )
\i= 1 / .i=i
and observe that the second term can be evaluated relatively easily using (4.36). The term 
that causes the problem is
E E YL ) + ( n ~ r K - n )
i=i i = l
y2(3
(*:n) + (n — r)2 E Y,
2(3
(r:n)
r—1 r
+ 2  (n -  r) £  E  + 2 £  £  E
i= 1 i = 1 j = i + l
V (3 v (3
(i:n) (j:n)
and in particular, taking expectations of products of order statistics. We extend our results 
on expectations of single order statistics, to allow for the product of two order statistics, 
and to do so, require the recursive relationship between expectations of joint order statistics. 
We use Balakrishnan and Rao (1998a) to write
nE Y, Yh(i—l:n— 1) ( j —l:n—1) = (» -  1 ) E  
+  { n - j  +  l ) E
\ r k  \ r l  
(i-n ) Y {j:n) + U - i ) E
y k  y l
(i—l:n) (j:n)
y k  y l  
1 ( i - l :n)  ( j - l : n ) (4.45)
and use this to state that
E \ r k  \ r l(i-n) (j  :n) =   -  v v(a
{ - l ) s+q 1 (n +  q -  j ) \  (s +  j  -  i -  2)!
( j - i -  !)• Q]- (n ~  J)! (i -  g -  s)! (s -  1)! (n +  g +  s -  i)!
x E y k  y l(l:n—i+s+g) ( j —i+s:n—i+s+q) (4.46)
where the proof can be found in Appendix C. Obtaining expectations of joint order statis­
tics simplifies considerably when considering specific distribution functions. We outline our
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approach for the Weibull and Burr distributions, and refer to Balakrishnan and Rao (1998b) 
for equivalent details on the Negative Exponential distribution. Dyer and Whisenand (1973) 
derive joint expectations when the underlying distribution has a Rayleigh model, and Bala- 
sooriya and Hapuarachchi (1992) compute these expectations for the Gamma distribution.
Joint expectations for the Weibull distribution We start by deriving a useful result 
with direct applications to the problem under consideration; the lemma concerns a partic­
ular integral that appears in the product moment of the first order statistic with the j th 
(for j  >  2) for the Weibull distribution. We define, for arbitrary positive /3,p, q, k and Z,
I%( 0) = r  f  tp-H3- 1e -ktl> dsdt,
Jt=0 J s=0
and now prove the following.
Lemma 1 We have
, ^ r ( ¥ + 2 )  / t  ,
1kl ( 0)  =  ~ , ----------- / ------ i - x F , , !  i  +  l , ^  +  2; i + 2; - j  .
fe2+(P+9)/0 U  +  1 j \0  0 0 k
Proof. Prom its definition, we may write
I p q { / 3 )  =  f ° °  [  f *  s « + ^ - 1 e - , ( l ) ' 5 d s
J t=0 .J s=0
dt,
in which
T  s'1+f3- 1e - l( l ) ‘>ds  =  uq/l3e - udu =
Js=o 0 l 1+q/0 Ju=o Pll+q/0 \ \ 0 J  ' 0
obtained by writing u =  I ( | ) ^ , so 0 < s < t < & 0 < u < l  (|)^ , and s =  9 ( j ) 1^  so 
ds =  9/?_1Z-1//Pu1/^-1  du. Thus, we have
*2 W = (* (J)', J +1) *
Using (1.10), we now write
t \ P  „ \  / a 9+j9 00
i  +  1) =  ^  ( i ) q+p f  n r  ( i r
^ m=o ml + 1  +  rnj
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so that
4? 0?) =  I  f )   ^ / H ( g )
^ + °  + o  ( f  +  H
(—Z)m £P+g+(m+2)/3-le-A:(!)_ 1  [ °°  
P Jt=o
1 oo
4 ^^  m = 0
m=o m! ^  + 1 + m)
0 0  f P + q + { m + 2 ) / 3 - l e - k t 13
emf,m\ ( z  +  1 +  m )
+ m j
dt
■dt
dt
> t= 0
on reversing the order of integration and summation. We thus have
( - 0’ t p + q + ( m + 2 ) p - l e - k ( ± ) 13 d t
[ e ml3m\ (§  + l +  m) Jt=0
1 00 
4  s771=0
( _ ; ) " *  ^ p + 5+ 2^  r  ( ! , + g + ^ > + 1^  + 1)
m! ( i  +  ! +  * f^cl+{P+9+("*+l)/3}/0
Therefore,
n p + q + 2 ( 3  ° °
(^) = 02k2+(p+q)//3 S
^  771=0
H ) mr ( ^ + m  +  2)'
m!l! ^  +  1 +  771^
We now introduce a hypergeometric function, writing the summation as
K ) m£777=0
T + 1 +  777^  T +771+2
r  + 2 +  771^  
r ( f  + i ) r ( ^  +  2)
ml
r ( f  +  2) 
r  ( +  + 2)
x ■F’2’1 1 f +1,^ r+2;f +2;4
V P  I 9  4 - 1  P  +  9  4- 9 . 9  4 - 9 -  1
3  +  1 ’ 1^ /3 /? _  A
Hence we have
e p + i + v r ( ^  +  2) ( a  v +  a ,
i h ( P )  =  - „  M t  xiP2.i ( I  +  1>£ ^  +  2;-I +  2; - t  I.1  +  1 \ 0  P  P
as required.
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We now present a general result on the expectations of products of arbitrary powers of 
Y(j:n) and of Y(j.ny  We note the possibility of using our recursive result, given by (4.46), to 
obtain this joint expectation, where the lemma above can be used to compute the expected 
value of Y(i:n) with Y^.ny  However, this joint expectation can be computed directly without 
having to use the recursive form. This approach also results in a simplified expression 
containing one less summation. The joint pdf of Y(i:n) and is
j i  -  e -W
for 0 < s <  t  < oo, where
I L i
Ci,j'n (i -  1)! (j -  i -  1)! (n -  j ) \ '
The expectation E  ^ *n)^y.n) thus takes the form
We now expand both brackets inside the integral, writing
and
so that the expectation takes the form
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This reduces to
i - 1 j - i - 1  /  
n n V<7=0 p=0
( - i ) 3 - P - Q
X /  I 8J  t= 0 J  s=0
fe + /3 - l t Z + /3 - le - ( t + p - 9) ( | ) /5e - ( n - i - p ) ( | ) /9d s d t
i —1 j —*—1
=  ^  J ]
g=0 p=0
( _ 1  (/j)
Using the Lemma, and simplifying the Binomial coefficients, we see that the expectation 
can be written as
el+k*,i.n r ( £  +  !  +  2) g ’g
/  \  ( n - i - p ) ?  + ? +2
( |  +  1)  9=0 p=0 X F 2,1 + 1, |   ^+  2; |  +  2; -
We note, but do not here exploit, some scope for simplification, through symmetry in the 
binomial coefficients, the alternating signs of terms in the summation, and the structure in 
the arguments of the hypergeometric function, particularly in the important case k =  I =  I.
Joint expectations for the Burr distribution Unlike Gw, we cannot compute a direct
expression for E -y k  \ r l(i-n) (j:n) when the underlying distribution is Gb. As a result, we use 
(4.46), and note that we require the expected value of the first order statistic with the j th. 
Thus, we require the joint pdf between such order statistics. This is given by
=  n  ( n  —  1 )  ( ™ _  2 )
{1 + (f
' v a r s T 1
3 -2
^ M S )
T-> "“-1 artT_1
4>T 1 + ' ^
T\ — Ct— 1
Using this, we have 
E
nt a r s k+T 1 I  ^ / s
<f>T
<t>T
r  \  —a —1 3 -2
ds
Just as in the case of the Weibull distribution, we use the Binomial Theorem to write
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as
j - 2
E M )
p = o
i - 3 ~ r { j - 2 \ ) 1 + ( L
r   ^ - a p  (  /  + \ r '\ - a ( 3 - 2 ~P)
1 +  -
4
so E y k  y l  (l;n) \3'n) becomes
"(--D c : 2) e  (j' 2^ r  “Tt,+T_1
'  p=0 v j Jo 4>T
nt a r s k+T 1
Jo V
We now set
1 +  T
r>> —a(l+p)—1
ds.
1 +  ~7
y. \  r - \  —  a ( n —p —1 ) — 1
dt
U  4 )  ’
so that
f1 a rsk+T~l
Jo <PT ”
and if we now put
1 +  T
t \  — a ( l + p ) — 1
ds =   ^ a(f)ku-r { 1 u) a(1+p) 1 du,
Jo
u
z =
1 +  u
then this integral becomes
( i l
a<f z 5 (1 _  dz =  a<t>kB +  l , a { l  + p }  -  * Y
0 ^ t w
If we also set u =  ( ^  j , then we have
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In order to evaluate this integral, we rewrite the incomplete Beta function in terms of a 
hypergeometric function, given by (1.16). Therefore
t-> ( k  i r-. -i 1B - a -  I -  - f  1, ol {1 +  p } -------- I =  — —r  --------------------- -
1+“ VT T J  r  (* -  a { i + p }  +  i)
° ° . r ( f - q { l + p} +  l  +  m) (  u
m —0
and we have
(y +  l  +  m)ra! V1 +  u
E =  » ( . - D  :  E E
„ _  2\  “  ( - 1  y - 2~p (J:  2) / +!<*2r  ( S - a { l + p }  +  l  +  m)
m!(£ +  l  +  m ) r ( £ - a { l + p }  + l)
roo ,
/  u i  +  i +m +1  (1 +  u ) - « ( n - p - l ) - m - ? - 2  d u
Jo
We now see that
aqo /*C
/  «7+7+“ + l ( l  +  u) - a{n- p- 1'>- m- r - 2 du =  /
Jo Jo
u i + i +™+1
■du
(1 +  u ^ ( n - p - l ) + m + 7 +2
uYH + m + 2-1
o (1 +  u )7  +  7 + m+ 2+ a (n- P - 1) - r  
/  / £
5  ( — I----- 1- m +  2 , a {n — p — 1}
\ t r
r ( ^  +  ^+m +  2 ) r ( a { n - p - l } - i )r (£ + ro + 2 + a {n - p - 1})
Hence, E \r k  \ r l(l:n) ( j :n) becomes
n ( n - l )  ( ” “ 2)  W  T  ( - ^ ( y ) r ( a {n - p - l}  -  1 )
( %  r ( 4 - q { l + P } +  l)
^  r ( g - a { l + p } ' + l  +  m ) r ( |  +  £ + 2 +  m)
~ g  ml  (* +  1 +  m) r  (* +  a  {n -  p -  1} + 2 +  m) ’
and finally, using the definition for a hypergeometric function, we see that
^  r ( f - q { l + p }  + l  +  m ) r ( i  +   ^+  2 +  m)
“ J m! (* + 1 +  m) T (£ + a { n  -  p -  1} +  2 +  m ) '
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simplifies to
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E \ r k  \ r l  Y (l:n) \j'Ti)
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-^ 3,2
+  l , f - q ( l + p )  +  l , i  +  f +  2 } ; 
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Thus, using (4.46), we can compute an expression for E  . We note that the
form of this will contain a triple summation and a hypergeometric function which itself is an 
infinite sum. The current capabilities of Mathematica will be severely tested when evaluating 
numerical values for these joint expectations, especially for large sample sizes. Thus, due 
to limited numerical progress for joint expectations of the Burr, we omit any further details 
on the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified Weibull MLEs. In fact, if we were 
to examine (4.25), then we see that we would have to derive joint expectations of functions 
of order statistics from the Burr distribution, for example, E  In In Y^:n^  .
The theoretical and analytical progress possible with such functions is currently limited, 
and hence will be considered elsewhere.
Agreement between theoretical and sample results
We compute theoretical standard errors for the MLEs from Gb for varying sample sizes and 
censoring values, and compare these to sample counterparts shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. We 
also include theoretical standard errors for B^io, using our work on the complete scenario 
for results on the mean and variance of this quantile. We note that equivalent results for 
the MLEs from Gw can not be obtained due to reasons given above. The results for varying 
sample sizes are summarised in Table 4.7, and equivalent figures for varying r are shown in 
Table 4.8. We observe similar outcomes to our type I investigations. Surprisingly, we see 
small sample standard errors for a  and <j> when compared to the theoretical values, across 
most sample sizes. As in our type I scenario, we can only provide an intuitive explanation 
for this occurrence.
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n 100 300 500 1000
r 80 240 400 800
Sd.err. (t) 0.5339 0.3112 0.2415 0.1710
Sd.err. (a) 7.8364 4.6215 3.5956 2.5509
Sd.err. 0^^ 81.5245 48.0255 37.3559 26.4983
Sd.err. (S 6)i0) 2.6690 1.5415 1.1942 0.8444
Table 4.7: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs from Gb for varying n and r =  4p. Data 
is subjected to type II censoring, and simulated from Gb with r  =  3, a  =  4 and 0 =  100.
n 1000 1000 1000 1000
r 500 600 700 900
Sd.err. (t) 0.2408 0.2136 0.1910 0.1517
Sd.err. (3) 7.1393 4.9722 3.5524 1.7863
Sd.err. 0^^ 68.4824 48.9090 35.8706 19.1727
Sd.err. [ B b,io) 0.8479 0.8455 0.8453 0.8407
Table 4.8: Theoretical standard errors for the MLEs from Gb for varying r  and n = 1000. 
Data is subjected to type II censoring, and simulated from Gb with r =  3, a  =  4 and 
0 =  100.
4.3 Summary
This chapter examined aspects of mis-specifying Gw when the underlying distribution was 
Gb, and the data was subjected to censoring. We first considered type I censoring, and 
derived the EFI matrices for both Weibull and Burr distributions when we assumed no 
mis-specification took place; we extended these results to calculate the variance covariance 
matrix of the mis-specified Weibull MLEs. This then allowed us to examine theoretical prop­
erties of B Wj io, and enabled us to compare true and mis-specified quantiles. All results were 
checked using simulations, and the effects of varying the stopping time was also considered. 
Our results on type II censoring followed a similar structure, and we also examined aspects 
of mis-specifying Gw when the underlying distribution was Gb- In doing so, we derived 
a series of new results on expectations of single and joint order statistics, and used these 
to compute the EFI matrix from Gw and Gb under the assumption that the distributions 
were correctly chosen. We used simulations to examine how mis-specified MLEs and BWtio 
changed with varying r, and completed the chapter with a brief introduction on computing 
the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs. This brought in expectations 
of joint order statistics, and due to the complexity of such joint expectations from Gb, we 
omitted any further details on the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs.
We continue by examining another technique for speeding up the running time of an 
experiment, and consider mis-specification for accelerated data sets.
Chapter 5
Acceleration In Life Testing
5.1 Introduction
We extend our ideas of mis-specification to data sets obtained from experiments that have 
undergone some form of acceleration. Like censoring, acceleration is used to speed up the 
running time of an experiment, and results in a data set that typically contains a larger 
number of failed observations than would be obtained by conducting the experiment under 
normal conditions. Acceleration thus subjects items to higher levels of stress, which in turn 
induces early failures. For example, if we consider modelling the lifetimes of ball bearings, 
then, under normal operating conditions (known as design stress), each bearing will operate 
in oil at a temperature of 50°C. Here, temperature is the stress, denoted by X , and 5 0 ° C -  
is the design stress, denoted by X s. In practice, we may have to wait months or years for 
an appropriate number of ball bearings to fail. Thus, we accelerate the failure times by 
increasing the temperature of the oil in which the ball bearings operate; we then expect a 
reduction in the lifetime of each bearing. Typically, (for practical reasons) accelerated tests 
use a set number of stress levels (usually 3 or 4), which we denote as Xi  for 1 < i <  k, at 
which failure times are observed. We denote these failures as yi j , for 1 <  j  < nj. We thus 
have n =  X)i=i the total number of failures across all stress levels. In all accelerated tests, 
we have X s < X \  <  X<i < ... < X^\ if X s =  X i ,  the experiment is described as partially 
accelerated. For example, consider the accelerated data set from Nelson (1990) shown in 
Table 5.1, which comprises the hours to failure of n =  40 motorettes with a new type of 
insulation. The experiment was conducted at 190, 220, 240 and 260°C with 10 observations 
at each stress level. Thus here, A; =  4, X \  =  190, X 2 =  220, X3 =  240 and X 4 =  260, and 
rii =  10 for all 1 < i <  4. The test is not partially accelerated, since X s =  180°C <  X \ .
The aim of an accelerated life test is to make inferences about the lifetimes at design 
stress - usually, to describe B\q at normal operating conditions. This requires a scale- 
stress relationship, which links the scale parameter 6i (or 0J of the underlying distribution 
to its corresponding stress level X{. This implies that stress only affects the scale of the 
distribution; the other remaining parameters axe then assumed to remain constant across
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i 1 2 3 4
Xi 190°^ 220°C 240°C 260°C
Vij 7228 1764 1175 600
7228 2436 1175 744
7228 2436 1521 744
8448 2436 1569 744
9167 2436 1617 912
9167 2436 1665 1128
9167 3108 1665 1320
9167 3108 1713 1464
10511 3108 1761 1608
10511 3108 1953 1896
Table 5.1: Hours to failure (yij) of n =  40 motorettes with a new type of insulation (Nelson, 
1990), based on an experiment with k =  4, rii =  10 for 1 < i < 4, and the Xi  as shown.
stress levels. Nelson (1990) describes models and methods for analysing data when this 
assumption needs to be relaxed, and Hirose (1993) considers likelihood ratio tests on the 
use of fixed shape parameters, against the alternative of allowing such parameters to depend 
on stress levels. Further recent research in accelerated testing is also discussed in Meeker and 
Escobar (1993), and Johnson (2003) considers numerous examples of accelerated data sets, 
and the possibility of using separate analyses at each stress level as a basis for identifying 
and fitting the accelerated model. Here, however, we will always assume that the underlying 
data set can be modelled using fixed shape parameters. Thus, the set of observations from 
each stress level are assumed to have the same underlying distribution but with varying 
scale parameters. We can link $i to the stress level X i  in various ways.
5.1.1 Scale-stress relationships 
Log-linear model
This links stress and scale by
Qi = exp (a + ( 3 X i ) ; (5.1)
note that
In 6i =  a  +  (3Xi ,
so the logarithms of the scale parameter are linearly related to stress.
Arrhenius model
Nelson (1990) states that the Arrhenius relationship is widely used to model life times as a 
function of temperature, where temperature is usually measured in degrees kelvin (which is
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273.16 plus the temperature in degrees centigrade). This model is most commonly used in 
these circumstances, but can also be used elsewhere. The scale is linked to stress by
0i =  exp ( “ +  x ~ ^ } ' ( 5 - 2 )
where c =  273.16 converts temperature from degrees centigrade to degrees kelvin. Equiva­
lently, this relationship can be expressed as
m Oi =  a  +
X i  +  c 
Inverse power model
Here, we assume that scale is linked to stress by
_  exp (a)
X ?  '
or, equivalently,
Inf?* =  a  — p i n X i .
Exponential power model
This relationship is most often used when the stress X  denotes voltage or the inverse of 
absolute temperature. It is defined as
0 i  =  exp (a  -  p x f j  ,
or
ln9i =  a  — PX^\
unlike previous scale-stress relationships, this model has three parameters. We note that 
the Log-linear and Arrhenius models are special cases of this relationship.
Quadratic and Polynomial models
These types of relationships are often used when a linear form (such as (5.1)) does not 
provide an adequate fit; the quadratic form is
In 6i =  a  +  PiX{  +  ^ 2'X i»
and the extension to higher powers is clear.
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Extensions to two or more stresses
The relationships listed above link scale to a single stress level X .  However, some acceler­
ated tests involve more than one accelerating factor. For example, electrical items such as 
capacitors are affected both by high voltage and high temperature. More general mathe­
matical formula can describe such relationships, but generally at the expense of increasing 
the number of parameters in the model.
Here, we only consider using the Log-linear and Arrhenius scale-stress relationships; 
the literature shows these to be the most common models used. For convenience, we will 
also refer to stress as temperature when we run simulations. For the Log-linear model, 
temperature will be in terms of degrees centigrade, although it makes no difference whether 
we work in degrees centigrade or degrees kelvin, whilst, for reasons described above, we 
convert temperature for the Arrhenius model to degrees kelvin. In the next section, we 
discuss possible choices for the number of stress levels, the corresponding values of the X i , 
and the number of observations at each level; such values will then be used in our simulation 
experiments.
5.1.2 Choice of sample size and stress levels
We consider the choice of k , the X i  and n* for Log-linear and Arrhenius models. We also 
derive some sensible parameter values in each scale-stress relationship, calculated on the 
basis of what we expect to see in practice. We list some possible choices for these below.
• We allow k to range from 2 to 4; these seem to be the number of stress levels most 
commonly used.
• For each value of A;, we can then allow the sample size to vary, first keeping equal 
proportions of observations at each level. For k =  2, we consider total sample sizes of 
100, 200, 500 and 1000, so, for example, when n =  500, ni  =  722 =  250; for k =  3, we 
let n  =  75, 150, 300, 900 and 1500. Finally, for k =  4, we set n =  100, 200, 400, 800 
and 2000.
• Again, for each value of k , we can keep n fixed but vary the proportion of observations 
at each Xi .  Based on practical considerations of actually conducting experiments, we 
will assume that rii > 25. Thus, for k =  2, we consider a total sample size of 200, 
and so, for example, can consider n\ =  25 (so 722 =  175), n\ =  50 (so 722 =  150), and 
so on. For k =  3, we take n =  300; finally for k =  4, we have n =  200. Different 
arrangements of rii for varying k will be listed in our tables of simulations.
• We also allow the parameter values of the underlying distribution to vary, but fix the 
values taken in the scale-stress relationship. Values for these parameters will rely on 
the distribution function used, and will be listed as appropriate.
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• Many other aspects of the experiment can also be varied; for example, Johnson (2003) 
examines the effect of varying the middle stress on the standard error of B \ q. We 
could also vary the parameters of the scale-stress relationship, and examine cases 
where we have more extreme levels of acceleration. However, such experiments will 
be considered elsewhere.
We consider how to choose Xi,  a  and P for Log-linear and Arrhenius models below. 
The Log-linear model
Reviewing examples from Nelson (1990), we see that temperatures, especially of industrial 
experiments, are typically quite high, and range from 50°C  to 250°C. As a result, we take 
X i  =  50°C, Xk =  200°C, and let the scale parameters at these stress levels be 2000 and 200, 
respectively. These figures (and their units) are arbitrary, but can be related to practical 
situations, and we would not generally see items placed under higher stress having longer 
lifetimes, and hence larger scale parameters, than their lower stress counterparts. These 
figures correspond to an acceleration factor of 10; published data sets show that this figure 
is quite reasonable, and the accelerated data set in Table 5.1 has a similar acceleration 
factor. For these scale parameters and stress levels, and the Log-linear relationship (5.1), 
we therefore need
cl =  8.36843, 0  =  -0.01535;
on rounding, we take
a  =  8 , P  =  -0.02.
We will also assume that X s =  50°C, so we have a partially accelerated experiment. For 
simulations with k =  3, we have
X i  =  50, X2 =  150, X3 =  200;
for k =  4, we use
X i  =  50, X2 = 150, X3 = 180, X 4 =  200.
The Arrhenius model
We adapt the above approach to obtain parameter values for the Arrhenius relationship. 
Thus, X i  +  c =  323.16°K ,  Xk +  c =  473.16°K ,  and again let the scale parameters at the 
lowest and highest stress levels be 2000 and 200 respectively. From (5.2), and after rounding,
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we have
a =  0.3, (5 =  2347.
For k =  3, we have
X i  +  c =  323.16, X 2 +  c =  423.16, X3 +  c =  473.16;
for k =  4
X 1 +  c =  323.16, X 2 +  c =  423.16, X3 + c =  453.16, X 4 +  c =  473.16.
Again, we consider a partially accelerated experiment with X s +  c =  X \  +  c = 323.16°A.
We first derive the theory necessary to fit the Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal 
distributions to an accelerated data set containing all failures, when we have either the Log- 
linear or Arrhenius model linking scale to stress. We also consider the EFI matrix of the 
MLEs, when we assume the correct model is specified; in later chapters, we discuss the effects 
of mis-specification and censoring. We use similar notation to that previously established, 
but now denote pdfs and cdfs with capital subscripts. Thus, for example, the cdf from the 
accelerated Weibull Arrhenius distribution is denoted by Gwa\ we also introduce further 
notation to include the Log-linear and Arrhenius scale-stress relationships simultaneously, 
writing G w *, where we set * = P  if we are using the Log-linear model to link scale to stress, 
and * =  A  for the Arrhenius relationship.
5.2 F itting Gw*
We assume that the data yij represents the j th observation from stress level Xi,  where 
the under lying distribution is Gw* (yij', B*,@i*)- We also let Yij denote the corresponding 
random variable, and Yi represent a random variable from stress level X{. Watkins (1991) 
outlines ML estimation for the accelerated Weibull distribution; we summarise the main 
points here, where now, using the above notation,
diP =  exp (a Wp  +  P w p X i )  for * =  P,
and
a w A  +  f o r  *  =  A -Xi  +  cJ
Using this notation, the pdf of Gw* is
for 1 < j  < rii
6iA =  exp
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where
X{ for * =  P
(Xi +  c)-1 for * =  AP(Xi)  =   ^ j „ , (5-3)
Thus, the theory developed can cover both scale-stress relationships simultaneously. The 
likelihood is
TTTTLw*{B*,aw*tPw*) = XT 11  7-------------- TVTTb:
fJi ~=i exP W *  +  Pw*P W )}
x  B 'x exp < -  '
exp { a w * +  (3w *p (Xi)}  
from which the log-likelihood is
lw* =  n lnB* +  (B* -  1 ) S e -  nB*aw * -  B*(3w *^>2nip ( x i) -  exp (~ B * a w *) S ( B * , p w*), 
i=1
(5.4)
where, now,
k rii
Be =  ^  ^ln Vij i
*=1 j =1
and
k rii 
S  (B*,fiw *) =  EE y f f  exP { - b * P w *p C**)} • 
i=l j=l
The three partial derivatives are
k
dlw* n
d B * -B* <=i
exp(-B*aw *){^i>0(B*,^w*) -  0:^*5 (B * ,^ * )}  , (5.5)
dlw*
daw*
and
dlw*
df iw -*
=  -n.B* +  B* exp ( -B * a w * )  S  (B*,/3W*) i (5-6)
=  - B ^ ^ r i i p  (Xi) -  exp (~ B *aw *) So.i (B *>Pw*)> (5-7)
*=1
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with
= —r-S'(£*,/?
d B *
fc rii
= E E 4 ‘ exp (Xi)} {In j/y- -  (3w *p (Xi)} ,
i=i j =l
So,i (B*,Pw*)  — — S{B*,(3Wil)
o p w *
k rii
= - E E (■*«) exp {-b./w  (*)} •
t=i j=i
As above, we can reduce the number of parameters we estimate, and make use of a profile 
log-likelihood in order to obtain the remaining MLEs. By equating (5.6) to zero, we see 
that
d—1 in f S(B*>Pw*)cqy* =  ij* In
n
using this, we can write the profile log-likelihood as
lw* =  n l n B * + (B* -  1) Se - n l n S  (£* ,(5Wif) -  B*j3Wlt ^ r n p  (X i), (5.8)
i=l
and the two profile score functions axe
i=la s ,  ~  B. ' “e S { B „ P W,)
d l W t  _  nS0,i { B . ,P W.)  A  / v  ,
-  -  S ( B . , / W  ~
We use the Newton-Raphson method to locate the roots of these derivatives, and so also 
require second partial derivatives of (5.8). For completeness, these are given by
d 2l\v* _  _ n f 0^,2 (B*,(3W*) S (B^,pw )^ — Sq:i (B+ifiw*)2 ) 
dfiw* \  S  (-B*> P w *)2 J
where
$
S q}2{B*,(3w *) =  — So,i{B^,(3w )^
opw*
k rii
=  EE B l p  ( X i f  y f  exp { - B . 0 w ,p  (X*)},
1=1 j —1
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^ w *    ™ f  ^2,0 (B*,j3w *) S  (f?*, Pw*) ~  gi,o (B*iPw*y
d B i  B}  n \
where
o
*$2,0 (•£* > ) — Qg~ Sl,Q (B*, f$Wit)
k rii
= E E t f  exp { - £ * /V * p  (X J }  {In i/ij -  (3w *p (X i)}2 , 
i=i j =i
and finally,
d2 w^* _  r v \  f Bi,i (B*,PW+) S  (-£?», Pw*) ~  Si,q (^*?/^w*) gp,i {B*,Pw*)= - ^ n i p ( X t )  -  n  <j 
i=l ^dB+dfiy/* { 5  (B*,/3w *y
with S^i (B*,/?vp*) equal to
fc Tli
- E E  P (x i) yfj* exP {-B*(3w *p (Xi)} [1 + £* {In ^  -  /3w*p (X i)}].
i=l j =1
To obtain starting values for H* and we can fit separate Weibull distributions to each 
stress level, and chose a value of B* based on these. To find an initial value for Pw*, we 
take the first and last estimates, 91* and 9k*, and use the fact that
fli* = exp { a w * +  0 Wittp (Xi)} _  exp {/3w *p ( X i ) }
9k:„ exp{o:w* +  /?w*P(Xfc)} exp {/?W*P (Xfc)}
So, on solving, an appropriate starting value for (3W  ^ is given by
In 9i* -  In 9k*P( x1) - p ( x ky
Next, we consider the EFI matrix of the Weibull MLEs, and include a discussion on the 
asymptotic variance of Bw,io? since this is of considerable use when we extrapolate back to 
design stress, and make inferences concerning the reliability of items at normal operating 
conditions. Again, this is carried out simultaneously for both Log-linear and Arrhenius 
relationships.
5 .2 .1  T h e EFI m atrix  o f  th e  W eibull M LEs
From our previous work, we state that, asymptotically, the Weibull MLEs, under the as­
sumption that this distribution has been chosen correctly to model the data, will have a 
Normal distribution with mean (13*, cx-w*,Pw*)' and variance covariance matrix equal to 
(3.1). Thus, we require expected values of second derivatives. Using (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7),
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we obtain the six partial second derivatives 
d 2 l w * — n
d B l
d 2 l w *
®a w*
d 2 l w *
dfiw*
d 2 l w *
d B * d a w *
d 2 l w *
dB*dPw*
d 2 l w *
daw*d@w*
S 2 , o  ( B * , P w * )
— 6X p ( —B*Oiw*)  ^ ‘2>OlW*Sl,0 (B*) Pw *)
(B*, Pw*)
= - B l e x p ( - B * a w *) s  (B*,PWJ  ,
=  - e x p ( - B * a w *) So,2 (B*,/3W*),
=  —n +  exp (—B*aw*) B * S i , o  ( B * , P w * )  +
{1 -  B*aw*}  S  (B*,PW+)
=  -  £  niP (X,) -  exp ( - 2 W . )  {  ^  ^  ~  ' 1 ,
i=1  ^ aw*ao,i (!>*,/%*) J
= B*exp(-B*aw*)So,i (£*,/V*) •
To obtain the variance covariance matrix of the MLEs, we take expected values of these sec­
ond derivatives. We take into account that, across stress levels, observations are not identi­
cally distributed, but within stress levels they are independently and identically distributed. 
On examining the second derivatives, we see that we require expected values of S  (B^,PW )^, 
S i , o  ( B * ,  P w * ) - >  S o , i ( B * , P w * ) ,  § 2,0 { B * , P w * ) i  ^0,2 ( B * , P w * )  and £ 1,1 (B *,/^*). We first 
consider
E [ S ( B * , p w j \  =  E
=  E
k n  i
EE *if* exP { ~ B * P w * P & ) }
i=  1 j = 1 
k
' £ n iY?-eXp { - B . 0 w,p(Xi)}
.»=  1
= ^ 2  Hi exp { - B * P w *p (X i)} E
i= l
Y;
Using results in, for example, Watkins (1998), we may immediately state that if Y* is from 
G w * (y',B*,0i*) then
E  K m] = +  l j  =  exp (maw*)  exp { m P w +p (Xi)} T +  1 j  , (5.9)
and hence
E [ S ( B * , p w j \  =  nexp (B*aw *)
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Next, we consider
k
E  [51,0 (B*,@w*)\ =  exp {—B*(3Wifp (Xi)) | b  lnl^ — fiw *p(Xi)  E
i=1
y
We differentiate (5.9) with respect to m  to obtain
/  tyi
E  K m In Yi\ =  exp ( m a w *) exp {m/3w ,p (Xi)} r  ( —  +  1
X < CKw* +  I&w*P (Xi) + B*
we therefore have
E  [5i,o (B*,/^*)] = nexp (B*aw *) < &w* + ^(2)B*
Now, we examine
k 
E  [50>i (B*, /V*)] = ~ ^ 2 niB *P (x i) exP {~B*Pw*P (Xi )}  E
»=i
k 
=  —B* exp (B*a\v*) ^  ^iP (Xi) .
Next, we consider
B.
i=l
B
£  [S2,o (B«,/?iv.)] =  y  ”*exp {— < —2 /Sw„p(Xi)E Y^' In Vi
ryB*ni=l [ + / 4 <,p(Xi)2£
We differentiate (5.10) (again with respect to m) to get
E Y™ (In Yi) =  exp (m a w*) exp {m/3w*p (Xi)} r  ( —  + 1
m
ocw* +  Pw*P (X%) + ^ ( f t + 1) f  * ' ( t +1)
b .  i +  m
and we see that
E  [52,o (B*,fiw*)\ =  nexp (B*aw *)
$ ( 2 ) 1 2 *'(2) 
o w , + - a r j  + _ b t
(5.10)
(5.11)
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Next, we need
k
E  [50,2 (£*> Pw*)\ =  Y n j B l p  (x i )2 exp {—B*(3Wifp (Xf)} E
i = l
k
=  B l  exp (B*aw *) ^ 2  niP ( ^ ) 2 ■
Yf
*=l
Finally, we examine
E  [/Si,! (£*, Pw*)\  — — niP (Xi)  exp {—B*(3Wj>:p (X i ) }
i=1
x [ b .E [y *- lnKi] - (B.Pw.piXi) - 1 )E [y/*-] }
k
=  -  {1 + B*aw* +  (2)} exp (B * a w *) Y 2
i=1
Now that we have these functions, we can derive the elements of the EFI matrix. The 
diagonal elements are
- E
d 2lw*
d B l
- E
- E
d 2lw*
. daw* J
d 2lw*
= + exp {—B,awt) 1 E{S2fi(B„0w )}
B* [ 2a w * E  [S^o (B*,{3W*)\ +  a w *E [S' (£*, @w*)]
=  J s { l  +  * (2 )2 +  * '(2 )} ,
=  B 2 exp ( - B * a w *) E  [S (£*, (3W*)\ =  n B 2,
k
=  e x p ( - B * a w *) E [ S 2,o (B*,/3w *)\ =  B 2 Y niP (x i)2 »
i= 1
while the off diagonal elements are
d 2lw*- E
- E
dB*daw*
d 2lw*
= n -  exp (~B*aw *) {B*E [Si ,q (B*, j3w „)] +  (1 -  B*aw*) E [ S  (B*,PWt)]}  
=  -n t f (  2),
k
=  Y 2 Uip (x i) +  exP (~ B*aw*) { E  [Si,! {B*,(3W*)\ -  a w *E [S0,i (£*, 0 W*)]}
i=1
_daw*dfiw*
- * ( 2) J 2 m p ( X i ) ,
i= 1
k
- B *  exp ( - B * a w *) E  [S0,i (£*, /3W*)] =  B 2 ^  niP (x i)
i=l
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Using these in (3.1), we see that, asymptotically, aw*,  Pw *j  has a Normal distribution 
with mean vector (f?*, aw*,Pw*Y  and variance covariance matrix A ~ l , where
A =
n B ~ 2 | l  + ^  (2)2 +  (2)|
-n t f (  2) n B l
- *  (2) E t i  m p  T O  B l  Y !t= i m p  B l  i w  K ) 2
5.2 .2  T h e asym p totic  variance o f  Bw,,io
Estimation of the quantile Bio at design stress plays a significant role in determining and as­
sessing the reliability of items, since the experimenter is really interested in the performance 
of the items at X s. Thus, we extrapolate back to assess the reliability of the components, 
using the relationship between scale and stress. At X s, Bw, 10 is given by
exp { a w * + P w ,lp ( X s ) }  ( - I n 0 . 9 ) ;
we obtain a linear approximation to this quantile using a Taylor series centered on the true 
values aw*,Pw*  and we have
B w ,10 — Bw ,10 +  (  cB, cawm cpWm )
( B* — B* \  
Ctw* — Ocw*
\ @w* ~ @W* J
where
I  CB*
Or
\  (  — exp{av^ *+Pv^ *P(-^ s)}(~ ^ 0-9) ln(— In 0.9) \-4
Bw, 10
\  cPw* J  \  p ( X s) e x p { a w *  + P w * p ( X s)} ( - l n 0 . 9 ) ^  ]
(5.12)
On taking expected values, we have E  Bw, 10 — Bw, 10; the variance of the estimator of this 
quantile is given by the appropriate application of (3.2). We check these results, and those 
based on the EFI matrix of the Weibull MLEs, in the next section, where we summarise a 
series of simulations for various sets of parameter values, sample sizes and stress levels.
5 .2 .3  F ittin g  Gwp
Possible choices for k; Xi , n and rii are outlined in Section 5.1.2; we use these .values 
throughout our simulations. As discussed, we can also vary the parameters of the underlying 
distribution. We run experiments with B p  equal to 0.5, 1, 2 and 3, but here only report 
results for B p  =  2, since they show the same features for all values of this parameter. The 
simulations are summarised in Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, for k =  2, 3 and 4 respectively. For 
each set of stress levels, we vary the overall sample size, and the number of observations
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n i,n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B P 2.0381 2.0197 2.0078 2.0040
S 0.1623 0.1140 0.0706 0.0490
T 0.1559 0.1103 0.0697 0.0493
a w p 7.9956 7.9991 7.9993 7.9994
S 0.0987 0.0693 0.0437 0.0309
T 0.0986 0.0697 0.0441 0.0312
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
Bw, io 362.5252 359.6669 357.2740 356.6435
S 45.6550 31.9996 19.9137 13.9800
T 44.8286 31.6986 20.0479 14.1760
n i,n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B P 2.0205 2.0207 2.0201 2.0206
S 0.1116 0.1133 0.1120 0.1132
T 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103
a w p 7.9873 8.0024 7.9941 8.0004
S 0.1363 0.0619 0.0964 0.0607
T 0.1344 0.0615 0.0960 0.0605
P w p -0.0199 -0.0201 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006 0.0005
T 0.0007 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005
Bw, io 358.1386 359.9149 358.9636 359.8369
S • 44.3080 29.9109 36.2418 30.5286
T 44.2165 29.4795 36.3534 29.9869
Table 5.2: Fitting G w p  to G w p  for fc = 2, B p =  2. We show the sample means and 
standard deviations of parameters, where figures axe based on at least 10000 replications. 
Throughout, sample standard errors are denoted by S, and their theoretical counterparts 
by T.
used at each stress. We include details on the sample means of the MLEs, the sample 
standard errors of these estimates, the value of Bw, 10 (which we compare to a true value of 
355.9593 for Bp =  2) and the standard error for this quantile. We also include theoretical 
counterparts for all estimates, since this will verify the results established above.
The effect of varying n
As expected, when we increase the overall sample size, we observe an improved agreement 
between sample and theoretical values of the standard errors of the MLEs, and these stan­
dard errors for Bw,io- These standard errors also decrease as n increases. We observe the 
sample means of the MLEs and B w,iq tend to their true values for larger sample sizes; this 
is true across all values o ik .
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ni, n2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
nz 25 50 100 300 500
B P 2.0566 2.0268 2.0145 2.0038 2.0025
S 0.1938 0.1321 0.0913 0.0521 0.0402
T 0.1801 0.1273 0.0900 0.0520 0.0403
a w p 7.9933 7.9970 7.9989 7.9996 7.9998
S 0.1384 0.0978 0.0687 0.0397 0.0307
T 0.1376 0.0973 0.0688 0.0397 0.0308
Pw p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
Bw, io 366.0449 360.8025 358.7481 356.6466 356.4166
S 56.7415 39.5388 27.3622 15.8955 12.2724
T 54.8755 38.8028 27.4377 15.8412 12.2705
n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
nz 150 75 250 50
B P 2.0123 2.0120 2.0143 2.0122
S 0.0903 0.0903 0.0916 0.0911
T 0.0900 0.0900 0.0900 0.0900
a w p 7.9968 7.9955 7.9888 8.0001
S 0.0889 0.1231 0.1296 0.0541
T 0.0909 0.1211 0.1282 0.0532
&WP -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0200
S 0.0005 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005
T 0.0005 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005
Bw, io 358.0819 358.3118 357.2576 358.2118
S 31.2101 37.3768 40.5615 25.0714
T 31.6150 36.8697 40.0490 24.7807
Table 5.3: Fitting G w p  to G w p  for k =  3, B p  =  2. We show the sample means and
standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000 replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 . 500,500 25,25,
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500 75,75
B P 2.0392 2.0208 2.0112 2.0054 2.0021 2.0201
S 0.1624 0.1128 0.0793 0.0559 0.0351 0.1112
T 0.1559 0.1103 . 0.0780 0.0551 0.0349 0.1103
a w p 7.9907 7.9953 7.9968 7.9994 7.9995 7.9897
S 0.1368 0.0973 0.0686 0.0477 0.0301 0.1330
T 0.1363 0.0964 0.0682 0.0482 0.0305 0.1311
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199
S 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002 0.0008
T 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002 0.0008
Bw, io 362.1429 359.3485 357.6686 356.9730 356.3001 358.5559
S 51.0878 36.1488 25.4415 17.8975 11.2579 43.0575
T 50.5236 35.7256 25.2618 17.8628 11.2974 42.8015
n i,n 2 75,75 25,75 75,25 100,50 25,25 25,75
n3,n4 25,25 25,75 75,25 25,25 50,100 75,25
2.0203 2.0232 2.0212 2.0215 2.0184 2.0189
S 0.1134 0.1142 0.1124 0.1123 0 .1 1 1 1 0.1129
T 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103
a Wp 7.9971 7.9932 7.9960 7.9991 7.9897 7.9897
S 0.0835 0.1284 0.0818 0.0736 0.1307 0.1331
T 0.0829 0.1262 0.0817 0.0731 0.1301 0.1319
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0199
S 0.0006 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008
T 0.0006 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008
B w ;io 359.5264 359.9914 359.3948 360.0602 358.2204 358.3142
S 33.5322 42.2586 33.2908 31.7788 42.7243 42.4734
T 33.0141 41.4431 33.1637 31.5513 42.7478 42.1629
Table 5.4: Fitting Gw p  to G w p  for k =  4, B p =  2. We show the sample means and
standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000 replications.
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n i,n 2,n3 100,100,100 200,50,50 25,25,250
n E l l  niX{ 1.95xl09 1.09x10s 3.19x10s
1.60x10s 7.56 x10s 3.03 x10s
n E t=l nix i -  (E i= l niX i) 3.50xl08 3.31x10s 1.63x10s
Table 5.5: Breakdown of the denominator of the variance of a w p  and (3Wp  for various rii. 
The effect of varying rii
When we vary the allocation of items at each stress level, the theoretical standard error of 
B p  is not affected, and remains constant. This is consistent with the EFI matrix A  above, 
since, from the inverse of this matrix, we have
Var
B l
n { l +  # ' (2)}’
which only depends on n, and not the allocations rip In contrast, the theoretical standard 
errors of a w p  and (3WP are greatly affected by this allocation of the total sample size, 
and the more observations we test at the higher stress levels, the larger the theoretical and 
sample standard errors of this parameter. Again, from the inverse of the EFI matrix, we 
have
Var  (aw*)  — E i= l niP (X i)
s.2 |n  E l l  ntp ( X i f  -  ( E l x  m p { X i ) )  
V(2 f
+ -
and
Var (Pw*^j —
n
m  { n E l l  niP ( X i f  -  ( E l l  niP (X i)):
If we examine the variance of aw*,  then the numerator of the first term of this function 
will increase if more observations are allocated to the higher stress levels, since the p (Xj) 
increases with X p  It is the denominator of this variance, which also appears in the variance 
of /3W*, that we next investigate. We consider specific examples to illustrate the behaviour of 
the denominator as the number of observations allocated to the higher stress levels increase. 
Table 5.5 summarises numerical results for terms in this denominator, together with the 
denominator itself, for k =  3, * =  P, and various rii. We observe that the two functions 
which make up the denominator of both variances are closer to one another for larger n^ ; 
the difference then decreases, and so the variance, and hence the standard error, increase as 
we divide by a smaller denominator. The theoretical standard error of Bw, io is also greatly
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n i,n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B a 2.0394 2.0201 2.0076 2.0038
S 0.1630 0.1142 0.0710 0.0494
T 0.1455 0.1029 0.0651 0.0460
a w  a 0.2959 0.2963 0.2992 0.3000
S 0.2734 0.1925 0.1221 0.0858
T 0.2705 0.1913 0.1210 0.0856
P\VA 2347.4312 2347.6175 2346.9822 2346.9073
S 103.4943 72.5992 45.9857 32.2951
T 101.9376 72.0808 45.5879 32.2355
Bw, io 637.4767 631.0271 627.1464 626.0630
S 80.6346 56.6498 35.8977 24.8922
T 74.1278 53.1234 33.5982 23.7575
n i,n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B a 2.0195 2.0195 2.0222 2.0207
S 0.1132 0.1119 0.1122 0.1128
T 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029
awA 0.3199 0.2720 0.3063 0.2917
S 0.2460 0.3290 0.2002 0.2448
T 0.2465 0.3260 0.1998 0.2400
P\VA 2337.4794 2355.8518 2343.9445 2349.5583
S 108.8290 109.9314 83.4924 84.8016
T 108.9759 108.9759 83.2317 83.2317
Bw, io 628.2301 631.2518 631.7653 631.8486
S 77.6324 52.1920 64.4974 53.0745
T 75.8297 49.0286 61.6288 49.9675
Table 5.6: Fitting G w a  to G w a  for k =  2, B a  =  2. We show the sample means and 
standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000 replications.
affected by how we allocate the overall sample, and generally, the more observations we 
have at the lower stresses, the more accurate this function becomes as the standard error 
decreases. However, in practice, we will need to strike a balance between the number of 
observations we have at the lower stress level, and the length of time the experiment takes 
to run.
5 .2 .4  F ittin g  G w a
We consider a similar scenario for the Weibull Arrhenius combination. Again, we report 
results only for B a — 2, although results for the remaining values of the shape parameter 
show similar patterns, with k =  2, 3 and 4. The results for these are summarised in Tables 
5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. This time, we compare the sample means for B w ,io with a 
true value of 624.8256.
We observe similar outcomes to those observed with Gw p • Across all stress levels, we 
see an improved agreement between MLEs and true values as the overall sample size is
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ni,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
ns 25 50 100 300 500
B a 2.0530 2.0264 2.0130 2.0048 2.0025
S 0.1907 0.1310 0.0921 0.0518 0.0401
T 0.1680 0.1188 0.0840 0.0485 0.0376
® W A 0.3049 0.3027 0.3009 0.3010 0.2996
s 0.3610 0.2527 0.1778 0.1032 0.0798
T 0.3552 0.2512 0.1776 0.1025 0.0794
PwA 2343.5976 2344.8688 2346.3270 2346.3993 2347.0150
S 140.8301 98.5410 69.3635 40.3990 31.1881
T 138.6989 98.0749 69.3495 40.0389 31.0140
Bw, io 641.1912 632.3986 629.0613 626.1164 625.6107
S 98.3663 68.9104 48.6823 28.1455 21.7993
T 93.1172 65.8438 46.5586 26.8806 20.8216
n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n3 150 75 250 50
B a 2.0132 2.0133 2.0143 2.0137
S 0.0909 0.0918 0.0909 0.0902
T 0.0840 0.0840 0.0840 0.0840
&W A 0.3035 0.2848 0.2414 0.2948
s 0.1999 0.2848 0.2414 0.2002
T 0.1987 0.2796 0.2357 0.2001
0 W A 2344.9974 2340.5408 2340.1997 2348.5658
S 83.5548 119.7570 108.3593 70.4635
T 83.2302 117.7030 105.4980 70.4134
Bw, io 628.9102 628.3078 628.3623 629.4926
S 56.6169 68.8487 73.4151 43.6691
T 54.9008 66.7847 70.0641 41.3968
Table 5.7: Fitting G w a  to G w a  for /c = 3, B a  = 2. We show the sample means and
standard errors of parameters, where figures axe based on at least 10000 replications.
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n i , n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500 25,25,
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500 75,75
B a 2.0428 2.0193 2.0088 2.0053 2.0016 2.0218
S 0.1634 0.1116 0.0787 0.0551 0.0348 0.1126
T 0.1455 0.1029 0.0728 0.0514 0.0325 0.1029
&W A 0.3054 0.3075 0.3031 0.3021 0.2993 0.3147
s 0.3246 0.2311 0.1617 0.1158 0.0719 0.2641
T 0.3211 0.2271 0.1606 0.1135 0.0718 0.2657
PwA 2343.7594 2343.0682 2345.2921 2346.0596 2347.1858 2340.1936
S 131.0662 93.0792 65.1852 46.7073 29.0391 113.8765
T 129.6222 91.6568 64.8111 45.8284 28.9844 114.2882
Bw, io 638.8891 629.6424 627.0709 626.4082 625.4034 630.8959
S 91.3794 62.9155 44.5901 31.4284 20.1260 76.5852
T 86.2528 60.9900 43.1264 30.4950 19.2867 74.3920
ni,n2 75,75 25,75 75,25 100,50 25,25 25,75
723,724 25,25 25,75 75,25 25,25 50,100 75,25
B a 2.0185 2.0193 2.0186 2.0188 2.0204 2.0203
S 0.1119 0.1109 0.1110 0.1128 0.1118 0.1125
T 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029
awA 0.3010 0.3173 0.3021 0.2958 0.3155 0.3132
S 0.2328 0.2767 0.2145 0.2276 0.2619 0.2927
T 0.2306 0.2742 0.2135 0.2268 0.2605 0.2911
PwA 2345.7314 2338.8762 2345.5608 2347.8035 2339.7362 2340.6945
S 88.9141 117.1067 83.0034 83.9079 113.3066 123.0327
T 87.9890 116.0506 82.5293 83.5440 112.4357 122.1216
Bw, io 630.0202 629.0101 630.3646 630.6534 630.1513 630.4483
S 58.7288 74.7967 57.8297 56.4989 79.9088 76.4958
T 55.7990 72.9099 55.9419 52.9770 74.3177 73.7202
Table 5.8: Fitting G w a  to G w a  f°r k =  4, B a  =  2. We show the sample means and
standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000 replications.
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n Non-accelerated Accelerated
k rii Log-linear Arrhenius
75 4.3323 3 25 5.0040 4.8374
100 3.7519 2 50 4.0878 3.8509
4 25 4.6072 4.4808
150 3.0634 3 50 3.5384 3.4205
200 2.6530 2 100 2.8905 2.7597
4 50 3.2578 3.1684
300 2.1661 3 100 2.5020 2.4187
400 1.8759 4 100 2.3036 2.2404
500 1.6779 2 250 1.8281 1.7454
800 1.3265 4 200 1.6289 1.5842
900 1.2506 3 300 1.4445 1.3964
1000 1.1864 2 500 1.2927 1.2342
1500 0.9687 3 500 1.1189 1.0817
2000 0.8389 4 500 1.0302 1.0019
Table 5.9: The theoretical standard errors of Bio from accelerated and non-accelerated 
Weibull data for varying n and k (at design stress). Calculations use a shape parameter of 
2 and a scale parameter of 100.
increased. When we begin to vary n*, we observe smaller standard errors for the MLEs and 
Bw,io if we have more observations at the lower stress levels.
5.2.5 C om parison betw een  accelerated and n on -accelerated  W eibull dis­
tr ib u tion s
We compare theoretical standard errors of Bio from accelerated and non-accelerated Weibull 
distributions; we have observed throughout, that the agreement between theoretical and 
sample results for the Weibull distribution (both in the accelerated and non-accelerated 
case) always match up very well, even for small sample sizes. Thus, we compare theoretical 
quantities, making the necessary adjustments to give a scale of 100 at design stress, and 
taking 9 =  100 in the non-accelerated case. Table 5.9 summarises the theoretical standard 
errors for the non-accelerated Weibull distribution, and the accelerated Weibull model with 
both Log-linear and Arrhenius relationships. We list the results for k =  2, 3 and 4, and for 
equal rii. We compute the corresponding non-accelerated counterpart for equivalent values 
of n. So, for example, if we take n — 100, then we compare the theoretical standard error 
of Bio for the non-accelerated case, with the equivalent value for k =  2, rii =  50, and k =  4, 
rii — 25; the rii are as used in our simulations. Due to the extensive number of ways we 
can allocate the n*, we do not include results for different loadings. When we have an equal 
allocation of items at each stress level, we always observe larger theoretical standard errors 
of Bio for the accelerated case, although figures for the Arrhenius relationship are slightly 
smaller than the Log-linear counterparts. Thus, if we accelerate an experiment, and keep 
the allocation of items equal at each stress level, then we pay the penalty by observing
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larger standard errors of Bio. There are a few exceptions to this; for example, if we take 
k — 2, n =  200 and ni =  175, then the theoretical standard error of this estimate with an 
Arrhenius relationship is slightly smaller than its non-accelerated counterpart. However, for 
the majority of cases considered above with unequal allocations, we observe a rise in the 
theoretical standard error.
5.3 F itting G#*
As with previous work, we now present the theory necessary to fit the accelerated Burr 
distribution to a set of data, and derive the EFI matrix of the Burr MLEs. As above, the 
theory covers both Log-linear and Arrhenius models simultaneously. Unlike the Weibull 
distribution, however, we do not present results from simulations in this section to verify 
our theory, since these will be considered when we examine the effects of mis-specification 
in the next chapter. Now, yij represents the j th observation from the i th stress level, for 
which the pdf is
9B. <*,&,) = ^  1 1 + I J J ’
for * = A  or P, with
<j>i* =  exp {aB + P b P  ( * » ) }  •
Here, the shape parameters a and r, remain constant across stress levels, is the scale 
parameter at stress X i  and a s  and PB are the parameters of the Log-linear or Arrhenius 
model linking stress Xi  with <^ *. Assuming yij form a complete set of observations, the 
likelihood and log-likelihood are given by
A .  F L  n.TtiT. 1 (  . \  T>i ~ ( a + 1)
nn
i=i j=i
and
lB =  n l n a  +  n l n r  +  (t  — 1) Se -  n r a B — T(3B '^^riip (Xi)
i =  1
- ( a  +  l ) F ( T , a B,PB)< (5-13)
where
k  rii
F  (r, a B, P B ) =  In [l +  V i j  exP (~ r a B ) exP { ~ t P b P  ( * » ) } ]
i —1 j = 1
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To evaluate derivatives of (5.13), we note
d F  (t , q:b ,/?b )Fl.0,0 = dr
y ,  A  yjj exp (-r a g )  exp { - r / 3 Bp (Xj)} {lny# -  a B -  (5Bp (Xj)| 
~~ l +  ^ .exp (-ro;B)exp {-r/?Bp(Xi)}
n d F ( r , a B, p B)
F o ' l f i  =  — —
A A  T2/T.exp(-raB)exp{-T /3jB^ (X i)}
^  ^  1 + vLi=i j-JTi Vij exP ( - TQ!jb) exp { —r(3Bp (XJ} ’
and
^ _ d F ( r , a B,(3B)
Fo-°'1 =  W B
-  s y y ' rp  (X i ) y j j exp (~ r a g ) exp i ~ t@b p  ex*)}
 ^ Vij exP ( ~ TOlb ) exp { —r(3Bp (Xj)}
We can now evaluate the four score functions. These are given by
^  =  - - F ( T , a B, p B) ,  ’ (5.14)
oa a
/c
=  " +  s e -  n a B -  (Xi) -  (a +  1) Fi.o.o, (5.15)
i= 1
91b  ■ - nr -  (a +  1) F0>i,o, (5.16)
d a
and
k
y y  =  ~ r Y ^  n i P  i x i )  -  ( a  + !) -Pb.o.1- (5-17)
dpB i=i
For later use, we also evaluate second derivatives required for the variance covariance matrix 
of the Burr MLEs. We write
P ^ 1,0,0
=  - f r T -
k j/L exp (- tq b )  exp { -r ^ B/)(X<)} {Inj»j3- -  a B - /3 Bp(X<)}2= EE j t j
i=1 *=1
.2
1 + yT. exp ( - r a B) exp { - t (3b p  (X,)}
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■Pb.2,0
_ aFo,i,o 
d a B
_  r2ylj exP ( ~ r a B )  exp { —ol(3b p  (Xj)}
i= 1 j = l [l +  yjj exp (- r a B) exp { - r ( 3 Bp (Xi)}
2 ’
^ 0,0,2 =
aF0>0,i
d p B
^  exp ( - r a B) exp ( - r 0 Bp (XJ)
— 2 ^ 2 ^  r 1 2 »
i=i j=i 1 + y\j exp ( ~ r a B) exp ( - r / 3 Bp (Xi))
Fi1,1,0 —  ^ 1,0,0 d a B
k rii
= -EE 2/7 exp ( ~ r a B) exp { - r / 3 Bp (Xi)}
i=i j = i | l  +  ?/7 exp (—r a B) exp { - r / 3 Bp (Xi)} 
x [1 + 2/7 exp (-tckb) exp {~r(3Bp (X{)} +  r {In 2/ij -  aB -  PBP (■*»)}] ,
p  = dFw  
1,0,1 d(3B
~  P  ^ v ^ e x p  e x p  ^ ~ T f 3 B P
j= i | l  +  2/7 exp ( - r a B) exp { - r ( 3 Bp (X{)} 
x [l + 2/7 exp ( - tolB ) exp { - r ( 3 Bp (Xi)} +  r {ln^y -  a B ~  (3BP (Xi)}] ,
and, finally,
F(0,1,1 =
d-Fo,o,i
d a B
(Xi) 2/7 exp ( ~ T a B ) exp { - r 0 Bp (Xi)}
»=l j=i [l +  2/7 exp ( ~ r a B) exp { - r ( 5 Bp (Xi)}
Using (5.14), (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17), we now list the second derivatives for the accelerated 
Burr distribution as follows.
d 2lB
da2
~jfr2 =  “ ^2 “  (° +  0  *2.0.0.
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and
dHB , J .n p  ^  = - ( a  + l)F 0,2,o,
— -2~  =  - ( a +  1 ) F 0 )oj2 , 
° P b
d 2lB 
d a d r
d 2lB
dadaB
d 2lB
dadfi
d 2lB
=  - F OXo,
d r  dot B 
d 2lB
d r d p s  .=1
dotBd(3B
As previously, we can make limited algebraical progress, and reduce the number of model 
parameters under active consideration by one. Here, we can equate (5.14) to zero to obtain
n
a =
F ( T , a B,PBY
insert this into (5.13), and derive the profile log-likelihood as
i t  =  n l n i — — - —-r-r- > +  nlnT +  (r -  1) Se -  n r a B 
[ F  ( r , a B ,(3B) J
k
~ r &B ^ 2  niP (X i ) -  F  (r > ®B,Pb ) ■
i=1
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The three profile score functions for r, a B and (3B are then
I f  = F ^ a Z s )  + - T + S ‘ - n a B - p B j y Hp (X i ) -  F1 M ,
d l B  — nFo,i,o „
=  Tv a~~\ ~ n r  ~  odiO)d a B  F { r , a B , P B )
and
dl% —nFo.o.i ^  n
W B =  F ( r , a B, 0 B) - T
To fit the accelerated Burr distribution to a set of data, we will use the Newton-Raphson 
method to iterate on the three parameters until they converge onto their MLEs. Thus, we 
require profile second derivatives, which, for completeness, we list below.
d %  j  F ( r , a B iPB) F 2fiio - F l 0 0 \  n
7 m = - b --------7 ( 7 ^ ? --------  - ^ “ F2'0'0’
d 2l% _  [ F  (r, olbiPb)  Fo,2,o ~  F02i o \  ^
* 4 "  " {  F { r y« B -pB?  /  P°A°’
d 2l% \  F  (r, a B,(3B) F0)0,2 -  F020 x ]
M  ■ — F ( r , „ , e , t —  -
d 2lB f  F ( T , a B i 0 B) F i jifl — Foti toFitoio \
= " " I ----------- F {r , a B , 0 Bf ------------ )  " " -  Fl'1’°’
_  _ n  /  F  (r, a B, 0 b ) -Pi,0,1 -  -Fb,o,i-Fi,o,o
d r  d@B { F ( t , o b , 0 b )
and, finally,
S’ -  ^ 2 nip(Xi) -  F i j 0 j i ,
> i = l
d 2lB „ f  F ( T , a B , 0 B ) F Oti ti -  F o .i^ F o ^ i  t „
~  "n i ------------FT/----------------~n \ 2------------------------> - ^ 0 ,1,1 -d a Bd p B I F  ( r , a B, (3B)d
MLEs may be obtained in the usual way, provided sensible initial starting values are chosen 
for the three parameters. In the next section, we consider how to fit an accelerated Burr 
distribution to a set of data, and in keeping with the non-accelerated scenario, derive a
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discriminating A to determine whether the Burr or Weibull distributions provide a better 
fit. This will be carried out for a general scale-stress relationship, with the Log-linear and 
Arrhenius forms as special cases.
5.3.1 Fitting the accelerated Burr distribution and A
In this section, we derive the form of A for a general scale-stress relationship linking the scale 
parameters from the Weibull and Burr distributions with stress. The work is a generalisation 
of Johnson (2003), who presents results for the Log-linear relationship. Given the form of 
many scale-stress relationships listed in Section 5.1.1, we write a general relationship as
for 77i — 1,2, ..,p, where Q is a constant independent of stress, /  (Xs) is a function of design 
stress and h (A ,^ X s, fiB1, ■ ■■,PBrn) a function of design and accelerated stress levels and the 
parameters (3Bm, with the property that
so that the scale <f>s at design stress is Q f  (Xs). Thus, for example, we write the Log-linear 
and Arrhenius relationships as
<t>i — ( X i ,X a, fiBi , ..., PBrn) — Q f  (X a) h (Xi,  Xs, /5S1, ..., {3Bm)
h (Xi ,  X a, 0 Bi , ..., (3Bm) — 1 for X i  — X s ,
<f>i* =  exp (a B) exp {/3Bp (Xs)} exp \J3B {p ( X i )  -  p (Xs)}],
giving 771—1 and
Q =  exp (aB) , 
f ( X s) =  exp {PBp ( X 3) } ,  
h ( X i , X s,PB1, . . . ,PBm) =  exp \PB { p ( X i ) - p ( X a) }h
this argument extends to more complex relationships such as the general polynomial. We 
refer to Appendix D for an outline of the proof for obtaining the form of the discriminating 
function A, given by
B 22 B
i=1 2- j j—1d=1 \ f ( X s)h(Xi,Xa,(3w l ,...,/3Wm)
rii I _________yi^ _
A = 2 n
(5.18)
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Thus, we have
>! 2B* 
J _ va I
_  ^ * =1 ^ j = l  L exp{/3Wmp{Xi )}  j
f  ^Vij 1
J=1 \  exp{/3w„p(Xi)} J
77,
We next consider fitting an accelerated Burr distribution to a set of data; the key is to start 
by fitting the corresponding Weibull distribution with the same scale-stress relationship 
(here, either Log-linear or Arrhenius). We refer to Watkins and Johnson (1999), which 
outlines fitting the three parameter accelerated Burr Log-linear distribution, and now adapt 
that approach for both Log-linear and Arrhenius models. We list the main points below.
• We first fit the accelerated Weibull distribution to the set of data using the profile log- 
likelihood given by (5.8). For real life data, this will usually involve fitting the Weibull 
distribution to each subset of data, and then use the MLEs from these to obtain initial 
starting values for the MLEs from the accelerated model. When we consider simulated 
data from a Burr distribution with known parameters, initial starting values for the 
Weibull MLEs can be obtained relatively easily from these, and we set B* =  t and 
(3Wif =  (3B. Alternatively, we can maximise the entropy function for the accelerated 
Weibull distribution, and use entropy values as initial estimates.
• We next rescale the subsets of data by their appropriate scale estimates from the 
Weibull distribution. Thus, the data becomes
Vij
Vij '
exp jaw* + Pw*P O^i)}
This rescaling effectively removes the effects of the stress factor, with all data centered 
around one; the notion of acceleration is largely reduced.
Since the Burr distribution is the limiting distribution of the Weibull, then we use 
the appropriate discriminating A*, which takes into account the small amount of 
remaining acceleration, to determine which distribution function provides the better 
fit. If A* > 0, then we proceed to the next stage of fitting the accelerated Burr 
distribution.
This stage of the algorithm involves fitting the non-accelerated Burr distribution to the 
rescaled yi jy following Watkins (1999), as outlined in Chapter 2. This is equivalent to 
fitting the accelerated model with (3B =  0 to the rescaled data, and leads to estimates 
of the single scale parameter (f> {— 1) and shape parameters a and r. These MLEs 
then provide us with suitable starting values to fit the accelerated Burr distribution. 
We then move to the final stage of the algorithm.
We fit the accelerated Burr distribution using the profile log-likelihood to the rescaled
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data, with starting values based on estimates found in the previous stage. Thus, we 
start with r  in the accelerated model equal to the same shape parameter from the non­
accelerated case, fiB — 0 and a B =  In (</>). We then reverse the effects of rescaling, 
noting that estimates of the two shape parameters a and r  are not affected by scaling, 
and so remain the same. The scale estimates are found by adding aw*  and Pw* 
the estimates of a B and PB respectively.
We see that the above algorithm accommodates both Log-linear and Arrhenius rela­
tionships, and further generalises. Note that the limiting link between Weibull and Burr 
distributions means that A can only be calculated when using the two distributions with 
the same scale-stress relationship.
5 .3 .2  T he EFI m atrix  o f th e  Burr M LEs
In this section, we derive the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the Burr MLEs for 
a set of accelerated observations, and consider both the Arrhenius and Log-linear models 
simultaneously. Such results will enable us to compare theoretical and simulated values, and 
also deduce how accurate the MLEs are for various sample sizes, stress levels and parameter 
values. The derivation of expected values of such derivatives will be simplified considerably 
if we first obtain the expectations of the functions that make up these derivatives. For 
instance, we consider
To derive such expectations, we convert back to <p^  and use work on the non-accelerated 
Burr distribution. Thus,
For stress level i, the Y{j are independently and identically distributed. Therefore, this 
expectation becomes
k rii exp ( -r a g )  exp { - r P Bp (Xj)} {In Yjj -  a B -  f3Bp (Af)} 
1 +  yg exp { - r a B) exp { - r p Bp (X<)}m,o,o]=£ EEi=l j —1
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where Y; is a random variable from GB* (r ,a ,0il|c). We now use (3.7) to write
E
1 + Yi
and hence,
E  [jPi ,o,o] —
1 — 7 — (a)
r (a + 1)
n{ 1 — 7 — \1> (a)}
r  {a +  1)
Similar procedures are used for eight other expectations, which we now list.
E  [Fo.i.o] =  E
=  - r ' Y ^ n iE
r ^ e x p (-r a B )e x p { -r /? Bp(jyi)}
h  h 1+ exp ( ~ r a B ^exp { ~ t @bp 
" ’  ( t ) T
i=l 1 + t e n
nr
CL -1- 1
on using (3.9); while 
E  [Fo,o,i =  E - E E ^
= - T ^ r i i p ( X i ) E
{Xi) Y£  exp { - r a B) exp { - r ( 3 Bp p ff)} 
+ Y£ exp { - r a B) exp { - r / 3 Bp (J^)}
t e ) ' 1
t= 1 1 + (a) i=l
Next, we compute
-E [-^ 2,0,0] =  E 2^ J2 exp ( ~ TaB^exp { ~ t @bP (Xj)} {In Yjj -  a B - f i Bp {Xi )}2
i=l j=l
=
i=1
na
1 +  exp ( - r a B) exp { - r p Bp PQ)}
_ > ( i ) } 21
+  72 -  27 +  2 (7 -  i) ^  (a +  I) +  $  {a +  l )2 +  &  (a +  !)}
r2 (a +  1) {a +  2)
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from (3.8). Next, we look at
E  [^0,2,0] — E ^ 2  r2y^ e x p  ~ T O i B ^exp { ~ t PbP
*=1 j=1 fl + Yfi exp (~raB) exp {-r(3Bp (Xi)}
—  r E niE
i=1
which, on using (3.10) becomes
te)
{ ‘ + t e ) T J
nar
(a + 1) (a, +  2)
we now examine
E  [-£0,0,2] =  E y^  T p (x i) exP ( - t c x b ) exp { - r ( 3 Bp (X{)}2 ^ 2 _y r -|2 .<=1 j=i p  + Y£  exp (~rotB) exp { - r ( 3 Bp (X*)}
( t ) T
= r 2 Y , niPiX i ?  B
i=l LM£)TJ
o k
CLT \ —\ / . 2
(a +  l) (a  +  2 ) g n‘p(Xi) ■
Next, we consider 
E  [Fi,i,o] =  E
= - t
i= 1
We note that
_  y  k y n i  e x p ( - r a B ) e x p { - T 0 B p(Xj)}
1=1 •7=1 [l+ly exp(-ras )exp{-T)0Bp(Xt)}]
1 + exp ( - r a B) exp { - r ( 3 Bp (Xi)} +  r {In Yi:i -  a B -  p Bp W ) }
/
rii
l & I
U1+(£ )T J
tE
+  E M
L K £ ) 7  
L M l r f
+
\
E
2r
m *)TJ ( cl +  1 )  (<2 +  2 )
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and that
E
I M « T J
is given by (3.11). Thus,
E  [F i^o] =
Now, we examine
—n {2 (a +  1) — ay  — aSk (a + 1)} 
(a +  1) (a -4- 2)
x
_  s p m  P(x i )Yij exP{ ~ r a B ) exp{-Tf3B p(Xj)}
i=l j = 1 [ l4 - ^ exp(_TQB) exp^_TigBp^ ijj.j
1 +  exp ( ~ r a B) exp { - r f 3 Bp (X )}  +  r  {lnY -^ -  aB -  PBP PQ)}
= - f ^ r n X i
i= l
(
E ( M
tE
+ E M
L b & r r
n m
+
\
{ay  +  aV (a +  1) -  2 (a + 1)} ^  ( v  ^
~  (a + l)V+2j
Finally, we compute
Y  Y 7-2/9 ^  Y*j  exp ^ ~ T 0 L B ^ exp ^ ~T^ Bp ^ Xi^
t=i J=1 | l  +  YZ exp ( - r a B) exp ( ~ t / 3 b p  (X i))  J
fe)T=  r 2 ^2 n i p ( X i ) E
i= l i n t e r n
The expected values of the second derivatives are
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-E 'd2lB
d r 2
n
— “o +  (a +  1) E  [£2,0,0]
n
1 +
a +  7 2 -  27  +  2 (7  -  1) #  (a +  1) +  \P (a +  l )2 +  (a +  !)}
(d +  2)
- E (PIb_
da%
nar
=  (a +  1) E  [F0)2,o] =
- E
d 2h
=  (a +  1) E  [*0,0,2] =  ^ 2  ^ ,
i=l
- E d2L
dadr = E[Ei,0,0] =
n {1 — 7  — ^  (a)} 
r  (a + 1)
- E d 2h
d a d a B
=  E  [£0,1,0] =
n r  
a +  1 ’
- E
d2h
dad ft B = E  [.Fb,o,i] =  TT^ L j niP (X i ) >Oi "T" 1 ,
2 = 1
■E
d2h
d r d a B
na
n + (a + 1) E  [Ei,1,0] = —^ XjT2 I1 +  7 +  ^ (a +  1)} ,
-E d 2h
drdfi  1 — TiiP (- i^) +  (a +  1) E [ET,o,i] 
i=  1
fc
= ~ j  "|'~2 j 1 + 7 + ^ (Q +  »
2 = 1
and, finally,
- E
d a Bd(3B _
2 = 1
We use these results to derive the asymptotic variance of E b,io in the next section.
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5.3 .3  T he asym p totic  variance o f  Be ,io
In this section, we derive the asymptotic variance of B e ,io> again for both Arrhenius and 
Log-linear models simultaneously. If is the scale parameter of the Burr distribution at 
design stress X s, then
4>S* =  e x P +  P b P (X s ) }  ■
Thus, at Xs, we have
B b,io = exp(SB)exp|j§Bp(Xa)} jo .9 -^  -  l } T ,
and this is, asymptotically, Normally distributed with mean Bb ,io and variance given by 
(3.2) with cv = ( cv ca caB cpB ) , where
-e x p (a s )exp {(5Bp ( X s)} |o .9 “^  -  l | T In ^0.9“^  -  l )
Cr =  ■ ,
exp (aB) exp {(3Bp (Xs)} jo.9~^ -  l } T 0.9"  ^ ln0.9
ca = -------------------------------- ^ ---------- ----------------------,
r a A
caB =  exp ( ole) exp {/3Bp (X s)} jo .9 ^  -  l }  r ,
and
C(3b =  p (X s) exp (aB) exp {/3Bp (Xs)} |o .9 ^  -  l }  r .
We check these results in later chapters, when we examine the effects of mis-specification.
5.4 Fitting Go*
In the calculations below, we include how to fit both the Gamma Log-linear and Gamma Ar­
rhenius distributions at once. Using our usual notation, the pdf of the Gamma distribution 
is Go* (yij\ t , Oj*) for * =  A  or P,  with
aiP =  exp (olg + 0 Gx i)
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if we axe using the Log-linear relationship, and
@GaiA ~  exP ( &G + Xi  +  C
for the Arrhenius model. The likelihood and log-likelihood are given by
k  Tli  ^pvn_f ________ VjjL______
T f a   ^ TT T T  j  \  exP(a G) exp{(3Gp(Xi) }L G (T ,aG,f3G) =  J_| [ [
i= 1 j
and
t i  j=l 0xp (TOtG^  exp (-*»)} r  (T) ’
=  (T -  1) 5 e -  exp ( - a G) F  (0G) -  n r a G -  t (3g ^  riip (Xi) -  n In T ( r ) ,
i=  1
where
/c 7Zi
^  (Pg ) =  exP {-^GP (-*»)}
i= l  j = 1
The three score functions are given by
^  =  Se -  n a G ~ P g ^2 niP ~  (T) ’
i= 1
7-  =  exp ( ~ a G) F  (0G) - n r ,  -
and
= -  exp ( - a G) Fi (0 G) -  r  ^ 2  niP (X i) >
where
p m (/?G) =  ( - i r E E ' '  (Xj)m e x p w ) } ,
»=i j=i
and, for future reference, the second partial derivatives are
d %
d r 2
d 2la
=  —n't (r ) ,
Sag.
= -  exp (-£*<?) F  (fiG) ,
( 5 . 1 9 )
( 5 . 2 0 )
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= -  exp ( ~ a G) F2 (pG) ,
dPG
d 2lG
d r d a G
=  - n ,
d2h  ( V \= - Y ( niP(Xi), 
1=1
and
d2lG = exp (—a G) Fi (PG) .
d a GdPG
We can equate (5.20) to zero to obtain
a G =  In ^----------/ ,nr J
and substitute this into (5.19) to derive the profile log-likelihood given by
k
Iq =  (r - 1) Se — nr — nr In F (PG) + nr In nr — rPG ^  n*p (Xi) — n In T (r ).
i =  1
The two profile score functions are then given by
k
- =  — 7?. — n  In F  ( -4- n  (In n r  -4- 1  ^ '
d r
& /+
 Se - n -     PG) +     +  ) -  PG ^ 2 nip (X i)  -  n^f (r ) ,
i= 1
and
dlG - n r F i ( P G)
W a  =  ^ ¥ o T - T h n i P ( X i ) '
and, to use the Newton-Raphson process to obtain the roots of these profile functions, we 
also include, for completeness, second derivatives given by
d 2lG n /
d %  =  _ n T  j  F ( P g ) F 2 ( P g ) - F 1 ( P g ) -
9 0 a  F ( / 3 a y
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and
g _  ~nFi (PG) _  ^  n ( v \  
d r d p G F ( 0 g ) E  *P( *}
*=1
So we now have all the functions to fit a Gamma distribution with either a Log-linear or 
Arrhenius relationship to an accelerated data set. We continue by deriving the EFI matrix 
for the Gamma MLEs.
5.4.1 T he E FI m atrix  o f  th e  G am m a M LEs
Before deriving the EFI matrix of the Gamma MLEs, we first compute
k riiEE Y i j e x . p { - 0 Gp (A*)}
<=i j =i
E [ F ( P g )} =  E
k
=  ^2 n i e x p { - P Gp ( X i ) } E [ Y i \ ,
i= 1
where Yi is a random variable from Go* (Vij; t , a G, PG)- We therefore have
exp {&o +  p Gp (X i)} m r  (m +  r)
E  K m] = r  (r)
so
and
E  \Yi] =  r  exp {aG +  (3Gp (Xi)} ,
E [ F { p G)] =  nr exp (aG)
Next, we consider
E ^ i P a ) )  =  E
k rii-EE p (X i) Y{j exp { - P Gp (X i)}
i—1 j=l
=  - ^ r u p  {Xi) exp { - 0 Gp { X i ) } E  [F;]
i= 1
k
=  —t  exp (og) ^ 2  nip { X i ) ,
(5.21)
i=l
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and, finally
k riiEE pi Xi f Yi j exp i - pop i Xi ) }
i = 1 j —1
E[ F2(0g )} =  E
k
=  ^ n ip(Xi)2 exp{-/3Gp(X i)}£;[yj]
i= 1
k
=  r  exp (czg)  ^  rii/9 ( X i ) 2 .
i= l
Using these, the EFI matrix from the Gamma distribution is
rity' (r)
n nr
Y! t= lniP(X i) r Y2i=lniP(X i) r 'E i = l niP(X i )2 .
A =
We  check these results in later chapters, when we begin to examine the effects of mis- 
specification in accelerated data sets.
At this point we would usually proceed by considering the asymptotic variance of Bq,io- 
Due to the form of the Gamma cdf, we cannot write down a theoretical expression for this 
quantile. The function can only be computed, for various parameter values, using SAS or 
Mathematica. For instance, Mathematica not only has the ability to compute values for 
Bg,  10) but also differentiate this function with respect to the distributional parameters, so 
that a value for the theoretical standard error can be computed. Thus, we may state that 
B q ,10 is given by
InverseGa.imnaRegularized [r, 0, 0.1] * exp {a# +  f iB p  (AT,,)} .
B g ,io will be Normally distributed with mean B g ,io and variance (3.2), where numerical 
results for
J  _  (  9Bq , 10 dBq,  10 dBg,  10 \
■'7r y dr  d a g  dfig J ’
are obtained using Mathematica.
5.5 F itting Gln*
We assume that the underlying distribution is now Lognormal, and derive the theory neces­
sary to fit this to a data set when either the Arrhenius or Log-linear scale-stress relationship 
is used. The accelerated Lognormal pdf is q l n  (V i j ; A4*, <r) where
— ckln +  P l n P (X i ) •
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This parameterisation suggests that the mean of log life is a linear function of the stress 
level. We recall (using Nelson, 1982) that the parameter fi^ really determines the scale of 
the data, whilst plots from Nelson (1982) show that a  influences the shape of the distribution 
function and typically ranges from 0.5 to 5. Thus, if we wish to have a set of data with 
values which lie around 2000, then we would have to set =  In 2000. To see why this 
is so, recall the link between Lognormal and Normal distributions. Namely, that if Y  has 
a Lognormal distribution with parameters and cr, then In Y has a Normal distribution 
with mean p iif and standard deviation a. Thus, if we want an average value of around 2000, 
then we have to set equal to the log of this number. This fact will be used in later 
sections when we begin to run simulations on the Lognormal distribution, and we have to 
chose sensible parameter values that mimic real life experiments. By substituting p^  in 
terms of c*l n  and Pl n , the pdf of the Lognormal distribution becomes
9 l n *  (yij; cr,  <21,A T ,  PLN) =  —J = ------exp
V27rayij
-  { I n -  a LN -  P L N p  {Xi ) } 2 
2<72
The likelihood and log-likelihood are given by
b Ti.j
-  {In -  a LN -  p LNp (X^)}2 
2<j2
and so
Iln  — ~ n In — n In a — Se —
' l 2 i = l Y l j = l { ^ n y i j  a LN P L N P ( X i ) }  
2^
The three score functions are given by
91l N _  X)i=l X^7=l {ln 2/i? a LN P l n P O^i)}
d c t L N
d llsN _  X/i=l ^ 2 j = l  p  ( X i )  CX-LN AlAtP (-^ i)}
and
91l n  _  n X^i=i X)j=i 0 n Vij a LN P l n P C^*)}
As previously, equating these score functions to zero and solving yields explicit parameter 
estimates. We note that the first two score functions effectively yield the Normal equations; 
see, for instance, Montgomery (1997). We can write the equations based on equating these
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derivatives to zero as 
• (  ]Ci=l 2^ j= i  Vij  ^ _  (  n X)i=l niP.{Xi) \  /  \
V ) ~  V E L  "*(*<) Y , t i n i P { X i f  ) \ t } LN } ’
and then solve for aLN and Pl n - Substituting these solutions into =  0 will then yield
the MLE for <r, so that all MLEs can be obtained explicitly.
5 .5 .1  T he E FI m atrix  o f  th e  Lognorm al M LEs
To obtain the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the Lognormal MLEs, we consider 
the expectations of-second derivatives below, and on differentiating the Lognormal score 
function, we have
0 2I ln  _  n_ _  3 E iU  (ln Vij ~ a LN -  P l n P  ( ^ ) } 2
d a 2 a 2 ~A ’
d 2lLN
da LN
9 2 I l n  Eli n i p j X j f  
9 0 l n
and
0 2IlN  ^X)i=l a LN @LNP(Xi)}
dadaLN
0 2IlN 2 £ i=1 YljLi  P C i^) 0 n Vij a LN P l n P
dad(3LN
d 2lLN _  J2i= 1 niP (x i)
daLN&P ln
On taking expectations of these second derivatives, we see that we require expressions 
for E  [ln Y j \  and E  (ln Y i ) 2 . We again use our work on the non-accelerated Lognormal 
distribution to write
£ K m]= ex p ^  {&LN +  Pl n P C^i)} +
cr2m 2
(5.22)
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Thus, on differentiating with respect to m, we have
E K m In Yi] =  (aLN + (5LNp (X{) + a2m) exp WT- { & L N  +  P l n P +
a2m2
so
E [ln Yi] —  a L N + P l n P  (■X i ) • 
By differentiating E [Y-71] twice, we obtain an expression for
E Y™ (In Yf)2 =  ex p \ m { a LN +  Pl n P ( X i)} E a 2m 21
thus giving
E (lnli)2 —  o 2 +  { a L N  +  P l n P ( X i ) } 2 •
Using these expectations, we write the EFI matrix as
, (5.23)
x jo-2 + (a LN  + (3LNp (Xi) + a2m)2} , (5.24)
A = a - 2
2 n 
0 n
. 0 X)j=i KiP (Xi) Xli=l niP (Xi)
We use this matrix to compute the asymptotic variance of B l n , i o - From above, we have 
seen that Mathematica can compute numerical values for the theoretical mean and variance 
of this quantile function. Thus, B l n , io  w i l l  be Normally distributed with mean B l n , io  and 
variance given by (3.2), where
/ _ f 9Bln,io dBi,Ntip dB^ N^ iq= )■
is evaluated numerically using Mathematica.
5.6 Summary
This chapter outlined the theory necessary to fit accelerated Weibull, Burr, Gamma and 
Lognormal distributions to data sets, under the assumption that the distributions were cor­
rectly chosen. Our notation allowed us to include details for both Log-linear and Arrhenius 
scale-stress relationships simultaneously. We also considered the EFI matrix, and discussed 
the distribution of Bio. When we examined the Weibull distribution, we reported on a series 
of simulations to assess the effects of fitting this model to data, when no mis-specification 
had taken place. We did this for various parameter values and sample sizes, and outlined
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how changes in various aspects of the experiment affect the standard errors of the Weibull 
MLEs and Bw,io- We also compared theoretical standard errors of Bio for the accelerated 
and non-accelerated Weibull distributions for varying sample sizes, in order to deduce if 
acceleration greatly increased this quantity. The results will be used in the next chapter as 
a benchmark for mis-specified scenarios, where we assess the effects of mis-specification for 
the accelerated Weibull distribution.
Chapter 6
M is-specification In A ccelerated  
Life Testing : Some Theoretical 
Considerations
6.1 The scope for mis-specification
In this chapter, we examine the theoretical aspects of mis-specification in accelerated life 
testing. In keeping with our work on non-accelerated data sets, we always have the Weibull 
distribution as the mis-specified model, and fit this to data with an underlying Burr, Gamma 
or Lognormal distribution. However, when we consider accelerated models, there are other 
aspects of the model which can be mis-specified. We can also choose the wrong relationship 
between stress level and scale parameter, and so, for example, fit the Weibull Log-linear 
model to data from an underlying Burr Arrhenius model. Thus, there are many possible 
combinations to take when considering the effects of mis-specification in accelerated dis­
tributions. Of course, our best case scenario would be no mis-specification, so that the 
distribution we fit is the same as the true distribution of the data; this has been covered 
in the last chapter, and provides a benchmark for the results here. We limit ourselves to 
examining the following cases of mis-specification :
• We mis-specify the scale-stress relationship, but choose the correct underlying distri­
bution. We keep the Weibull distribution as the true underlying model, and look at 
the effects of mis-specifying the Log-linear and Arrhenius relationships.
• We correctly specify the underlying scale-stress relationship, but mis-specify the dis­
tribution function. We keep the Log-linear model as the true relationship, and fit the 
Weibull distribution to data with an underlying Burr," Gamma and Lognormal model.
• The final scenario involves mis-specifying both the scale-stress relationship and un­
derlying distribution function. The cases we consider are shown in Table 6.1.
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True Mis-specified
Burr Log-linear Weibull Arrhenius
Burr Arrhenius Weibull Log-linear
Gamma Log-linear Weibull Arrhenius
Gamma Arrhenius Weibull Log-linear
Lognormal Log-linear Weibull Arrhenius
Lognormal Arrhenius Weibull Log-linear
Table 6.1: Types of mis-specification for accelerated data sets.
In all the above cases, we examine the effects of mis-specification using methods estab­
lished for the non-accelerated case. Thus, in this chapter, we derive the entropy function, 
and the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs, from which we 
can obtain the asymptotic variance of B\$. A more practical approach of running simula­
tions to assess the effects of using the mis-specified model is discussed in Chapter 7. Since 
we always take the Weibull as the mis-specified model, we can generalise the form of the 
entropy function, and the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs 
for any true underlying distribution function and scale-stress relationship. We introduce 
some further notation, and write
pt (Xi) =  p (Xi) from the true distribution 
pm (Xi) =  p (Xi)  from the mis-specified distribution
So, for example, if we are fitting the Weibull Arrhenius to data with an underlying Burr 
Log-linear distribution, then
P t (X i) =
P m (Xi) =  (X i + c r 1 
Using (5.4), we write the entropy as
k k
E t =  E t [IwA =  n In R* +  (£* -  1) ^  UiEt [ln Yj\ -  nB *aw * ~  ^  nipm (Xi)
i= 1 i=1
k
-  exp ^  exp (Xj)} ^  Y.f* , (6.1)
i=i
where the expectations Et [.] are with respect to the true model, and involve parameters 
from the underlying distribution and pt (Xi). If we differentiate Et  with respect to aw*,  
and equate to zero, then we obtain
Y~b*, f £ i = 1 ni exP ( ~ B *Pw*Pm PW } Et  _ 
aw* =  B* In -------------------------   !=----- L }► . (6 .2)
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Inserting this into (6.1) yields the profile entropy
k
y
i =1 
B
E t  =  n]xiB,  +  ( B , - l ) Y ^ n iE t [\nYi\ - B , P w , Y , n i P m (Xi )
i =1
f  k
~ n In I 'YI ni exp { —B*(3w *pm C^i)} Et 
l»=i
with score functions
= n B ~ l +  £  UiEt [In *5] -  0 W,  £  niPm{Xi)
(6.3)
1= 1 »=1
n  E i= l n i  e x P { ~ B * P w * P m  (X i )} { E t Y ? *  ln  Y i
ex.*£1 m { X i ) E t y B *i }
E i= l n i  e x P { ~ B * P w * P m  ( X i ) }  E t y B *i
and
d E t
dfiw*
n B *  E i= l THPm (X i )  e x P { - £ * A v * P m  W )}  E t y J
i=l E»=l n i  e x P ( —B * P w * P ' m  C^i)} E t Y
Second derivatives can also be written down but are omitted here. The roots of these 
profile entropy score functions are obtained by using the iterative Newton-Raphson process. 
For convergence, we choose appropriate starting values for the Weibull parameters B* and 
(3W*. In simulation experiments, these are obtained by making use of the true relationship 
between scale and stress,-and the true parameter values set by the experimenter. For 
example, suppose we fit G w a  to data from G b p - Choices for stress levels and values in the 
scale-stress relationship (either Log-linear or Arrhenius) are outlined in Section 5.1.2. Thus, 
here we set
olb =  8 , Pb  =  - 0 -02;
this results in first and k th scale parameters from G b p  given by
<f>1P =  exp {8  -  0.02 (50)} =  1096.6332,
<f>k P  =  exp {8 — 0.02 (200)} =  54.5982.
To obtain starting values for B A and /3WA, we set BA =  t, and use the scale parameters
above to derive an initial estimate for {3WA given by
1r) / 1096.6332 \
■ 54.59.82j_ „  3058_
323.16 473.16
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A similar approach can be used for any other forms of mis-specification.
We extend the details on the distribution of Weibull MLEs for non-accelerated data sets, 
to incorporate the extra parameter for the accelerated model. This enables us to state that 
the asymptotic distribution of (£?*, aw*, fiw*)' Normal with mean ^B*, aw*,  fiw*^ > the 
entropy values obtained from maximising (6 .1), and variance covariance matrix based on 
(3.18), with
A =
~ E t
- E t
- E t
d2lw*
dBl
d2lw*
dB* daw*  
d2lw*
dB*dfiw
~ E t 
- E t '
d2i
da
'd2lX£*_
daw*dPw* -E t
d2i
d(3
and
V = Var* ( S ^ )Coot t e .
. c o i x t e , ^ )  c ^ t e t e )  yar‘ t e )
We first list the elements that make up the matrix A  :
k
- E t
d2lw*
d B l
= n B * 2 +  exp (~B *aw *) ^ r ije x p  (Xi)}
Et
i= 1 
rB, ^ \ 2'^  (InFi)^
—2 {aw* +  Pw*Pm (-^i)} Et Y.B* ln Lfj 
+ {aw*  +  Pw*Pm (^ i)} 2 Et Y B* j
(6.4)
- E t
d 2lw*
d(*w*
= B 2 exp (-R*aw*) n* exP { ~ B *Pw*Pm ( ^ ) l  Et
i=1
Y / (6.5)
—E t
d2lw*
_d(3w *
=  B 2 e x p ( - B „ a Wi, ) ^ 2 n i p rn(Xi)2 e x p { - B 1,PWi,pm ( X i ) } E t  Y B* , (6 .6)
i—1
-E t w*
dB*daw*
=  n -  exp (~B*aw *) ^  ni exp {-E*/3w *pm (Xi)}
<=i
B .B t  \Y ? ' lnY i
+ 1 1 — B* {aw *  +  Pw*Pm ( Xi )  } E t 'y B *i ) .
, (6-7)
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- E t
d 2 l
dB*d(3w# i= 1
—1 5   ^'R'iPm ix i) exp ( BifOLw*) ^  ^7iipm (Aj) exp { B*/?^*/^ (Aj)}
(6 .8 )
i= l
B*Ff y b * inyJ
+  | l  — B* {aw* +  /?v7*Pm PQ)} Bt y-JB*i } .
and, finally,
d 2 l w *- E t
_daw*dfiw*.
=  B l  exp (-B+CZW*) 5 3  UiPm (X i) exP { ~ B *Pw*Pm W )}  Et Y /
»=l
(6.9)
Now, we list the elements that make up the matrix V  :
k
V a n | ^ )  =  ^ ^ { ^ [ ( l n y y j - ^ p n Y i ] ) 2}
* '  i= l
k
+ exp ( - 2B*aw *) 5 3  n* exP { ~ 2B *^w*Pm W )}  
»=i
+
Et [y? b * (lnTi)2] -  { Et [y b * lnYi] } '
{ a w ,  + P w . P m { X i ) ?  [ E t  [n2B>] - ( E l  [vf*])
+2 {aw* + fiy/*Pm C^i)}
Et y P *  lnFi
- E t
Et Y B*
Y 2B* In Y
- 2  exp (-B*aw*) 5 3  Ui exP { ~ B *Pw*Pm P^)}
i= 1
YB* (In Y )2] -  £ , [y b‘ ln Yi] £ , [ln Y;]
— {aw* + Pw*Pm C^i)}
Et
- E t
Y b * ln Yi
Y B . Et [In 5^ ]
(6.10)
k
V a r t i p ^ f )  =  ■B.2 exP ( - 2B*a » ' * ) E ^ eXP { - M . P w . P m & i ' n  (6 .11)
x i E Y 2B. -  (E t [y® -])2} ,
/  dlw*V a n  — —
\d(3w *
=  B l  exp ( - 2 B*aw *) 5 3  n^ m  (x i f  exP { ~ 2B*Pw*Pm P y  }
i= 1
x  ^ R y 2B* -  I Ei Y/
) ’ }■
(6.12)
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f  dlw* dlw* \
C 0V t \ d B 1 , d a ^ ' J  = i—1
x { £ ,  [yf* toy] -  Et [y b*] Et  [toy]}
k
—B* exp (— 2B*aw*) E rii exp {— 2B*(3w *Pm (Xi)}
i= 1
Et Y?b* ln Yi I -  E± \Y, Et Yi InK-
x -  {aw*  +  (5w^Pm C^t)}
* < E t Y 2 B* -  I E i f -] )
, (6.13)
(  dlw* dlw* \
C oV t{  a sT ’ ^ j
and
B* exp ( - B * a w * ) ^ 2 n i p m (X {) exp { -B*f3Wittpm (X*)}
i= 1
X [ E t  [ y f * In y ]  -  Et  [ if* ]  Et  [In y ] }
k
- B *  exp ( - 2 B^olw*) ^ 2  riiPm (X i ) exp { - 2 B * P w *Pm W )}
*=l
' Et [ y 2 B *  i n y ]  -  Et [yf*' s j y f - i n y l
X < — {aw*  + 0w*Pm (Xi )} (6.14)
x | *
■y2B*
i -  ( Et
y b . - ) ]
/  dlw* dlw*
U 0 V t  \ d a w * ' d 0 w *
=  B l  exp ( - 2B*aw *) ^ 2  niprn (X i) exP { ~ 2B *Pw*Pm W ) }
Z=1
Y - ( ^ [ y f * ] ) (6.15)
We can also write the approximation to the variance of B w ,io in terms of these matrices. 
Again we adapt the results from the non-accelerated Weibull distribution to state that, 
asymptotically, Bw, io is Normally distributed with mean
Bw,io (jd*, a w * i f iw *S)  — exP \^ w * Pw*P 71( X , ) }  ( - I n 0 . 9 ) ® : ,
and variance
( cB* CaWm cpwt ) A XVA 1
( C&* \
'aw* (6.16)
V Cfiw* /
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where  ^ eg. caWm C(3WJr j is given by (5.12). Thus, to derive entropy values, the variance 
covariance structure of the mis-specified MLEs, and the asymptotic variance of Bw;io> we 
require E t [Y-m], Et [YE ln Yj] and Et YE  ( ln l )^2 . Using these results, we consider the 
above three scenarios of mis-specification; to do so, we first derive explicit results for the 
entropy function of our four distribution functions.
6.2 Entropy for Weibull to Weibull
We assume data has an underlying Weibull distribution, and mis-specify the scale-stress 
relationship. We extend notation established to distinguish between the p (Xi) in true and 
mis-specified models to distinguish between the parameters from the Weibull distributions.
Thus, we denote parameters from the mis-specified model as Bm, (3Wm and aw-m', for the 
true, these become Bt, j3w t  and awt-  So, for example, if we were fitting G w a  to data from 
G w p , then we would set m  =  A  and t  =  P. On examining our results for the general case 
above, we require Ewt [YE], Ewt  [YE In Y] and Ewt Y E  (ln Yj)2 ; these are given by (5.9),
(5.10) and (5.11) respectively, with * replaced by t. We use (6.1) to write
E Wt =  E wt [Iwm] = n l n B m +  (Bm -  1) j n a Wt +  n B (1) +  (3wt  ^ niPt (x i) j
k
'R'BmCXWm E  71 P w  Y ^ n iP m  ( X i )  -  
7=1
exp ( B m&Wm) GXp (BmCXwt) r   ^ ^  ("^ m’ Pwm) •>
where
k
R  (Bm, Pwm) =  E rii exp { - B m/3Wmpm (X J) exp { B mPwtPt (X*)} . (6.17)
i = 1
We' also require derivatives of this function; these are given by 
k
R l ,0 (Bm, Pwm) =  ^2/ Ui eXP {~BmPwmPm (-^i)} exP {BmPwtPt  C^t)} [PwtPt (X i) ~  PwmPm >
7 = 1
k
Ro,l (B m , Pw m ) =  TliBmPm iX i) exP { - B mPW mPm W ) }  exP {B m P w tP t W ) }  7
7=1
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# 2,0 (#m, (3Wm) =  ^ 2  ni exP {-BmPwmPm  (X i )} exP {BmPwtPt  W ) }
i= 1
X [PwtPt  iX i) ~ P w m P m (-^ i)]2 >
k
# 0,2 (#m ) P w m ) E n ;#m Pm  ( ^ ) 2 exp { - B rnp WmpTn (X i)} exp { # m/?wtpt (X»)} ,
7 = 1
and
k
# 1,1 (#m ) ^ m )  = -  X ] (*») exp { - # m/3Wmpm (X i)} exp { B m(3w tpt (X i)}
7 = 1
X [1 +  B m {(3Wtpt (X i) -  PwmPm  P W }] •
We use (6.2) to write
- l  f  6X^  ^ mOLWt) ^ + 1) #  (#m> Pwm)
aw™, =  Bm ln < n
and now use (6.3), with appropriate substitutions to write the profile entropy as
E w t =  n lnB m + (# m -  1) |n # t-1^ (1) +  P w t  ^  (X i) j
- n  ln T +  1  ^ -  n ln #  (# m, /3Wm) 
k
BmPwm ^   ^'R'iPm iX i) ^ ^ ®Wt 1} )
7=1
with first derivatives given by
_  -n # o ,i ( #  771) PwTTi} r t  \  A /  y  \
^  =  n B ^ + n B r ^ W  +  ^ t E ^ f t ^ - n S r ^ ^  +  l )
k
n # l , 0  ( # 7 7 7 )  Pwm) a
p  / p  /O ' \ PlVTJX /  , n 7Pm (X i) .
7 = 1
6.2 .1  T he variance structure o f  th e m is-specified  M LEs
We derive the variance covariance structure of the mis-specified Weibull MLEs, when this 
model is fitted to data arising from Weibull distributions with a different scale-stress rela-
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tionship. We first consider the elements that make up the matrix A, and use (6.4) to write 
- E wt  as
n£ m2 + exp ( - B ma Wm) exp (B ma Wt) T + 1^
&Wm + B t 1^  +  1^| + B t 2^  ( ^ -  d- 1 ^  R ( B m,(3Wm)
+2 f^Oiwt — OiWm +  B t ^  (Bm, fiwm) +  ^ 2,0 (Em, Pwm)
Next, using (6.5), we consider
d^lwm t-,2   /  t-> \ ______ / r-> _ \ n  ^ ' E m ^  ^-E w t
d a Wml
— Em exp ( EmOtWrn) exp (Bwm^Wt) F R(Em , Pwm) •
Now, we examine 
9 Iwm
- E w t
.  d0 Wm j
=  exp (-BmOiWm) exp (Bmaw t )  r  (  ^  +  1  )  # 0,2 (Bmifiwm)  J
obtained from (6 .6). Next, we derive —E w t d l^wmO^t \\r y ; from (6.7), this is equal to
n -  exp (-Bmotwm)  exp (Bmaw t) T d- 1^
E m  R i , o  ( E  771) P w  77l)
+ 1^ +  Bm |OLwt — OiWm +  Bt ^  + 1^  R  (B m> Pwm)
Now, on using (6 .8), we consider 
d2l n k
-E w t iWrn
dBmdftwr
= ^  niPm (•X i) +  exP (-EmOtWm) exp (BmOtwt) F ( T p  +  1 )
i= 1 \  * /
d" ^  d~ ^ -^0,1 (Em i Pw m ) 
+Rl,l (E mi Pw  m )
and finally, using (6.9), we have 
d2lwm
- E w t
dawm dpwr
— Em exp ( Bm^Wrn) exp (Bm&Wt) F ( g  d- 1 J Rq,1 (Emi Pwm )
B r
We now list the elements which make up the matrix V,  and to simplify our results write
k
A j  =  exp (jBmOLWt) ^ 2  Ui exp { - jB m P w m P m  P Q } exp { j  BmPwtPt (X i)}  >
i= 1
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Vj — a wt  +  PwtPt (Xi) H ^ ------- >
and
Vj d" {PwmPm ‘^ VjPwrnPrn {Xi )  "b ^ W m  W m  \j] j fiwm Pm  ( -^ i)}  >
for j  =  1, 2 . Using this notation, and (6 .10), we see that Varwt  becomes
nB ^2^' (1) +  A2 exp ( - 2 B ma w m)
' +  +  8!^  +  1 ) \ s 2 +  b ^ Bt
- 2Ai exp { - B maw m )  T +  l j^
1 ( 1% +  l )  ~  ^  ( ! ) }  {*71 ~  PwmPm (Xi )  -  % m }
+ # r 2*' ( f r  + 1)
We now have
V a r w t { d a w L)  =  ^2Bm exV(~'1Bmaw™) | r  (  B t ' ~) ~ \ B t
on using (6.11). Next, we use (6.12) to write
VarWt{ j ^ )  =  A2 exP ( - 2B™“^™HB">An(*i)}:
x
We now consider covariances, and use (6.13) to obtain
CovWt =  XiBm e x p ( - B ma Wm) r ( ^
\  dBm d a w m j  \  Bt
A2-B771 exp ( 2,BmOiWm)
r  (~b L^ +  { 7?2 ~  PwmPm (Xi) ~  OtWm} ~
T (~B? +  1) ~  PwmPm (Xi) ~  OLWm]
B r
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Next, we use (6.14) to derive 
d l w m  d l w m
Covwt dBm d(3y/r — Ai exp ( Bm&Wm) { B mPm ^ ^
+ l )  - t f ( l )
B jt
~Bt
+ 1
Br
X2 exp ( 2Bmcxwm) {Bmpm (Aj)} 
p  /'2g rL _|_ -A _  j3Wmpm (JSQ) _ awm)
-r  ( ^  + 1) {rn - (3Wmpm (Xi) -  aWm}
Finally, we use (6.15) to write
Covwt ( fi W-m~, 1 =  ^2Bm e x p ( - 2B mawm) {BmPm(Xi)}
\U(XWm dPw-rnJ
,<{r (?t 1+1) - r ( t +1
This list provides us with all the elements required to obtain the variance covariance matrix 
of the MLEs from the Weibull distribution, after this has been fitted to data also with an 
underlying Weibull distribution, but different scale-stress relationship. It also enables us to 
compute the distribution of B w , 10 from the mis-specified model; (6.16) gives this asymptotic 
variance.
6.3 Entropy for Weibull to Burr
We generalise results for the Arrhenius and Log-linear relationships, and derive the entropy 
function for the Weibull distribution, when this model is fitted to data with an underlying 
Burr distribution. Using previous results, we have
E b YmB* exp ('mB*OLB) exp {mB*(3BPt PQ)} Pn 
T ( a )
(6.18)
E b Y™3 * InK- exp (mB^as)  exp {mB*fiBPt C^t)} T(a)
{ a s  +  fisPt P Q  } Pm H —m (6.19)
and
E b YJnB'  (In Y i)‘
exp (mB*aB) exp { m B ^ Bpt (XJ} 
T ( a )
{as + PBPt (Xi)}2 Pm+
2{aB + 0 Bpt{ X i ) } P ^  PZ  
m "t" m2
(6.20)
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where Pj, Pj  and P" are given by (3.27), (3.28) and (3.29), with (3 replaced by B* and a
replaced by a. Using (6.1), we write the entropy function as
k
E b = E  [lw<■] =  n In B ,  + n (B,  -  1) l a B + $  (1) ~  *  (o) |  +  0 B (B,  -  1) ^  m pt (Xi)
 ^ T J i=1
k
TiB*Oiw* R*/5jy* ^ ' 'R'iPm (X i)
i=l
exp ( - B * a w *) exp (R*aB) Pi
f t  \  HW*) 1
T ( a )
where now
R{B*,(3WJ  =  ^ riiexp{ —B*(3w *pm (Xi)}exp {B*{3Bpt (Xi)} .
i= 1
Note that, with our usual convention for partial derivatives, 
dR{B*,(3Wif)
Ri ,o{B *>Pw*) ~ d B *
k
=  Y ni exp { - B * P w *pm (Xi)} exp {B*(3Bpt (Xi)} \(3Bpt {Xi) -  Pw *pm (X i )],
i= 1
d (-n p \ _  dR(B*>Pw*)  fto,i —
dflw*
k
=  ~ Y  B *rLiPm (X i) exP {~£*/V*Pm (X i)}  exP { B *Pb Pi PW} >
i= 1
and, for later use,
9Ri,o (B *iPw*)
B 2,0 {B *t P\V*) — dB*
k
=  ^  Ui eXP { ~ B *Pw*Pm W ) } ^P  { B *PBPt (* i) } iPBPt iX i) ~  Pw*Pm (^ i)]2 ,
t=l
D  ( T D  a \    ^ R ^ , l { B * , P W *)
ftQ,2 [ft*,Pw*) — ~
dPw*
k
=  Y  B l niPm {X i f  exP {~ B *Pw*Pm (X i)}  exP { B *PsPt P Q  } >
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and
p  (f> a \ dRi$(B*->PWif)Pi,i =   —-------
opw*
k
=  UiP™ (X i  ^eXP ( ~ B *Pw*Pm (X i )) exP (B *Pb Pi (X i))
t=1
x [1 +  B* {PBpt (Xj) -  Pw *pm (X»)}].
We use (6.2) and (6.18) to write
! f exp (P* a#) Pi Pi
a w '  =  B * l n \ -----------------
and (6.3) to derive the profile entropy function; this is given by
E% =  n lnB . + n ( B . - l ) ( a B +  5 ^ h ^ M )  +  |gB (B<i_ 1) ^ nij(,l (x i)
 ^ T J i=1
—nB*aB — n In Pi — n ln P  (B*, Pw*)
k
+n In {nr (a)} -  ^  nipm (Xi) -  n,
i= 1
and has first derivatives
^ B — n B ~ l +  nr-1  /  ^  (1) — ^ (a) — ^ ( —  +  l )  +  ( a — —
<9B* * \  \ t  J V T
+  X ^ni {pBPt (X i) “  Pw*Pm p1^  Pw^)^  ’
and
d E B - n R 0 i ( B * ,P w *) ^  .
6 .3 .1  Sim plifications w hen pm (Xi) =  Pt (Vi)
If we set pm (Xi) =  pt (Xi), then, with equal scale-stress relationships, the entropy values 
will have the following properties:
Property 1
The first property is
Pw* — Pb■
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9 E ~^We prove this by examining the form of d/3^  for pm (Xi) =  pt (Xi)] this is given by
dEB _  n B » Ylj=i niPt (-^ *) exP { - B * p t (XJ (Pw* ~  P b ) }  n f y \
dPw * £*=1 Ui eXp { - B * p t (Xi) (13W* -  PB)} * “  %Pt
which, if PWif =  P B , reduces to zero. Hence, (3B is a root of this function. To show that this 
is the only root, we consider the gradient of this function for p w * > (3B and f3w * < Pb- H 
the gradient is always increasing or always decreasing, then this will prove that the root is 
unique, since the function will never cross the horizontal axis again for values greater than
q2 b +
or less that fiB. The gradient of this profile score function is given by A g which now, with 
^  °Pw*
Pw* — Pb -> simplifies to
|  n Y l niPt ~ (Xi) ^
a term which is now independent of Pw*- Hence, this gradient will always have the same 
sign, thus proving that PB is the only root of the profile entropy score function. In fact, 
the gradient is negative, since the term in brackets summarises the spread of pt (X i ), which 
is positive. The function also appears in the denominator for the variance of aw*  and 
Pw* above, which, as Table 5.5 shows, is positive. This property will simplify matters 
considerably, since functions like (6.17) then reduce to n. We also have one less entropy 
value to estimate, so simplifying the search for entropy values to one dimension. The algebra 
for obtaining the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified Weibull MLEs will also be 
greatly simplified.
Property 2
The profile entropy function is directly proportional to the sample size, and its maximising 
value is independent of k , Xi  and We prove this second property by using the first, so 
that Pw + =  PB. Using this, the profile entropy function becomes
n In B, + {B, - 1) { aB + ) _ B,aB - ln(r ( ^  + 1 -r)}l + c ,
where
k
C  =  n I n r (a) -  n -  PB ^ 2 r i ip t (Xi)
i= l
If we ignore this term, since this is independent of R*, and hence does not contribute to B*, 
then we see that the maximising value of this function is independent of the sample size,
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how this sample is arranged within stress levels, and the values and number of stress levels 
used.
Property 3
The entropy value for the Weibull shape parameter B * is identical to the entropy value 
for the shape parameter of the Weibull distribution when no acceleration takes place and 
the same shape parameters from the Burr distribution are used (remember that B* is not 
affected by the value of 0^). This final point does not really require a proof, since we use 
our work from the non-accelerated case. Here, we saw that the entropy value of the shape 
parameter from the Weibull distribution was independent of the scale parameter from the 
Burr. Thus, no matter what value of 0 was chosen, the value of B* (denoted by in 
the non-accelerated case) always remained the same. Since the process of acceleration is 
equivalent to fitting a distribution with varying scale parameter at each stress level, then 
the entropy value for B* will be the same as the non-accelerated parameter, simply because 
it is not affected by the value of the Burr scale parameter chosen and set at each stress level.
6.3 .2  T h e variance structure o f  th e  m is-specified  M LEs
We list the elements that make up the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs. 
We first consider expected values of second derivatives, and use (6.4) to write
—E b
d 2lw*
d B i  j
2 exp (—B*aw*)  exp {B*olb)
=  " B * +  f w ---------------
# 2,0 {B*, (3w*) P \ +
2 {(q;b -  aw*) Pi  +  P{}  #i,o (B*,/3W*)
+  j(a.B -  a w *)2 # i +  2 (cub -  aw*) P{ +  #['} R  (B*,(3W*)
We now make use of (6.5) to write
—E b
d 2lw*
®a W*  J
Using (6 .6), we see that
d 2lw*
—E b
df iw * . 
Next, with (6.7), we have 
d 2lw*
B 2 exp ( - B * a w *) exp (R»qb) # i#  (#*, 
T ( a )
exp (—B*aw *) exp {B*aB) # i#o ,2 {B*,fiw *) 
T ( a )
—E b
d B * d a w *
=  n — exp (—B*aw*)  exp (B * a s )
T ( a )
x  f  # i # * # i , o  ( B * } (3W * )  +
I [#l +  {{a B — aw*) Pi  +  #i}] R  {B*,fiw*)
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Now we use (6 .8) to write 
d 2lw *
—E b = ^ n i p m(Xi) +
i=1
exp (—B * o iw * ) exp (B *o lb )
f w
{ { a s  -  a w *) P\  +  P[]  #o,i 
+ # i# i,i  (B*,fiw*)
Finally, using (6.9), we consider
—E b
d 2lw *
daw*dfiw *_
- B * exp ( ~B *aw *) exp (B^as)  #i#o,i (B^,(3W )^ 
r  (a)
We introduce further notation to write the elements which make up the matrix V, and write
p^~j
=
3 r(a) 2 - 3 '
and
9j =  a s  +  
Thus, using (6.10), we have
* +0  -  * (“ -
Tr ( d l w * \  f  (1) -  (cl) 1 exp (—2B*aw*)  exp (2B*as)
V a r B ( - m ; )  =  n \ — * — }  + ----------------r w ---------------
T2 {92 — a w *}2 — Ti {91 ~  a w * }2
| r  ^ f V ( ^ +1)+ y (a_ 2^ ) |  | R ( 2B*,PWt)
+2 {T2 (92 -  aw*)  -  Ti (pi — aw*)}  # 1,0 (2B*,j3Wif)
+ {r2 - r 1}R 2)0 (2 B .,/3W*)
2 exp ( -B * a w * )  exp (B *o l b ) T +  l) T (a -
T(a)
?o) +  ■
+ (91 ~~ 9o) # 1,0 (B*,fiw*)
(pi -  q ^ )  (pi -  g   *  ^ T +1f f i  ^  T  ^ } R  (B*,PW+)
Now, using (6.11), we see that
(  d l w * \  B 2 exp (—2B*aw*) exp (2B*qzb) (r2 — T i ) R  (2B*,(3W+)
VarB f c j  = ----------------------------  r w ----------------------------- '
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Next we consider V a r B ( )  > which, using (6.12) equates to
exp (—2B*aw*)  exp (2B*ob) (T2 -  T i)R 0,2 (2
4T(a)
We now start to examine the covariances; from (6.13)
dlw * d l w * \  B* exp (—B*aw*)  exp (B*ocb) T (^r  +  l) T (a — ^r)
C o v b
dB* ’ dotw*
x  { p i ~  Po} -R ~
r(a)
B* exp (-2B*cqy*) exp (2B*ae)
r ( a )
x
{r2 (p2 _  <*w*) — Ti (pi - a w * ) }  f iw „)
+ {r2 — r i} R ifo (2B*,fiw *)
Next, we consider (6.14)
dlw* dlw * \  _  -  exp ( -B #aw *)  exp (B*aB) T ( ^  +  l) V (a -  ^ )
CovB
dB* d p w * r(a)
+  x  {Pi ~  Po} R o .1 (B * , (3W *) —
exp ( - 2 B*ctw*) exp (2B*ajs) 
2r (a)
{r2 — Pi} Ri,i (2 b*,/?w+) +
{ r 2 (p2 -  otw*) -  Pi (pi — aw*) -  r~2^ 71} Ro,i (2B*,(3W*)
and finally, from (6.15), we derive
/  dlw* d l w * \  _  —B*exp(—2B*aw*)exp(2B*OB){r2 — ri}R o,i ^ B *,/^ *) 
OOVB\ d a w * d(3w * ) ~ '  2T(a)
We now have all the elements required to compute the variance covariance matrix of the 
MLEs from the mis-specified Weibull distribution, when this is fitted to data with an un­
derlying Burr model and either Arrhenius or Log-linear relationships are used in both cases. 
These elements are used in the derivation of the mean and variance of Bw, io- The form 
of this has been considered in previous scenarios, and so we just note that, asymptotically, 
Bw,io will Normally distributed with mean Bw,io ( j3*,aw*, Pw*') ancl variance given by 
(6.16).
6.4 Entropy for Weibull to Gamma
We derive results to obtain theoretical counterparts to the Weibull MLEs when this distri­
bution is fitted to data with an underlying Gamma model; as in previous cases, we do this 
simultaneously for both Arrhenius and Log-linear scale stress relationships. We first derive 
expectations required to compute the entropy function and its derivatives, and use (5.21)
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to obtain an expression for E q  [Y™1]. The remaining expectations are given by
E g P T l n y j  =  +  {aQ +  0Gflt {Xi)  +  *  (ro +  T)} ,r (r)
(6 .21)
and
E q
exp (m a c )  exp { m p GPt (A*)} T ( m  +  r)  
r (r)
{ac  +  PoPt {Xi) +  ^  (m +  r )} 2 +  (m +  t )  . (6.22)
Thus, with appropriate substitutions for m, and (6.1), we have
k
Eq  — E  [lw*] =  n In R* +  n (B* -  1) { a G +  ^ (r)} +  PG (B* -  1) ^  nipt (Xi) - nB*aw*
i=l
i  , exp ( -£ * 0^ )  exp (B*aG) T (B* +  r) R  (B*,PW*)
B * P w *  /  v ^ i P m  ( X i )  r  ( t )  5
i=l
where
R  (B*,PW*) =  rii exp {-£*/V*Pm (X*)} exp {B±PGpt (X{)} .
i=1
A slightly more compact notation is possible here; we have
& > R {B „ 0 w .)
d B i
=  Y 2 ni eXP { ~ B *Pw*Pm (^i)} exP {B*@GPt (X i)}
i—1
X {@GPt (X i) ~  P w * P m (^ i)}'7 i
d-iR (B*,PW+)
dp iw *
k
(-1  y  £  niB{pm (XiY  exp { - B * p w *Pm (X*)} exp {B*PGPt (Xi)}  ,
i=1
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and, for later use,
d R i,o  (R*, Pw*)
R\, i  (£*5 Pw *) —
dfiw*
k
= n iPm (X i) exP { - B * 0 W * P m  (*»)} exP { B *PGPt (*t)}
i= l
x  [1 +  B* {(3Gpt (Xi)  -  (3w *pm (A"i)}].
We use (6.2) to write the parameter aw*  as
exp (B*aG) r  (R* + r) R  (R*, p w J
b : 1 In | nr (r)
and (6.3) to derive the profile entropy; this is given by
k
=  n In B* +  n (R* -  1) #  (r) -  n a G +  0 G (R* -  1) ^  riipt (Xi)
2 = 1
k
—n In T (R* + r) + nIn nr (r) -  n lnR fR *,/?^) -  B*f3w * ^  nipm (X i),
2 = 1
which has profile score functions
= nR r1 +  n#  (r) + (3G n*pt (A*) -  n #  (B* +  r) -
i= l
knRifi(B*,(3w+)  t v  \
s i F i r r  -  0w, 2__, nipm (Xi) ,R (B * , ( 3w*) i=1
and
As for the Burr distribution, we note that considerable simplifications take place if the same 
scale-stress relationship is used in the true and mis-specified distributions. These include 
the fact that the theoretical counterpart to (3W+ is (3G, while the entropy values are not 
affected by the overall sample size, how this sample is arranged among the stress levels, the 
number of stress levels we take and how we chose the stress values. The proofs for such 
results are analogous to those for the Burr distribution, and hence are omitted. We further 
note that the value of £* is not influenced by the scale parameters chosen from the Gamma 
distribution, and that entropy values for this parameter are the same as the non-accelerated 
counterparts provided the same shape parameters from the Gamma distribution are taken.
We continue by deriving the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified Weibull 
MLEs. Again, considerable simplifications take place if the same scale-stress relationships
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are taken for the true and mis-specified distributions.
6 .4 .1  T h e variance stru ctu re  o f th e  m is-specified M LEs
Below we list the expectations and variances that make up the variance covariance matrix 
of the mis-specified Weibull distribution. We first consider the elements which make up the 
matrix A; these are given by
d 2lw*
d B l
2 e x p ( - B * a Wtl)exp(B*aG) r ( B *  +  T )  
nB* + -------------------- r (r j----------------------  •
{&G ~~ &w* +  ^ (R* + t)}2 +  (B* +  r) R  (R*, Pw*)
+2 { a G — aw* +  ^ (R* + r)} R \ t$ (B*,@w*)
+122,0 (R*> Av*)
— E q
d 2lw* B 2 exp (~ B * a w *) exp (B*aG) T (R* +  t ) R  (B*,Pw *)
r (r)
— E q
d 2lw* exp ( - B * a w *) exp (B*aG) T (R, +  r) R qj2 (B*,Pw *)
r  (r)
— E q
d 2lw*
dB*daw*
=  n
exp ( -B *aw *)  exp (R*q:g) T (R* +  r)
T(r)
R*Ri,o (B*,PW*) +
1 + R* { a G — ot-w* +  ^ (R* -t- t)}  R  (B*, 0 w *)
— E g
d 2lw*
dBjfdfiw* _
k
E , „  , exp ( - B . a w t ) exp ( B , a o )  r ( B ,  +  r) "ipm (Xi) + -------------------- jTjrej---------------------
i=1
x [{<*(? — Qw* + ^ ( B *  + t)} Rq.i ( B * , @ w * )  + -^ 1,1 { B * - > P w * ) \  >
and
— E g
d 2lw*
d a w * d f i w * .
-R* exp { - B * a w *) exp (R*ag) T (R* +  r) Ro,i (B*,PW*)
r (T)
We next consider the variance covariance structure of the scores; with
r ( j 5 ,  + r)3- J'
r 3= T(r) 2 - 3
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and
h j  =  a o  +  ^  (j B * +  t )  ,
w e c a n  lis t th e  e lem en ts  w h ich  m ak e  u p  th e  m a tr ix  V  b e lo w  : th e  th re e  v a rian ces  a re
V  a r c dlw*~ d K = n\I/ (r) +
exp  ( - 2 R * aw * ) exp  (2R * a G)
TW
{ r 2 (h2 -  aw*)2 ~ Ti (hi -  aw*)2 + r 2^ / (2R* + r ) |  R(2B*,j3w *) 
+ 2  {r2 (h2 -  aw*)  — Ti (hi — % *)} Ri.o (2R*,/^*)
+  ( r 2 -  Ti) R2)o (2B * , ( 3 W * )
2 exp ( -B * a w * )  exp (R*aG) T (R* +  r)
HW
|  (hi — ho) (hi — aw*) +  ^ (R* +  t ) |  R  (R*,
+  (hi — ho) Ri,o (B*,(3w *)
Vara
f  d l w *  \  _  R* exp  ( - 2 B * a w * )  exp (2R*ag) { r 2 -  T i}  R  (2 B * , ( 3 W * )
and
V  a r c
\ d a w * J  r(r)
(  d l w * \  _  exp  (—2 R * aw * ) exp  (2 R * a G) { r 2 — r i } R o )2 ( 2 B * ,  j 3 w * )
4T(r)\ d f i w *
w hile  th e  th re e  covariances a re
' d l w *  d l w * \  R*exp(-R*aw*)exp(R*aG)r (R * + r ) { h i  -  h o } R (R * ,/? w * )C o v q d B * ’ ctaw* r w
R* exp  (-2 R * aw * -) exp  (2 R * a G)
TW
{ r 2 (h 2 — aw * ) — T i (h i  — a w * )} R (2 R * ,/? w * )  
+  ( r 2 -  ri)Rij0 (2 B * , ( 3 W * )
(  d l w *  d l w *  \
a m o [ m ’a ^ : )
exp  ( - 2 R * aw * ) exp  (2R * a G)
2TM
{ r 2 (h2 -  aw*) — Ti (hi — a w * )  -  Ro,i (2B * , ( 3 W * )
+  (^2 — T i)  R i (i ( 2 B ± , ( 3 w * )  
ex p  (—R * aw * ) exp  (R * a G) T  (R* 4- r )  {hi -  h0} R o,i ( B * , / 3 W * )
r w
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and
dlw* dlw* \  _  — B* exp (—2B*aw*) exp (2B*ac)  {r2 — Ti} (2B*,{3W*)
daw* d p w * J (t)
Using all these elements, we are now able to construct an asymptotic theoretical correlation 
matrix for the MLEs from a mis-specified accelerated Weibull distribution, when this has
compute the theoretical mean and variance of Bw,io-
6.5 Entropy for Weibull to Lognormal
We derive entropy values for the Weibull distribution when this model has been fitted to 
data with an underlying Lognormal distribution. The expectations required to do this are 
given by (5.22), (5.23) and (5.24). Using (6.1), we write the entropy function as
been fitted to data with an underlying accelerated Gamma model. We can also use this to
k
E l n  =  nln£* +  n a LN (B* -  1) + P LN  (£* -  1) riipt (Xi)
k
where
k
R ( B * ,P W*) =  Y ^ ni exv { ~ B *Pw*Pm (Xi )}exp{B*{3LNPt (-*»)}•
i—1
For future reference, we also note that
k
=  ^ 2  Hi exp {-B*(3w *Pm (-X*)} exP {B*0LNPt p y  }
i=1
x  { & L N P t  (Xi) ~  P w * P m  C ^ i ) }  >
Ro,i (B*, Pw*)
d R  (B*, (3 w*)
dfiw*
k
B* J 2  niPm (Xi) exP {-B*Pw*Pm (Xi)} exp {B*pLNpt (Xi)} ,
i= 1
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-^ 2,0 v *) Pw*) QB^
k
=  exP { ~ B *Pw*Pm W  } exp {B*(3LNpt (Xi)}
i=1
-^ 0,2 (B* } Pw*) £}/p2
X {fevPt (- t^) “  Pw*Pm (Xi ) } 2 , 
d2R (£* ,/V *)
®Pw*
k
=  B * niPm (Xi)2 exp {-B+PWtPm (Xi)} exp {B*0LNpt (Xi)}
i=1
and
&Ri,o ( B * , f i w * )
dfiw*
k
= -  n iPm (Xi) exp { -B * (3 w *pm (X J }  exp {B*(3LNpt (X i)}
»=i
X [1 +  £* { @ L N P t  (-X’i) - P w * P m C^ *)}] •
We use (6.2) to write
( exp (B*aLN +  R  (B*,PW*) 
a w * =  B ~ l In J -------------------L----------------
and insert this into the entropy function to obtain the profile entropy given by
ncr2R?
e l n  ~  n In £* -  n a LN + PLN (B* -  1) riipt (Xi) -
i=l 2
—n \ n R ( B ^ , P w )^ — B*f3w * ' ^ J niPm (Xi)
i=i
This has first derivatives
3 b ln  _  „ d - i  | p -n ( v \  -nrP-B n B if i (B*,Pw*)dB .  -  nB* + P L N } _ , n ipt {X i) n o  B .
k
- P w * Y ,  n iPm (Xi)  j
i=1
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and
d-^LN _  nRptl (B*, P w * )  
d f i w *  P w * )
k
i= 1
Using these functions, we axe now able to derive theoretical counterparts to the MLEs of 
the Weibull distribution, when this has been fitted to data with an underlying Lognormal 
distribution, using either Arrhenius or Log-linear scale-stress relationships. As in previous 
cases, considerable simplifications take place when deriving entropy values for the Weibull
then Pw* = Pl n - Using this, we see that the profile entropy score function with respect to 
B* becomes
a result analogous to that in the non-accelerated scenario. Also, if we have the same scale- 
stress relationship for true and mis-specified models, then entropy values are independent 
of the sample size, number of stress levels and the values that these take, with proofs as 
for the Burr distribution. If different scale-stress relationships are used for the true and 
mis-specified distributions, then entropy values do not undergo such simplifications, and 
we only note that they are independent of the total sample size if the sample is arranged 
equally amongst the stress levels.
Now that we can derive theoretical counterparts to the MLEs from the Weibull dis­
tribution, the next step is to use these to compute the variance covariance matrix of the 
mis-specified Weibull MLEs. We consider this in the next section.
6.5.1 T he variance structure o f th e  m is-specified  M LEs
In order to obtain the distribution of Weibull MLEs when this model has been subjected 
to mis-specification and fitted to data with an underlying Lognormal distribution, we must 
obtain expected values of second derivatives and the variance covariance matrix of score 
functions, where variances and expectations are taken with respect to the Lognormal dis-
distribution if the same scale-stress relationship is used for this mis-specified distribution 
and the true Lognormal. If we set
Pm (x i) ~  Pt (X i)
giving
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tribution. We first list the elements which make up the matrix A :
- E l n
d 2 l w *
d B l
— nB* 2 +  exp (~ B * a w * )  exp ( B * oll n  + 3 s)
jo-2 +  (aLN -  aw*  +  cr2J3*)2 j  R  (B*,(3Wif) 
+ 2  ( o l l n  -  a w *  + & 2 B * )  R i p
+ # 2 , 0  (B*, Pw*)
- E ln
d 2 l w*
d a w*
g . 2 \
=  B'i exp (~ B *aw *) exp ( B*aLN H ^  J R  (B * ,pw J  ,
— E l n
d 2 l w *
dPw*
<j2B 2
= exp (~ B * a w *) exp ( B*aLN H----- —  ^) Rqj2 {B*yp w +) ,
- E l n
d 2 l w *
dB*daw*
/  a 2B 2\
=  n — exp (—B*aw*) exp f B*cxln H ^  )
{ l +  J3* (aLN ~  a w * +  &2B*)}  R(B*, /3W+) 
+ B * R i j0 (B*,PW+)
— E l n
d 2 l w *
dB+dftw*
<j2B 2\
=  ^ 2  niPm (x i ) +  exP ( - B * a w *) exp ( B*aLN +  j
i=1
and, finally, we have 
d 2 l w *
— E l n
x  { ( &LN — & w *  +  cr2R * ) R q }i ( B + i P w ^ )  +  R i ^ i  (B *, P w * ) }  >
<j2B 2\
= -£ *  exp ( - B * a w *) exp ( B*aLN H ^  J Ro,i (B*,PWJ
d a w * d P w *
We now list the elements that make up the matrix V,  writing
E j =  exp ( ja 2B 2) ,
and
hj =  aLN +  jcr2B*.
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Thus, the three variances are
=  n a 2 +  exp (—2B*aw*) exP (2B ^ l n )(fe)
| e 2<j2 +  E 2 (h2 — a w *)2 — Ei  (hi — aw*)2} R  (2B*, /?w*) 
+2 { E 2 (h2 -  aw*)  -  Ei  (hi -  aw*)} Bi.o (2B*, fiw *)
+  {E 2 — E i}  R2to (2B*, Pw*)
/  a 2jg2\
- 2<j2 exp (~B*aw*)  exp ( B ^ l n  H ^  j
{1 + -B* (hi — aw*)} R (B *, Pw*)
+ B * R i to (B*,fiw*)
VarLN I 'd a w  ) = B * 8xp ( ~ 2B *a w*) exp (2B*aLN) { E 2 -  E { \  R  (2B*,/3W*)»
(  dlw* \  exp (—2B*aw*) exp (2B*aj[jv) { E 2 — E i }  Rq^ (2B*, Pw*)
and
VaTLN
while the three covariances are 
d lw * d l w *
C o v l n d B * ’ daw*
=  B 2<j 2 exp (—B*aw*) exp ( B*auv +
a2B2
. ) R  (B*,PW*)
—B* exp (-2B*aw*) exp (2B ^ l n )
{ E 2 (h-2 -  aw*) -  Bi (hi -  aw*)} B (2B*, /?w*) 
+  {E2 — Ei} Ri ,0 (2-B*, /^w*)
x
C o v l n
and
C o v l n
~EbL' dp^*~)  =  ~ B * ° 2 exp ( ~ B *a w*) exp ^B*aLN + Bo.i (B*, /?w*)
( exp (-2B*aw*) exp (2B*a£;v)+ _
|^ 2  (/12 -  aw*) -  Bi (hi -  aw*) -  } Bo,i (2B*,/?w*)
+  (B 2 — Bi) Ri,i (2B*,/?w*)
dlw* dlw*  ^ _  -B*exp(-2B*aw*)exp(2B*aLjv) (B2 — B i}!^ ,! (2B*,)0w*) 
daw* dPw*
These expectations, variances and covariances provide us with all the elements required to 
compute the variance covariance matrix of the Weibull MLEs when this distribution has
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been fitted to a set of data with an underlying Lognormal distribution. We check our results 
in the next chapter.
6.6 Summary
This chapter outlined the theory required to compute entropy values from the Weibull 
distribution, and the variance covariance structure of the mis-specified MLEs. The added 
relationship linking scale to stress further complicated mis-specification, and we had to allow 
for mis-specifying this relationship also. We derived the theory necessary to obtain entropy 
values when we mis-specified just the scale-stress relationship (either Log-linear or Arrhe­
nius), when we mis-specified the Weibull distribution and fitted this to data from another 
model (either the Burr, Gamma or Lognormal), and finally, when we mis-specified both the 
distribution function and scale-stress relationship. The theory we developed allowed us to 
consider the three scenarios simultaneously. In the next chapter, we take a more practical 
approach to mis-specification in accelerated life testing, and use the theory outlined in this 
chapter to assess the effects of using the Weibull distribution to model a data set with some 
other underlying distribution.
Chapter 7
M is-specification In Accelerated  
Life Testing : Further Practical 
Considerations
In the last chapter, we outlined the theory required to compute entropy values and standard 
errors of the mis-specified MLEs. We now use this theory to assess some of the effects of 
mis-specification, and to consider how well a mis-specified distribution fits the data. We 
take a similar approach to the non-accelerated case, and first use simulations to examine 
the effects of mis-specification. This also provides us with a check on the theory developed 
above, and enables us to assess how often we prefer the mis-specified distribution over the 
true, using a criterion based on maximised likelihoods. Running simulations also allows 
comparison between estimates of B \ q from true and mis-specified distributions. We then 
assess the agreement between the mis-specified distribution and the true, underlying model, 
and compute maximum absolute distances between the cdfs of true and mis-specified dis­
tributions, across all stress levels, and for varying true parameter values. This approach 
is carried out for the scenarios described above; thus, we begin by first mis-specifying the 
scale-stress relationship.
7.1 G etting th e scale-stress relationship wrong
7.1.1 F ittin g  Gwa to  Gwp 
Simulation studies
We report simulations to assess how well sample MLEs and their standard errors agree with 
theoretical counterparts, when we vary the true parameter values, number of stress levels 
and sample sizes set at each stress. As in cases where we specify the correct underlying 
distribution and scale-stress relationship, we split the results into three main parts corre­
sponding to k =  2, 3 and 4 stress levels. We then set B p  equal to 0.5, 1, 2 and 3, since
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in practice, these values cover most of the cases of interest, but here only report results for 
Bp  =  2; possible variations for k, A*, n and n* are discussed in Section 5.1.2 above. When 
we run simulations for all sets of stress levels, we record the MLEs from both the true and 
mis-specified distributions, and their standard errors, the entropy values corresponding to 
the MLEs from the Weibull Arrhenius model, and the theoretical standard errors from both 
distributions. We also include B w ,io for both cases and the corresponding standard errors 
of these estimates. We compare this quantile with a true value of 355.9593 for B p =  2. The 
results are summarised in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 for k =  2, Tables 7.3 and 7.4 for k =  3, and 
Tables 7.5 and 7.6 for k =  4. Generally, we see excellent agreement between sample and 
theoretical standard errors of MLEs from both true and mis-specified distributions across 
all values oi k. As the sample size increases, this agreement improves. We also observe 
good agreement between MLEs from G w a  and the corresponding entropy values, even for 
relatively small sample sizes. The probability of fitting the mis-specified model for k >  3, is 
as high as 18% for small sample sizes, but decreases to zero as n  increases. If we compare 
these probabilities for equal and non equal allocations, then we generally see a rise if we 
place more observations at the higher stress levels. For example, when k =  3 and we have 
100 observations at each stress level, then we prefer G w a  approximately 3% of the time. 
In contrast, if we allocate 250 observations to A3 and 25 to the remainder, then this figure 
increases to 14%. We also observe an increase if we allocate 200 observations to X \  and 50 
to X 2 and A3. The standard error of B w ,10 for both distribution functions increases as the 
number of observations in the middle and higher stress levels increases. On the whole, there 
is generally good agreement between Bw, 10 from trueuand mis-specified distributions, and 
when we carry out simulations for 2 stress levels, there is no difference at all. This reflects 
the fact that with k =  2 , we effectively have a reparameterisation of the model, so whether 
we express this in terms of o l w p  and P w p  or a W A  and P w a  makes no difference.
We conclude that theoretical results match up with simulations, and that we have derived 
the correct entropy values and standard errors of the mis-specified MLEs, and proceed, in 
the next section, by examining the penalty we pay for fitting the wrong distribution function.
The effects of mis-specification
By maximising the entropy function, we obtain the parameter values for the mis-specified 
distribution that provides the best possible approximation, in the circumstances, to the true 
underlying model. It is appropriate to assess just how well this mis-specified distribution 
does this, and if, for a particular set of true parameter values and stress levels, we may pay 
a large penalty by fitting the incorrect distribution. We can approach this problem in a 
number of ways; firstly, by comparing theoretical hazard functions of true and mis-specified 
distributions, and seeing whether significant distances occur between these. Since we also 
have a relationship linking scale and stress, then we could also compare these functions for 
both distributions, or report the relative error between the scale parameters of true and mis- 
specified models. However, we take a similar approach to that used in our non-accelerated
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n i , n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B A 2.0412 2.0179 ■ 2.0076 2.0031
B a 2 2 2 2
S 0.1644 0.1124 0.0699 0.0491
T 0.1559 0.1103 0.0697 0.0493
OLWA -2.4647 -2.4603 -2.4638 -2.4638
OLWA -2.4632 -2.4632 -2.4632 -2.4632
S 0.2729 0.1837 0.1269 0.0859
T 0.2706 0.1914 0.1210 0.0856
&WA 3057.5631 3056.5117 3058.0804 3058.2086
&WA 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 103.0099 69.0940 45.8022 32.3376
T 101.9376 72.0808 45.5879 32.2355
B w ,io{a ) 363.3199 358.9180 357.2736 356.4884
S 46.2130 31.5229 19.9463 14.0966
T 44.8286 31.6986 20.0479 14.1760
Pr (Fit G w a ) - - ■ - -
B p 2.0142 2.0179 2.0076 2.0032
S 0.1644 0.1124 0.0699 0.0491
T 0.1599 0.1103 0..0697 0.0493
a w p 7.9966 7.9974 7.9992 7.9997
S 0.1002 0.0678 0.0442 0.0312
T 0.0986 0.0697 0.0441 0.0312
Pw p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
Bw,io(P) 363.3199 358.9180 357.2736 356.4884
S 46.2130 31.5229 19.9463 14.0966
T 44.8286 31.6986 20.0479 14.1760
Table 7.1: Fitting G w a  to G w p  for k =  2, B p  = 2 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i , n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B a 2.0200 2.0228 2.0194 2.0195
B a 2 2 2 2
S 0.1149 0.1140 0.1117 0.1136
T 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103
awA -2.4440 -2.4876 -2.4553 -2.4760
® W A -2.4632 -2.4632 -2.4632 -2.4632
S 0.2472 0.3302 0.2007 0.2403
T 0.2465 0.3260 0.1998 0.2400
PwA 3048.9370 3065.9691 3054.3836 3062.1271
PwA 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 109.2660 110.2739 83.5282 83.2521
T 108.9759 108.9759 83.2317 83.2317
Bw,10(A) 358.1367 360.4713 359.1105 359.7035
S 44.5876 30.1261 36.1343 30.4144
T 44.2165 29.4795 36.3534 29.9869
Pr (Fit G w a ) - - - -
B p 2.0200 2.0228 2.0194 2.0195
S 0.1149 0.1140 0.1117 0.1136
T 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103
a w p 7.9878 8.0025 7.9951 8.0008
S 0.1348 0.0618 0.0959 0.0604
T 0.1344 0.0615 0.0960 0.0605
P w p -0.0199 -0.0201 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0007 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005
T 0.0007 0.0007 0.0005 • 0.0005
Bw,io(P) 358.1367 360.4713 359.1105 359.7035
S 44.5876 30.1261 36.1343 30.4144
T 44.2165 29.4795 36.3534 29.9869
Table 7.2: Fitting Gwa  to Gw p  for k = 2, Bp =  2 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
n  3 25 50 100 300 500
B a 1.9955 1.9699 1.9575 1.9499 1.9481
B a 1.9451 1.9451 1.9451 1.9451 1.9451
S . 0.1858 0.1279 0.0895 0.0510 0.0395
T 0.1757 0.1242 0.0878 0.0507 0.0393
OLWA -2.1442 -2.1513 -2.1509 -2.1551 -2.1552
OLWA -2.1558 ■ -2.1558 -2.1558 -2.1555 -2.1558
S 0.3626 0.2582 0.1808 0.1037 0.0809
T 0.3589 0.2537 0.1794 0.1036 0.0802
PwA 2963.7244 2967.2885 2967.5143 2969.3653 2969.4507
PwA 2969.7718 2969.7718 2969.7718 2969.7718 2969.7718
S 141.2752 100.3784 70.3140 40.3386 31.5862
T 139.7392 98.8105 69.8696 40.3392 31.2466
Bw, 10(A) 365.7774 361.3433 358.8949 357.6428 357.3055
S 57.8430 40.1802 28.2605 16.2582 12.6514
T 56.2254 39.7573 28.1127 16.2309 12.5724
Pr (Fit G Wa ) 0.1738 0.0923 0.0299 0.0009 0
B P 2.0545 2.0269 2.0135 2.0048 2.0032
S 0.1903 0.1314 0.0920 0.0522 0.0405
T 0.1801 0.1273 0.0900 0.0520 0.0403
a w p 7.9929 7.9971 7.9977 7.9994 7.9996
S 0.1390 0.0980 0.0691 0.0396 0.0312
T 0.1376 0.0973 0.0688 0.0397 0.0308
Pw p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
Bw,io(P) 365.5324 360.8675 358.2848 356.8197 356.5389
S 56.2596 39.1775 27.6762 15.7984 12.3582
T 54.8755 38.8028 27.4377 15.8412 12.2705
Table 7.3: Fitting G w a  to G w p  for k =  3, B p  =  2 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n 3 150 75 250 50
B a 1.9513 1.9578 1.9891 1.9844
B a 1.9392 1.9473 1.9763 1.9710
S 0.0900 0.0888 0.0906 0.0903
T 0.0878 0.0872 0.0897 0.0889
(X-W A -2.3742 -2.3049 -2.5369 -2.0766
a w  A -2.3842 -2.3116 -2.5531 -2.0726
S 0.2001 0.2841. 0.2381 0.2041
T 0.1988 0.2797 0.2369 0.2050
P w A 3056.0636 3059.8002 3100.9965 2935.3286
P w A 3060.6083 3063.0995 3108.5634 2934.1459
S 83.8062 119.6057 106.6882 71.7443
T 83.2419 117.7164 106.1167 71.9604
Bw,10(A) 376.5582 410.6235 376.8391 355.2084
S 34.2895 45.0224 43.0858 25.1451
T 34.1132 44.5839 42.8641 24.8686
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0248 0.0205 0.1374 0.0885
B p 2.0138 2.0125 2.0134 2.0139
S 0.0923 0.0916 0.0909 0.0914
T 0.0900 0.0900 0.0900 0.0900
a w p 7.9952 7.9976 7.9902 8.0004
S 0.0916 0.1228 0.1289 0.0534
T 0.0909 0.1211 0.1282 0.0532
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0200
S 0.0005 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005
T 0.0005 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005
Bw,io(P) 358.0148 358.8638 357.4852 358.7051
S 31.8111 37.2861 40.2532 25.0573
T 31.6150 36.8697 40.0490 24.7807
Table 7.4: Fitting G w a  to G w p  for k =  3, B p  = 2 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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ni,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B a 1.9978 1.9762 1.9670 1.9632 1.9600
B a 1.9583 1,9583 1.9583 1.9583 1.9583
S 0.1611 0.1114 0.0778 0.0538 0.0341
T 0.1532 0.1083 0.0766 0.0542 0.0343
®WA -2.1466 -2.1512 -2.1555 -2.1572 -2.1580
a w A -2.1588 -2.1588 -2.1588 -2.1588 -2.1588
S 0.3278 0.2307 0.1613 0.1152 0.0722
T 0.3227 0.2282 0.1613 0.1141 0.0722
P]VA 2964.8558 2967.4456 2969.3863 2970.4403 2970.8105
P w A 2971.2285 2971.2285 2971.2285 2971.2285 2971.2285
S 131.7773 92.9593 65.0521 46.4406 29.0535
T 130.0480 91.9578 65.0240 45.9789 29.0796
B w ,  10(A) 366.7286 363.0111 361.3588 360.9709 360.3351
S 52.5689 37.3911 26.1470 18.3668 11.5104
T 52.0054 36.7734 26.0027 18.3867 11.6288
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.1785 0.0957 0.0306 0.0051 0
B p 2.0413 2.0195 2.0091 2.0051 2.0017
S 0.1647 0.1130 0.0792 0.0550 0.0347
T 0.1559 0.1103 0.0780 0.0551 0.0349
a w p 7.9914 7.9955 7.9972 7.9990 7.9994
S 0.1375 0.0971 0.0684 0.0487 0.0304
T 0.1363 0.0964 0.0682 0.0482 0.0305
&WP -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
B w ,io(P ) 362.7668 359.1653 357.2686 356.8567 356.2038
S 51.3522 36.1960 25.4149 17.9461 11.1902
T . 50.5236 35.7256 25.2618 17.8628 11.2974
Table 7.5: Fitting G w a  to G w p  for k =  4, B p  =  2 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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ni, n2 
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B a 1.9850 1.9810 1.9612 1.9997 1.9900 1.9852 1.9806
B a 1.9671 1.9642 1.9438 1.9781 1.9692 1.9647 1.9630
S 0.1110 0.1104 0.1100 0.1117 0.1109 0.1111 0.1105
T 0.1089 0.1082 0.1074 0.1094 0.1086 0.1090 0.1083
OtWA -2.3134 -1.9092 -2.3463 -2.0893 -1.9671 -2.3919 -2.1012
CX-WA -2.3330 -1.9096 -2.3617 -2.0920 -1.9659 -2.4022 -2.1232
S 0.2712 0.2319 0.2771 0.2173 0.2298 0.2655 0.2959
T 0.2662 0.2335 0.2745 0.2146 0.2302 0.2606 0.2917
P\VA 3025.3077 2884.6033 3054.1205 2940.4122 2901.0047 3053.4610 2961.7871
PwA 3034.4916 2885.3982 3061.2082 2941.7754 2901.0464 3058.4162 2971.6532
S 116.7780 88.2932 117.5091 83.9001 84.5961 115.0169 124.3637
T 114.4705 88.9126 116.1886 82.8637 84.6132 112.6270 122.3030
Bw,  10(A) 371.9306 358.5057 387.9019 359.6745 357.6604 375.1829 376.8334
S 45.9648 33.6998 46.7418 33.9304 32.1787 46.4254 46.4861
T 45.2440 33.4826 46.2290 33.4293 31.7638 45.3332 45.4895
Pr(Fit
G w a )
0.1242 0.0968 0.0570 0.1720 0.1212 0.1252 0.0931
B P 2.0193 2.0180 2.0197 2.0222 2.0214 2.0216 2.0194 ’
S 0.1124 0.1125 0.1128 0.1125 0.1125 0.1123 0.1127
T 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103
a w p 7.9889 7.9985 7.9924 7.9984 7.9991 7.9938 7.9899
S 0.1338 0.0823 0.1276 0.0824 0.0735 0.1331 0.1346
T 0.1311 0.0829 0.1262 0.0817 0.0731 0.1301 0.1319
P w p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199
S 0.0008 0.0006 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008
T 0.0008 0.0006 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008
Bw,10{P) 358.2741 359.2730 359.0701 360.2508 360.0243 360.0105 358.5769
S 43.6121 33.1719 41.8448 33.6557 31.9490 43.7611 43.1995
T 42.8015 33.0141 41.4431 33.1637 31.5513 42.7478 42.1629
Table 7.6: Fitting G w a  to G w p  for k =  4, B p  =  2 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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work, and examine distances between cdfs of true and mis-specified distributions across 
all stress levels; comparisons based on other approaches will be considered elsewhere. We 
illustrate this approach using the true parameter values
B p  - 2, c x w p  =  8 ,  fiWP =  —0.02,
with k =  3 and the usual Xi.  When we have equal sample sizes at each stress level (irre­
spective of the overall sample size), the entropy values are
B a  =  1.9451, a WA =  -2.1558, 0 WA =  2969.7718.
As with our work on non-accelerated data, we examine the maximum absolute distance 
between true and mis-specified cdfs across the three stress levels. Thus, we will have three 
different distributions to consider. With the true Weibull Log-linear model, we-have scale 
parameters
6 i p  = 1096.6332, 62p  = 148.4132, 6>3P = 54.5982,
which we compare to the mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius entropy values
Bia =  1134.5459, 02A =  129.3190, 0ZA =  61.6001,
where the shape parameters from each distribution remain constant across stress levels. The 
table of figures, Table 7.7, shows the three different distribution functions corresponding to 
each stress level for the true and mis-specified models. The fit between true and mis-specified 
distributions for the lowest stress level is the best, in terms of having the smallest maximum 
absolute distance. The second stress level seems to give the worst fit, and we observe a 
maximum distance of 0.10018 between the two distribution functions.
We now carry out a similar procedure for varying k , n* and Bp.
Two stress levels We first consider results for 2 stress levels, and set the stresses and 
scale-stress parameters to values used in simulation experiments. When we allow B p  to 
vary, we observe that f3WA and olwa are unchanged, and B A =  Bp.  Also, neither of the 
three parameters depend on how the sample is arranged across stress, levels. Thus, for any 
sample size, and any value of Bp,  we have
B p  =  B a
and
a WA =  -2.4632, jlWA =  3058.1277.
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Table 7.7: Comparison between the true Weibull Log-linear model, with parameters Bp — 
2, aw p  — Pwp  =  —0.02, and the mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius distribution, with 
entropy values Ba = 1.9451, 'cawa = —2.1558, (3Wa — 2969.7718. Here, k = 3, X \ = 50, 
X 2 =  150 and A3 =  200.
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B P B a fi\V A <*WA Distance
0.1 0.09999 2984.43251 -2.19816 0.00535
0.5 0.49912 2981.47438 -2.18958 0.02644
1 0.99296 2977.65074 -2.17852 0.05201
1.5 1.47644 2973.73258 -2.16723 0.07663
2 1.94510 2969.77184 -2.15584 0.10021
2.5 2.39535 2965.81951 -2.14449 0.12272
3 2.82468 2961.92164 -2.13330 0.14417
3.5 3.23156 2958.11677 -2.12237 0.16456
4 3.61539 2954.43483 -2.11178 0.18578
4.5 3.97623 2950.89723 -2.10159 0.21046
5 4.31468 2947.51777 -2.09184 0.23483
Table 7.8: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a ■ Data is from G w p  with k =  3 and the 
ratio (1: 1:1) .
The scale parameters for both distributions always match up, so a perfect fit is observed 
between the true and mis-specified models. This will be true regardless of the sample size, 
true parameter values and how the sample is arranged across the two stress levels. Thus, 
if we mis-specify the Log-linear scale-stress relationship and incorrectly use the Arrhenius 
model, then no penalties are paid as a result of this, and an equivalent fit will always 
be observed. This is because we can always write the parameters from the mis-specified 
scale-stress relationship in terms of the parameters from the true model for k  =  2.
Three stress levels We continue by considering distances for three stress levels, and first 
derive results when we arrange the sample equally amongst stress levels. The maximum 
absolute distances for varying B p  are summarised in Table 7.8. We observe the maximum 
absolute distance between true and mis-specified distribution functions increase as Bp  be­
comes larger. We conclude, for these particular parameter values and stress levels, the 
larger B p  becomes, the worse the fit between true and mis-specified distributions, as shape 
parameters increase, but at different rates. We examine this behaviour for a different set 
of stress levels and parameter values, and try to choose them so they are not like the ones 
used in this example. In this case, the acceleration factor for the above set of stress levels 
and parameter values was around 10. We further, increase the rate of acceleration to see if 
similar results are observed for such cases. We set
P w p  — —0.03, &w p  — 11, 
and have three stress levels with values
Xi =  50, X2 =  150, X 3 =  250.
The entropy values and maximum distances for varying Bp  are shown in Table 7.9. Again
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Bp Ba $ W A OiWA Distance
0.1 0.09933 4976.02818 -5.72024 0.01696
0.5 0.49155 4962.02028 -5.67506 0.08196
1 0.93653 4943.00758 -5.61510 0.15536
1.5 1.30960 4924.14342 -5.55624 0.21927
2 1.61038 4906.77559 -5.50217 0.27437
2.5 1.85017 4981.46041 -5.45438 0.32187
3 2.04188 4878.25240 -5.41298 0.36725
3.5 2.19645 4866.97790 -5.37741 0.41563
4 2.32234 4857.38818 -5.34695 0.45827
4.5 2.42591 4849.23004 -5.32083 0.49466
5 2.51195 4842.27378 -5.29836 0.52710
Table 7.9: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  3 and 
@ W P  — — 0.03, cqyp = 11; ratio is (1 : 1 : 1).
we see a similar pattern to the previous case, and increasing the value of B p  considerably 
affects the fit between true and mis-specified distribution functions. Generally, the larger Bp  
becomes, the worse the fit between both models. This investigation shows that if we have 
three stress levels with equal allocations of items, then for small values of Up, an excellent 
fit occurs between true and mis-specified distributions, and this seems true regardless of the 
underlying stress levels and acceleration factor. As B p  increases, the fit becomes gradually 
worse, and this is further affected by the acceleration factor. Prom examining both examples, 
we see that for experiments with higher rates of acceleration, the fit is generally worse for 
larger B p  than it is for similar experiments but with a smaller acceleration factor. Thus, 
we would have a very poor fit if we were to consider using the Weibull Arrhenius model 
to represent data with an underlying Weibull Log-linear distribution and parameter values 
and stress levels equal to
B p — 10, f lw p  =  ~ 0.03, c z w p  — II) Ai =  50, X 2 =  150, X 2 =  250.
In fact, the largest absolute distance between true and mis-specified distributions over the 
three stress levels is 0.692158.
We now allow the allocation of observations at each stress level to vary. We have seen 
how the overall sample size does not affect the entropy values, only the way in which we 
arrange this sample amongst the levels. Thus, entropy values for a sample of (100,200,300) 
are the same as entropy values for (6,12,18), (1,2,3), and so on. We now examine the effects 
of changing the proportion of observations across stress levels, where we set stress levels and 
parameter values for G w p  as outlined in Section 5.1.2. We tabulate the results for varying 
B p  and ratios, representing, for example, an experiment with twice as many observations at 
the second stress level, and three times as many at the third as (1 : 2 : 3). We tabulate results 
for this ratio, and (3 : 2 : 1), (2 : 3 : 1), (1 : 3 : 2), (1 : 1 : 3)', ( 3 : 1 : 1 )  and (1: 3:  1). We 
consider whether having a higher proportion of observations at a certain stress level improves
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B P B a PwA a w A Distance
0.1 0.09999 3060.10425 -2.38879 0.00578
0.5 0.49904 3060.20125 -2.38781 0.02867
1 0.99229 3060.33006 -2.38658 0.05664
1.5 1.47405 3060.46622 -2.38538 0.08376
2 1.93921 3060.60827 -2.38419 0.10994
2.5 2.38360 3060.75458 -2.38303 0.13512
3 2.80428 3060.90343 -2.38189 0.15926
3.5 3.19947 3061.05319 -2.38079 0.18234
4 3.56851 3061.20239 -2.37972 0.20437
4.5 3.91156 3061.34977 -2.37868 0.22538
5 4.22945 3061.49431 -2.37768 0.24538
Table 7.10: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a • Data is from G w p  with k =  3 and the 
ratio (1:2:3) .
the fit between true and mis-specified distributions. Tables 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, 7.13, 7.14, 7.15 
and 7.16, respectively, show entropy values and maximum distances for varying B p  with the 
above ratios, and Figure 7.1 shows these maximum absolute distances for the seven different 
ratios at once. We see the best scenario (in terms of having the minimum absolute distance 
between the two distribution functions) when we have equal observations across the three 
stress level, or a slightly higher proportion at the lowest stress. The worse case occurs for 
the ratio (2: 3:1)  implying that if we put the majority of observations at the middle stress 
level, then we compensate for this by observing a bad fit between true and mis-specified 
distribution functions. We can further illustrate this point by computing entropy values 
when we have quite a considerable acceleration factor, large value of B p  and most of the 
sample contained at the middle stress level. In fact, if we put
X i  =  50, X2 = 150, X3 =  250,
and
B p  =  10, a w p  — 11) P w p  — —0.03,
and consider a ratio where we have 5 times as many observations in the middle stress level, 
then we obtain entropy values of
B a  =  4.5721, ~j3WA =  4465.7630, a WA =  -4.1405
and the largest absolute distance between true and mis-specified distribution functions is 
0.95993.
Four stress levels We summarise a similar investigation for k =  4; Table 7.17 shows how 
the entropy values and the maximum absolute distances vary when we have an equal pro-
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BP Ba P w a (AW A Distance
0.1 0.09999 2909.31381 -1.98433 0.00605
0.5 0.49935 2904.90486 -1.97164 0.03083
1 0.99491 2899.38669 -1.95578 0.06304
1.5 1.48327 2893.92100 -1.94007 0.09642
2 1.96158 2888.56569 -1.92467 0.13073
2.5 2.42768 2883.36866 -1.90971 0.16569
3 2.88005 2878.36636 -1.89531 0.20101
3.5 3.31777 2873.58396 -1.88151 0.23641
4 3.74043 2869.03648 -1.86838 0.27161
4.5 4.14795 2864.73051 -1.85593 0.30636
5 4.54057 2860.66609 -1.84415 0.34045
Table 7.11: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k  = 3 and the 
ratio (3:2:1) .
BP Ba PwA awA Distance
0.1 0.09999 2895.39686 -1.92734 0.00706
0.5 0.49925 2890.92111 -1.91489 0.03582
1 0.99420 2885.36499 -1.89944 0.07277
1.5 1.48118 2879.91470 -1.88428 0.11057
2 1.95732 2874.62635 -1.86958 0.14891
2.5 2.42056 2869.54237 -1.85543 0.18745
3 2.86958 2864.69162 -1.84192 0.22589
3.5 3.30370 2860.09096 -1.82908 0.26392
4 3.72266 2855.74743 -1.81695 0.30128
4.5 4.12657 2851.66051 -1.80552 0.33786
5 4.51577 2847.82431 -1.79477 0.37340
Table 7.12: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  3 and the 
ratio (2:3:1) .
Bp Ba 0 WA ®WA Distance
0.1 0.09999 3015.56485 -2.24248 0.00481
0.5 0.49896 3013.69144 -2.23664 0.02438
1 0.99181 3011.24351 -2.22910 0.04951
1.5 1.47300 3008.70490 -2.22137 0.07526
2 1.93799 3006.10678 -2.21352 0.10146
2.5 2.38343 3003.47986 -2.20563 0.12792
3 2.80715 3000.85232 -2.19779 0.15449
3.5 3.20805 2998.24850 -2.19005 0.18097
4 3.58585 2995.68841 -2.18247 0.20719
4.5 3.94092 2993.18777 -2.17509 0.23300
5 4.27402 2990.75834 -2.16793 0.25823
Table 7.13: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  3 and the
ratio (1:3:2) .
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B P B a P\V A OLWA Distance
0.1 0.10000 3059.31363 -2.41852 0.00695
0.5 0.49930 3059.37177- -2.41778 0.03454
1 0.99424 3059.44918 -2.41684 0.06847
1.5 1.48021 3059.53146 -2.41590 0.10160
2 1.95259 3059.61793 -2.41497 0.13376
2.5 2.40716 3059.70773 -2.41403 0.16481
3 2.84040 3059.79987 -2.41310 0.19463
3.5 3.24973 3059.89327 -2.41218 0.22317
4 3.63354 3059.98691 -2.41127 0.25038
4.5 3.99121 3060.07983 -2.41038 0.27626
5 4.32287 3060.17122 -2.40949 0.30082
Table 7.14: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a • Data is from G w p  with k  =  3 and the 
ratio ( 1 : 1 : 3 ) .
B P B a PwA OiWA Distance
0.1 0.10000 2956.32648 -2.13561 0.00549
0.5 0.49946 2952.61959 -2.12472 0.02705
1 0.99563 2947.86824 -2.11077 0.05300
1.5 1.48529 2943.02993 -2.09659 0.07775
2 1.96544 2938.15449 -2.08230 0.10123
2.5 2.43351 2933.29141 -2.06804 0.12342
3 2.88745 2928.48652 -2.05396 0.14600
3.5 3.32579 2923.77962 -2.04015 0.17370
4 3.74761 2919.20311 -2.02671 0.20185
4.5 4.15246 2914.78156 -2.01371 0.23025
5 4.54031 2910.53212 -2.00120 0.25869
Table 7.15: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  3 and the 
ratio ( 3 : 1 : 1 ) .
Bp B a PwA OiWA Distance
0.1 0.09999 2933.12724 -2.01369 0.00682
0.5 0.49913 2928.98783 -2.00238 0.03452
1 0.99328 2923.75742 -1.98813 0.06999
1.5 1.47819 2918.52871 -1.97391 0.10615
2 1.95058 2913.36334 -1.95989 0.14271
2.5 2.40811 2908.31265 -1.94619 0.17939
3 2.84933 2903.41643 -1.93292 0.21591
3.5 3.27350 2898.70326 -1.92014 0.25198
4 3.68043 2894.19181 -1.90790 0.28739
4.5 4.07032 2889.89248 -1.89624 0.32205
5 4.44360 2885.80922 -1.88516 0.35573
Table 7.16: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  3 and the
ratio (1:3:1) .
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Figure 7.1: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Weibull 
Log-linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the eight different 
ratios and three stress levels. Here, A = (l : 1 : 1), B—(1 : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E = ( l : 3 : 2), F = ( l  : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H = (l : 3 : 1).
portion of observations at each stress level. We observe similar results to when we examined 
three stress level, and the maximum absolute distance between the four distribution func­
tions increases, as the parameter Bp  also increases. Tables 7.18, 7.19, 7.20, 7.21, 7.22 and 
7.23, respectively, summarise similar investigations for the ratios (1 : 1 : 1 : 4), (4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
(1 : 2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1 : 1 : 2), (1 : 2 : 3 : 4) and (4 : 3 : 2 : 1). We summarise these distances for 
all ratios in Figure 7.2. The largest distances are observed for the ratio (4 : 3 : 2 : 1) and 
following closely from this (1 : 1 : 1 : 4), whilst the smallest distances occur when we have 
equal sample sizes across stress levels or considerably higher proportions at the lower stress 
level, and then equal proportions across the remainder. In practice, we would prefer to have 
a much larger proportion of observations at higher stresses, since failure times are generally 
observed earlier, thus reducing the time the experiment takes to run.
7.1.2 F ittin g  G w p  to  G w a  
Simulation studies
We run simulations to observe the behaviour of the MLEs from the true Weibull Arrhenius 
and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear distributions, when we allow sample sizes, parameter 
values and stress levels to vary; choices for these have been outlined in Section 5.1.2 above. 
We also set B a equal to 0.5, 1, 2 and 3, but include results only for B a = 2. These 
are summarised in Tables 7.24 and 7.25 for k =  2, Tables 7.26 and 7.27 for k = 3, and 
Tables 7.28 and 7.29 for k = 4. The tables show similar results to those obtained when we
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Bp Ba PwA (AW A Max distl
0.1 0.09999 2979.59854 -2.18326 0.00522
0.5 0.49934 2977.87563 -2.17821 0.02591
1 0.99470 2975.68096 -2.17179 0.05127
1.5 1.48221 2973.45862 -2.16530 0.07598
2 1.95828 2971.22852 -2.15880 0.09996
2.5 2.41980 2969.01015 -2.15234 0.12317
3 2.86429 2966.82152 -2.14596 0.14556
3.5 3.28990 2964.67833 -2.13971 0.16712
4 3.69544 2962.59358 -2.13362 0.18785
4.5 4.08028 2960.57739 -2.12772 0.20774
5 4.44430 2958.63707 -2.12203 0.22681
Table 7.17: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  4 and the 
ratio (1 : 1 : 1 : 1).
BP Ba PwA &W A Distance
0.1 0.10000 3062.49878 -2.42293 0.00683
0.5 0.49943 3063.07211 -2.42353 0.03399
1 0.99531 3063.85252 -2.42442 0.06746
1.5 1.48392 3064.70324 -2.42545 0.10023
2 1.96149 3065.62157 -2.42664 0.13215
2.5 2.42449 3066.60245 -2.42796 0.16309
3 2.86981 3067.63868 -2.42941 0.19293
3.5 3.29495 3068.72142 -2.43097 0.22161
4 3.69811 3069.84073 -2.43262 0.24907
4.5 4.07822 3070.98623 -2.43434 0.27528
5 4.43487 3072.14172 -2.43611 0.30026
Table 7.18: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  4 and the 
ratio (1 : 1 : 1 : 4).
BP Ba P \V A olw a Distance
0.1 0.10000 2948.17058 -2.11351 0.00539
0.5 0.49961 2945.71694 -2.10633 0.02667
1 0.99686 2942.60080 -2.09722 0.05262
1.5 1.48940 2939.44850 -2.08801 0.07776
2 1.97496 2936.28066 -2.07876 0.10202
2.5 2.45145 2933.11802 -2.06953 0.12536
3 2.91704 2929.98049 -2.06036 0.14776
3.5 3.37019 2926.88640 -2.05132 0.16920
4 3.80970 2923.85188 -2.04244 0.19478
4.5 4.23469 2920.89052 -2.03377 0.22090
5 4.64460 2918.01323 -2.02534 0.24698
Table 7.19: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  4 and the
ratio (4 : 1 : 1 : 1).
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Bp Ba PwA &WA Distance
0.1 0.09999 2971.03954 -2.13772 0.00520
0.5 0.49935 2969.71297 -2.13372 0.02622
1 0.99488 2968.04240 -2.12870 0.05287
1.5 1.48292 2966.37035 -2.12367 0.07983
2 1.96021 2964.70946 -2.11869 0.10696
2.5 2.42396 2963.07127 -2.11377 0.13412
3 2.87196 2961.46582 -2.10895 0.16117
3.5 3.30257 2959.90142 -2.10425 0.18800
4 3.71473 2958.38458 -2.09968 0.21447
4.5 4.10783 2956.92006 -2.09525 0.24049
5 4.48169 2955.51109 -2.09099 0.26594
Table 7.20: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k  = 4 and the 
ratio (1 : 2 : 2 : 1).
Bp Ba PwA awA Distance
0.1 0.10000 2999.05357 -2.25696 0.00624
0.5 0.49942 2997.44597 -2.25222 0.03101
1 0.99532 2995.37518 -2.24613 0.06144
1.5 1.48409 2993.25109 -2.23990 0.09115
2 1.96220 2991.09178 -2.23358 0.12002
2.5 2.42642 2988.91667 -2.22722 0.14796
3 2.87398 2986.74536 -2.22087 0.17488
3.5 3.30271 2984.59649 -2.21458 0.20074
4 3.71107 2982.48675 -2.20840 0.22552
4.5 4.09812 2980.43030 -2.20237 0.24921
5 4.46350 2978.43844 -2.19651 0.27182
Table 7.21: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k =  4 and the 
ratio (2 : 1 : 1 : 2).
BP Ba &WA olwa Distance
0.1 0.09999 3066.33461* -2.40010 0.00566
0.5 0.49935 3067.63534 -2.40225 0.02810
1 0.99478 3069.40663 -2.40527 0.05566
1.5 1.48241 3071.33820 -2.40866 0.08254
2 1.95857 3073.42471 -2.41240 0.10866
2.5 2.42005 3075.65689 -2.41648 0.13392
3 2.86422 3078.02210 -2.42088 0.15829
3.5 3.28913 3080.50521 -2.42556 0.18172
4 3.69348 3083.08954 -2.43049 0.20419
4.5 4.07658 3085.75771 -2.43563 0.22571
5 4.43831 3088.49248 -2.44094 0.24627
Table 7.22: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a -  Data is from G w p  with k = 4 and the
ratio (1 : 2 : 3 : 4).
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B P B a @ W A a w  a Distance
0.1 0.10000 2905.23726 -1.97177 0.00619
0.5 0.49950 2902.59972 -1.96427 0.03129
1 0.99603 2899.30190 -1.95489 0.06332
1.5 1.48681 2896.02619 -1.94558 0.09593
2 1.96935 2892.79551 -1.93639 0.12893
2.5 2.44156 2889.63008 -1.92739 0.16213
3 2.90172 2886.54680 -1.91861 0.19533
3.5 3.34854 2883.55906 -1.91009 0.22833
4 3.78113 2880.67675 -1.90187 0.26096
4.5 4.19892 2877.90657 -1.89395 0.29302
5 4.60162 2875.25239 -1.88635 0.32443
Table 7.23: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a - Data is from G w p  with k  = 4 and the 
ratio (4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
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Figure 7.2: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Weibull 
Log-linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the seven differ­
ent ratios and four stress levels. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B = (l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D = (l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2  : 1 : 1 : 2), F = (l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
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711,712 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
BP 2.0381 2.0193 2.0077 2.0044
B P 2 2 2 2
S 0.1621 0.1138 0.0701 0.0495
T 0.1559 0.1103 0.0697 0.0493
a w p 8.3265 8.3286 8.3304 8.3300
OLWP 8.3301 8.3301 8.3301 8.3301
S 0.0985 0.0698 0.0445 0.0309
T 0.0986 0.0697 0.0441 0.0312
&WP -0.0153 -0.0154 -0.0154 -0.0154
Pw p -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
Bw,io(P) 636.4742 630.8779 627.6892 626.3308
S 79.6747 56.3265 35.3239 24.9241
T 78.6871 55.6402 35.1899 24.8830
Pr (Fit G w p ) - - - -
B a 2.0381 2.0193 2.0077 2.0044
S 0.1621 0.1138 0.0701 0.0495
T 0.1455 0.1029 0.0651 0.0460
OLWA 0.2979 0.2978 0.2977 0.2993
s 0.2740 0.1917 0.1209 0.0855
T 0.2705 0.1913 0.1210 0.0856
PwA 2346.5665 2347.2060 2347.7471 2347.1541
S 102.9408 72.1963 45.7100 32.1537
T 101.9376 72.0808 45.5879 32.2355
Bw, io(A) 636.4742 630.8779 627.6892 626.3308
S 79.6747 56.3265 35.3239 24.9241
T 74.1218 53.1234 33.5982 23.7575
Table 7.24: Fitting G w p  to G w a  for k =  2, Ba  =  2 with equal allocations. We show the 
sample means and standard error of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000 
replications.
mis-specified Gw a -> and fitted this to data from G w p ■ As expected, we see an improved 
agreement between sample and theoretical standard errors of true and mis-specified MLEs 
as the sample size increases; the average MLEs from both distributions also tend to their 
theoretical counterparts as n increases. Generally, there is good agreement between the 
estimates for Rio from the true and mis-specified models, and there is no difference between 
these estimates for k =  2. This is consistent with other results on mis-specification, as 
two stress levels is just a reparameterisation of the original model. The probability of 
favouring the mis-specified distribution is as high as 24% for small sample sizes, and this 
figure increases for unequal allocations with more observations placed at the higher stress 
levels.
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n i,n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B P 2.0202 2.0212 2.0202 2.0211
B P 2 2 2 2
S 0.1132 0.1122 0.1133 0.1131
T 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103 0.1103
a w p 8.3180 8.3324 8.3255 8.3317
OLWP 8.3301 8.3301 8.3301 8.3301
S 0.1355 0.0617 0.0964 • 0.0612
T 0.1344 0.0615 0.0960 0.0605
P w p -0.0153 -0.0154 -0.0153 -0.0154
& W P -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0007 0.0007 0.0005 0.0006
T 0.0007 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005
B w , 1 0 (P) 628.7441 631.6704 630.5538 632.1334
S 77.7826 51.8646 64.0498 53.4358
T 77.6137 51.7454 63.8109 52.6358
Pr (Fit G w p ) - - - -
B a 2.0202 2.0212 2.0202 2.0211
S 0.1132 0.1122 0.1133 0.1131
T 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029
a w A 0.3184 0.2689 0.3042 0.2832
S 0.2489 0.3295 0.2004 0.2440
T 0.2465 0.3260 0.1998 0.2400
P \V A 2338.0900 2356.7734 2344.3978 2352.3661
S 110.0396 110.1228 83.5051 84.5065
T 108.9759 108.9759 83.2317 83.2317
B w ,  io(A) 628.7441 631.6704 630.5538 632.1334
S 77.7826 51.8646 64.0498 53.4358
T 75.8297 49.0286 61.6288 49.9675
Table 7.25: Fitting G w p  to G w a  for k =  2, B a  ■= 2 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
n3 25 50 100 300 500
B P 2.0228 1.9980 1.9804 1.9734 1.9710
Bp 1.9685 1.9685 1.9685 1.9685 1.9685
S 0.1888 0.1301 0.0877 0.0514 0.0394
T 0.1770 0.1252 0.0885 0.0511 0.0396
a w p 8.2976 8.2983 8.2997 8.3020 8.3020
a w p 8.3024 8.3024 8.3024 8.3024 8.3024
S 0.1389 0.0985 0.0695 0.0395 0.0306
T 0.1376 0.0973 0.0688 0.0397 0.0308
Pwp -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
&WP -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0009 0.0007 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
Bw,io(P) 607.2656 599.2758 593.5625 591.9563 591.0739
S 93.6898 66.0333 45.6817 26.3826 20.1385
T 91.5024 64.7020 45.7512 26.4145 20.4606
Pr (Fit Gwp) 0.2379 0.1582 0.0690 0.0051 0.0004
B a 2.0535 2.0287 2.0119 2.0046 2.0023
S 0.1914 0.1322 0.0893 0.0519 0.0404
T 0.1680 0.1188 0.0840 0.0485 0.0376
<*WA 0.2999 0.3084 0.3034 0.3005 0.3008
S 0.3588 0.2545 0.1786 0.1031 0.0794
T 0.3552 0.2512 0.1776 0.1025 0.0794
PwA 2345.1428 2343.0559 2345.1118 2346.6902 2346.5941
S 140.0301 99.2835 69.8535 40.1048 30.9767
T 138.6989 98.0749 69.3495 40.0389 31.0140
Bw, 10(A) 641.3109 633.3076 627.9611 626.3098 625.4740
S 98.9828 69.9013 48.3880 27.8577 21.3928
T 93.1172 65.8438 46.5586 26.8806 20.8216
Table 7.26: Fitting G w p  to G w a  for k =  3, B a  = 2 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n s 150 75 250. 50
B P 1.9813 1.9791 2.0020 1.9960
B P 1.9680 1.9644 1.9900 1.9833
S 0.0892 0.0902 0.0915 0.0914
T 0.0884 0.0888 0.0895 0.0892
a w p 8.2453 8.1606 8.2619 8.3392
OLWP 8.2497 8.1679 8.2736 8.3395
S 0.0913 0.1217 0.1320 0.0534
T 0.0911 0.1214 0.1287 0.0533
P w p -0.0152 -0.0150 -0.0151 -0.0158
@ W P -0.0152 -0.0151 -0.0151 . -0.0158
S 0.0005 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005
T 0.0005 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005
B w ,i o (p ) 573.6234 531.3995 595.3167 615.9095
S 50.3970 54.9215 68.0977 43.2393
T 50.6985 54.7462 66.8762 42.8053
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0719 0.0840 0.1904 0.1412
B a 2.0128 2.0129 2.0118 2.0126
S 0.0909 0.0911 0.0922 0.0920
T 0.0840 0.0840 0.0840 0.0840
& W A 0.3072 0.3168 0.3184 0.2943
S 0.2005 0.2807 0.2424 0.1996
T 0.1987 0.2796 0.2357 0.2001
P \V A 2343.4641 2339.3615 2338.1588 2348.5166
S 83.8749 118.1342 108.4598 70.2937
T 83.2302 117.7630 105.4986 70.4134
B w ,1 0 (A ) 628.0381 627.3125 626.0745 628.6493
S 56.2532 68.0375 72.6598 43.8610
T 54.9008 66.7847 70.0641 41.3968
Table 7.27: Fitting G w p  to G w a  for k — 3, B a  =  2 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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m ,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
3^,714 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B p 2.0197 1.9954 1.9864 1.9811 1.9777
B P 1.9757 1.9757 1.9757 1.9757 1.9757
S 0.1625 0.1113 0.0785 0.0546 0.0345
T 0.1540 0.1089 0.0770 0.0545 0.0344
a w p 8.2978 8.3023 8.3031 8.3048 8.3053
a w p 8.3056 8.3056 8.3056 8.3056 8.3056
S 0.1382 0.0972 0.0686 0.0478 0.0301
T 0.1364 0.0964 0.0682 0.0482 0.0305
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
' T 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
B w , io (P ) 606.1152 599.1682 596.0140 594.6784 593.6328
S 87.4284 60.1932 42.7263 29.7821 18.8531
T 84.5166 59.7623 42.2583 29.8811 18.8985
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.2419 0.1512 0.0766 0.0182 0.0010
B a 2.0428 2.0192 2.0104 2.0054 2.0020
S 0.1640 0.1122 0.0791 0.0552 0.0349
T 0.1455 0.1029 0.0728 0.0514 0.0325
a w  a 0.3122 0.3064 0.3Q43 0.3007 0.3006
S 0.3239 0.2284 0.1617 0.1132 0.0712
T 0.3211 0.2271 0.1606 0.1135 0.0718
P w A 2340.7306 2343.9868 2344.8986 2346.4937 2346.7080
S 131.0333 92.2486 65.2735 45.5811 28.6823
T 129.6222 91.6568 64.8111 45.8284 28.9844
B w ,io{a ) 637.2949 630.6991 627.6161 626.4867 625.4289
S 92.0613 63.3911 45.0615 31.5047 19.9627
T 86.2528 60.9900 43.1264 30.4950 19.2867
Table 7.28: Fitting G w p  to G w a  for k — 4, B a  =  2 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B P 2.0031 1.9970 1.9895 2.0078 2.0001 2.0044 1.9973
B P 1.9821 1.9748 1.9679 1.9869 1.9799 1.9820 1.9766
S 0.1110 0.1120 0.1113 0.1115 0.1106 0.1112 0.1118
T 0.1093 0.1091 0.1085 0.1096 0.1092 0.1092 0.1091
a w p 8.2707 8.3352 8.2204 8.3373 8.3417 8.2640 8.2630
OiWP 8.2798 8.3352 8.2276 8.3409 8.3434 8.2742 8.2721
S 0.1319 0.0831 0.1264 0.0816 0.0736 0.1313 0.1320
T 0.1313 0.0831 0.1266 0.0817 0.0732 0.1303 0.1321
P w p -0.0153 -0.0160 -0.0151 -0.0158 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0156
P w p -0.0154 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0159 -0.0160 -0.0153 -0.0156
S 0.0008 0.0006 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008
T 0.0008 0.0006 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008
B w ,io(p ) 592.7054 606.5866 564.0093 617.3849 613.4048 592.4093 579.1054
S 70.9571 56.6725 65.2500 57.4491 54.5141 70.8271 68.3876
T 70.7376 56.0200 65.0727 57.1777 54.1759 70.5617 68.1976
Pr(Fit
G w p )
0.1837 0.1645 0.1263 0.2241 0.1744 0.1901 0.1665
B a 2.0206 2.0214 2.0204 2.0210 2.0199 2.0218 2.0199
S 0.1119 0.1134 0.1128 0.1124 0.1116 0.1123 0.1128
T 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029 0.1029
& W A 0.3152 0.2974 0.3127 0.3036 0.3013 0.3200 0.3170
S 0.2663 0.2320 0.2736 0.2136 0.2283 0.2631 0.2926
T 0.2657 0.2306 0.2742 0.2135 0.2268 0.2605 0.2911
& W A 2339.6592 2347.4699 2340.8172 2344.8152 2345.9673 2337.9543 2338.9902
S 114.6104 88.3982 115.8465 82.5483 84.1094 113.6432 122.5874
T 114.2882 87.9890 116.0506 82.5293 83.5440 112.4357 122.1216
B w , 10(A) 629.8182 632.1414 630.2064 630.7727 630.9409 629.8806 629.2586
S 76.2945 58.8319 74.7962 58.5944 55.8907 76.3671 75.7513
T 74.3920 55.7990 72.9099 55.9419 52.9770 74.3177 73.7202
Table 7.29: Fitting G w p  to G w a  for k =  4, B a  = 2 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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The effects of mis-specification
We now investigate whether, for a particular set of Weibull Arrhenius parameters and stress 
levels, we pay large penalties by mis-specifying the scale-stress model. We do this in our 
usual way, and the consequences of mis-specification are assessed by deriving the maximum 
absolute distance between true and mis-specified distribution functions across all stress 
levels. The larger the distance, the greater the penalty we pay. For example, if we consider 
our usual set of Weibull Arrhenius parameters and stress levels for k =  3, then we have true 
scale parameters given by
9lA =  1924.9519, 92a =  345.9746, 63A =  192.5329.
The entropy values for the Weibull Log-linear parameters are then
B P =  1.9685, o l w p  = -0.0156, 0 WP =  8.3024,
which correspond to entropy scale parameters given by
01P = 1851.8122, 02p  =  390.3017, B3P =  179.1852.
The table of figures, Table 7.30, shows the three plots corresponding to true and mis- 
specified distribution functions, across the three stress levels. Across all stress levels, there 
seems to be a reasonable fit between the two distribution functions. The worst case is for 
the second stress level where we observe a maximum absolute distance of 0.0880. We repeat 
this investigation for k =  2, 3 and 4 stress levels.
Two stress levels When we have two stress levels, the entropy values are not affected by 
how we arrange the sample or the total sample size used. Thus, entropy values for (50,150) 
are the same as those for (234,567). Also, for all values of B A, B A =  B P . In fact, for any 
value of B a , using our usual set of two stress levels gives entropy values
B P =  B a , (3yyP = —0.0154, olwp — 8.3301.
The scale parameter for both distributions always match up so a perfect fit is observed 
between the true and mis-specified models. This will be true regardless of the sample size, 
true parameter values and how the sample is arranged across the two stress levels. Thus, 
if we mis-specify the Arrhenius scale-stress relationship and incorrectly use the Log-linear 
model, then no penalties are paid as a result of this, and an equivalent fit will always be 
observed.
Three stress levels We now examine the effects of mis-specifying the scale-stress model 
for three stress levels. We first tabulate the results when we have equal numbers of obser-
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Table 7.30: Comparison between the true Weibull Arrhenius model, with parameters Ba =  
2, otwA — 0.3, P w a  ~  2347, and the mis-specified Weibull Log-linear distribution, with 
entropy values Bp — 1.9685, a w p  — —0.0156, Pwp  =  8.3024. Here, k =  3, X \  +  c =  323.16, 
X 2 + c =  423.16 and X3 + c =  473.16.
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B a B P P w p a w p Distance
0.1 0.10000 -0.01561 8.30409 0.00430
0.5 0.49947 -0.01560 8.30366 0.02162
1 0.99586 -0.01559 8.30318 0.04355
1.5 1.48636 -0.01558 8.30277 0.06570
2 1.96854 -0.01557 8.30242 0.08798
2.5 2.44043 -0.01556 8.30214 0.11031
3 2.90047 -0.01555 8.30191 0.13260
3.5 3.34753 -0.01555 8.30174 0.15478
4 3.78085 -0.01554 8.30162 0.17678
4.5 4.19998 -0.01553 8.30154 0.19853
5 •4.60473 -0.01553 8.30150 0.21997
Table 7.31: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a • Data is from G w a  with k =  3 and the 
ratio (1:1:1) .
vations at each stress level and allow B a  to vary from 0.1 to 5 in appropriate increments; 
these maximum absolute distances are shown in Table 7.31. We observe similar results for 
when we fitted the Weibull Arrhenius distribution to data with an underlying Weibull Log- 
linear model. As we increase the shape parameter from the Weibull Arrhenius distribution, 
the maximum absolute distance between the two distribution functions also increases. If 
we further increase the acceleration factor then we expect to observe even larger distances 
between the two distribution functions. For example, if we set
B a =  3, a w  a =  —7> Pw a  =  4694,
and use our usual set of three stress levels, then entropy values for such a set of parameters 
are
B p  =  2.6856, a w p  — 9.0030, P w p  = — 0.0310,
and the maximum absolute distance is 0.2617. When we compare this to a figure of 0.1326 
for our usual acceleration factor of around 10, then we see a large increase in the distance 
between the two distribution functions as the acceleration factor is highered. We also 
examine the effects that varying the allocation of items at each stress level has on the 
maximum absolute distance between the two distribution functions. Figure 7.3 shows how 
the distance varies as B a  is changed, for the ratios (1 : 2 : 3), (3 : 2 : 1), (2 : 3 : 1), (1 : 3 : 2), 
(1 : 1 :  3), (3:1:  1) and (1: 3 :1 ) .  Surprisingly, the results are quite different to the previous 
scenario whereby we mis-specified the Weibull Arrhenius distribution and fitted this to data 
from a Weibull Log-linear model. The worst case scenario occurs when we have most of 
the observations at the highest stress level. The best line, in terms of having the smallest 
maximum absolute distance across all stress levels, occurs for the ratio (1 : 3 : 2) or when 
most of the observations lie in the middle stress. This is quite different to the results
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Figure 7.3: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Weibull 
Arrhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the eight different 
ratios and three stress levels. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1), B =(l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E =(l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H=(l : 3 : 1).
obtained for the previous scenario whereby the best results were observed when we had 
equal ratios or most of the observations at the lowest stress level.
Four stress levels We finally consider examining results for our usual set of four stress 
levels, and tabulate the maximum absolute distance when we have equal sample sizes across 
all levels. Table 7.32 shows similar results as those above, and we see an increase in the maxi­
mum absolute distance between the two cdfs as Ba increases. We now construct a plot of the 
maximum absolute distances between the cdfs as we allow the proportion of observations 
at each stress level to vary. Figure 7.4 shows these distances for'the ratios (1 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
(1 : 1 : 1 : 4), (4 : 1 : 1 : 1), (1 : 2 : 2 : 1), (2 : 1 : 1 : 2), (1 : 2 : 3 : 4) and (4 : 3 : 2 : 1). We 
again see that the ratio (1 : 2 : 2 : 1) gives the best fit in terms of having the smallest maxi­
mum absolute distance between the two distribution functions across the four stress levels. 
The worst case scenario is when we have most of the observations at the highest stress level. 
The outcome of this investigation provides quite contrasting results to the scenario when 
we fitted Weibull Arrhenius to data with an underlying Weibull Log-linear model. In that 
case we saw that the worst penalties were paid with most of our observations at the middle 
stress levels. The results for this case show quite the contrary, and we see the best fit (in 
terms of having the smallest maximum absolute distance) when we have larger proportions 
of observations at the middle levels. This is not consistent with simulation studies where we 
had larger standard errors for simulations with more observations at the middle and highest 
stress levels, and may require further investigation.
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Ba BP @ W P a w p Distance
0.1 0.10000 -0.01565 8.30621 0.00414
0.5 0.49960 -0.01564 8.30606 0.02081
1 0.99684 -0.01564 8.30589 0.04181
1.5 1.48952 -0.01563 8.30574 0.06294
2 1.97566 -0.01563 8.30560 0.08414
2.5 2.45352 -0.01562 8.30549 0.10534
3 2.92166 -0.01562 8.30540 0.12649
3.5 3.37890 -0.01561 8.30533 0.14752
4 3.82433 -0.01561 8.30527 0.16838
4.5 4.25729 -0.01560 8.30524 0.18903
5 4.67733 -0.01560 8.30522 0.20940
Table 7.32: Maximum distances for G w p  and G w a • Data is from G w a  with k  — 4 and the 
ratio (1 : 1 : 1 : 1).
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Figure 7.4: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Weibull Arrhe­
nius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the seven different ratios and 
four stress levels. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B=(l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), D =(l : 2 : 2 : 1), 
E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F =(l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
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7.2 G etting the distribution wrong
We now assume that we have chosen the correct relationship linking scale and stress, but mis- 
specify the underlying distribution function. We use the Log-linear scale-stress relationship, 
and, due to its popularity, always keep the Weibull as the mis-specified distribution. We 
look at the effects of fitting this, to data from a Burr, Gamma or Lognormal distribution.
7.2.1 F ittin g  G w p  t o  G b p  
Simulation studies
In order to check theoretical results, and provide an idea of how the mis-specified MLEs 
respond to changes in n, ni and /c, we run simulations for varying r  and a. We choose 2, 3 
and 4 stress values, identical to those used before for previous examples, allow the sample 
sizes to vary in a similar manner, and set the parameters in the scale-stress relationship equal 
to the values outlined in Section 5.1.2 above. Since we now have two shape parameters that 
can vary, we run simulations for r  =  1 and a =  4, r  =  4 and a =  3, r =  3 and a =  4, and 
finally r  =  4 and a =  1, although, due to the size of the tables, only include results for r  =  3 
and a =  4. We note that the true value of Bio for this set of parameters is 327.7264, and 
the entropy values are B p =  2.55279, 3wp =  7.60343, which, as we have previously shown, 
do not depend on stress levels or sample sizes. Tables 7.33 and 7.34 summarise the results 
for k =  2, Tables 7.35 and 7.36 for k =  3, and Tables 7.37 and 7.38 for k =  4. We note a 
number of points concerning our results. Firstly, for small sample sizes, across all numbers 
of stress levels, and in particular for the first three sets of parameter values, the estimate for 
a and standard error of a is large, and does not come close to its theoretical counterpart. 
The figures do decrease as the sample size is highered, but even for large samples like 2000, 
this agreement is not excellent. Just as in the non-accelerated case, the reason for such an 
occurrence may be linked to the fact that the Weibull Log-linear distribution is embedded 
in the Burr Log-linear model, and, if the Weibull almost provides an improved fit over the 
Burr, we observe a tending to infinity. This occurs far more often for small sample sizes, 
as we have less information to base our analyses on. When we examine results for the mis- 
specified distribution, we see that for small sample sizes, the agreement between the Weibull 
MLEs and their theoretical counterparts is very good. Sample standard errors also match 
up well with their theoretical counterparts. True and mis-specified estimates for Bio never 
really come close, and we see that Bw, 10 is always less than the same estimate from the 
Burr. Thus, we always, under estimate the time to which 10% of observations fail if we mis- 
specify the distribution function. Generally, for both true and mis-specified distributions, 
the standard error for Bio increases as the number of observations at the middle and higher 
stress levels is raised. Patterns in the results for other choices of shape parameters axe more 
variable than in the Weibull case, but details of the results are omitted here due to lack 
of space. There are also some theoretical issues with some choices of parameter values, for
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n i , n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
BP 2.6298 2.5914 2.5698 2.5614
S 0.2282 0.1608 0.1027 0.0723
T 0.2335 0.1651 0.1044 0.0738
a w p 7.6010 7.6019 7.6035 7.6031
S 0.0833 0.0595 0.0378 0.0266
T 0.0845 0.0598 0.0378 0.0267
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
Bw, 10 312.1009 308.7977 307.1199 306.2268
S 29.9839 21.3281 13.6488 9.6123
T 30.9027 21.8515 13.8201 9.7723
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.1855 0.0663 0.0049 0.0001
t 3.1359 3.0444 3.0082 3.0033
S 0.4083 0.2835 0.1796 0.1258
T 0.3948 0.2791 0.1765 0.1248
a 11.8646 10.5032 5.4076 4.4472
S 67.5547 65.4313 8.1228 2.0506
T 3.3055 2.3373 1.4783 1.0453
OLB 8.0555 8.0798 8.0473 8.0218
s 0.4130 0.3496 0.2144 0.1355
T 0.3779 0.2672 0.1690 0.1195
P b -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
B b , io 333.6839 329.7841 328.3594 327.9286
S 31.5683 22.2561 14.2607 9.9447
T 31.5477 22.3076 14.1085 9.9762
Table 7.33: Fitting G w p  to G b p  for k = 2, r = 3, a  = 4 with equal allocations. We show 
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 
10000 replications.
which the computation of certain terms requires further attention.
The effects of mis-specification
We examine the effects of wrongly using an accelerated Weibull distribution to represent 
a data set with an underlying Burr model. As in previous cases, we illustrate this with 
one particular example, and then go on and examine the fit between the two distribution 
functions for a wider range of Burr parameter values. In keeping with previous examples, 
we set r =  3, a — 4 and (f)iP =  exp (8 — 0.02Xi) and use our usual set of three stress levels. 
The corresponding entropy values are
B P =  2.55279, a WP  = 7.60343, fiWP =  -0.02.
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ni ,n2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
Bp 2.5918 2.5926 2.5926 2.5924
S 0.1613 0.1624 0.1638 0.1593
T 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651
a w p 7.5928 7.6056 7.5985 7.6039
S 0.1154 0.0514 0.0835 0.0510
T 0.1180 0.0523 0.0836 0.0513
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005
T 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005
Bw, 10 307.6902 309.1381 308.4625 309.0870
S 31.5696 19.5316 25.7218 19.6756
T 32.0250 19.9796 25.6942 20.4104
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0665 0.0685 0.0614 0.0674
T 3.0463 3.0401 3.0488 3.0462
S 0.2811 0.2820 0.2862 0.2824
T 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791
a 9.3728 10.0749 9.9448 9.6323
S 48.2151 51.8504 72.4974 52.1763
T 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373
8.0726 8.0860 8.0743 8.0779
s 0.3542 0.3471 0.3510 0.3425
T 0.2832 0.2659 0.2726 0.2657
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005
T 0.0006 0.0006 0.0004 0.0004
#8,10 329.9409 329.7020 329.8102 329.9301
S 32.5149 20.3483 26.5231 20.6494
T 32.1660 20.5161 26.0122 20.9274
Table 7.34: Fitting G w p  to G b p  for k = 2, r =  3, a = 4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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711,712 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
25 50 100 300 500
Bp 2.6542 2.6046 2.5795 2.5625 2.5582
s 0.2671 0.1858 0.1321 0.0762 0.0588
T 0.2697 0.1907 0.1348 0.0778 0.0603
awp 7.5978 7.6009 7.6027 7.6028 7.6032
S 0.1169 0.0830 0.0586 0.0342 0.0266
T 0.1192 0.0843 0.0596 0.0344 0.0267
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
Bw, 10 313.9109 310.0093 307.9299 306.3005 305.9356
S 37.1631 26.3129 18.6825 10.9318 8.4108
T 38.2714 27.0620 19.1357 11.0480 8.5578
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.2457 0.0996 0.0250 0.0005 0
T 3.1908 3.0727 3.0173 3.0040 3.0026
s 0.4669 0.3282 0.2262 0.1345 0.1033
T 0.4558 0.3223 0.2279 0.1316 0.1019
a 13.1306 11.4254 7.5900 4.5614 4.2541
S 115.6727 59.1836 32.7202 5.9265 1.1380
T 3.8169 2.6989 1.9084 1.1018 0.8535
OLB 8.0340 8.0789 8.0704 8.0243 8.0133
S 0.4365 0.3853 0.2897 0.1471 0.1074
T 0.4409 0.3118 0.2205 0.1273 0.0956
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
Bb, io 335.9790 331.1162 328.7905 327.9630 327.8464
S 38.9279 27.3915 19.2843 11.2415 8.7046
T 38.9171 27.5185 19.4585 11.2344 8.7021
Table 7.35: Fitting G w p  to  G b p  for fc = 3, r  — 3, a =  4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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n i , n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
150 75 250 50
B P 2.5805 2.5770 . 2.5783 2.5814
S 0.1315 0.1311 0.1306 0.1318
T 0.1348 0.1348 0.1348 0.1348
a w p 7.5995 7.5991 7.5924 7.6036
S 0.0778 0.1046 0.1112 0.0454
T 0.0795 0.1065 0.1128 0.0454
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0200
S 0.0005 0.0007 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0005 0.0007 0.0006 0.0004
B w ,10 307.5922 307.4559 306.3173 308.1406
S 22.0056 26.1821 29.0284 16.4577
T 22.5490 26.7585 29.2757 16.9160
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0255 0.0265 0.0257 0.0245
T 3.0222 3.0195 3.0207 3.0219
s 0.2318 0.2291 0.2305 0.2331
T 0.2279 0.2279 0.2279 0.2279
a 7.8323 7.1670 8.0072 7.8872
S 37.8120 27.3575 58.6574 38.5970
T 1.9084 1.9084 1.9084 1.9084
Olb 8.0679 8.0662 8.0642 8.0729
S 0.2977 0.2975 0.3077 0.2934
T 0.2257 0.2350 0.2375 0.2176
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006 0.0004
Bb, io 328.8534 329.0663 328.3528 329.0491
S 22.7787 26.9757 29.5692 17.3485
T 22.7604 26.8589 29.3188 17.3271
Table 7.36: Fitting G w p  to G b p  for k =  3, r  = 3, a =  4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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ni ,n2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
BP 2.6291 2.5914 2.5739 2.5628 2.5578
S 0.2264 0.1596 0.1127 0.0813 0.0514
T 0.2335 0.1651 0.1168 0.0826 0.0522
awp 7.5967 7.5998 7.6010 7.6026 7.6031
S 0.1167 0.0834 0.0582 0.0416 0.0264
T 0.1187 0.0839 0.0593 0.0420 0.0265
Pwp -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
Bw, 10 311.7542 308.6489 307.0921 306.3461 305.9219
S 34.7724 24.4734 17.3044 12.4251 7.9090
T 35.6115 25.1812 17.8058 12.5906 7.9630
Pr (Fit Gwp) 0.1821 0.0657 0.0128 0.0005 0
T 3.1353 3.0432 3.0095 3.0057 3.0002
s 0.4048 0.2810 0.1979 0.1422 0.0887
T 0.3948 0.2791 0.1974 0.1396 0.0883
a 11.4334 9.8036 6.3429 4.5801 4.1969
S 57.7325 65.0065 24.2344 2.9274 0.8851
T 3.3055 2.3373 1.6528 1.1687 0.7391
OLB 8.0542 8.0779 8.0579 8.0260 8.0120
s 0.4200 0.3461 0.2491 0.1566 0.0907
T 0.3857 0.2727 0.1928 0.1364 0.0862
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
Bb, io 333.9442 329.7909 328.2041 328.1436 327.8415
S 36.1414 25.2620 17.9675 12.7704 8.0941
T 36.0850 25.5159 18.0425 12.7580 8.0688
Table 7.37: Fitting G w p  to G b p  for k — 4, r  = 3, a  =  4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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7 ll ,7 i2
n 3 , n 4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B p 2.5936 2.5938 2.5918 2.5917 2.5946 2.5883 2.5912
S 0.1585 0.1603 0.1601 0.1607 0.1605 0.1598 0.1599
T 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651
OtWP 7.5946 7.6007 7.5975 7.6019 7.6025 7.5944 7.5963
S 0.1124 0.0705 0.1083 0.0698 0.0619 0.1127 0.1142
T 0.1150 0.0718 0.1107 0.0706 0.0629 0.1141 0.1157
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0007 0.0005 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
T 0.0007 0.0005 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
Bw, 10 308.1957 308.8979 308.5593 308.9323 309.2557 307.6599 308.3556
S 30.1921 22.3660 29.2077 22.4267 21.2181 30.2668 29.9532
T 30.8962 22.9475 29.8089 23.0716 21.7282 30.8533 30.3856
Pr(Fit
G w p )
0.0681 0.0666 0.0645 0.0638 0.0689 0.0638 0.0656
T 3.0479 3.0430 3.0471 3.0478 3.0465 3.0405 3.0432
S 0.2834 0.2832 0.2837 0.2819 0.2841 0.2811 0.2796
T 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791
a 9.4311 10.2111 11.1259 9.4127 10.3612 8.9349 9.8802
S 51.7178 77.6502 264.6415 51.4263 83.3490 39.5936 59.0093
T 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373
a p 8.0727 8.0813 8.0740 8.0746 8.0805 8.0729 8.0760
S 0.3547 0.3458 0.3519 0.3444 0.3487 0.3495 0.3558
T 0.2822 0.2697 0.2807 0.2695 0.2678 0.2819 0.2825
P b -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0005 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
T 0.0006 0.0005 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
B b , io 329.8489 329.7177 330.1545 330.1400 330.1124 329.4424 329.8482
S 30.9942 23.3929 30.3286 23.2790 22.1138 31.3658 30.8668
T 31.0655 23.3609 30.0066 23.4804 22.1892 31.0237 30.5681
Table 7.38: Fitting G w p  to G b p  for k = 4, r = 3, a =  4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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As with our other mis-specified scenarios, we compare the fit of both distributions by ex­
amining the maximum absolute distance between the distribution functions across all stress 
levels. The true scale parameters are
<f>1P =  1096.63316, <f)2P = 148.41316, (f>3P =  54.59815,
and the mis-specified counterparts from G w p  are given by
? i p  = 737.62089, 6 2p  =  99.82613, ? 3P = 36.72398.
So we are always under-estimating the scale parameters from the mis-specified distribution. 
We construct three plots of the true and mis-specified distribution functions, correspond­
ing to the three stress levels. The table of figures, Table 7.39, illustrate how well the two 
distribution functions match up. In fact, the maximum absolute distance between true and 
mis-specified distribution functions is just 0.023145, a figure which remains constant across 
all three stress levels, and is also identical to the equivalent non-accelerated scenario. This 
fact can be explained as follows : we have seen in'the non-accelerated case, that the maxi­
mum absolute distance between the Burr and mis-specified Weibull models is independent 
of the scale parameter. We have also seen (and proved in the non-accelerated case) that B p  
is independent of the scale parameter from the Burr, and that this entropy value remains 
constant across stress levels. Thus, if we have the same Burr parameters, but varying scale 
parameter then this will give the same entropy shape parameter, but, of course, varying en­
tropy scale parameter. When we consider acceleration, the only parameter that changes is 
the scale parameter, so we obtain equivalent results for the accelerated and non-accelerated 
cases. Thus, using our work on non-accelerated data sets, we can immediately conclude 
that, regardless of the number of stress levels we chose, and how we arrange these stress 
levels and corresponding sample sizes, in terms of maximised entropy, we observe an im­
proved fit as we increase a. An alternative statement is as follows : when we have the same 
scale-stress model, we reduce the number of entropy values to just 2, since we know that 
Pw* — Pb- B* remains the same, aw*  is just a reparameterised 6^. Thus we axe back to 
the non-accelerated scenario, and so all the results apply in this situation.
7 .2.2 F itt in g  G w p  to  G q p  
Simulation studies
In keeping with previous examples, we construct tables for our usual sets of 2, 3 and 4 stress 
levels. We vary r from the Gamma distribution and set the parameter equal to 0.5, 1, 2 and 
3, but only include results for r  =  3. We also fix a G and j3G at 8 and -0.02, respectively. 
When r  — 3, we have entropy values B p  =  1.8328 and a w p  — 9.2201, with P w p  — Pg -> an(t 
a true value of Bio given by 1208.5614. We summarise our results for k =  2 in Tables 7.40 
and 7.41, for k =  3 in Tables 7.42 and 7.43, and for k =  4, these can be found in Tables
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Table 7.39: Comparison between the true Burr Log-linear model, with parameters r  — 3, 
a =  4, cxb =  — —0.02, and the mis-specified Weibull Log-linear distribution, with
entropy values Bp =  2.55279, otwp =  7.60343, (3WP =  —0.02. Here, k =  3, X \  =  50, 
X2 =  150, X3 = 200.
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7.44 and 7.45. We list a number of points concerning results from these tables. Firstly, the 
Gamma and Weibull MLEs match up well with their theoretical counterparts even for small 
sample sizes, and, as expected, the standard errors for all MLEs and Rio from true and 
mis-specified distributions decrease as the sample size increases. The theoretical standard 
errors for r and B p  remain constant as we vary the n*, and larger standard errors are 
observed for the remaining MLEs and Rio, as more observations are assigned to the higher 
stress levels. For r =  0.5, 2 and 3, and small samples (say less that 100), the probability of 
choosing the incorrect distribution is as high as 20-30%. We also see quite a difference in the 
estimates for Rio from true and mis-specified distributions for this particular set of Gamma 
parameters. With r =  1, we are fitting, and simulating data from, a Negative Exponential 
distribution. Since this distribution is also a special case of the Weibull distribution, we 
cannot discriminate between Weibull and Gamma. This is why we can expect, across 
all stress levels, the probability of choosing the incorrect distribution function fluctuating 
around 0.5, and should also see excellent agreement between the estimates for Rio for true 
and mis-specified models.
The effects of mis-specification
This section examines the consequences of fitting the Weibull Log-linear distribution to data 
with an underlying Gamma Log-linear model. We do this in our usual way, and compare 
theoretical true and fitted distributions across stress levels by examining maximum absolute 
distances between cdfs. We do this in detail for one example, and then tabulate the results 
for varying parameters thereafter. We set the parameters from the Gamma Log-linear 
distribution to
r = 3, olq =  8, (3g =  -0.02, 
which correspond to scale parameters for our usual three stress levels of
ai =  1096.6332, a2 =  148.4132, a3 = 54.5982.
When we fit the Weibull distribution to data with this underlying Gamma distribution, we 
obtain entropy values of
B p  = 1.8328, ot-wp — 9.2201, Pw p  — —0.02,
which correspond to Weibull scale parameters equal to
61P =  3714.8739, $2p =  502.7535, ?3P =  184.9527.
We construct plots comparing the cdfs of true and mis-specified distributions across the three 
stress levels, each time noting the maximum absolute distance between the two distribution
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711,712 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B P 1.8834 1.8566 1.8423 1.8372
s 0.1459 0.1026 0.0647 0.0450
T 0.1429 0.1011 0.0639 0.0452
a w p 9.2161 9.2188 9.2192 9.2194
S 0.1143 0.0817 0.0521 0.0364
T 0.1158 0.0819 0.0518 0.0366
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003
T 0.0008 . 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003
Bw, 10 1120.8493 1104.3137 1094.3840 1090.7757
S 139.6749 99.2357 63.2593 44.1047
T 140.1841 99.1251 62.6922 44.3301
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.2300 0.1337 0.0353 0.0045
t 3.1244 3.0563 3.0220 3.0093
S 0.4282 0.2921 0.1838 0.1273
T 0.4029 0.2849 0.1802 0.1274
a c 7.9647 7.9844 7.9937 7.9971
S 0.1761 0.1235 0.0788 0.0550
T 0.1750 0.1238 0.0783 0.0553
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
B g ,  io 1231.9567 1219.6071 1212.6143 1209.9148
S 146.9338 103.8495 66.2977 46.0933
T 146.6743 103.7144 65.5947 46.3825
Table 7.40: Fitting G w p  to G q p  for k =  2, r = 3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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ni ,n2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B P 1.8552 1.8571 1.8560 1.8578
S 0.1025 0.1036 0.1032 0.1034
T 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011
a w p 9.2043 9.2235 9.2124 9.2208
S 0.1600 0.0712 0.1125 0.0708
T 0.1608 0.0718 0.1141 0.0704
P w p -0.0199 -0.0201 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0009 0.0009 0.0006 0.0007
T 0.0009 0.0009 0.0007 0.0007
Bw,  10 1097.8089 1104.8552 1100.9326 1105.1424
S 151.0026 89.9034 118.8285 91.9691
T 150.6503 89.3715 118.8095 91.6287
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.1294 0.1317 0.1290 0.1346
t 3.0550 3.0594 3.0578 3.0592
S 0.2951 0.3000 0.2953 0.2959
T 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849
OLG 7.9771 7.9861 7.9807 7.9844
S 0.1828 0.1201 0.1452 0.1182
T 0.1815 0.1178 0.1453 0.1171
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006
T 0.0008 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006
B g , io 1218.2638 1219.7885 1218.9797 1219.6914
S 159.7946 94.4010 125.0095 96.3917
T 159.2573 93.1132 125.0016 95.5707
Table 7.41: Fitting G w p  to G q p  for k =  2, r = 3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i , n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
n s 25 50 100 300 500
B P 1.9025 1.8634 1.8484 1.8384 . 1.8356
S 0.1741 0.1187 0.0833 0.0484 0.0369
T 0.1650 0.1167 0.0825 0.0476 0.0369
a w p 9.2099 9.2158 9.2185 9.2191 9.2198
S 0.1562 0.1148 0.0809 0.0467 0.0364
T 0.1629 0.1152 0.0815 0.0470 0.0364
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0011 0.0008 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0011 0.0008 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
Bw, 10 1131.7639 1108.1852 1098.9021 1091.8549 1090.1168
S 177.4187 125.4105 88.3920 50.8594 39.3979
T 175.2036 123.8876 87.6018 50.5769 39.1767
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.2686 0.1716 0.0803 0.0058 0.0005
r 3.1747 3.0762 3.0380 3.0132 3.0067
S 0.5149 0.3433 0.2372 0.1358 0.1051
T 0.4652 0.3290 0.2326 0.1343 0.1040
OLQ 7.9484 7.9776 7.9894 7.9959 7.9981
s 0.2206 0.1565 0.1099 0.0634 0.0493
T 0.2209 0.1562 0.1105 0.0638 0.0494
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0010 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
B g , io 1241.6525 1223.4006 1216.7104 1211.3198 1209.9008
S 186.8707 131.9524 92.9665 53.1138 41.4149
T 183.8071 129.9712 91.9035 53.0605 41.1005
Table 7.42: Fitting G w p  to G q p  for k = 3, r  =  3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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ni ,n2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n  3 150 75 250 50
B P 1.8486 1.8480 1.8481 1.8483
S 0.0837 0.0839 0.0830 0.0842
T 0.0825 0.0825 0.0825 0.0825
a w p 9.2162 9.2118 9.2060 9.2218
S 0.1081 0.1454 0.1541 0.0617
T 0.1084 0.1450 0.1536 0.0622
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006
T 0.0007 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006
Bw, 10 1098.5563 1097.1009 1093.8586 1099.6147
S 105.2205 127.5779 139.2290 77.1511
T 104.9515 126.0492 138.5650 76.1254
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0826 0.0812 0.0818 0.0789
T 3.0361 3.0346 3.0363 3.0372
S 0.2388 0.2380 0.2357 0.2382
T 0.2326 0.2326 0.2326 0.2326
OiG 7.9887 7.9858 7.9829 7.9918
s 0.1311 0.1611 0.1685 0.0978
T 0.1300 0.1595 0.1668 0.0983
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0005
T 0.0006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0005
B g , io 1216.1851 1215.4418 1215.3498 1216.6478
S 110.2100 135.4477 147.7182 80.1565
T 110.6244 133.3001 146.7230 79.4590
Table 7.43: Fitting G w p  to G q p  for k =  3, r  =  3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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ni ,n2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B P 1.8816 1.8585 1.8450 1.8380 1.8351
S 0.1464 0.1018 0.0720 0.0508 0.0320
T 0.1429 0.1011 0.0715 0.0505 0.0320
olwp 9.2078 9.2147 9.2184 9.2186 9.2197
S 0.1592 0.1151 0.0813 0.0577 0.0362
T 0.1620 0.1146 0.0810 0.0573 0.0362
P w p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
T 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
B w ,10 1116.9103 1104.5101 1096.4632 1091.4256 1089.7244
S 165.4157 116.3267 82.4688 58.5031 36.9845
T 164.3341 116.2018 82.1671 58.1009 36.7462
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.2356 0.1342 0.0482 0.0083 0.0002
t 3.1170 3.0611 3.0296 3.0127 3.0051
S 0.4278 0.2902 0.2046 0.1444 0.0905
T 0.4029 0.2849 . 0.2015 0.1425 0.0901
a o 7.9626 7.9803 7.9914 7.9959 7.9985
S 0.2065 0.1476 0.1029 0.0735 0.0458
T 0.2060 0.1457 0.1030 0.0728 0.0461
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0:0200 -0.0200
S 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
T 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
B g , io 1230.0131 1220.7140 1214.9867 1210.9377 1209.6635
S 175.0763 122.0486 87.2290 61.5564 38.9390
T 172.7997 122.1879 86.3999 61.0939 38.6392
Table 7.44: Fitting G w p  to G q p  for k =  4, r  =  3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i ,n 2
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B P 1.8563 1.8561 1.8586 1.8556 1.8546 1.8574 1.8575
S 0.1033 0.1024 0.1028 0.1030 0.1014 0.1036 0.1031
T 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011
a w p 9.2089 9.2180 9.2111 9.2163 9.2183 9.2093 9.2100
S 0.1575 0.0982 0.1485 0.0955 0.0860 0.1554 0.1488
T 0.1568 0.0981 0.1508 0.0966 0.0860 0.1555 0.1577
P w p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0199
S 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0007 0.0007 0.0009 0.0009
T 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0007 0.0007 0.0009 0.0010
Bw, 10 1101.7270 1104.2874 1104.2801 1102.5499 1102.4953 1102.8239 1102.7546
S 147.0875 105.5711 139.8414 105.9428 98.4938 146.9636 140.0436
T 145.0100 104.7791 139.5639 105.4171 98.4866 144.7954 142.4541
Pr(Fit
G w p )
0.1340 0.1381 0.1322 0.1303 0.1285 0.1309 0.1340
T 3.0577 3.0542 3.0641 3.0551 3.0530 3.0600 3.0594
s 0.2953 0.2933 0.2973 0.2954 0.2933 0.2965 0.2961
T 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849
OLG 7.9793 7.9855 7.9784 7.9838 7.9853 7.9792 7.9784
S 0.1807 0.1344 0.1720 0.1330 0.1271 0.1785 0.1730
T 0.1782 0.1342 0.1734 0.1331 0.1263 0.1772 0.1790
P a -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0006 0.0007 0.0009 0.0009
T 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008 0.0009
B g , io 1221.2248 1220.0362 1222.8640 1218.9286 1218.2290 1222.2051 1220.4060
S 156.0030 110.7813 148.2242 110.6514 103.6939 154.8323 147.5701
T 153.2000 109.8412 147.3476 110.5319 103.0217 152.9695 150.4539
Table 7.45: Fitting G w p  to G q p  for k =  4, r  = 3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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functions. The table of figures in Table 7.46 shows that across all stress levels, we see an 
equivalent fit between true and mis-specified distributions, and a maximum absolute distance 
of 0.0263 is observed at each case. This figure is identical to the non-accelerated counterpart, 
a result that can be expected since we know that the entropy value for the shape parameter 
from the Weibull distribution is independent of the Gamma scale parameter. Since, with 
acceleration, it is only the scale parameter that changes at each stress level, we will observe 
identical results to the non-accelerated scenario. Thus, we no longer need to tabulate results 
for varying values of r, since we use our results for the non-accelerated Gamma distribution. 
Here we established that the worst fit between Weibull and Gamma occurred for very small 
values of r, whilst the best fit was when r  — 1, which was equivalent to fitting the Negative 
Exponential distribution. As r increased, we saw the maximum absolute distance between 
the cdfs of the Gamma and Weibull distributions level off at about 0.06.
7 .2 .3  F ittin g  Gwp Glnp 
Simulation studies
We run simulations for varying parameter values and stress levels from the Lognormal 
distribution. As in previous cases, we allow the number of stress levels to vary from 2 to 
4, and use the same sets of levels and sample sizes. However, the way in which we chose 
parameter values from this distribution must be consistent with the methods established 
for the Burr and Gamma distributions. For these cases, it was relatively straightforward 
to obtain values for the parameters in the scale-stress relationship since we had obvious 
scale parameters. It is slightly more complicated for the Log-normal distribution since we 
do not have an unique scale parameter. The parameter /x roughly determines where the 
data points lie but is not an actual scale parameter. Thus, if we want the data points at 
the first stress level to lie roughly around 2000 time units, then this implies we must take 
fa =  In 2000; this really means that the middle value of the data set is 2000 since the median 
for the Lognormal distribution is exp (/x). Similarly, at the kth stress level, if we expect the 
lifetime of items to have decreased to about 200 time units, then we must set fa  =  In 200. 
Inserting these values into the log-linear scale stress relationship, solving for olln and Pl n , 
and rounding up implies that we should set
&l n  = 8, f iLN =  - 0.02.
To determine values for the remaining parameter cr, we consider the following simple exam­
ple. Since we are interested in how the Weibull distribution represents a set of data with 
another underlying model, in practice, we should not fit this distribution to a set of data 
that has quite extreme values and which looks quite different from data that has originated 
from a Weibull distribution. To illustrate data from a Weibull distribution, we display plots
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c
Table 7.46: Comparison between the true Gamma Log-linear model, with parameters r  = 3, 
a c  = 8, (3g = —0.02, and the mis-specified Weibull Log-linear distribution, with entropy 
values B p  = 1.8328, a w p  =  9.2201, (3WP = —0.02. Here, k — 3, X \  = 50, X 2 = 150, 
X 3 =  200.
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-linear distribution for varying Bp.
of data from a Weibull Log-linear model with parameters
a w p  =  8, (3WP =  -0.02,
and Bp = 0.5,1,2 and 3. The scale stress parameters correspond to similar scaling values 
from the Lognormal distribution. We can then compare this data to tha t from a Lognormal 
Log-linear model, as we allow o to vary also from 0.5 to 3. Table 7.47 shows four Weibull 
plots corresponding to each value of Bp. Note we have three stress levels with 500 obser­
vations at each level. The corresponding Lognormal plots are shown in Table 7.48. We see 
that small values of Bp  correspond to quite large data values (and hence a large spread), 
whilst larger values of a have the same effect on data from the Lognormal distribution. The 
effect however, is intensified in this case, and for a =  3, the largest data point is a very 
large 13000000 time units. As a result, it is only small values of cr, say between 0.5 to 1.5, 
that generate data tha t might be mistakenly regarded as from a Weibull distribution. These 
are the range of values we consider when running simulations, and take a = 0.5, 1 and 1.5, 
although only summarise results for a = 1; these can be found in Tables 7.49 and 7.50 for 
k = 2, Tables 7.51 and 7.52 for k = 3, and Tables 7.53 and 7.54 for k = 4. We compare 
MLEs from the Weibull distribution with entropy values given by B p  =  1, f iwp  =  —0.02, 
and a w p  = 8.5, and all estimates of Bio with a true value given by B l n ,io — 304.4323. 
The tables show similar results to those already observed in previous cases. We see good
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Table 7.48: Data from a Lognormal Log-linear distribution for varying o.
agreement between MLEs and their theoretical counterparts for both distribution functions, 
and this agreement improves as the sample size increases. The standard errors also decrease, 
indicating more accurate estimates. The theoretical standard errors for a  and Bp  are not 
affected by how we arrange the sample sizes across stress levels, but generally these values 
for the remaining MLEs and Rio increase as more observations are allocated to the middle 
and higher stress levels. When we examine Rio from true and mis-specified distributions, we 
see quite considerable differences, and this quantile is always under-estimated when we fit 
the Weibull distribution. We also see much smaller probabilities associated with preferring 
the Weibull distribution over the true, and these rarely exceed 5%.
The effects of mis-specification.
We show how we compare true and mis-specified distributions for the Lognormal distribution 
for a particular set of parameters and stress levels. We then tabulate the results for the 
remaining parameter values. We set
(j =  l, o l l n  — 8, P l n  =  —0.02, 
and use our usual set of three stress levels. These correspond to
Mi = 7, fi2 = 5, /x3 =  4.
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n i,n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B P 1.0419 1.0221 1.0101 1.0053
S 0.0973 0.0703 0.0448 0.0320
T 0.1053 0.0745 0.0471 0.0333
a w p 8.4922 8.4948 8.4978 8.4995
S 0.2359 0.1671 0.1079 0.0797
T 0.2431 0.1719 0.1087 0.0769
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0017 0.0012 0.0008 0.0006
T 0.0017 0.0012 0.0008 0.0006
Bw, 10 208.7436 200.0274 194.8248 192.8877
S 48.2857 34.4702 21.9088 15.7381
T 50.7621 35.8942 22.7015 16.0524
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0293 0.0035 0 0
a 0.9876 0.9933 0.9970 0.9986
S 0.0706 0.0499 0.0314 0.0223
T 0.0707 0.0500 0.0316 0.0224
&LN 7.9977 7.9989 ■ 7.9988 8.0000
S 0.1931 0.1351 0.0870 0.0621
T 0.1944 0.1374 0.0869 0.0615
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0013 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0013 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004
B l n ,10 313.1263 308.8949 306.2157 305.4202
S 52.2090 36.1446 22.9694 16.4383
T 51.1336 36.1569 22.8677 16.1699
Table 7.49: Fitting G w p  to G l n p  for k =  2, a  = 1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i , n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B p 1.0234 1.0230 1.0230 1.0240
S 0.0701 0.0703 0.0704 0.0698
T 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745
a w p 8.4681 8.5106 8.4867 8.5043
S 0.3353 0.1424 0.2356 0.1518
T 0.3469 0.1489 0.2438 0.1458
P w p -0.0198 -0.0202 -0.0199 -0.0201
S 0.0018 0.0018 0.0014 0.0014
T 0.0019 0.0019 0.0014 0.0014
B w ,  10 201.6528 200.9562 200.9491 201.1952
S 58.0354 30.1682 43.6099 30.9560
T 56.2052 31.9556 43.7257 32.8717
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0035 0.0029 0.0041 0.0032
a 0.9933 0.9930 0.9936 0.9932
S 0.0501 0.0501 0.0502 0.0498
T 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500
OLLN 8.0024 8.0017 7.9999 8.0012
S 0.2704 0.1203 0.1901 0.1178
T 0.2679 0.1208 0.1905 0.1186
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0014 0:0014 0.0011 0.0011
T 0.0014 0.0014 0.0011 0.0011
B ln io 314.4705 309.2148 310.6762 308.9610
S 67.2498 30.7549 48.7640 31.8840
T 63.9351 30.1683 47.2664 31.5974
Table 7.50: Fitting G w p  to G l n p  for k = 2, a  = 1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
n3 25 50 100 300 500
B p 1.0555 1.0306 1.0162 1.0058 1.0032
S 0.1126 0.0816 0.0572 0.0340 0.0265
T 0.1216 0.0860 0.0608 0.0351 0.0272
a w p 8.4847 8.4901 8.4957 8.4976 8.5003
S 0.3349 0.2384 0.1714 0.0993 0.0777
T 0.3462 0.2448 0.1731 0.1000 0.0774
P w p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0023 0.0017 0.0012 0.0007 0.0005
T 0.0024 0.0017 0.0012 0.0007 0.0005
B w , 1 0 215.8159 204.2198 197.7850 192.9754 192.1208
S 63.8147 44.6255 31.0770 17.9222 14.0380
T 63.9449 45.2159 31.9725 18.4593 14.2985
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0557 0.0097 0.0001 0 0
<7 0.9829 0.9908 0.9956 0.9985 0.9993
S 0.0808 0.0577 0.0407 0.0234 0.0181
T 0.0816 0.0577 0.0408 0.0236 0.0183
®LN 8.0003 8.0005 7.9999 7.9987 8.0007
S 0.2745 0.1932 0.1387 0.0791 0.0613
T 0.2726 0.1927 0.1363 0.0787 0.0609
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0019 0.0013 0.0009 0.0005 0.0004
T 0.0019 0.0013 0.0009 0.0005 0.0004
B l n , 1 0 318.6971 312.0114 308.0314 305.3694 305.2527
S 70.2666 48.7916 34.4553 19.2691 14.9626
T 66.7617 47.2076 33.3808 19.2724 14.9284
Table 7.51: Fitting G w p  to G l n p  for k = 3, a  = 1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n3 150 75 250 50
B P 1.0151 1.0161 1.0149 1.0154
S 0.0574 0.0576 0.0578 0.0575
T 0.0608 0.0608 0.0608 0.0608
a w p 8.4885 8.4838 8.4698 8.5013
S 0.2277 0.3049 0.3205 0.1283
T 0.2329 0.3135 0.3323 0.1299
P w p -0.0199 -0.0199 -0.0198 -0.0200
S 0.0014 0.0019 0.0017 0.0012
T 0.0014 0.0020 0.0018 0.0012
B w ,10 197.6669 199.2142 197.8795 197.3409
S 38.5590 47.4881 53.2655 26.0495
T 38.8307 47.0766 51.9383 27.3701
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0004 0.0002 0.0005 0.0002
a 0.9963 0.9954 0.9962 0.9955
S 0.0408 0.0407 0.0406 0.0407
T 0.0408 0.0408 0.0408 0.0408
&LN 7.9997 8.0002 8.0022 8.0006
S 0.1827 0.2419 0.2576 0.1039
T 0.1808 0.2415 0.2557 0.1046
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0011 0.0015 0.0014 0.0009
T 0.0011 0.0015 0.0014 0.0010
B l n , 10 308.9417 311.0516 312.4970 307.4714
S 44.0338 55.1882 62.5759 26.9258
T 42.8487 53.7485 60.0366 26.6147
Table 7.52: Fitting G w p  to G l n p  for k  = 3, a  = 1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B P 1.0431 1.0232 1.0117 1.0062 1.0027
S 0.0983 0.0706 0.0500 0.0364 0.0230
T 0.1053 0.0745 0.0527 0.0372 0.0235
a w p 8.4783 8.4846 8.4925 8.4983 8.4988
S 0.3323 0.2393 0.1719 0.1218 0.0771
T 0.3464 0.2450 0.1732 0.1225 0.0775
P w p -0.0199 -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0200
S 0.0022 0.0016 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005
T 0.0023 0.0016 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005
Bw, 10 210.1290 200.5018 195.7326 193.4745 191.7031
S 60.6362 41.9601 29.8985 20.9874 13.2869
T 60.3798 42.6950 30.1899 21.3475 13.5013
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0309 0.0032 0 0 0
a 0.9868 0.9934 0.9969 0.9986 0.9991
S 0.0706 0.0505 0.0351 0.0254 0.0159
T 0.0707 0.0500 0.0354 0.0250 0.0158
&LN 7.9981 7.9976 7.9985 7.9996 8.0002
S 0.2713 0.1923 0.1365 0.0952 0.0605
T 0.2706 0.1914 0.1353 0.0957 0.0605
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0017 0.0012 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0017 0.0012 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004
B l n , io 316.1574 309.9421 307.1367 305.7418 305.1553
S 67.8121 46.7294 33.0353 23.0122 14.5163
T 64.8339 45.8445 32.4169 22.9222 14.4973
Table 7.53: Fitting G w p  to G l n p  for k = 4, a  = 1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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711,712
n 3 , n 4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B P 1.0234 1.0223 1.0232 1.0227 1.0238 1.0232 1.0230
S 0.0695 0.0706 0.0707 0.0703 0.0695 0.0702 0.0708
T 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745
a w p 8.4774 8.4925 8.4768 8.4971 8.5013 8.4752 8.4807
S 0.3282 0.2031 0.3074 0.1999 0.1753 0.3227 0.3213
T 0.3381 0.2083 0.3250 0.2049 0.1813 0.3354 0.3402
P w p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0199
S 0.0019 0.0015 0.0019 0.0014 0.0014 0.0018 0.0020
T 0.0020 0.0016 0.0020 0.0015 0.0015 0.0019 0.0021
B w ,  10 202.5715 200.2485 201.5248 201.1068 201.4161 201.9580 202.1969
S 55.7509 37.1060 51.8538 37.3813 33.7359 55.0082 52.9871
T 54.0059 38.1571 51.8784 38.4117 35.6378 53.9222 53.0080
Pr(Fit
G w p )
0.0038 0.0049 0.0038 0.0034 0.0038 0.0033 0.0041
a 0.9929 0.9942 0.9932 0.9940 0.9934 0.9931 0.9929
S 0.0497 0.0500 0.0498 0.0509 0.0497 0.0499 0.0505
T 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500
&LN 8.0016 7.9992 7.9981 8.0012 8.0039 8.0001 8.0046
S 0.2626 0.1642 0.2499 0.1618 0.1432 0.2604 0.2598
T 0.2612 0.1642 0.2514 0.1616 0.1443 0.2591 0.2628
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0015 0.0012 0.0015 0.0011 0.0011 0.0015 0.0016
T 0.0015 0.0012 0.0015 0.0011 0.0011 0.0015 0.0016
B l n , io 313.9232 309.0568 312.3394 309.6813 309.8247 313.5410 314.0248
S 64.0900 40.2039 60.1883 40.9125 36.3069 63.7197 61.3595
T 61.0526 39.4511 58.2460 39.8166 35.7780 60.9425 59.7385
Table 7.54: Fitting G w p  to G l n p  for /c =  4, <t =  1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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The entropy values for this set of parameters are
B w p  — 1, otwp =  8.5, Pw p  — ~ 0.02,
which then correspond to entropy scale parameters of
0ip  =  1808.0424, ?2p  =  244.6919, 03P =  90.0171.
We plot the three distribution functions corresponding to each stress level, shown by the 
table of figures, Table 7.55. The plots look very similar across all three stress levels, and in 
fact, the maximum absolute distance at each level remains the same and peaks at 0.060497. 
This can be expected since we know that if pm (Xi) =  pt (Xi), then Pi does not influence 
the entropy shape parameter from the Weibull distribution (since B* = cr-1). When we 
allow the data set to undergo acceleration, only the p i and the shape parameters from both 
distributions remain constant. Thus, we see identical plots across stress levels, since the 
shapes of both Weibull and Lognormal distribution functions do not change as we vary 
Pi. We also note that the maximum absolute distance obtained is consistent with the 
non-accelerated scenario since the entropy value for the shape parameter from the Weibull 
distribution is the same for both acceleration and non-acceleration. Since we observe such 
similarities between both cases, we are able to use the results from our non-acceleration work 
to conclude that the maximum absolute distance between true and mis-specified distribution 
functions remains the same across all values of Pi and cr and hence, olln, P l n  a n d  cr.
7.3 G etting the distribution and scale-stress relationship wrong
We now consider the final scenario, and mis-specify the underlying distribution function and 
scale-stress relationship. There are six possible combinations we could take, and list these 
below. In all cases, we assess the effects of fitting the incorrect distribution in two ways - 
simulation studies of parameter estimates, and maximum distances between cdfs across all 
stress levels.
7.3.1 F ittin g  G w p  to  G b a  
Simulation studies
We summarise results of our simulations when we fit G w p  to data from G b a -  We run 
simulations for our usual four sets of Burr parameters, but, as previously, due to the size 
of each table, only include results for r =  3, a =  4; these are shown in Tables 7.56 and 
7.57 for k =  2, Tables 7.58 and 7.59 for k =  3, and Tables 7.60 and 7.61 for k =  4. We 
include details on entropy values, average MLEs, and sample and theoretical standard errors 
of MLEs for both true and mis-specified distributions. We also summarise results for Bio, 
and compare sample results to a true value of B b , iq  =  575.2676. The tables show similar
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Table 7.55: Comparison between the true Lognormal Log-linear model, with parameters 
<7 =  1, aLN — &i Pl n  =  —0.02, and thejnis-specified Weibull Log-linear distribution, with 
entropy values B w p  = 1, =  8.5, P w p  = —0.02. Here, k  =  3, X \  =  50, X 2 =  150,
X 3 =  200.
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results to previous investigations. When examining sample standard errors of the MLEs 
from the true distribution, we see that this statistic for a is large for small sample sizes, and 
at times, we see the standard error rise as the sample size also increases; we have observed 
similar results for our non-accelerated counterparts. Otherwise, the sample standard errors 
for the remaining MLEs from the Burr are generally close to their theoretical counterparts 
and decrease as n  increases. Our theoretical and sample values for Bp, 10 also match up well, 
and the standard errors decrease as the total sample size increases. This is true even when 
we observe large estimates for the standard error of a. Entropy values are generally close 
to the Weibull MLEs and do not vary at all when k =  2 or when there are equal loadings 
at each stress level. The standard errors of the mis-specified MLEs also decrease as the 
overall sample size increases, and we see good agreement between the sample values and 
their theoretical counterparts. Generally, sample values for Rio from true and mis-specified 
distribution functions do not match up, and, as in previous scenarios, we always see this 
quantile being under-estimated when we fit the wrong distribution function.
The effects of mis-specification
We examine if a particular set of Burr Arrhenius parameter values results in a poor fit from 
the Weibull Log-linear model in the usual way. That is, we derive the maximum absolute 
distance between true and mis-specified distribution functions for different sets of Burr 
parameters, stress levels and sample sizes, and observe if we have any obvious differences. 
Since we now have two shape parameters from the Burr distribution that can change, we 
must accommodate for this and allow both to vary. To do this, we fix r at 1, 2, 3 and 4 and 
allow a to vary each time from 1 to 4 in steps of 1. We first examine the results for k =  2.
Two stress levels We consider results for 2 stress levels, and choose the stresses and scale- 
stress parameters in a similar fashion to when we run simulations. We found equivalent 
results to the non-accelerated scenario and try to provide an explanation for this below. 
When we have two stress levels, we can completely determine the scale-stress parameters 
from the Weibull distribution, since we have two equations with 2 unknowns. This then just 
leaves R* to estimate, and so we have reduced the problem to the non-accelerated scenario. 
Further increasing the number of stress levels leads to the system of simultaneous equations 
having no solutions and so we cannot used our work on non-acceleration in such cases. 
Our results for two stress levels strengthen this fact. When we allowed r and a to vary, 
we observed equivalent values to the non-accelerated scenario for B p  and the maximum 
absolute distance between distribution functions across the two stress levels was also the 
same. Thus, we can conclude that we will see an improved fit between Weibull and Burr 
as we increase a , and varying r  has little if no effect. Such results are also consistent with 
those, when we fixed the scale-stress relationship and fitted Weibull to Burr.
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n i,n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
Bp 2.6312 2.5904 2.5695 2.5610
Bp 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528
S 0.2270 0.1613 0.1020 0.0730
T 0.2335 0.1651 0.1044 0.0738
® W P 7.9313 7.9310 7.9331 7.9331
O LW P 7.9335 7.9335 7.9335 7.9335
S 0.0827 0.0592 0.0376 0.0265
T 0.0845 0.0598 0.0378 0.0267
& W P -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
Pwp -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
Bw, 10 548.3657 541.4616 538.8914 537.4582
S 52.5781 37.6093 23.9523 17.0559
T 54.2418 38.3547 24.2577 17.1528
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0001 0.0002 0 0
t 3.1350 3.0411 3.0092 3.0037
S 0.4034 0.2820 0.1805 0.1284
T 0.3948 0.2791 0.1765 0.1248
a 12.9394 14.7534 5.9043 4.4710
S 147.1365 303.5799 31.9980 2.7715
T 3.3055 2.3373 1.4783 1.0453
O-B 0.3563 0.3847 0.3466 0.3223
S 0.4554 0.3804 0.2376 0.1538
T 0.4303 0.3043 0.1924 0.1361
P b 2346.3631 2346.0663 2346.9072 2346.9638
s 83.9091 59.5998 37.0641 26.4132
T 83.2317 58.8537 37.2223 26.32021•»
B b , io 586.0124 578.1394 576.3102 575.6993
S 55.1458 39.1531 25.0217 17.6731
T 55.3765 39.1571 24.7651 17.5116
Table 7.56: Fitting G w p  to G b a  for k = 2, r =  3, a = 4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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711,712 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
Bp 2.5940 2.5924 2.5938 2.5943
Bp 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528
S 0.1596 0.1585 0.1594 0.1602
T 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651
awp 7.9229 7.9362 7.9296 7.9343
a w p 7.9335 7.9335 7.9335 7.9335
S 0.1157 0.0517 0.0824 0.0510
T 0.1180 0.0523 0.0836 0.0513
P w p -0.0153 -0.0154 -0.0153 -0.0154
P w p -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005
T 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005
Bw, 10 540.5169 542.8663 542.0010 542.9140
S 55.5907 33.5568 43.7642 34.5321
T 56.2130 35.0696 45.0999 35.8256
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005
T 3.0481 3.0479 3.0456 3.0469
S 0.2825 0.2826 0.2823 0.2833
T 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791
a 10.3314 10.0699 10.0979 12.1062
S 133.5666 50.2903 87.0543 140.5326
T 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373
Ot-B 0.3867 0.3681 0.3805 0.3772
S 0.3980 0.4326 0.3771 0.3979
T 0.3297 0.3729 0.3079 0.3265
P b 2343.5494 2350.2164 2346.3447 2348.4343
S 89.5832 89.8283 68.7511 68.9709
T 88.9784 88.9784 67.9584 67.9584
B b , io 579.3728 579.6950 579.2306 579.3802
S 57.1014 35.7353 45.4451 36.4035
T 56.4619 36.0125 45.6600 36.7346
Table 7.57: Fitting G w p  to G b a  for k = 2, r =  3, a  = 4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
m  . 25 50 100 300 500
B P 2.5946 2.5482 2.5222 2.5034 2.4996
Bp 2.4942 2.4942 2.4942 2.4942 2.4942
S 0.2581 0.1791 0.1272 0.0748 0.0573
T 0.2611 0.1846 0.1306 0.0754 0.0584
a w p 7.9007 7.9031 7.9041 7.9051 7.9057
O t W P 7.9056 7.9056 7.9056 7.9056 7.9056
S 0.1173 0.0829 0.0588 0.0338 0.0266
T 0.1186 0.0839 0.0593 0.0342 0.0265
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
Bw, 10 520.3669 513.7325 509.6496 506.7288 506.3396
S 62.5444 43.6757 31.2509 18.2903 14.1261
T 63.8032 45.1156 31.9016 18.4184 14.2668
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.1117 0.0465 0.0114 0 0
r 3.1973 3.0766 3.0216 3.0034 3.0012
S 0.4753 0.3270 0.2314 0.1344 0.1029
T 0.4558 0.3223 0.2279 0.1316 0.1019
a 20.1934 12.7870 10.7892 4.5524 4.2617
S 371.7213 164.1102 228.9296 4.3853 1.1220
T 3.8169 2.6989 1.9084 1.1018 0.8535
OLB 0.3336 0.3798 0.3734 0.3254 0.3139
S 0.5197 0.4263 0.3276 0.1659 0.1219
T 0.5157 0.3647 0*2579 0.1489 0.1153
P b 2345.0224 2345.6118 2346.1908 2346.9081 2347.2876
S 116.6829 80.9464 57.1038 32.7096 25.4786
T 113.2472 80.0779 56.6236 32.6916 25.3228
B b ,10 589.6606 581.8787 577.3128 575.5894 575.5796
s 69.0346 48.2571 34.5350 20.0247 15.4666
T 68.8181 48.6617 34.4090 19.8661 15.3882
Table 7.58: Fitting G w p  to G b a  for k = 3, r =  3, a  = 4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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n i , n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n  3 150 75 250 50
B P 2.5207 2.5137 2.5604 2.5474
Bp 2.4933 2.4848 2.5343 2.5217
S 0.1283 0.1286 0.1301 0.1283
T 0.1304 0.1313 0.1333 0.1381
a w p 7.8514 7.7707 7.8691 7.9421
OiWP 7.8551 7.7744 7.8793 7.9419
S 0.0786 0.1043 0.1110 0.0451
T 0.0792 0.1060 0.1131 0.0458
P w p -0.0152 -0.0151 -0.0151 -0.0158
P w p -0.0152 -0.0151 -0.0151 -0.0157
S 0.0005 0.0007 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0005 0.0007 0.0006 0.0004
Bw,io 492.4346 456.7643 512.1062 528.5095
S 35.3798 38.8611 48.2584 28.2749
T 35.9937 39.4955 48.8454 30.6059
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0116 0.0099 0.0309 0.0231
T 3.0222 3.0168 3.0197 3.0189
s 0.2330 0.2317 0.2318 0.2334
T 0.2279 0.2279 0.2279 0.2279
a 8.0718 9.7601 7.6543 8.6059
S 47.9911 178.3940 45.1066 58.8513
T 1.9084 ' 1.9084 1.9084 1.9084
Ql b 0.3741 0.3791 0.3783 0.3718
S 0.3354 0.3728 0.3469 0.3409
T 0.2679 0.3124 0.2872 0.2686
P b 2345.7289 2345.2295 2343.1043 2347.5361
s 68.8901 97.1708 87.0496 58.1261
T 67.9571 96.1041 86.1388 57.4923
B b , io 577.3160 577.4678 576.7046 576.8893
S 41.0020 49.9687 52.8274 30.3178
T 40.7711 49.7945 52.2790 30.4535
Table 7.59: Fitting G w p  to  G b a  f°r k = 3, r  = 3, a  = 4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B p 2.5861 2.5466 2.5282 2.5181 2.5113
B p 2.5071 • 2.5071 2.5071 2.5071 2.5071
S 0.2212 0.1565 0.1108 0.0787 0.0502
T 0.2282 0.1614 0.1141 0.0807 0.0510
a w p 7.9034 7.9059 7.9071 7.9080 7.9085
O i W P 7.9089 7.9089 7.9089 7.9089 7.9089
S 0.1155 0.0832 0.0580 0.0413 0.0265
T 0.1183 0.0836 0.0591 0.0418 0.0264
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
B w ,  io 519.5776 513.7450 510.9342 509.5064 508.4659
S 57.5765 41.4355 29.1137 20.7478 13.2211
T 59.5577 42.1137 29.7788 21.0568 13.3175
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0983 0.0373 0.0076 0.0005 0
T 3.1380 3.0434 3.0111 3.0051 3.0024
S 0.4021 0.2817 0.2014 0.1417 0.0892
T 0.3948 0.2791 0.1974 0.1396 0.0883
a 17.1850 9.3225 9.8330 4.6567 4,1740
S 296.6904 43.3573 308.3059 5.2556 0.8773
T 3.3055 2.3373 1.6528 1.1687 0.7391
dtp 0.3606 0.3851 0.3619 0.3288 0.3098
S 0.4962 0.3919 0.2844 0.1793 0.1050
T 0.4529 0.3203 0.2265 0.1601 0.1013
P b 2345.6578 2345.9635 2346.1252 2346.4153 2346.8412
s 107.2704 75.8845 52.9006 37.3110 23.6892
T 105.8361 74.8374 52.9181 37.4187 23.6657
B b , io 586.7590 579.2420 576.3225 575.7671 575.4764
S 63.7145 45.5256 31.8928 22.5367 14.2937
T 63.8837 45.1726 31.9419 22.5863 14.2848
Table 7.60: Fitting G w p  to G b a  for k =  4, r = 3, a — 4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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n i ,n 2
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B P 2.5592 2.5468 2.5330 2.5664 2.5544 2.5599 2.5488
B p 2.5192 2.5049 2.4925 2.5281 2.5148 2.5192 2.5083
S 0.1584 0.1577 0.1553 0.1591 0.1574 0.1589 0.1577
T 0.1623 0.1617 0.1602 0.1632 0.1622 0.1621 0.1619
a w p 7.8754 7.9360 7.8262 7.9423 7.9459 7.8700 7.8672
a w p 7.8842 7.9373 7.8335 7.9438 7.9458 7.8791 7.8762
S 0.1130 0.0710 0.1088 0.0692 0.0618 0.1112 0.1141
T 0.1148 0.0717 0.1103 0.0706 0.0629 0.1140 0.1154
P w p -0.0153 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0158 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0156
P w p -0.0154 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0158 -0.0160 -0.0153 -0.0156
S 0.0007 0.0005 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
T 0.0007 0.0005 0.0007 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
Bw, io 508.4472 519.0361 483.6255 529.9895 526.3659 508.2451 496.5792
S 50.5107 38.4658 45.7582 39.1159 36.0818 49.8127 48.4508
T 50.9475 39.1293 46.5849 39.8599 37.4682 50.7946 49.0453
Pr(Fit
G w p )
0.0487 0.0391 0.0313 0.0583 0.0449 0.0474 0.0418
t 3.0494 3.0522 3.0442 3.0417 3.0465 3.0458 3.0453
S 0.2835 0.2860 0.2819 0.2804 0.2812 0.2822 0.2818
T 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791
a 11.4374 10.8228 10.6876 10.3732 10.9175 9.8033 13.8485
S 156.9435 78.2220 93.7003 84.4515 89.5536 66.2633 317.3796
T 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373
06 B 0.3829 0.3771 0.3886 0.3810 0.3765 0.3871 0.3920
s 0.4075 0.3913 0.4118 0.3845 0.3923 0.4006 0.4195
T 0.3395 0.3219 0.3440 0.3140 0.3201 0.3366 0.3531
P b 2343.5137 2346.4473 2343.6289 2346.9479 2347.5737 2343.0063 2341.4368
s 94.8757 72.7243 95.6842 67.4172 68.9976 92.0924 101.5984
T 93.3160 71.8427 94.7549 67.3849 68.2134 91.8034 99.7119
B b , io 579.3744 579.9322 578.9435 579.0198 579.4777 579.0498 578.3467
S 56.1285 41.5589 54.3195 41.1362 38.6766 55.3059 55.4409
T 55.3705 41.2064 54.2450 41.3158 39.0449 55.3141 54.8604
Table 7.61: Fitting G w p  to G b a  for k  = 4, r  =  3, a  =  4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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Figure 7.5: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Arrhe­
nius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r  =  1. Here, A = (l : 1 : 1), B = (l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E =(l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H=(l : 3 : 1).
Three stress levels We now consider results for three stress levels, and again use the 
same true parameter values and stress levels as those established when running simulations. 
We also allow r  and a to vary in the same way as above. We not only consider results when 
we arrange the sample equally amongst stress, but also run simulations for varying ratios; 
these will be the same as those used in previous investigations. We summarise the results 
using Figures 7.5, 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8, corresponding to r  =  1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. For each 
value of t ,  we vary a from 1 to 4, and plot the absolute distance on the vertical axis. The 
plots clearly show that for small values of r , as we allow a to increase we see a decrease 
in the maximum absolute distance between the two cdfs; this is true for all ratios. As we 
increase r ,  the maximum absolute distances for varying a begin to level off, and at times, 
we observe an increase in the distances as a is highered. Such a fact seems counter-intuitive 
since we expect there to be an improved fit between Weibull and Burr as a tends to infinity. 
However, we must now remember that the Weibull Log-linear distribution is not the limiting 
distribution of the Burr Arrhenius model, and so is perhaps not unusual for particular values 
of r ,  to see an improved fit between these two accelerated distributions with lower a. With 
regard to how we arrange the samples amongst the three stress levels, we observe the largest 
distances for varying a across all values of r  for the ratio ( 1 :1 :3 ) .  The best case is when 
we have the most observations in the middle stress; tha t is, for (1 : 3 : 1).
Four stress levels We finally consider the affects of fitting the Weibull Log-linear dis­
tribution to data with an underlying Burr Arrhenius model when we have 4 stress levels.
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Figure 7.6: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Arrhe­
nius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r  =  2. Here, A = (l : 1 : 1), B = (l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D—(2 : 3 : 1), 
E = (l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H =(l : 3 : 1).
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Figure 7.7: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Arrhe­
nius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r =  3. Here, A = (l : 1 : 1), B = (l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E = (l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H=(l : 3 : 1).
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Figure 7.8: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Arrhe­
nius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r  =  4. Here, A = (l : 1 : 1), B = (l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E = (l : 3 : 2), F = ( l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H = (l : 3 : 1).
We approach this in a similar way, and compute the maximum absolute distance between 
the true and mis-specified distribution functions across the 4 stress levels for varying ratios. 
Figures 7.9, 7.10, 7.11 and 7.12, summarise the results for r  =  1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 
Again we see similar results with regards to varying r  and a, and for small values of r , as 
a is increased, we observe a reduction in the maximum absolute distance between true and 
mis-specified distribution functions. For larger values of r ,  we do not observe this, and again 
for some ratios, we see the maximum absolute distance increase (slightly) as a increases. On 
the whole, however, we see the larger distances for larger r ; a result tha t was not witnessed 
in the non-accelerated scenario. When we begin to look at the effect tha t varying ratios 
has on this distance, we see that the best case occurs for (4 : 3 : 2 : 1) and then, following 
closely, (1 : 2 : 2 : 1). So again, we see tha t the lower and middle stresses results in the ’’best 
fit” between true and mis-specified distribution functions. As in the case with three stress 
levels, the largest absolute distance is observed for the ratio (1 : 1 : 1 : 4) so having most of 
the observations at the highest stress level will result in the worst fit.
7.3.2 F itting G w a  to G p p
We move on to our final scenario concerning the Burr distribution, and examine the effects 
of fitting the Weibull distribution, now with the Arrhenius scale-stress relationship, to data 
with an underlying Burr Log-linear model.
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Figure 7.9: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Ar­
rhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  — 1. Here, A^=(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B = (l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D = (l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F = (l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
Figure 7.10: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Ar­
rhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  =  2. Here, A=('l : 1 : 1 : 1), B = (l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D = (l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F = (l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
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Figure 7.11: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Ar­
rhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  =  3. Here, A = (l : 1 : 1 : 1), B = (l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D = (l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F = ( l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
Figure 7.12: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Ar­
rhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  =  4. Here, A = (l : 1 : 1 : 1), B = (l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D = (l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F = ( l : 2 : 3 : 4), G =(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
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Simulation studies
We summarise results for r =  3, a  =  4; these are found in Tables 7.62 and 7.63 for k =  2, 
Tables 7.64 and 7.65 for k  =  3, and Tables 7.66 and 7.67 for k  =  4. We compare the estimates 
for Rio from true and mis-specified distributions with a true value of 327.7264. We note 
a number of points concerning the mis-specified distribution; results for fitting the Burr 
Log-linear distribution have already been considered in previous sections of this chapter. 
Firstly, the MLEs for the Weibull model approach the corresponding entropy values as the 
sample size increases. However, we observe poor agreement between sample and theoretical 
standard errors for small sample sizes, although this agreement does become very good for 
samples over about 1000. The standard errors of the mis-specified MLEs and Bw,io decrease 
as more observations axe placed at the lowest stress levels. We note that even though the 
summary statistics for the MLEs of G w a  do not match up with theoretical counterparts for 
small sample sizes, we still see good agreement between observed and theoretical standard 
errors of Bw,io- We always under-estimate the time to which 10% of observations fail for 
the mis-specified model.
The effects of mis-specification
Just as in previous cases, we also consider how theoretical true and mis-specified distribution 
functions match up for varying Burr parameters, stress levels and sample sizes. We do not 
need to consider results for 2 stress levels since they are covered by the non-accelerated case 
(for reasons given previously). Thus, we consider results for 3 and 4 stress levels below.
Three stress levels We construct plots of the maximum absolute distance between G w a  
and G b p  for varying r and a. Figures 7.13, 7.14, 7.15 and 7.16, show these distances for 
r = 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively, and for varying ratios. The plots show that, on the whole, 
increasing r also increases the maximum absolute distance between true and mis-specified 
distribution functions, and this seems true regardless of how we allocate observations to 
each stress level. Generally, for small values of r, the maximum absolute distance decreases 
as a is highered. Contrary to this, for larger values of r, we observe this distance increasing 
(slightly) as a  is increased. When we begin to vary the ratios, we see the best cases, in 
terms of minimum absolute distances, when we have larger numbers of observations at the 
higher stress levels. The worst cases occur for the ratios ( 1 : 3 : 1 )  and (2 : 3 : 1), or when 
we have most of the observations at the middle and lower stress levels.
Four stress levels Four stress levels result in the same conclusions as those for k  = 3. 
The results are illustrated by Figures 7.17, 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20.
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n i,n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B a 2.6311 2.5937 2.5697 2.5606
B a 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528
S 0.2269 0.1590 0.1024 0.0731
T 0.2335 0.1651 0.1044 0.0738
OtWA -0.9183 -2.1916 -2.8125 -2.8593
OiWA -2.8598 -2.8598 -2.8598 -2.8598
S 4.0709 2.5650 0.7108 0.0753
T 0.2385 0.1687 0.1067 0.0754
P w A 2490.0473 2862.4936 3044.0955 3057.8655
P w A 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 1191.8408 751.1804 209.3050 28.4964
T 90.2095 63.7878 40.3429 28.5268
B w ,  io 312.4045 309.0989 306.9090 306.1368
S 29.9556 21.0803 13.5991 9.7070
T 30.9027 21.8515 13.8201 9.7723
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0003 0.0001 0 . 0
t 3.1310 3.0488 3.0067 3.0025
S 0.4064 0.2836 0.1804 0.1266
T 0.3948 0.2791 0.1765 0.1248
a 13.0137 9.3411 5.6571 4.4205
S 141.4013 47.4201 13.0892 1.9932
T 3.3055 2.3373 1.4783 1.0453
Q-B 8.0613 8.0754 8.0495 8.0204
S 0.4149 0.3415 0.2215 0.1338
T 0.3779 0.2672 0.1690 0.1195
0 B -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0006 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
B b , io 333.6675 330.0769 328.0808 327.8812
S 31.3518 22.0852 14.1332 9.9808
T 31.5477 22.3076 14.1085 9.9762
Table 7.62: Fitting G w a  to G b p  for k = 2, r  =  3, a  =  4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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n i,n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B a 2.5929 2.5939 2.5915 2.5914
B a 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528 2.5528
S 0.1623 0.1617 0.1609 0.1600
T 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651 0.1651
a w A -2.1419 -2.1872 -2.2154 -2.1972
a w  a -2.8598 -2.8598 -2.8598 -2.8598
S 2.6123 2.6304 2.5036 2.5727
T 0.2176 0.2881 0.1762 0.2119
P w A 2844.5732 2862.2349 2868.1802 2864.6804
P w A 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 767.2886 770.7415 764.0120 753.5567
T 96.4381 96.4381 73.6558 73.6558
B w ,  io 307.2960 309.2422 308.2258 309.0636
S 31.6516 19.4696 25.1324 19.7492
T 32.0250 19.9796 25.6942 20.4104
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001
T 3.0436 3.0486 3.0401 3.0431
s 0.2830 0.2826 0.2816 0.2820
T 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791
a 10.1524 10.9695 9.6912 10.6845
S 67.3746 118.3992 48.4110 86.7535
T 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373O-B 8.0762 8.0784 8.0797 8.0811
s 0.3608 0.3429 0.3470 0.3469
T 0.2832 0.2659 0.2726 0.2657
P b -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005
T 0.0006 0.0006 0.0004 0.0004
B b ,io 329.3066 330.1567 329.3965 329.8428
S 32.6550 20.4139 26.0266 20.8049
T 32.1660 20.5161 26.0122 20.9274
Table 7.63: Fitting G w a  to G b p  for k = 2, r  =  3, a  = 4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
n s 25 50 100 300 500
B a 2.5743 2.5137 2.4758 2.4571 2.4531
B a 2.4494 2.4494 2.4494 2.4494 2.4494
S 0.2741 0.1884 0.1282 0.0737 0.0565
T 0.2570 0.1818 0.1285 0.0742 0.0575
&WA 0.0044 -1.3902 -2.2849 -2.5362 -2.5379
OtWA -2.5396 -2.5396 -2.5396 -2.5396 -2.5396
S 4.3912 3.2140 1.5888 0.1475 0.0705
T 0.3145 0.2224 0.1573 0.0908 0.0703
P w A 2219.4157 2628.4535 2890.3614 2964.0800 2964.6830
P w A 2965.3355 2965.3355 2965.3355 2965.3355 2965.3355
S 1286.6805 941.9352 466.5547 49.0066 27.5515
T 122.7847 86.8219 61.3923 35.4449 27.4555
B w , w 312.9113 309.2226 306.3581 304.8551 304.5105
S 38.7522 27.2227 19.1025 11.3288 8.7576
T 39.4804 27.9169 19.7402 11.3970 8.8281
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0792 0.0238 0.0036 0 0
t 3.1896 3.0772 3.0188 3.0025 3.0019
S 0.4708 0.3266 0.2264 . 0.1334 0.1032
T 0.4558 0.3223 0.2279 0.1316 0.1019
a 12.1471 10.8864 7.4228 4.5363 4.2454
S 73.4434 70.0025 28.2443 2.9100 1.1104
T 3.8169 2.6989 1.9084 1.1018 0.8535
OLB 8.0328 8.0757 8.0699 8.0248 8.0128
s 0.4362 0.3780 0.2905 0.1463 0.1057
T 0.4409 0.3118 0.2205 0.1273 0.0956
P b -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
#8,10 335.8273 331.7626 328.8023 327.8628 327.7955
S 39.1739 27.3566 19.0032 11.2311 8.7806
T 38.9171 27.5185 19.4585 11.2344 8.7021
Table 7.64: Fitting G w a  to G b p  for k = 3, r  =  3, a  = 4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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n i , n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
m 150 75 250 50
B a 2.4644 2.4812 2.5326 2.5275
B a 2.4376 2.4562 2.5058 2.4976
S 0.1300 0.1260 0.1321 0.1298
T 0.1284 0.1271 0.1341 - 0.1317
®WA -2.5118 -2.4334 -2.6432 -2.1916
OtWA -2.7794 -2.7074 -2.9579 -2.4527
S 1.6354 1.6350 1.7499 1.6225
T 0.1733 0.2445 0.2091 0.1823
@WA 2980.7833 2980.0484 3016.6529 2852.7812
P w A 3060.7731 3063.4394 3112.5449 2928.5931
S 485.2240 491.0923 520.6420 474.0085
T 72.7128 103.0354 93.8625 64.1217
Oi-H£
:cq 321.8117 349.9540 322.8335 304.4550
S 23.9837 32.2922 30.5449 16.6461
T 24.2486 32.1971 31.2657 17.1469
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0025 0.0023 0.0221 0.0138
t 3.0166 3.0185 3.0209 3.0234
S 0.2305 0.2300 0.2308 0.2305
T 0.2279 0.2279 0.2279 0.2279
a 7.4995 7.8507 7.8015 8.2502
S 36.5875 47.2980 53.3888 56.5583
T 1.9084 1.9084 1.9084 1.9084
Ot-B 8.0729 8.0693 8.0636 8.0707
s 0.2937 0.3032 0.3045 0.2952
T 0.2257 0.2350 0.2375 0.2176
&B -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006 0.0004
#£,10 328.7831 328.9442 328.3455 329.2200
S 23.1166 27.2262 29.3489 17.1109
T 22.7604 26.8589 29.3188 17.3271
Table 7.65: Fitting G w a  to G b p  for k  = 3, r = 3, a = 4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B a 2.5659 2.5160 2.4935 2.4824 2.4769
B a 2.4737 2.4737 2.4737 2.4737 2.4737
S 0.2328 0.1608 0.1120 0.0791 0.0501
T 0.2258 0.1597 0.1129 0.0798 0.0505
®WA -0.6445 -1.8273- 2.4308 -2.5409 -2.5488
OiWA -2.5481 -2.5481 -2.5481 -2.5481 -2.5481
S 3.9483 2.6031 1.0822 0.2545 0.0630
T 0.2828 0.2000 0.1414 0.1000 0.0632
PwA 2409.3113 2756.9971 2933.8747 2966.3413 2968.9940
PwA 2968.7477 2968.7477 2968.7477 2968.7477 2968.7477
S 1157.6457 763.4110 319.2386 79.4281 25.4474
T 114.2677 80.7995 57.1338 40.3997 25.5510
Bw,10 313.3485 310.6879 309.2190 308.3278 307.9659
s 35.5795 25.3977 18.2469 12.9908 8.2022
T 36.7644 25.9963 18.3822 12.9982 8.2208
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0680 0.0204 0.0024 0.0001 0
T 3.1356 3.0405 3.0129 3.0022 3.0008
S 0.4042 0.2793 0.2014 0.1417 0.0894
T 0.3948 0.2791 0.1974 0.1396 0.0883
a 12.4597 12.1503 6.3180 4.6940 4.1819
S 81.1487 310.4447 27.1407 6.5445 0.8834
T 3.3055 2,3373 1.6528 1.1687 0.7391
(X-B 8.0535 8.0821 8.0569 8.0288 8.0108
s 0.4236 0.3535 0.2525 0.1612 0.0907
T 0.3857 0.2727 0.1928 0.1364 0.0862
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002
T 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0002
B b , io 333.5788 329.8369 328.5211 327.8278 327.8664
S 36.2003 25.4794 18.1793 12.7792 8.0859
T 36.0850 .25.5159 18.0425 12.7580 8.0688
Table 7.66: Fitting G w a  to G b p  for k = 4, r  =  3, a = 4 with equal allocations. We show
the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least
10000 replications.
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n i,n 2
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B a 2.5321 2.5284 2.4889 2.5528 2.5408 2.5257 2.5256
B a 2.4896 2.4863 2.4472 2.5108 2.4950 2.4847 2.4832
S 0.1637 0.1605 0.1625 0.1607 0.1609 0.1620 0.1614
T 0.1614 0.1592 0.1570 0.1626 0.1605 0.1616 0.1597
A -2.0216 -1.6171 -2.0324 -1.8312 -1.6974 -2.1027 -1.7991
a w  A -2.7293 -2.2939 -2.7590 -2.4832 -2.3503 -2.8001 -2.5164
S 2.5830 2.5013 2.6303 2.4811 2.4790 2.5770 2.5767
T 0.2336 0.2058 0.2398 0.1889 0.2033 0.2286 0.2559
P w A 2823.9574 2683.6207 2845.5104 2749.2517 2706.6986 2851.4458 2757.6568
P w A 3034.7899 2881.0723 3062.2480 2939.8958 2896.8553 3059.4486 2970.6783
S 762.0345 729.9979 780.5498 725.2429 723.5422 761.3916 760.2387
T 100.6804 78.5299 101.6756 73.1489 74.9213 99.0196 107.4571
B w ,  io 318.2669 307.3930 330.5742 307.8014 306.6119 319.1909 322.2519
S 32.0760 . 22.8371 32.6357 22.5970 21.5958 31.7510 32.2603
T 32.5733 23.3869 33.0817 23.3735 22.0279 32.6185 32.7027
Pr(Fit
G w a )
0.0293 0.0204 0.0112 0.0454 0.0302 0.0316 0.0226
t 3.0436 3.0422 3.0463 3.0465 3.0447 3.0449 3.0435
S 0.2786 0.2818 0.2860 0.2848 0.2819 0.2816 0.2841
T 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791 0.2791
a 9.7433 10.7785 9.2639 9.4210 9.6930 9.3998 8.9060
S 55.4236 108.8897 54.2815 39.1534 79.5123 .56.2659 33.7493
T 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373 2.3373OLB 8.0755 8.0831 8.0750 8.0803 8.0821 8.0734 8.0792
s 0.3548 0.3493 0.3544 0.3477 0.3414 0.3527 0.3542
T 0.2822 0.2697 0.2807 0.2695 0.2678 0.2819 0.2825
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0005 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
T 0.0006 0.0005 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0006 0.0007
B b , io 329.6546 329.9942 330.0711 330.1087 330.2417 329.7167 330.0628
S 31.2791 23.1895 30.2095 23.4570 22.2289 31.0719 30.9744
T 31.0655 23.3609- 30.0066 23.4804 22.1892 31.0237 30.5681
Table 7.67: Fitting G w a  to G b p  for k =  4, r  = 3, a  =  4 with unequal allocations. We
show the sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at
least 10000 replications.
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Figure 7.13: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r  =  1. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1), B =(l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E =(l : 3 : 2), F=(l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H=(l : 3 : 1).
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Figure 7.14: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r  =  2. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1), B =(l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E=(l : 3 : 2), F=(l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H =(l : 3 : 1).
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Figure 7.15: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r  = 3. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1), B=(l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E = (l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H =(l : 3 : 1).
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Figure 7.16: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the eight different ratios, 
three stress levels and r  — 4. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1), B =(l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E = (l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H =(l : 3 : 1).
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Figure 7.17: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  =  1. Here, A=(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B =(l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D =(l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F=(l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
Figure 7.18: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  =  2. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B = (l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D =(l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F=(l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4  : 3 : 2 : 1).
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Figure 7.19: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  =  3. Here, A=(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B =(l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D =(l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F=(l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
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Figure 7.20: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Burr Log- 
linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the seven different ra­
tios, four stress levels and r  = 4. Here, A=(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B =(l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D =(l : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F=(l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4 : 3 : 2 : 1).
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7 .3 .3  F ittin g  Gwp to  Gqa
We continue with mis-specifying both scale-stress relationship and distribution function, 
and consider the Gamma distribution as the underlying model.
Simulation Studies
We run simulations to assess the effects of fitting Gwp to data from Gqa for r = 0.5, 1, 2 
and 3, although only summarise the results for r =  3. These are shown in Tables 7.68 and 
7.69 for k =  2, Tables 7.70 and 7.71 for k =  3, and Tables 7.72 and 7.73 for k =  4. We 
compare sample values of Rio with a true value of Bq,io — 2121.4228, and list a number 
of key results. Firstly, when we fit Gqa, we observe good agreement between observed and 
theoretical results across all stress levels and all values of r. Bq,io is also very close to 
its true value, even for small sample sizes. The theoretical standard error for r remains 
constant when varying loadings at each stress level. For the remaining Gamma MLEs and 
Rio, larger standard errors are observed when we have more observations in the middle and 
higher stress levels. Entropy values do not vary when k =  2, and when the n* are equal. 
We also see good agreement between the MLEs and entropy values for large sample sizes. 
The standard errors of the MLEs from the mis-specified distribution match up well, even for 
small sample sizes. This is also true for Bw,io- When r  =  0.5, we always over-estimate Rio 
from the mis-specified distribution. This quantile is then under-estimated when r  =  2 and 3. 
For r = 1, we axe just fitting the Negative Exponential model, which is a special case of the 
Weibull. Thus, we observe much better agreement between Rio from both distributions. 
The agreement for k = 2 is excellent, since we are fitting the same model. For k =  3 
and 4, B w ,io is slightly under-estimated, since we are just mis-specifying the scale-stress 
relationship. For r =  0.5,2 and 3, the probability for fitting the wrong distribution function 
is as high as 21%. For r  =  1 and k =  2, we fit the wrong distribution half the time. This 
does decrease when we have more stress levels, but for small sample sizes, is still as high as 
36%.
The effects of mis-specification
We examine the effects of mis-specifying the Weibull Log-linear model in the usual way. 
Thus, we construct tables of the maximum absolute distance between the cdf of the true 
distribution function, and the cdf of the mis-specified distribution, with parameter values 
replaced by entropy values. We do this for a range of true parameters, varying stress levels 
and loadings. As in previous scenarios, we do not examine the effects for k =  2, since only 
the distribution function is mis-specified. Results from the non-accelerated case then hold 
for such cases. We consider three and four levels below.
Three stress levels We construct plots of the maximum absolute distances for r  varying 
between 0.1 and 5 in steps of 0.1. This is done for varying ratios at each of the three
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n i , n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B P 1.8858 1.8567 1.8436 1.8367
B P 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328
S 0.1480 0.1022 0.0639 0.0458
T 1.4291 0.1011 0.0639 0.0452
a w p 9.5442 9.5488 9.5504 9.5498
a w p 9.5502 9.5502 9.5502 9.5502
S 0.1119 0.0810 0.0512 0.0369
T 0.1158 0.0819 0.0518 0.0366
P w p -0.0153 -0.0154 -0.0154 -0.0153
P w p -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003
T 0.0008 0.0006 0.0004 0.0003
Bw, 10 1969.4289 1938.4223 1923.9501 1914.5792
S 250.7819 173.9423 109.0894 79.0387
T 245.0317 173.2636 109.5815 77.4858
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.2353 0.1333 0.0332 0.0041
T 3.1313 3.0597 3.0257 3.0087
S 0.4364 0.2946 0.1820 0.1293
T 0.4029 0.2849 0.1802 0.1274
&G 0.2717 0.2842 0.2899 0.2971
S 0.3350 0.2399 0.1517 0.1072
T 0.3396 0.2401 0.1519 0.1074
0G 2343.9531 2347.0013 2348.0354 2347.2253
s 113.8542 82.8970 52.3818 37.2533
T 117.7074 83.2317 52.6403 37.2223
Bg, io 2164.2842 2140.4505 2131.7348 2124.1355
S 262.0951 182.2863 114.7782 82.3657
T 257.4616 182.0528 115.1403 81.4165
Table 7.68: Fitting G w p  to G q a  for k = 2, r =  3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
B P 1.8585 1.8542 1.8574 1.8580
B P 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328
S 0.1033 0.1035 0.1032 0.1018
T 0.1010 0.1011 0.1010 0.1011
a w p 9.5339 9.5532 9.5442 9.5511
a w p 9.5502 9.5502 9.5502 9.5502
S 0.1588 0.0716 0.1134 0.0700
T 0.1608 0.0718 0.1141 0.0704
P w p -0.0153 -0.0154 -0.0153 -0.0154
P w p -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0008 0.0009 0.0007 0.0007
T 0.0008 0.0009 0.0007 0.0007
Bw, 10 1930.1502 1935.3409 1936.6403 1940.8099
S 264.6225 157.8412 211.2009 160.5647
T 264.0931 156.3722 207.8950 160.2365
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.1364 0.1254 0.1310 0.1314
r 3.0633 3.0546 3.0595 3.0580
S 0.2968 0.2959 0.2980 0.2916
T 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849
OLG 0.2979 0.2692 0.2878 0.2779
s 0.2991 0.3889 0.2490 0.2934
T 0.2998 0.3880 0.2491 0.2927
P c 2340.0995 2352.2132 2345.0756 2349.0671
S 125.3577 126.3607 95.6845 96.1282
T 125.8345 125.8345 96.1077 96.1077
B g , io 2142.1233 2138.6576 2141.8074 2141.3908
S 282.0263 164.1849 221.4711 168.0294
T 279.5489 163.4443 219.4190 167.7580
Table 7.69: Fitting G w p  to G q a  for k = 2, r = 3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i , n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
ri3 25 50 100 300 500
B P 1.8886 1.8445 1.8271 1.8152 1.8126
B P 1.8100 1.8100 1.8100 1.8100 1.8100
S 0.1701 0.1173 0.0833 0.0475 0.0365
T 0.1637 0.1157 0.0818 0.0472 0.0366
a w p 9.5045 9.5148 9.5207 9.5224 9.5224
OLWP 9.5226 9.5226 9.5226 9.5226 9.5226
S 0.1483 0.1121 0.0812 0.0472 0.0363
T 0.1626 0.1150 0.0813 0.0470 0.0364
P w p -0.0155 -0.0155 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
& W P -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0010 0.0008 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0011 0.0008 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
Bw, 10 1886.0999 1843.9178 1829.1602 1815.9601 1812.3937
S 294.1220 209.5183 148.4150 85.9323 65.3027
T 294.2341 208.0549 147.1171 84.9381 65.7928
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.2037 0.0958 0.0287 0.0003 0
t 3.1947 3.0832 3.0398 3.0126 3.0048
S 0.5120 0.3429 0.2394 0.1350 0.1042
T 0.4652 0.3290 0.2326 0.1343 0.1040
OLG 0.2811 0.2893 0.2918 0.2973 0.2992
S 0.4146 0.3060 0.2192 0.1272 0.0976
T 0.4380 0.3097 0.2190 0.1264 0.0979
P g 2333.0177 2341.8482 2346.0061 2346.7524 2346.8404
s 147.8304 110.8130 80.1104 46.3866 35.6948
T 160.1557 113.2472 80.0779 46.2330 35.8119
B g , io 2177.7044 2145.6503 2135.9864 2126.3441 2122.7842
S 326.6067 232.0168 164.6649 94.7214 72.4352
T 325.5523 230.2003 162.7762 93.9789 72.7957
Table 7.70: Fitting G w p  to G q a  for = 3, t  = 3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n 3 150 75 250 50
B P 1.8265 1.8245 1.8413 1.8374
B P 1.8096 1.8073 1.8255 1.8207
S 0.0823 0.0826 0.0833 0.0831
T 0.0818 0.0822 0.0822 0.0821
a w p 9.4645 9.3792 9.4785 9.5598
a w p 9.4692 9.3871 9.4930 9.5599
S 0.1078 0.1419 0.1515 0.0618
T 0.1083 0.1450 0.1540 0.0623
P w p -0.0152 -0.0150 -0.0150 -0.0158
P w p -0.0152 -0.0151 -0.0151 -0.0158
S 0.0006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006
T 0.0007 0.0009 0.0008 0.0006
Bw, 10 1764.7723 1634.7786 1825.6502 1892.5930
S 169.0839 185.3710 229.6118 132.7864
T 158.6162 187.6101 231.2229 132.4201
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0290 0.0320 0.0584 0.0413
r 3.0381 3.0360 3.0373 3.0410
S 0.2356 0.2371 0.2386 0.2382
T 0.2326 0.2326 0.2326 0.2326
OLQ 0.2951 0.3022 0.3019 0.2856
s 0.2416 0.3287 0.2818 0.2407
T 0.2420 0.3319 0.2828 0.2435
ft? 2344.6815 2342.0123 2341.5036 2347.7067
s 95.8303 134.3377 121.3654 80.4228
T 96.1059 135.9118 121.8186 81.3064
B g , io 2135.6691 2135.4372 2134.5045 2133.8017
S 198.8266 245.5949 260.9138 140.1467
T 198.7592 248.4590 261.9726 139.7066
Table 7.71: Fitting G w p  to G q a  for k =  3, r = 3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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711,712 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n 3 , n 4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
BP 1.8713 1.8401 1.8279 1.8213 1.8176
BP 1.8152 1.8152 1.8152 1.8152 1.8152
S 0.1454 0.1007 0.0716 0.0504 0.0320
T 0.1421 0.1005 0.0711 0.0502 0.0318
a w p 9.5042 9.5164 9.5233 9.5242 9.5249
a  w p 9.5258 9.5258 9.5258 9.5258 9.5258
S 0.1518 0.1130 0.0807 0.0568 0.0363
T 0.1619 0.1145 0.0809 0.0572 0.0362
@ W P -0.0155 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
T 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
Bw,io 1863.0284 1838.3739 1830.1088 1822.6616 1818.4440
S 274.4307 194.2362 137.5725 98.5035 62.1574
T 275.2209 194.6106 137.6104 97.3053 61.5413
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.1773 0.0767 0.0183 0.0015 0
T 3.1342 3.0589 3.0305 3.0140 3.0049
s 0.4296 0.2936 0.2042 0.1437 0.0908
T 0.4029 0.2849 0.2015 0.1425 0.0901
OLG 0.2979 0.2988 0.2924 0.2973 0.2996
S 0.3786 0.2786 0.1968 0.1388 0.0883
T 0.3940 0.2786 0.1970 0.1393 0.0881
P g 2332.2639 2340.7806 2346.4281 2346.4471 2346.5451
S 141.0717 105.1124 74.7431 52.6190 33.4613
T 149.6749 105.8361 74.8374 52.9181 33.4683
B g , io 2153.2608 2136.6187 2132.2618 2126.0382 2122.4586
S 304.8050 218.1766 153.4075 109.4524 68.9412
T 306.4006 216.6579 153.2003 108.3290 68.5133
Table 7.72: Fitting G w p  to G q a  f°r k = 4, r = 3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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7ii, n2 
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B p 1.8440 1.8399 1.8348 1.8501 1.8447 1.8453 1.8424
B P 1.8199 1.8147 1.8096 1.8234 1.8183 1.8198 1.8159
S 0.1028 0.1020 0.1022 0.1034 0.1029 0.1029 0.1017
T 0.1006 0.1007 0.1004 0.1008 0.1007 0.1006 0.1007
a w p 9.4841 9.5506 9.4358 9.5552 9.5618 9.4769 9.4766
a w p 9.4996 9.5558 9.4470 9.5612 9.5639 9.4939 9.4919
S 0.1527 0.0949 0.1474 0.0942 0.0838 0.1538 0.1535
T 0.1568 0.0982 0.1508 0.0966 0.0861 0.1556 0.1577
&WP -0.0153 -0.0160 -0.0151 -0.0158 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0155'
P w p -0.0154 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0159 -0.0160 -0.0153 -0.0156
S 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0007 0.0007 0.0009 0.0010
T 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0007 0.0007 0.0009 0.0010
Bw, io 1815.6624 1860.6075 1733.3769 1897.8381 1889.3409 1813.5826 1779.0288
S 239.6311 178.3196 220.4087 184.8332 170.5141 236.5810 229.4992
T 240.1318 178.4758 219.6320 182.9625 170.4034 239.4139 230.6695
Pr(Fit
G w p )
0.0926 0.0763 0.0662 0.1017 0.0868 0.0857 0.0765
T 3.0573 3.0589 3.0571 3.0641 3.0642 3.0607 3.0602
S 0.2945 0.2933 0.2964 0.2965 0.2975 0.2967 0.2947
T 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849
olg 0.2990 0.2923 0.2984 0.2894 0.2834 0.3036 0.3074
S 0.3157 0.2767 0.3268 0.2633 0.2755 0.3134 0.3450
T 0.3209 0.2824 0.3303 0.2639 0.2783 0.3148 0.3491
P g 2340.2838 2343.4594 2341.1489 2343.6901 2346.4331 2337.8969 2336.9745
S 129.4203 98.5632 131.8498 93.9749 94.5504 129.5721 138.7792
T 131.9687 101.6009 134.0036 95.2966 96.4683 129.8296 141.0139
B g , io 2137.9506 2137.9188 2141.2763 2139.1750 2143.3175 2135.4239 2136.9128
S 273.0520 193.3161 268.3202 195.9158 183.0201 270.5914 268.8167
T 273.5473 193.9655 267.3435 194.5971 181.3961 273.2364 270.7373
Table 7.73: Fitting G w p  to G q a  for k =  4, r  = 3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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Figure 7.21: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Gamma 
Arrhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the eight different 
ratios and three stress levels. Here, A=(l : 1 : 1), B =(l : 2 : 3), C=(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E =(l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H =(l : 3 : 1).
stress levels. The results are shown in Figure 7.21. The plots for the varying ratios take 
roughly the same shape, although some are more extreme than others. For small values of 
r, the maximum absolute distance remains quite constant across all ratios, and all begin 
at around 0.08. As r  increases, there is a decrease in the maximum absolute distance and 
all plots obtain their minimum absolute distance at around 0.5 < r  < 1.5. This coincides 
with a Negative Exponential distribution, which is of course a special case of both Gamma 
and Weibull distributions. As r  increases beyond one, there is a gradual increase in the 
maximum absolute distance for all ratios. The plots also show that varying the allocation 
of observations at each stress level does have an impact on the distances. For example, the 
ratio ( 1 : 1 : 3 )  has the minimum absolute distance across all other ratios which is attained 
at r  ~  0.6. However, as we allow r  to increase, we see this distance increase much more 
rapidly than any others, and for large values of r, this ratio actually yields the largest 
distances. The best case scenario with the most gradual increase seems to be when we have 
most of the observations allocated to the middle and lower stress levels.
Four stress levels We carry out a similar investigation for four stress levels, the results of 
which are shown in Figure 7.22. The plots show a similar picture to when we had three stress 
levels. All have roughly the same shape with a minimum absolute distance for 0.5 < r  < 1.5. 
This distance then increases with r. The ratio (1 : 1 : 1 : 4) yields the largest and smallest 
distances depending on the value of r. The best case scenario again seems to be when we 
have larger proportions of observations in the middle and lower stress levels.
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Figure 7.22: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Gamma 
Arrhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the seven differ­
ent ratios and four stress levels. Here, A =(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B =(l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D=(l  : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F=(l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4  : 3 : 2 : 1).
7.3 .4  F ittin g  G w a  to  G qp
We investigate our final scenario for the Gamma distribution, and look at the effects of 
fitting the Weibull Arrhenius distribution to data with an underlying Gamma Log-linear 
model. We present the results below.
Sim ulation Studies
The results from running simulations for r  = 3 are shown in Tables 7.74 and 7.75 for k = 2, 
Tables 7.76 and 7.77 for k = 3, and Tables 7.78 and 7.79 for k = 4. We compare sample 
values of Rio from both distributions with a true value of 1208.5614. Generally, across all 
values of r  and all numbers of stress levels, there is good agreement between sample and 
theoretical results for both distribution functions. The MLEs from the Gamma Log-linear 
distribution tend to their true values as the sample size increases, and the MLEs from 
the mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model tend to their corresponding entropy values. We 
observe larger standard errors of the MLEs from both distributions, when we have more 
observations at the higher stress levels. When we examine Rio, the agreement between 
true and mis-specified quantiles is very good when t — 1 and for k = 2. This is because 
the mis-specified model reduces to the true distribution. For k — 3 and 4, the quantile is 
slightly over-estimated. This is also true when r  =  0.5. For the remaining values of r, we 
always under-estimate the time to which 10% of the population fail when we fit the incorrect 
distribution function.
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Til, n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B a 1.8856 1.8571 1.8418 1.8380
B a 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328
S 0.1469 0.1037 0.0647 0.0449
T 0.1429 0.1011 0.0639 0.0452
& W A -1.2453 -1.2411 -1.2426 -1.2433
Ot-WA -1.2431 -1.2431 -1.2431 -1.2431
S 0.3167 0.2280 0.1458 0.1021
T 0.3247 0.2296 0.1452 0.1027
0 W A 3057.5647 3056.9597 3057.7876 3058.0730
P w A 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 119.6892 86.2061 55.1358 38.5120
T 122.7130 86.7712 54.8789 38.8053
B w ,  io 1122.6514 1104.3492 1094.2600 1091.6789
S 140.9600 99.7191 63.1503 43.9326
T 140.1841 99.1251 62.6922 44.3301
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.2404 0.1325 0.0333 0.0039t 3.1274 3.0597 3.0216 3.0124
S 0.4296 0.2964 0.1830 0.1273
T 0.4029 0.2849 0.1802 0.1274
a o 7.9636 7.9828 7.9940 7.9963
S 0.1759 0.1252 0.0790 0.0552
T 0.1750 0.1238 0.0783 0.0553
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
B g , io 1232.6946 1220.0448 1212.7921 1210.9356
S 147.1780 104.6885 65.8840 45.8542
T 146.6743 103.7144 65.5947 46.3825
Table 7.74: Fitting G w a  to G q p  for k =  2, r = 3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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7ii,n2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
Ba 1.8550 1.8577 1.8569 1.8575
Ba 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328 1.8328
S 0.1028 0.1024 0.1034 0.1023
T 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011 0.1011
awA -1.2200 -1.2863 -1.2326 -1.2555
olwa -1.2431 -1.2431 -1.2431 -1.2431
S 0.2941 0.3865 0.2342 0.2844
T 0.2962 0.3920 0.2398 0.2884
PwA 3047.0152 3072.2359 3052.7294 3061.9110
PwA 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 130.0473 129.4292 98.0891 98.8212
T 131.1857 131.1857 100.1948 100.1948
Bw, io 1098.1200 1106.2703 1101.2083 1105.0737
S 150.7366 89.5220 119.3913 91.1490
T 150.6503 89.3715 118.8095 91.6287
Pr (Fit Gwa) 0.1338 0.2672 0.1313 0.1337
t 3.0536 3.0607 3.0586 3.3060
S 0.2927 0.2947 0.2948 0.2930
T 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849
ao 7.9789 7.9870 7.9795 7.9840
S 0.1822 0.1187 0.1442 0.1174
T 0.1815 0.1178. 0.1453 0.1171
Pg -0.0200 -0.0201 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006
T 0.0008 0.0008 0.0006 0.0006
Bg, io 1219.0383 1221.3014 1218.2901 1220.0069
S 159.8087 94.0139 125.2039 95.4184
T 159.2573 93.1132 125.0016 95.5707
Table 7.75: Fitting G w a  to G q p  for k =  2, r  = 3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures axe based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i> r i2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
ri3 25 50 100 300 500
B a 1.8605 1.8244 1.8082 1.7991 1.7957
B a 1.7931 1.7931 1.7931 1.7931 1.7931
S 0.1687 0.1183 0.0836 0.0476 0.0370
T 0.1635 0.1156 0.0817 0.0472 0.0366
& W A -0.9348 -0.9321 -0.9384 -0.9385 -0.9403
OiWA -0.9395 -0.9395 -0.9395 -0.9395 -0.9395
S 0.4131 0.3007 0.2165 0.1225 0.0964
T 0.4284 0.3029 0.2142 0.1237 0.0958
@WA 2967.2556 2967.4161 2970.1071 2970.5786 2971.2855
&W A 2971.0736 2971.0736 2971.0736 2971.0736 2971.0736
S 161.8115 117.6425 84.6239 47.6824 37.6719
T 167.3822 118.3571 83.6911 48.3191 37.4278
B w , \ q 1141.8291 1117.0242 1106.2964 1100.0985 1097.8885
S 181.3771 129.3399 92.7705 52.4590 41.0959
T 181.7621 128.5252 90.8810 52.4702 40.6432
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.1636 0.0647 0.0133 0.0001 0
t 3.1710 3.0809 3.0383 3.0154 3.0066
S 0.5053 0.3463 0.2402 0.1360 0.1048
T 0.4652 0.3290 0.2326 0.1343 0.1040
OLG 7.9512 7.9768 7.9894 7.9955 7.9985
S 0.2225 0.1584 0.1123 0.0630 0.0497
T 0.2209 0.1562 0.1105 0.0638 0.0494
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0010 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005 0.0003 0.0002
B g , io 1242.3270 1224.9177 1216.4244 1211.8857 1210.0788
S 183.6267 130.9203 93.2557 53.0352 41.3926
T 183.8071 129.9712 91.9035 53.0605 41.1005
Table 7.76: Fitting G w a  to G q p  for k =  3, r = 3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n 3 150 75 250 50
B a 1.8024 1.8072 1.8316 1.8274
B a 1-.7889 1.7944 1.8160 1.8119
S 0.0826 0.0823 0.0838 0.0830
T 0.0819 0.0811 0.0828 0.0822
& W A -1.1578 -1.0683 -1.3051 -0.8648
a w A -1.1645 -1.0917 -1.3307 -0.8574
S 0.2379 0.3366 0.2831 0.2435
T 0.2379 0.3351 0.2841 0.2447
& W A 3057.0607 3052.6526 3095.2113 2937.9808
PwA 3060.5612 3063.0030 3107.4381 2935.7989
S 99.6904 141.9072 127.0517 85.7120
T 99.7863 141.1880 127.3972 86.1560
Bw, io 1159.6545 1258.7120 1152.7896 1091.3791
S 114.9676 155.6147 148.1501 77.8165
T 114.2950 153.9334 148.5343 77.0955
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0119 0.0117 0.0433 0.0324
t 3.0353 3.0361 3.0374 3.0368
S 0.2391 0.2397 0.2384 0.2364
T 0.2326 0.2326 0.2326 0.2326
OLG 7.9885 7.9848 7.9804 7.9905
S 0.1296 0.1611 0.1678 0.0980
T 0.1300 0.1595 0.1668 0.0983
P g -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0005
T 0.0006 0.0009 0.0008 0.0005
B g , io 1215.6134 1215.5636 1213.3868 1215.5996
S 111.3115 134.6617 145.9992 79.5347
T 110.6244 133.3001 146.7230 79.4590
Table 7.77: Fitting G w a  to G q p  for k =  3, r =  3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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711,712 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B a 1.8507 1.8247 1.8150 1.8090 1.8057
B a 1.8027 1.8027 1.8027 1.8027 1.8027
S 0.1450 0.1009 0.0716 0.0506 0.0315
T 0.1421 0.1005 0.0710 0.0502 0.0318
a w A -0.9267 -0.9288 -0.9351 -0.9379 -0.9386
a w  a -0.9408 -0.9408 -0.9408 -0.9408 -0.9408
S 0.3764 0.2754 0.1918 0.1378 0.0868
T 0.3861 0.2730 0.1930 0.1365 0.0863
P \VA 2965.0472 2966.1955 2969.2897 2970.5019 2971.1264
P\VA 2971.9636 2971.9636 2971.9636 2971.9636 2971.9636
S 151.6310 111.3052 77.4824 55.6639 35.1235
T 156.0255 110.3267 78.0128 55.1633 34.8884
Bw, io 1137.1416 1117.4061 1112.5512 1108.4294 1106.8631
S 170.0578 120.8897 86.0458 60.4583 37.7752
T 170.5652 120.6078 85.2826 60.3039 38.1395
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.1399 0.0515 0.0105 0.0005 0
t 3.1205 3.0566 3.0308 3.0148 3.0068
S 0.4270 0.2932 0.2042 0.1446 0.0896
T 0.4029 0.2849 0.2015 0.1425 0.0901
a c 7.9646 7.9814 7.9897 7.9949 7.9978
S 0.2050 0.1472 0.1021 0.0739 0.0466
T 0.2060 0.1457 0.1030 0.0728 0.0461
Pg -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
T 0.0010 0.0007 0.0005 0.0004 0.0002
B g , io 1233.4919 1218.7350 1214.4187 1211.1343 1210.1311
S 171.9631 123.3116 87.0517 61.2300 38.3066
T 172.7997 122.1879 86.3999 61.0939 38.6392
Table 7.78: Fitting G w a  to G q p  for k =  4, r  = 3 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B a 1.8312 1.8310 1.8128 1.8420 1.8339 1.8301 1.8287
B a 1.8092 1.8069 1.7921 1.8171 1.8106 1.8075 1.8061
S 0.1041 0.1021 0.1019 0.1024 0.1020 0.1036 0.1012
T 0.1008 0.1001 0.1000 0.1008 0.1004 0.1009 0.1003
&WA -1.0865 -0.6900 -1.1234 -0.8736 -0.7562 -1.1580 -0.8845
olwa -1.1130 -0.6932 -1.1413 -0.8736 -0.7495 -1.1817 -0.9041
s 0.3203 0.2773 0.3268 0.2551 0.2708 0.3100 0.3421
T 0.3191 0.2792 0.3287 0.2571 0.2752 0.3124 0.3497
PwA 3022.1488 2884.6928 3052.6703 2941.3158 2904.5040 3047.1441 2962.7361
PwA 3034.4162 2886.7064 3060.9169 2942.3389 2902.3087 3058.1276 2971.9491
S 137.8304 105.8716 • 138.4523 98.7267 99.9054 134.3569 143.6176
T 137.4530 106.6049 139.2987 99.5405 101.4471 135.2137 146.8229
Bw,w 1143.4503 1105.8853 1195.5727 1104.8289 1101.9375 1149.2855 1162.0406
S 156.3906 107.1856 158.6687 107.5005 99.2304 156.7745 153.6715
T 153.9960 107.2505 156.9930 106.8190 100.0072 154.2533 154.7114
Pr(Fit
G w a )
0.0655 0.0542 0.0123 0.0830 0.0641 0.0628 0.0560
t 3.0562 3.0592 3.0534 3.0603 3.0590 3.0560 3.0584
S 0.2987 0.2966 0.2946 0.2964 0.2948 0.2955 0.2943
T 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849 0.2849
a c 7.9777 7.9823 7.9815 7.9817 7.9859 7.9784 7.9802
S 0.1791 0.1353 0.1735 0.1333 0.1283 0.1770 0.1777
T 0.1782 0.1342 0.1734 0.1331 0.1263 0.1772 0.1790
Pa -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008 0.0009
T 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009 0.0006 0.0007 0.0008 0.0009
B g , io 1218.6557 1219.4611 1220.0385 1219.4715 1221.9183 1219.4439 1221.5690
S 155.6946 110.0319 149.1390 111.5769 102.6705 155.0127 150.4987
T 153.2000 109.8412 147.3476 110.5319 103.0217 152.9695 150.4539
Table 7.79: Fitting G w a  to G q p  for k =  4, r  = 3 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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Figure 7.23: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Gamma 
Log-linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the eight different 
ratios and three stress levels. Here, A=(l  : 1 : 1), B=(l  : 2 : 3), C—(3 : 2 : 1), D=(2 : 3 : 1), 
E =(l : 3 : 2), F = (l : 1 : 3), G=(3 : 1 : 1), H=(l : 3 : 1).
The effects of mis-specification
We examine the effects of mis-specifying the Weibull Arrhenius distribution, when we as­
sume that the underlying model is Gamma Log-linear. We have already done this using 
simulations, so extend the analysis to include a theoretical approach. We do this in our 
usual way, and examine maximum absolute distances between true and mis-specified cdfs, 
when entropy values are used in the distribution function for the mis-specified model. The 
results are shown below for k = 3 and 4; we do not include details for two stress levels, since 
this results in the same scale-stress relationship, and so is covered in the above sections.
Three stress levels We plot the maximum absolute distance between true and mis- 
specified distribution functions for k = 3, and for varying ratios. The results are shown 
in Figure 7.23. The plots take roughly the same shape as those produced when we mis- 
specified the Weibull Log-linear distribution and fitted this to data with an underlying 
Gamma Arrhenius model. They all begin at around 0.08 and gradually decrease to attain 
their minimum distances at around 0.5 < r  < 1.5. However, the way in which we arrange 
the observations across the stress levels is now reversed. Although we observe the minimum 
distances for the ratios ( 2 : 3 : 1 )  and (1 : 3 : 1), as r  increases above 1, these become the 
worst cases, and the absolute maximum distance increases much more rapidly, and to a 
larger degree than any other ratio. With the previous case of mis-specification we observed 
the exact opposite to this. The best cases now seem to be when we have more observations 
allocated to the middle and higher stress levels, and very little at the lower.
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Figure 7.24: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Gamma 
Log-linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the seven differ­
ent ratios and four stress levels. Here, A=(l : 1 : 1 : 1), B = (l : 1 : 1 : 4), C=(4 : 1 : 1 : 1), 
D=(l  : 2 : 2 : 1), E=(2 : 1 : 1 : 2), F = (l : 2 : 3 : 4), G=(4  : 3 : 2 : 1).
We note that a similar outcome was witnessed when the underlying distribution wais 
Burr. If we fitted the Weibull Log-linear to Burr Arrhenius, the smallest absolute maximum 
distances occurred when we had most of the observations at the lower stress levels. The 
situation was reversed when we took the Weibull Arrhenius as the mis-specified model and 
fitted this to data with an underlying Burr Log-linear distribution.
Four stress levels We consider a similar investigation for four stress levels, the results 
of which are shown in Figure 7.24. Just as in three stress levels, we see the best fit between 
Weibull and Gamma when we have most of the observations at the middle and higher stress 
levels. The poorest fit, in terms of having the largest maximum absolute distance, occurs 
for the ratio ( 4 : 3 : 2 :  1), although this ratio does also yield the smallest distance for r  < 1.
7.3.5 Fitting G w p  to G l n a
We consider our final distribution function - the Lognormal distribution - and examine the 
effects of fitting the Weibull Log-linear distribution to data with an underlying Lognormal 
Arrhenius model.
Sim ulation Studies
We run simulations for a =  0.5, 1 and 1.5, but only include results for a — 1. These are 
summarised in Tables 7.80 and 7.81 for k = 2, Tables 7.82 and 7.83 for k  = 3, and Tables
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7.84 and 7.85 for k =  4. Note that we compare our sample values of Rio with a true value 
of B ln ,io =  534.3787, We note a number of important points. Firstly, there is excellent 
agreement between sample and theoretical standard errors for the true distribution, even 
when the sample size is relatively small; the sample means also tend to their true values very 
quickly. The theoretical standard error for a  remains constant when we vary the loadings 
at each stress levels. The remaining standard errors for the Lognormal distribution increase 
if we have more observations at higher stress levels. Entropy values and average MLEs 
from the Weibull distribution are generally close to one another, especially for larger sample 
sizes. The agreement between sample and theoretical standard errors of the MLEs from 
the Weibull distribution and Bw,io is generally quite good, and improves for larger sample 
sizes. When we compare Rio for both distributions, across all values of cr, B \ y , io and B l n , io 
axe very different, and this quantile is always under-estimated when the wrong distribution 
function is fitted. The probabilities associated with fitting the Weibull distribution are 
generally very small, and tend to zero rapidly as n increases.
The effects of mis-specification
We examine the effects of mis-specifying the Weibull distribution in the usual way. Thus, 
we compare the true cdf from the Lognormal Arrhenius distribution with the mis-specified 
Weibull Log-linear model, when entropy values are used for the parameters in this distri­
bution. We do not consider results for two stress levels, for reasons discussed in previous 
sections, but outline the results for three and four levels below.
Three stress levels We plot the maximum absolute distance between true and mis- 
specified distribution functions, shown by Figure 7.25, for varying ratios. We allow cr to 
vary between 0.1 and 5. When a  > 1, the plots are very similar across the eight ratios, and 
all decrease quite rapidly to around 0.06. As a result, we have been unable to distinguish 
between them on the plot. We note, however, that small values of cr, especially those less 
than 1, result in quite substantial differences in the maximum absolute distance between 
varying ratios. The worst case is observed for ( 1 : 1 : 3 )  where the maximum distance be­
gins at 0.5107 (this corresponds to cr =  0.1). The best cases occur when we have larger 
proportions of observations at the lower stresses, and for (1 : 3 : 1) this distances decreases 
to 0.3593 when cr =  0.1. On the whole, across all stress levels, we see a better fit between 
Weibull Log-linear and Lognormal Arrhenius as cr is increased above 1.
Four stress levels We construct similar plots for k =  4. These are shown in Figure 7.26. 
We observe similar results to when k = 3, and an increase in cr results in the maximum 
absolute distance decreasing very quickly to around 0.06; this occurs across all ratios. We 
observe the largest distances when we have most of the observations at the higher stress 
levels.
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n i,n 2 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B p 1.0433 1.0227 1.0099 1.0053
B p 1 1 1 1
S 0.0986 0.0701 0.0457 0.0322
T 0.1053 0.0745 0.0471 0.0333
a w p 8.8228 8.8289 8.8288 8.8300
a w p 8.8301 8.8301 8.8301 8.8301
S 0.2345 0.1687 0.1080 0.0762
T 0.2431 0.1719 0.1087 0.0769
&WP -0.0153 -0.0154 -0.0153 -0.0154
P w p -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0017 0.0012 0.0008 0.0005
T 0.0017 0.0012 0.0008 0.0006
B w ,io 367.6454 352.3847 342.0978 338.6204
S 86.2282 60.2485 39.0772 . 27.5260
T 89.1027 63.0051 39.8479 28.1768
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0349 0.0037 0 0
a 0.9879 0.9941 0.9976 0.9990
S 0.0709 0.0500 0.0319 0.0223
T 0.0707 0.0500 0.0316 0.0224
&LN 0.3021 0.2978 0.3008 0.2993
s 0.5365 0.3775 0.2448 0.1718
T 0.5402 0.3820 0.2416 0.1708
P l n 2345.7852 2347.8332 2346.6869 2347.2015
S 202.7045 142.2640 92.2331 64.7739
T 203.8752 144.1615 91.1758 64.4710
B l n , io 549.6744 542.3806 537.4622 535.8211
S 93.6811 64.1601 40.6534 28.6193
T 89.7563 63.4673 40.1402 28.3834
Table 7.80: Fitting G w p  to G l n a  for k =  2, a  =  1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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7li,n2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
BP 1.0235 1.0224 1.0241 1.0230
BP 1 1 1 1
S 0.0697 0.0703 0.0700 0.0694
T 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745
a w p 8.7981 8.8403 8.8186 8.8349
a w p 8.8301 8.8301 8.8301 8.8301
S 0.3295 0.1433 0.2386 0.1428
T 0.3469 0.1489 0.2438 0.1459
P w p -0.0152 -0.0155 -0.0153 -0.0154
P w p -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153 -0.0153
S 0.0018 0.0018 0.0014 0.0014
T 0.0019 0.0019 0.0014 0.0014
Bw, io 353.5087 351.7807 354'0608 352.5013
S 98.9840 52.5452 76.4279 53.6767
T 98.6584 56.0920 76.7522 57.6998
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0031 0.0028 0.0049 0.0035
a 0.9930 0.9939 0.9928 0.9936
S 0.0497 0.0498 0.0499 0.0499
T 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 .
OtLN 0.3000 0.3000 0.2966 0.2956
S 0.4938 0.6505 0.3993 0.4810
T 0.4925 0.6516 0.3990 0.4795
Pln 2347.1270 2346.9713 2348.9406 2348.6658
S 218.5020 217.3970 166.5251 166.7964
T 217.9517 217.9517 166.4634 166.4634
B ln , io 551.3096 541.1779 547.2480 542.0442
S 115.7162 53.7037 85.1775 55.8286
T 112.2271 52.9553 82.9681 55.4638
Table 7.81: Fitting G w p  to G l n a  for k =  2, a  =. 1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i ,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
n 3 25 50 100 300 500
BP 1.0528 1.0257 1.0124 1.0022 1.0001
Bp 0.9966 0.9966 0.9966 0.9966 0.9966
S 0.1130 0.0795 0.0576 0.0338 0.0264
T 0.1211 0.0857 0.0606 0.0350 0.0271
a w p 8.7809. 8.7956 8.8005 8.8004 8.8024
a w p 8.8032 8.8032 8.8032 8.8032 8.8032
S 0.3253 0.2354 0.1691 0.0982 0.0764
T 0.3457 0.2444 0.1729 0.0998 0.0773
P w p -0.0155 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
P w p . -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0023 0.0016 0.0012 0.0007 0.0005
T 0.0024 0.0017 0.0012 0.0007 0-.0005
Bw,io 360.3237 341.5497 331.5227 323.2544 321.8662
S 105.0198 72.8813 51.7531 30.4054 . 23.4683
T 107.3744 75.9252 53.6872 30.9963 24.0097
Pr (Fit G w p ) • 0.0530 0.0086 0.0003 0 0
a 0.9822 0.9917 0.9959 0.9989 0.9993
S 0.0813 0.0573 0.0413 0.0235 0.0183
T 0.0816 0.0577 0.0408 0.0236 0.0183
®LN 0.3051 0.3007 0.3018 0.3022 0.2998
S 0.7009 0.5012 0.3543 0.2044 0.1589
T 0.7095 0.5017 0.3548 0.2048 0.1587
P l n 2344.4702 2346.8793 2346.3912 2346.0714 2347.1509
S 273.8754 195.8352 138.3057 79.8327 61.9265
T 277.3978 196.1499 138.6989 80.0779 62.0280
B l n , io 558.5333 546.9109 540.4427 535.9439 535.6677
S 123.2248 85.6054 59.6890 34.6738 26.2536
T 118.7110 83.9414 59.3555 34.2689 26.5446
Table 7.82: Fitting G w p  to G l n a  for k =  3, a  =  1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
n s 150 75 250 50
B p 1.0125 1.0130 1.0143 1.0137
B P 0.9965 0.9963 0.9989 0.9982
S 0.0581 0.0578 0.0574 0.0575
T 0.0606 0.0606 0.0607 0.0607
a w p 8.7348 8.6459 8.7402 8.8432
a w p 8.7459 8.6620 8.7691 8.8415
S 0.2273 0.3003 0.3226 0.1286
T 0.2325 0.3130 0.3324 0.1299
P w p -0.0151 -0.0149 -0.0150 -0.0158
& W P -0.0152 -0.0150 -0.0151 -0.0158
S 0.0014 0.0019 0.0017 0.0012
T 0.0014 0.0020 0.0018 0.0012
Bw,i o 319.7978 298.3271 330.8914 341.5052
S 62.4170 70.9259 89.2606 45.4301
T 62.6170 70.2799 86.6041 47.4616
Pr (Fit G w p ) 0.0007 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004
<T 0.9954 0.9957 0.9961 0.9958
S 0.0410 0.0407 0.0406 0.0407
T 0.0408 0.0408 0.0408 0.0408
olln 0.3037 0.3014 0.2971 0.2998
S 0.3971 0.5597 0.4745 0.4022
T 0.3971 0.5589 0.4711 0.3998
P l n 2345.7372 2346.6101 2347.9753 2347.0424
S 166.6359 235.4138 212.1588 141.7603
T 166.4603 235.4061 210.9961 140.8268
B l n ,io 543.0352 547.1208 548.2230 539.3323
S 79.0457 103.9662 111.6127 47.7647
T 77.4560 101.1454 107.4403 46.8482
Table 7.83: Fitting G w p  to G l n a  for k =  3, a  =  1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
ri3, n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
B P 1.0413 1.0200 1.0097 1.0033 0.9999
B P 0.9974 0.9974 0.9974 0.9974 0.9974
S 0.0981 0.0696 0.0504 0.0365 0.0233
T 0.1050 0.0743 0.0525 0.0371 0.0235
a w p 8.7892 8.7957 8.7985 8.8028 8.8047
a w p 8.8059 8.8059 8.8059 8.8059 8.8059
S 0.3289 0.2406 0.1703 0.1204 0.0768
T 0.3460 0.2447 0.1730 0.1223 0.0774
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
P w p -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156 -0.0156
S 0.0021 0.0016 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005
T 0.0023 0.0016 0.0011 0.0008 0.0005
Bw, io 354.9154 337.7138 328.9694 324.3081 321.7643
S 101.2519 71.1927 49.7405 35.2995 22.6802
T 101.4948 71.7677 50.7474 35.8838 22.6949
Pr (Fit GWp) 0.0283 0.0027 0 0 0
a 0.9879 0.9937 0.9963 0.9984 0.9994
S 0.0719 0.0500 0.0353 0.0254 0.0158
T 0.0707 0.0500 0.0354 0.0250 0.0158
OLLN 0.3027 0.3009 0.3019 0.3038 0.2995
S 0.6180 0.4485 0.3225 0.2262 0.1442
T 0.6416 0.4536 0.3208 0.2268 0.1435
P l n 2345.8166 2346.6624 2346.3232 2345.4771 2347.1908
S 250.4320 181.8830 130.5351 91.5649 58.1744
T 259.2445 183.3135 129.6222 91.6568 57.9688
B l n , io 554.8329 545.0316 539.9604 536.5170 535.4572
S 119.7795 83.6426 58.6043 41.2788 25.9685
T 115.3647 81.5752 57.6824 40.7876 25.7963
Table 7.84: Fitting G w p  to G l n a  for k =  4, a  =  1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B P 1.0200 1.0212 1.0189 1.2026 1.0202 1.0194 1.0196
B P 0.9981 0.9974 0.9966 0.9986 0.9979 0.9981 0.9976
S 0.0690 0.0696 0.0699 0.0695 0.0701 0.0697 0.0696
T 0.0743 0.0743 0.0742 0.0744 0.0743 0.0743 0.0743
a w p . 8.7504 8.8305 8.7008 8.8361 8.8449 8.7454 8.7424
a w p 8.7778 8.8379 8.7230 8.8419 8.8457 8.7715 • 8.7707
S 0.3217 0.2024 0.3100 0.1999 0.1757 0.3170 0.3232
T 0.3379 0.2082 0.3246 0.2048 0.1813 0.3352 0.3399
0 W P -0.0152 -0.0160 -0.0150 -0.0158 -0.0160 -0.0151 -0.0154
P w p -0.0154 -0.0160 -0.0152 -0.0159 -0.0160 -0.0153 -0.0156
S 0.0019 0.0015 0.0019 0.0014 0.0014 0.0018 0.0020
T 0.0020 0.0016 0.0020 0.0015 0.0015 0.0019 0.0021
B w ,  io 333.3059 341.4297 318.2138 345.8053 344.6918 332.5655 326.1469
S 89.6783 62.9837 82.2157 63.9470 58.4201 89.2605 86.3192
T 89.4869 65.0311 81.8546 68.3838 61.4258 89.2104 86.0656
Pr(Fit
G w p )
0.0022 0.0025 0.0025 0.0030 0.0034 0.0036 0.0037
a 0.9937 0.9930 0.9946 0.9943 0.9939 0.9939 0.9943
S 0.0496 0.0498 0.0505 0.0501 • 0.0501 0.0499 0.0496
T 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500
&LN 0.3100 0.3027 0.2975 0.2981 0.3007 0.3019 0.3059
S 0.5279 0.4571 0.5453 0.4230 0.4474 0.5193 0.5853
T 0.5310 0.4606 0.5480 0.4264 0.4530 0.5199 0.5819
P l n 2343.0410 2346.0435 2348.1026 2347.3381 2346.6390 2346.4531 2344.8485
S 227.1646 174.7511 230.6164 163.4952 164.6902 224.7995 245.7112
T 228.5765 175.9779 232.1011 165.0586 167.0881 224.8714 244.2433
B l n ,  io 548.7869 543.6662 549.2960 542.4522 542.0060 549.8931 549.0941
S 112.9433 71.7141 109.9624 71.1497 63.5010 113.1828 112.4278
T 109.3757 69.8625 106.4156 70.1961 63.1083 109.2276 108.0366
Table 7.85: Fitting G w p  to G l n a  for k =  4, a =  1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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Figure 7.25: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Lognormal 
Arrhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the eight different 
ratios and three stress levels.
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Figure 7.26: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Lognormal 
Arrhenius distribution and mis-specified Weibull Log-linear model for the seven different 
ratios and four stress levels.
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7.3 .6  F ittin g  Gwa to  Glnp
We consider our final scenario, and examine the effects of fitting the Weibull Arrhenius 
distribution to data with an underlying Lognormal Log-linear model. We first do this by 
constructing our usual sets of simulations.
Simulation Studies
We run simulations for cr =  0.5, 1 and 1.5, although only include results for <7 = 1. These 
are shown in Tables 7.86 and 7.87 for k =  2 , Tables 7.88 and 7.89 for k =  3, and Tables 
7.90 and 7.91 for k =  4. We compare estimates for Rio from both distributions with 
a true value of 304.4323. We note the following points when mis-specifying the Weibull 
Arrhenius model. Firstly, we generally see good agreement between average MLEs and 
entropy values, which, as expected, improves as we increase the sample size. The agreement 
between sample and theoretical standard errors of the mis-specified MLEs differs slightly for 
smaller samples, but again improves as n is increased. When examining Bw,io we observe 
considerable differences between sample values for the true and mis-specified distributions, 
and we always under-estimate this quantile when we fit the wrong distribution function.
The effects of mis-specification
We compare true and mis-specified theoretical cdfs, and examine the maximum absolute 
distances between them for varying values of cr and stress loadings. We do not do this for 
k =  2 , since we reduce the scenario to just mis-specifying the distribution function, results 
of which are covered by the non-accelerated case. We present the results for 3 and 4 stress 
levels below.
Three stress levels We construct plots of the maximum absolute distance between true 
and mis-specified cdfs, when we allow a  to vary from 0.1 to 5, and for varying ratios. The 
results are shown in Figure 7.27. Again, since the plots are so similar for larger values of cr, we 
have been unable to distinguish between them in our usual way. Like the Burr and Gamma 
distributions, we see an improved fit between Weibull and Lognormal distributions if we 
have more observations in the higher and middle stress levels, whilst a larger proportion of 
observations at the lower stress levels results in the largest maximum absolute distance across 
all values of cr. This seems to be a common fact if the Arrhenius scale-stress relationship is 
used as the mis-specified model. On the whole, however, we seen an improved fit between 
Weibull and Lognormal as we increase <r; this is not consistent with previous plots used to 
determine values of cr for simulations, and may require further investigation.
Four stress levels We carry out a similar investigation for k — 4, the results of which are 
shown by Figure 7.28. Again we observe similar results to three stress levels. Having most
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711,712 50,50 100,100 250,250 500,500
B a 1.0435 1.0223 1.0094 1.0051
B a 1 1 1 1
s 0.0975 0.0701 0.0451 0.0323
T 0.1053 0.0745 0.0471 0.0333
&WA -1.9759 -1.9616 -1.9638 -1.9643
OLWA -1.9632 -1.9632 -1.9632 -1.9632
S 0.6685 0.4878 0.3081 0.2204
T 0.7040 0.4978 0.3148 0.2226
&WA 3060.0058 3057.0430 3058.1583 3058.4712
PwA 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 253.6566 185.2951 116.9927 83.6310
T 267.2462 188.9716 119.5161 84.5107
Bw,  10 209.5574 200.6027 194.8001 192.8663
S 48.8257 34,3142 21.9072 15.8009
T 50.7621 35.8942 22.7015 16.0524
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0344 0.0025 0 0
a 0.9878 0.9937 0.9973 0.9985
S 0.0703 0.0506 0.0316 0.0222
T 0.0707 0.0500 0.0316 0.0224
OLLN 8.0005 8.0013 8.0005 8.0011
S 0.1925 0.1390 0.0873 0.0614
T 0.1944 0.1374 0.0869 0.0615
Pln -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0013 0.0010 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0013 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004
B l n , io 313/4327 309.5085 306.5089 305.6861
S 52.6416 36.9892 23.1519 16.2358
T 51.1336 36.1569 22.8677 16.1699
Table 7.86: Fitting G w a  to G l n p  for = 2, <t =  1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures axe based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i , n 2 25,175 175,25 50,150 150,50
Ba 1.0216 1.0229 1.0233 1.0234
B a 1 1 1 1
S 0.0708 0.0708 0.0698 0.0704
T 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745 0.0745
& W A -1.9029 -2.0520 -1.9446 -1.9947
OiWA -1.9632 -1.9632 -1.9632 -1.9632
S 0.6163 0.8125 0.5096 0.6149
T 0.6433 0.8524 0.5202 0.6263
Pv/A 3029.6838 3086.6910 3048.9493 3068.3063
PwA 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277 3058.1277
S 273.9361 272.4366 213.5898 214.3042
T 285.6982 285.6982 218.2056 218.2056
Bw, 10 200.1366 200.4436 201.1750 200.8748
S 57.4617 30.1992 43.5740 31.0770
T 56.2052 31.9556 43.7257 32.8717
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0030 0.0046 0.0028 0.0040
<T 0.9941 0.9938 0.9933 0.9935
S 0.0500 0.0501 0.0501 0.0505
T 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500
OLLN 8.0002 7.9995 8.0014 8.0005
S 0.2677 0.1207 0.1936 0.1189
T 0.2679 0.1208 0.1905 0.1186
Pln -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0014 0.0014 0.0011 0.0011
T 0.0014 0.0014 0.0011 0.0011
B l n , 313.5527 308.0851 311.1656 308.8016
S 66.5431 30.5418 49.2174 32.4347
T 63.9351 30.1683 47.2664 31.5974
Table 7.87: Fitting G w a  to G l n p  for k = 2, a =  1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2 25,25 50,50 100,100 300,300 500,500
25 50 100 300 500
B a 1.0480 1.0209 1.0088 0.9995 0.9971
B a 0.9942 0.9942 0.9942 0.9942 0.9942
S 0.1130 0.0806 0.0569 0.0336 0.0268
T 0.1209 0.0855 0.0605 0.0349 0.0270
&WA -1.6487 -1.6695 -1.6780 -1.6781 -1.6756
OiWA -1.6784 -1.6784 -1.6784 -1.6784 -1.6784
S 0.8711 0.6352 0.4530 0.2649 0.2053
T 0.9247 0.6539 0.4623 0.2669 0.2068
P w A 2962.2511 2973.3737 2977.1837 2977.4288 2976.4416
P w A 2977.6410 2977.6410 2977.6410 2977.6410 2977.6410
S 340.6653 249.3648 177.8096 103.9772 80.6030
T 363.0372 256.7061 181.5186 104.7998 81.1776
B w ,  io 219.2351 208.1781 202.2312 197.5301 196.1653
S 65.2999 46.5173 32.0349 18.6442 14.6537
T 66.4162 46.9634 33.2081 19.1727 14.8511
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0483 0.0083 0.0003 0 0
<7 0.9833 0.9927 0.9960 0.9989 0.9992
S 0.0812 0.0585 0.0408 0.0235 0.0184
T 0.0816 0.0577 0.0408 0.0236 0.0183
®LN 7.9989 . 8.0034 8.0030 8.0014 8.0000
S 0.2674 0.1926 0.1349 0.0788 0.0606
T 0.2726 0.1927 0.1363 0.0787 0.0609
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0018 0.0013 0.0009 0.0005 0.0004
T 0.0019 0.0013 0.0009 0.0005 0.0004
B l n , io 318.0077 311.8307 308.4703 305.7706 305.0962
S 69.5326 48.6155 33.1913 19.3234 14.8605
T 66.7617 47.2076 33.3808 19.2724 14.9284
Table 7.88: Fitting G w a  to G l n p  for k = 3, a  = 1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i , n 2 50,100 25,200 25,25 200,50
ns 150 75 250 50
B a 1.0092 1.0086 1.0124 1.0124
B a 0.9936 0.9941 0.9977 0.9970
S 0.0575 0.0575 0.0576 0.0576
T 0.0605 0.0604 0.0607 0.0606
a w A -1.8707 -1.7623 -1.9827 -1.6207
OiWA -1.8865 -1.8130 -2.0401 -1.6019
S 0.5004 0.7007 0.5994 0.5183
T 0.5168 0.7289 0.6158 0.5242
P\VA 3052.7985 3040.2663 3075.6126 2949.9621
P w A 3060.3304 3062.5355 3102.2102 2944.0648
S 210.4623 295.6562 269.2069 183.5438
T 217.3983 307.5264 276.5303 185.2584
Bw, io 212.3745 230.1716 208.6896 197.7144
S 42.2178 58.9291 57.2523 26.3553
T 42.6335 58.0986 55.7381 27.6190
Pr (Fit G w a ) 0.0005 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
a 0.9960 0.9955 0.9959 0.9956
S 0.0409 0.0405 0.0405 0.0409
T 0.0408 0.0408 0.0408 0.0408
OLLN 8.0011 7.9994 7.9999 8.0009 .
S 0.1806 0.2424 0.2603 0.1050
T 0.1808 0.2415 0.2557 0.1046
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
s 0.0011 0.0015 0.0014 0.0010
T 0.0011 0.0015 0.0014 0.0010
B l n ,io 309.2218 310.9053 312.2341 307.4003
S 43.5359 55.4095 63.0973 26.8305
T 42.8487 53.7485 60.0366 26.6147
Table 7.89: Fitting G w a  to G l n p  for fc =  3, a =  1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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71i,n2 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
n3,n4 25,25 50,50 100,100 200,200 500,500
Ba 1.0372 1.0182 1.0066 1.0019 0.9982
Ba 0.9956 0.9956 0.9956 0.9956 0.9956
S 0.0981 0.0697 0.0497 0.0359 0.0231
T 0.1049 0.0742 0.0524 0.0371 0.0235
aw a -1.6318 -1.6528 -1.6541 -1.6653 -1.6690
aw A -1.6717 -1.6717 -1.6717 -1.6717 -1.6717
S 0.8000 0.5780 0.4081 0.2932 0.1861
T 0.8362 0.5913 0.4181 0.2956 0.1870
P\VA 2956.2597 2966.5559 2967.9469 2972.7472 2974.4273
PwA 2975.6768 2975.6768 2975.6768 2975.6768 2975.6768
S 324.1256 234.3145 165.5726 118.7898 75.4877
T 339.2414 239.8799 169.6207 119.9399 75.8567
Bw, io 214.7652 206.3222 200.4878 198.5053 196.7719
S 63.0394 44.2816 30.7687 21.7923 13.9362
T 62.8443 44.4377 31.4222 22.2188 14.0524
Pr (Fit Gwa) 0.0283 0.0025 0 0 0
a 0.9867 0.9934 0.9970 0.9984 0.9994
S 0.0702 0.0499 0.0353 0.0249 0.0160
T 0.0707 0.0500 0.0354 0.0250 0.0158
aLN 7.9983 8.0009 7.9984 7.9995 8.0004
S 0.2702 0.1913 0.1348 0.0959 0.0605
T 0.2706 0.1914 0.1353 0.0957 0.0605
Pln -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0017 0.0012 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004
T 0.0017 0.0012 0.0009 0.0006 0.0004
Bln,io 316.2514 310.6645 306.9925 305.8119 305.0591
S 68.0536 47.3479 32.5882 23.0638 14.5934
T 64.8339 45.8445 32.4169 22.9222 14.4973
Table 7.90: Fitting G w a  to G l n p  for k = 4, a  = 1 with equal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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n i,n 2
n3,n4
25,25
75,75
75,75
25,25
25.75
25.75
75.25
75.25
100,50
25,25
25,25
50,100
25,75
75,25
B a 1.0185 1.0177 1.0161 1.0208 1.0189 1.0184 1.0170
B a 0.9966 0.9961 0.9940 0.9977 0.9967 0.9964 0.9961
S 0.0708 0.0692 0.0697 0.0690 0.0705 0.0704 0.0698
T 0.0742 0.0741 0.0740 . 0.0743 0.0742 0.0742 0.0742
&WA -1.7751 -1.4281 -1.8096 -1.5894 -1.4989 -1.8573 -1.5604
OLWA -1.8337 -1.4323 -1.8605 -1.6018 -1.4881 -1.9002 -1.6294
S 0.6728 0.5914 0.6802 0.5360 0.5820 0.6486 0.7258
T 0.6928 0.6019 0.7140 0.5562 0.5924 0.6782 0.7594
P w A 3007.5998 2890.6056 3036.4749 2939.1065 2911.6969 3037.0447 2943.1041
P w A 3034.1261 2893.4598 3059.5354 2945.1729 2908.7500 3056.7943 2973.4895
S 290.2091 227.0293 289.0230 208.7564 215.1624 281.3290 305.4818
T 299.1429 230.7964 303.2618 216.3045 219.3304 294.2601 319.5533
B w ,  io 210.5640 202.9429 220.7533 202.0183 201.7651 212.2706 212.7894
S 59.2297 38.0232 59.7081 37.7160 34.8207 59.0917 58.6101
T 57.6292 39.0837 58.8811 38.9010 36.1383 57.7282 57.9291
Pr(Fit
G w a )
0.0024 0.0025 0.0023 0.0031 0.0027 0.0030 0.0030
a 0.9934 0.9943 0.9936 0.9939 0.9940 0.9935 0.9943
S 0.0502 0.0500 0.0500 0.0496 0.0500 0.0500 0.0495
T 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500 0.0500
S lat 7.9979 7.9994 7.9974 7.9993 8.0020 8.0049 7.9956
S 0.2639 0.1651 0.2508 0.1615 0.1441 0.2579 0.2619
T 0.2612 0.1642 0.2514 0.1616 0.1443 0.2591 0.2628
P l n -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0015 0.0012 0.0015 0.0011 0.0011 0.0015 0.0016
T 0.0015 0.0012 0.0015 0.0011 0.0011 0.0015 0.0016
B l n , io 312.9590 309.0118 312.0999 309.3090 309.1646 314.3367 311.5735
S 63.9339 39.9803 60.5766 40.8721 36.2195 63.7586 61.0967
T 61.0526 39.4511 58.2460 39.8166 35.7780 60.9425 59.7385
Table 7.91: Fitting G w a  to G l n p  for k = 4, a  = 1 with unequal allocations. We show the
sample means and standard errors of parameters, where figures are based on at least 10000
replications.
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Figure 7.27: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Lognormal 
Log-linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the eight different 
ratios and three stress levels.
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Figure 7.28: Plots of the maximum absolute distance between cdfs for the true Lognormal 
Log-linear distribution and mis-specified Weibull Arrhenius model for the seven different 
ratios and four stress levels.
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of the observations at the lower stresses give the worst fit, whilst large proportions at the 
higher stress levels give the best, in terms of having smaller maximum absolute distances.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we examined some effects of mis-specifying the accelerated Weibull dis­
tribution. Since acceleration introduces a relationship between scale parameter and stress 
level, then we could also mis-specify this relationship. We considered three scenarios of 
mis-specification; mis-specifying the scale-stress relationship and keeping .the distribution 
fixed, mis-specifying the distribution but choosing the correct scale-stress relationship, and 
finally mis-specifying both models. As in our work on non-accelerated data sets, we carried 
out the analysis for the Burr, Gamma and Lognormal distributions, and considered the 
Log-linear and Arrhenius scale-stress relationships. We verified our theoretical results by 
running simulations, and assessed the goodness of fit by examining distances between true 
and estimated cdfs across all stress levels.
In the next chapter, we consider a combination of both acceleration and censoring.
Chapter 8
Type II Censoring In Accelerated  
Life Testing
8.1 Introduction
We finally examine accelerated data sets under a type II censoring regime. It is clear that, 
without acceleration, the practical application of type II censoring is straightforward. Out 
of our total sample size n, we terminate the experiment once the r th item has failed; the 
stopping time is then random. Thus, we have a known number of failures r, and a known 
number of censored items n — r. However, several extensions in an accelerated framework 
are possible. For illustration, consider an experiment with k =  3 stress levels. We could stop 
the experiment once a certain number of items have failed at the lowest stress level, that is, 
until ri have failed out of ni, or we could wait until a certain number of items have failed 
at the highest stress level, that is, until rs have failed out of 713. Other possibilities include 
stopping the experiment once a certain number of items have failed out of n, no matter 
at which stress level the failures occur. Our approach will involve using the first censoring 
regime, when we stop the experiment after r failures are observed at the lowest stress level. 
This approach provides the experimenter with some idea on the number of failures, since 
we are certain of a fixed number of failures at X \ ,  and (generally larger) proportions of 
failures at higher stress levels. However, as in type II censoring for non-accelerated data 
sets, we cannot be sure of the running time of the experiment; this remains a practical 
drawback of the method. Structuring the experiment in this way results in ordering only 
observations at the lowest stress level. We use y(j:nit 1) to denote the ordered observed 
failures at X \  for 1 < j  <  r, with corresponding random variables F(J:ni>1) (for simplicity, 
we write Z  =  Y(r;ni>i)). All observations at higher stress levels will be censored if they 
exceed this failure time; thus, we need no ordering at these stress levels, but regard data as 
subject to a type I censoring regime where the stopping time Z  is now random. We denote 
observed failures at higher stress levels as y i j  with corresponding random variable Yij ,  for 
2 < i < k ) l < j <  Mi, where Mi is the random variable representing the number of failures
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at the i th stress level. Note that for i =  1, we can also write M\  =  r, a specified number.
We have not been able to find references on this censoring regime. Various authors (for 
example, Menzefricke, 1992) consider accelerated life tests when data has undergone a type 
II censoring regime, but usually assume a fixed number of failures r* at each stress level, 
so that there is no connection with type I censoring. Tseng and Hsu (1994) compare type 
I and type II censoring regimes in accelerated life tests, but again, for type II censoring, 
assume a fixed number of failures at each stress level. Censoring in accelerated life tests is 
briefly mentioned in Meeker and Escobar (1993), but without reference to type I or type II 
censoring; Nelson (1990) also discusses ML for right censored data (which includes type I 
and type II as special cases), but does not consider type II specifically, or even describe how 
observations are censored at each stress level.
8.2 The W eibull distribution
We begin by considering the Weibull distribution, and, as previously, use a general scale- 
stress relationship which includes both the Arrhenius and Log-linear models as special cases. 
Thus, we have data from a Weibull distribution with shape parameter B* and scale param­
eter
=  exp {aw*  +  Pw*P Pf*)}
where p(Xi)  is given by (5.3). As discussed, we terminate the experiment after the r th 
failure at X\\  the running time of the experiment is Z  =  V(r:ni)i), and any observations that 
exceed this time are censored. We refer to Balakrishnan and Rao (1998a) to write the pdf 
of Z  as
nil
(ni — r)\ (r — 1)! 1 -  exp < -  77-
B* r —1
exp< -
z
@i*
n i —r
exp | —
which can also be written as
r —1
)B*7U
_ j u i !  y (_ x)
(m - r ) ! ( r -  1)!
J3.-1 exp < -  (m -  j )  —
B+
(8.1)
The likelihood can be obtained from the product of the likelihood for the first stress level, 
which features the ordering of data there, together with the likelihood at the remaining 
stress levels, given by
Mi . B *  ^
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for i >  2. The corresponding log-likelihoods are
Mi
k =  Mi  In B* -  MiB*aw * ~  MiB*(3w +p (X») +  (J3* -  1) In Yij
3= i
Mi
-  exp ( - B * a w *) X ! exP i ~ B *Pw*P W )}  Y^ f  ~
3=1
(rii -  Mi) exp (—B*aw *) exp { - B + P Wmp (X*)} Z B*, 
again for i >  2 . At the first stress level, we have, without loss of generality,
and so
h =  rlnB* — rB*aw * ~  rB*f3Wifp ( X i) +  (B* -  1) y ^ ln Y(j:ni,i)
3= i
r
-  exp ( - B * a w *) exp { -B*j3w „p (Xi)} ^  ~
j= i
(ni -  r) exp (~B*aw*)  exp {B*/3w *p (Xi)} Zs *.
To simplify matters, we introduce some further notation, and write
Mi
B e,i =  'y   ^in- Y i,j 
3=1
for 2 < i <  k] at the first stress level, we have
r
S e , l  ~  ^  Y (j:n \ ,1) •
3=1
We also write, for i >  2,
Mi
s >j  - £ y *>
3=1
an c  Mi
cr(n) _  °  Di>f _  y B* fin Y  -Yi,f d B n 2^/ i j  \ln r i,3) >
* 3=1
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and
3=1
d nS i j
~  d B
while, for the censored data, we have
= £ yo W ln lW ) } B.
3=1
5i,c =  (n* -  Mi) Z5 *,
(^n) _  5”5i>c _  ^  B y f  A
z,c &B:
again, for i >  2 , and
5 ifC =  ( n i - r ) Z 5*,
lf  =  ( n i - r ) Z B- ( l n Z ) n .
We also introduce further functions of the data, which appear in the full log-likelihood. 
These are given by
R l {B*,(3w *) =  exp { —B*(3w *p (Xi)} +  S i)C} ,
k
R ( B * ,P W+) =  ]P e x p { - B * P w * p ( X i ) } { S i}f  +  SitC} ,
-^ 1,0 (B*>Pw*) —
Ri,o —
i=2
d R 1 ( B . , 0 Wm) 
d B ,
e x p { -B ^ ^ p (X i)}
d B *
q(!) _ i _  oC1)^1,/ +  ^ i)C
Pw*P P^l) {‘S'l,/ +  S'i)C}
= ^ e x p { - £ * /^ p ( X i ) }
i=2
4 / + s iV -
/?VF*P (-^i) {'Si,/ +  5i)C}
Rj,i
R o,i (B*>(3w*)
d R 1 (B*,/3W+) 
dfiw*
=  —B*p (Xi) exp { —B^(5w ^p (Xi)} { S i j  +  Ri,c} >
_  d R  (B*,{3W*) 
dfiw*
k
=  —B* p (Xi) exp {—B*(3w *p (Xi)} {S^f + Si)C}
i= 2
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pi / p  a  \___
U2,0 \-L}*iPw*) ~
R-2,0 (B*, (3w*) ~
and, finally,
R \ , i ( B * , P w * )  =
fri,i (-B*) Pw*) —
dB,
e x p { - B * P w * p ( X i ) }
dRifi {B*,PWP) 
d B *
S $  +  S ®  -  20 w ,p  (Xx) { s g  +  S{]1} 
+ P w * P  ( X i )2 { S i j  +  5i,c}
=  ^ 2  exP { ~ B * P w * P  (■*»)}
i = 2
sg + sg - 2 /W  (X i)  {sg +  sg} 
+ P w * P  ( X i ) 2  { S i j  +  S i i C }
-fro,2 { B * , P w * )  — 
fro,2 { B * ,  P w * )  =
f^ro,i (B * ,P w *)
d p w *
>2 . t v  n2
B t p  ( X t f  exp { - f r * / W  (X i)}  {51,/ +  5 i,c} , 
dfro,i (B*,Pw*)  
dPw*
=  B 2 J 2 p  ( X i ) 2  exp { - f r * /W  (*<)} { $ , /  4- S i l C }  ,
i=2
f^rj,o (B * ,P w*) 
dPw* 
- p  (Xi) exp { - B * P W t p  (Xi)} 
afri,o (B*,Pw*) 
dPw*
B .  ( f i g  +  S £ )
. +  ( S i j  +  S i , c ) {1 — B * p w * p  (X i) }
= ~ ^ 2  p  (Xi) exp { ~ B * P w * P  (*»)}
i = 2
B * ( 4 /  +  4 c )
. +  ( S i , f  +  S i , c )  {1 “  B * P w * p  (Xj)}
The full log-likelihood is the sum of the log-likelihoods at each stress level, and we have
k  k  k
lw* — k =  Mj  In B* — B*aw* Mi
i = 1 i=l
k
i =1
- B , 0 W,  MiP (Xi) + (B .  -  1) X )  5 c,i
i=l i=l
exp ( — B * a w * )  {fr1 ( B ^ ^ P W P )  4- R (fr*, /?w*)} .
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The three score functions are
I f  = E f
* i=l * i=l i=l i=1
-ex p  (~B *aw *) {#1 ,0 (B*,Pw*) ~  a w *R1 (B*,/3W*)} 
-  exp ( - B * a w *) {#i,o (B*,(3W*) -  a w *R (B*, /?w*)} ,
= - s * E MiP(x *) -  exP i . - B ,a w . )  { i$ , 1 ( B „ P w . )  +  Ro,i ( B . , P W. ) }  ,
o P w ,
and
U
dlw*
day/*
— —B* Mj +  B* exp (—B * a y /* ) {#* (#*> Pw*) d~ #  (B*> Pw*)}
i =1
If we equate to zero, and solve, then we obtain
1 (  R 1 (B*:PW )^ 4- R ( B * , P W*) \
a"* = ^ ln l  ------------- / ’
so that, without loss of generality, the profile log-likelihood then becomes
k  k  (  k  \
i w ,  =
i=l i =1 I i= 1 J
A:
-  J 2  Mi In {-R1 (B„  0 W,)  +  R ( B . , 0 w , ) } .
i=l
The profile score functions are
d B *  B *
Z)i=i M  {#},o +  #i,o (#*> fty*)}
R }  ( B * , f i w * )  +  R { B * i f i w * )
and
dlyy* _  ]Ci=l M i  { # 0,1 ( R * ' i P w * )  + # 0,1 (#*> Ay*)} „ a*- / y  A
d 0 w ,  _ _  iJ i(B .,/3^ .) + «(S .,/5vr.) iP
i=l i=l
i=1
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In order to find the MLEs, we also require second derivatives, given by
E iU  Mid 2l\v*
d B l B?
T L i M i
{R 1 Pw*)}
x {-^2,0 {B*,PW*) +  ^ 2,o {B*,@w*)}  
. — {-^i,o (B*,Pw*)  +  # 1,0
{ R 1 (B*}PW*) — R ( B * ,P W, ) Y
Ei=! M i
& 1+°  LW* _
d@w*
{I?1 (B*, Pw*)  +  R ( B* i Pw * ) }  
x {^ 0,2 +  ^ 0,2 (B*,(3w *)}
~ { Rl , i  (B*, fiw*) +  Ro.1
{B1 (B*, fiw*) +  R  (B*, Pw*)Y
and
E l i  M i
d 2l+ u Lw*
dB+dPyy*
{B 1 (B*,/3w *) +  B(B*,/3W*)}  
x {-^ 1,1 (B*t0 w#) + Biti (B*,{3W*)}
~  « i  +  Bo,i (B *,/^*)}
X K o  C®*’ Pw*) +  - 1^,0 (B*,PW*)}
{B 1 (B*,{3W*) +  A y*)}2
k
- Y , M iP{Xi ) .
1 = 1
Next, we consider expectations required for the EFI matrix from Gw*-  
8 .2 .1  T he EFI m atrix  for Gw*
We begin with various expectations required for the EFI matrix from Gw*,  and recall that 
these are obtained through an argument based on conditioning on the random stopping time 
Z. We also have different forms of expectations depending on whether we consider the first 
stress level or any other.
Expectations at X \
We first consider E  [Z]. The pdf for Z  is given at (8.1); thus, for general m
r —1
E\zr\ = B*n i! £(-irw r  — 1
z m+B* 1 exp |  -  (m -  j )  ( jj^ j f d z’
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We write u =  (n\ — j )  y ^~ j  in the integrand, so that the integral form of the gamma 
function appears, and
n i ! 0 £ r  ( g -  + 1)  f z i  r - 1)
with (m =  1)
n i w u r  ( £  + 1) (_ i r w  r - i)
IJ  ( n i - r)!(r - i ) ! Z .  ( n i _ . ) i r + 1  '
this expectation will only simplify further if B* =  1 . Next, we consider E [ S i j ] ,  and use 
(4.35) to write
r , r n  1 /  | 1 U  J  »1  \  ^  ( - 1 ) r _ 1 ^ '  (TT ) B  [y a:*n1-i,X ) ]
We know that E(i:ni)i) is a random variable from Gw B* ^. Thus,
E \ r mr (l:n i,l)
n
and so using this,
E E ^ , i ,
i=i
= (m-r + l)(n,-r) ( r”11)ejlr(^- + l
r-l (’'-I)
E m  . -I •j=Q ( n i - l - j )  (m - j ) B*
Thus, if we set m =  B* in (8.3), we have
/  \  r~l (—IE - 1 - -7 T t1)
E [S i,/] = («i - r + 1) (m - r )  1 K; ^   - - - - -    7 2 ,
\ r  -  V  ^  ( " l  -  1 -  j )  ( " l  -  3 )
(8.3)
which simplifies to
;i*
r —1
r -  (ni -  r ) ^ 2  (ni “ i) 1
j =o
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Next, we consider E ?( i ) ‘ ; from (4.35), we write this as
(n, -  r +  1) (rn -  r) (  ^
j =o
(_ l r w  ( 1)B
(ni -  1 -  j) (ni -  j )
For general m, we have
E
j'= i
( - l r 1^  C7 1)
r —1
><E
3 =0
In 0i* 
- E ^ l n  (ni -  j) 
+ B - 14' (g -  + l )
(ni -  1 -  j )  (m -  j);\-57+l
, (8.4)
and so
£ ?( i ) 'h,/
^  ( _ 1 ) r _ i - , '  ^  ^  ^  +  B _ 1 $  ( 2 ) j
xE --------
i=o (m -  1 -  j) (ni -  j)
•\2
= (m -  r + 1) (ni -  r) x j 0f;
_  ! ™ _ ! (-1 r - ^ ^ ln C n i- j )
* ^'=0 (ni-l-j)(ni-j)a
we use partial fractions and (4.39) to write
r —l / r - l \
y 4  --------:----- — — —^ ^2 =  E ( n i  -  r, r) -  E ( n i  -  r +  l , r )
“ J (ni -  1 -  j )  (ni -  j ) 2
r —l
- £ ( n i  - r  +  l , r ) ^ ( n i  -  j )  1 
j=o
and so E 7 ( i ) ' becomes
r —l
r -  (ni - r ) ^ ( n i  -  j) 1
i=°
B* (r -  1)! ( n i - r -  1)! (ni _  i  _  j )  (ni _  j ) 2
' 1*
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Next, we consider E o ( 2 ) This is given by
T—l (  1 I - j  (T —^  TP i'V’B*
Our general expression for E
(ni -  1 -  j )  (m -  j )
IS
« i s* C r ( ^ -  + i
m (ft + 1)
_ +  {lnfli, -  B - 1 lnm +  B 7%  ( f t  +  l )  }'
Therefore
E E ^ D  {‘“ W ) !
j = 1
=  (m — r + 1) (ni -  r)
ni
r — l ' l* J
m
r [ j r  +  l-LJ±
r-1  c - 1)E (n\ -  1 -  j) (ni - j ) B  
B Z 2V  1 ^  +  11 +
•S^ +i
, / m _ \ | In 0,, — B , 1 In (n, -  j) +
21
B* b : -1® ( f t + 1)
and so
E qi 2) * 1,/ =  (ni -  r + 1) (ni -  r)
ni \/»s,
r — l
r-l (_ l)r - l- i  ( - 1)
• \2
1*
y  K '
4 - i ( n  i -  1 -  i
After some simplification, this becomes
b :2$  (2) + In 0i, - B ,  1 ln(n1 - j )  +  
B,"1iC(2)
r —l
B* V  (2) +  {In 0 i* +  £* ^  (2)} I r -  (n i -  r) (m -  j )  l '
{ 3= 0
£* (m -  r -  1)! (r -  1)! ^  (ni _  l -  j ) (m -  j )2 
x [2 {in $i* +  B ~ l I^ (2)} — B ~ l In {n\ -  j )]  .
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We next obtain E  [S^i] by setting m =  0 in (8.4); this expectation is
(ni - r + !) (ni - r) ^  x j g --------------_ _ _ _ _ _ -------------- ,
which, after using partial fractions and multiplying out the bracket, simplifies to
B» (r — 1)! (n-i — r — 1)! (raj -  j  -  1) (nj -  j )
We now consider expectations for censored data at X i ,  and first derive E [ S i jC]- This is 
given by
(n r lC r ^ - l  - ( - l )r_1_5 0 7 1)(’» i - r ) E [ Z  ] — r)! (f. _  !), g  ,
from (8.2), which, on using (4.39), simplifies to
( n i - r )  9 ? ; ^ 2 { n i - j ) ~ 1 .
3=o
Next, we consider E 5 ^  , differentiating (8 .2) to obtain
a  r u i e ^ r  ( g -  +  i )  ( - i ) 7- 1^ ' r - 1)
E [ Z m \nZ] =  E [ Z m} =   --------
dm  ( m - r ) ! ( r - l ) !  (m  -  j ) ^ +1
x <J In 0i* + £* 1W + 1 ) -  £* 1 In (m -  j )  } ,
so that (with m  =  B*)
E
( n i - r ) ! ( r - l ) ! ^  ( n i - j f  
x {In +  B ~ 1y ( 2) - B ^ l n f n i  -  j ) } ,
which is equivalent to
r—l
(»i -  r) {In Si. +  B.-1*  (2)} £  (m -  j )" 1
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We consider
E 5 0  = ( n i - r ) E  Z B' (In Z)
the final expectation at X\ .  We differentiate
E [Zm In Z\
with respect to m  to obtain
E Z m (In z y
m iflgr ( g  + 1) ^  (—x)r~1- J C71)
(r — 1)! (ni -  r)! L  ^  _  j ) S +1
B , [ f .  +  l )
_ + {ln e i, + B.-1* ( £  + l)  -B .-M n K -j) } '
Hence, by substituting B* for m  in this expression, we have
r —l
E 5 0  =  (n1 - r) S f ; B - V ( 2) ^ ( n 1 - i ) - 1
j =o
n i i e f ;
( r - l \  j  ln 01* + #* ^  (2)
^  1 j 1 } \  —B ~ l In (m -  j )
\ 2
(™1 -  j )
Expectations at Xi (i >  2)
Now we derive E  [Mi]. If we first condition on Z  =  z,  then Mi  will have a Binomial 
distribution with parameters rii and
q{ (z) =  ! -  exp I -  —
since a failure at the ith stress level has to occur in the interval (0 , z); hence,
E [ M i \ Z  -  z] =  riiQi (z ) .
We now take expectations with respect to Z  to obtain
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where
E exp
B . B*n\\ r —l /  ~—  i f - 1--* ( r("■! — r)! (r — 1)1 “ ( V jj=o '
1 , ( m - i )
(\B* nB*
“i* “1*
dz,
which, after setting
-  ki* ' 1*
reduces to
m ie y  ( - i r w  (?)(ni -  r)! (r - 1)! <?f; + 0»* (nx - j ) '
Unlike the expression for E  [Z], this expectation will simplify quite considerably. We write
r—l
E
r -1  / -I \ r - l - j  ( r - l \
j I _  B* V - I X' V j  J 
i* Z ^  / fl \  B*
3=0 (.<£) + « i - J
and use (4.38) to write the summation in terms of the Beta function
SZB’b I ( ^ )  +m-r + l,rl.
Thus, we have
E [Mi] =  m
n iT
1 - ■)
B .
+ ni  — r  +  1
(m -  r)!r ( (§|j) ‘ + m + 1
Next, we consider E[ Si j ] ,  which requires consideration of the distribution of the failures 
at Xi.  We denote U as a failure at Xi  for i > 2, and note that the truncated pdf of this 
random variable is given by
Ir* exp < - (%) }
ei*<n 0)
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We first condition on the values of Mi  and Z  to obtain
Mi
E Z YZ II 3 CO. N II N =  m iE [Y 7 n\ Z  =  z
_j= 1
where
E [ Y r \ z  = Z] = f A
Jo
(£) }
w
dy
q%{z) j \ @i*J ' B*
Therefore
Mi
E Z w Z = z
j = 1
We now use (1.10) to write
= £
(-D P ( * )
B* (*+!+»>)
p=o ( S  +  i + p ) ? 1
so that
‘  Mi
E Z^S II
3=1 p=o vi* +  1 +  p )  p -
We now take expectations with respect to Z\  on moving the expectation through the infinite 
summation, we have
E
Mi
Z Yi.
3=1
“  (_1)P£? [Zro+J3*(p+1)]
" * ^ C (P+1) ( S  + 1 + p) p!
li-----
- -  1 ^
( - D p ( f c ) B--b+1, r ( f t + P + i )
( n i - r ) ! ( r - l ) !^ -0 
^  ( . i p W  (T-l)
XL -  .> - +P+2 »
p\
j=o (™i -  j ) B
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and can simplify this farther by interchanging both summations and introducing hyperge­
ometric functions. Thus, we write
E
Mi
EYl
3=1
r n n ^  ^  ( - i r W  ( T )  ( f e ) ^  F ( f t  +  0
-  U! 2 ^(ni -  r)l (r -  1)! j - Q (m - j ) B*
F i , o
(
\
m
B* n i - j
where (since Ifyo (u , z) =  (1 — 2) u) we obtain
E
Mi
j=i
=  ( f e ) *  r  ( f t  + 1)
(ni — r)! (r — 1)!
( - l r 1^  C7 1)r—l
x £ —
J=0 (m -  j )  ( +  ”i -  J j #•+1
Therefore, we have (m = £?*)
(fc)s* r—l ( - l r 1- 5' C7 1)
E [ S i , f ] = 2 ’
which, on using (4.39), simplifies to
rijTi 1 
(ni - r ) !
In i—r)! r { ( f e ) B' + n i~ r + 1 }
-1
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Next, we consider calculating E 'o(l) We have
E
Mi
E y> > ^
3=1
dm
E
Mi
E y<:
3= 1
’ r ( £  + i )
(ni — r)! (r — 1)!
r—l
E
3=0 ' + n x - j \
•SL+l
and so, with m  =  B*, we obtain
E
Bn
r—l
(ni - r ) ' . ( r - l ) !  f -^ r E
j-° («-i—j) |  (lif)
+ ni  -  j
which simplifies to
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We next derive an expression for E S)(2)*>/ using
E
Mi
E ^ ( lnyw):
i=i
_d_
dm
E
Mi 
3  =1
"tni'gs ( f c ) 5' r  ( a  +  Q g  ( - l ) ^ 1"3' C71)
X
(n i -  r)! (r - 1 ) !  ^  f ,  'i
J ( " i - j ) j ( ^ )  + m - j |
/  ln9i. +  B - 1W.(£- +  l )  N
-B ,_1 In I  ( f |f )  +  ni -  j
- + 1
^  U -  + 1 +
V
Thus, (with m  — B *)
£ (2)
*>/
^  ( - l r 1^  (7 1)
(ni — r)! (r — 1)! “
X
In91. + B - 1«'(2) 
S* ^ (2)+ - B r 1 In
21
0, \ S*1*' E n i - j
which simplifies to
riimWf; [{In®!. +  S " 1*  (2)}2 + B ~ 2'S’’ (2)
-1
X
(ni — r)!
fni r). r{ ( f e ) B,+n- - r+1)
_  r { (f c ) - ^ +i} + n i  3 1
« * " !< • ( f c ) B* ^  ( - 1)r_l~J ( 7 1) ln { ( f c ) B’ +  n i ~ i
£* (r — l)! (ni — r)! “  f / _ \ B, 1 2
1 2=0 ("1 - J ) { ( f c )  + m - i |
( /  Q \
2 {lnfli. +  B - 1*  (2)} -  B ~ l In +  nj -  j
Next, we consider
B[Se,i] =  B
M,
E lnyy
3=1
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which is obtained by setting m  =  0 in (8.5); thus
E [ S e,i] =
if* r —1
r w E(rii — r ) \ ( r  — 1)! “  , { fe-i \ B
+ ( j 1  ] + n i - j
Oin
which simplifies to
njTi i l  ( l n f l i »  +  ( 1 ) )
(ni -  r)!
(ni -r ) ! ) +  n \  — r +  1
ni!
{ ( f e )  +  "1 +  *}
n»ni! (Su)B' ^  ( - i r W(r7X)ln{(fe)g- + nx - jj
B* (ni — r)! (r — 1)! ^  , ..Ij=°
We now consider expectations for censored data, and first derive E  [5<|C]. We consider
E  [(n{ -  Mi) Z m] ,
and after first conditioning on the value of the random variable Z , we have 
E[(rii  -  M i ) Z m\ Z  =  z] =  n izm exp j -  j-
We therefore consider
E Z m exp { -
Z B*ni! r —1 - j; ( r  — 1
j = 0
x I zm+B* xexp o f ;  (m -  j )  +  8?; 1 b. 
«£•«& J
dz,
and, on using
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may write this expectation as
mWf.r ( f t  + 1) g  ( - l r 1^ ' f - 1)
■^+1 '
Hence, we have
t u r n e r  ( f t  +  i i  rzi ( -1  )r_1_> T t 1)
E[{n i - M i) Z m) =  —  J Y s ----- — ---------—(n, — r)i (r -  1)! J ^  , b
6
and so (with m  =  B*)
E f 9 1  =  _ ^ i < _ v  ( - 1)r _ w  C71)
1 *’cl (n i - r ) ! ( r - l ) ! f t ^
i=° H J u ) ' +  711 -  J
'}
2 •
Finally, we use (4.39) to write this as
B.
*+ n i - r  + l |  r- 1 - l
(n, -  r)ir (  ( f ^ )  ‘ +  m + l )  i=o
E i  h r  + n i -^'
(8.6)
Next, we consider E ; we compute
and then set m  =  E*. From (8 .6), we have
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and so (m =  £?*)
E S (i)t,c 1*
TliTliWB' 
( n i _ r ) l ( r _  i ) !  ^ o
- B r 1 In
l n ^  + BJT1^ ( 2)
B+
+  7li -  J
This, in turn, simplifies to
n ,
E
j =0
-1
(ni -r)!r | (^7 ) V n i  + lJ
- ” E  {(fcr— .r
+  n i -  j
Finally, we compute E  sf^ ; we again differentiate E [(rii — Mj) Zm In Z\ with respect to 
m, yielding
(ft +1) r —1E C71)©+1
■) + «i -  j
(infli. +  B ~ ^  ( f t  + l )  -  B r1 In {  ( f e ) * '  « i -  j j )  
+B,-2®' ( f t  + 1)
and, with m  =  B*, we obtain
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We use now use these results to compute the EFI matrix for the Weibull MLEs. The six 
second partial derivatives are given by
q27
=  - B 2,e x p ( - B .a w .) {R 1 (B „ 0 W,)  +  R ( B „ 0 w , ) }  ,
d 2lw* 
?2<9/3 — — exp (—B*aw*) {Rq,2 (B*, P w *)  +  ^ 0,2 (-5* , fiw *)} >w*
d 2lw*
OBI i=1
— exp (—B*aw*) <
•^ 2,0 ~ 2aw *R \$  (B*,Pw*)
+ # 2,0 — 2aw*Ri,o (B*,P\\r*)
+°$v*R  {B*, P w*)
d 2 l w *
daw*d/3Wn — B * exp (—B*aw*) {-^0,1 (B *, /3^*) +  Ro,i (-5*? /^w*)}
<92/w*
daw*dB*
2= 1  
+ exp B*R})0 (B*,/3nrt) +  {1 — B * a t \ y * }  R 1 (B*,Pw*) 
+ B *R ito (B*, fiw*) +  (I — B *aw *} R  (B*, /3w*)
and
d 2lw*
i= 1
^ 1,1 {B*iPw *) ~  ocw*R^yi (B#1p Wm) 
+ B i,i (B*,(3W*) -  aw*Ro,i (B*, PW t)
We first consider the three diagonal elements, and have
E
d 2lw*
da w*
= -B lB r,B* {E  [Si,/] + E  [SllC]} -  B l { E  [■Si,/] +  &
2 = 2  
k ruT
2 = 2
\B 2 + " i - r + l
(ni — r)! 4^f t f * ^B*
2=2 P +  711 +  1
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Next, we derive
d2lw*E =  - B l p  (Xi)2 {E  [Si,,] +  E  [Si,c]}
k
eT,B' i E  f t / ]  +  E  [Sj,c]}
i=2
k
=  - r B l p  (X i f  -  B2 ^  mp ( X i f
i=2
„l!B2 ^ » i P ( X i)2r | ( | j f ) B* + n 1 - r  +  l |
_  ril( n i - r ) ! f :  
The third diagonal element is E
r
d2lw*
~dBf
- ) A + n 1 +  l }
, which, after some simplification, becomes
i=2
' 1*
k
a-B. f E  [ s $ ]  + E  [s<2>] -  2 kiOu E  [ s « ]  -  2 In 01 ,E  [ s £ y
+ (In 0i.)" E  [Si,,] + (In 0i») E  [Si,c]
E ' ^ ] + E S i2c — 2 In Qi*E s'1/*>/ — 2 In 6i*E S (i)
i=2 k + (In 0 i.r  E  [$,/] +  (In ^ *) E  [SitC]
After substituting the relevant expectations into this expression, it becomes
k
- r B ~ 2 { l  + (2) +  \p (2)2} - Y m
1= 2
B,T2 +  B f * '  (2) +   ^In ( ^  ) +  B - ^  (2)
Vi
0\*
+ ni — r +  1
(rzi -  r)!r {  ( |^ )  +  «! +  1
nil ^  ( - I ) 1- 1"' P7 1) In {m -  j }  [2$  (2) -  In {m -  j } ]
_ r -  1 M 2 ^ (ni -  1 -  j ) (m -  j )
B, ( r - l ) ! ( „ i _ r ) ! f e - V ^ y  £  (n, _  +
2 {ln (fe) + P)} “ B" ^  { (fc) + m j
which does not seem to simplify further. Next, we consider the three off-diagonal elements,
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and have
E
dHW*
_d<y.w*dPw*.
=  - B l p  (Xi) 9 ^  {E  [51,/] +  E  [Si,c]}
k
-£,2 E  P (Xi) ejJ3' {E  [5i,/] +  E  [Sj,c]}
i=2
k
=  - r B H p i X d - B ^ m p i X i )
i=2
Now we examine E d2lw*daw*@B»
k
(m - r ) !£ 2 
, which is
i=2
+ 9 ^  (1 -  B ,\n $ i , ) E  [Si,/] + 9 ^ '  (1 - B . In9U ) E  [Si,c]
k k
i-B*
S )(1)+B , E  9~B' E [ s « ]  +  B, J 2  t>lB’ E
i=2 i=2
k k+ E ( l - B , \ n 8 i , ) E  [Si,/] + E (1 - B .  In 9, , )  E  [SilC],
i=2 i=2
and simplifies to
i=2
1 -
+ ni — r 4-1
ni!
(r- l)!(ni -r-1)! ^  (ni -  1 -  j) (rai -  j )
n i! E / pi* \
n* U r  L
=° (m -  j) |  (^ 7)  * + n i -  j
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Finally, we compute E d2i , which is
- r p ( X 1) ~ ' £ / p (X i )E [M i} +  B ,p ( X 1)e ^ B-E  S $  +  B ,p ( X 1) B ^ E  S[]
i=2
? ( 1) '
+p (Xi) $i,B' (1 -  B. In 0i.) E  [S'!,/] +  p ( X i) e j f -  (1 -  B ,l n $ i , ) E  [Si,c]—B*
S)(1)+ b ,  J 2  P (X i) e -* 'E  + B , Y , P  (X i) e - B• E
i—2 i=2
k k
+  ' £ j P (Xi) BTj3- (1 -  B , Infh.) E  [Si,/] + Y , P (X i) (1 "  B , In6i t ) E  [Si>c] ,
i=2
and reduces to
i=2
rp (X ^  V (2) +  B . J j i i P  (Xi) | ln  ( | i )  + S " 1*  (2)
n iip (X l) ( - l ) - 1- '  C71) In {m  -  j }
(r - 1)! (m -  r -  1)! (ni -  1 -  j )  (m  -  j )
+  ni — r +  1}
(m -  r)!r |  ( f^)  ' + m  + i |
(r — 1)! (ni — r)! i—2
Using these elements which make up the EFI matrix for the Weibull MLEs, we can also 
compute the asymptotic theoretical mean and variance of Bw,io\ the variance is given by 
the appropriate application of (3.2). In the .following section, we compare these theoretical 
results for both the MLEs and Bw;io with simulated counterparts.
8.3 Fitting Gw to Gw data
We run a series of simulations to observe how the Weibull MLEs and their standard errors 
are affected by values for the sample size, stopping times and number of stress levels taken, 
and how they compare with theoretical values. As in other simulation studies, there are 
numerous aspects of the experiment that can vary; for example, we could change the values 
taken for the parameters in G w , the number of stress levels, the overall sample size, and 
how we allocate this sample across the stress levels. Type II censoring also introduces a 
further aspect that can vary, and we can now consider how changing r  affects the MLEs 
and their standard errors. Here, we assume that the underlying distribution of the data is 
Weibull with Log-linear scale-stress relationship, and set the parameter values to
Bp =  2, cxwp =  8, fiwp =  —0.02;
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for this particular set of Weibull parameters, the true value of B\o is 355.9593. We run 
simulations for equal n*, and for our usual set of 2, 3 and 4 stress levels; different allocations 
will be considered elsewhere. We first consider the effects of varying the overall sample size, 
keeping the number of observations censored at X \  fixed at 50%. We then allocate 500 
observations to k =  3 stress levels, and vary r. The results for varying n  are summarised 
in Table 8.1, and for varying r, the results are shown in Table 8.2. We observe excellent 
agreement between sample and theoretical standard errors even for small sample sizes, and 
the MLEs are always very close to their true values. When we keep the number of censored 
observations at the lowest stress level fixed at 50%, and increase the sample size, the standard 
errors of the MLEs and Bw, 10 decreases. Increasing the number of failures for fixed sample 
sizes also has the same effect.
8.4 Fitting G w  to G b  data
We also consider the effects of fitting the Weibull distribution to data from a Burr model 
via simulations, with this type II censoring regime. We run simulations when we assume 
data is from Gb p , with parameters
r = 3, a =  4, a B =  8, (3B =  —0.02,
and allow n and r to vary as above. Tables 8.3 and 8.4 summarise MLEs and their sample 
standard errors from G w p  and G BB for varying n  and k, when we censor half of the 
observations at and keep the allocation of observations across stress levels equal, and 
Table 8.5 contains results for varying r, when we fix 500 observations at three stress levels; 
different arrangements of n* will be considered elsewhere. We see the MLEs for G w p  centre 
around some fixed values as the sample size increases. The probability of fitting the incorrect 
distribution is generally very low, even for small sample sizes, and as in previous cases, we 
always under-estimate the time to which 10% of observations fail. When we examine MLEs 
from G Bp, we have no theoretical results to compare these with, but do observe some large 
standard errors for a. Generally, the standard errors for both Bio and MLEs from Weibull 
and Burr decrease as r increases. The only exception is a, where we observe that standard 
errors decrease as we censor more observations. However, these are known problems in the 
estimation of this parameter in other simulation studies; in particular, large estimates can 
occur.
We attempt to explain some of our results in the next section, where we consider the 
theory behind fitting the Burr distribution, and also expectations required to compute 
theoretical standard errors of the Burr MLEs and B Bjiq.
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711,712 (50,50) (250,250) (500,500)
r 25 125 250
B P 2.0605 2.0100 2.0054
S 0.2000 0.0847 0.0607
T 0.1888 0.0847 0.0599
Pw p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0009 0.0004 0.0003
T 0.0009 0.0004 0.0003
a w p 7.9789 7.9967 7.9972
S 0.1437 0.0633 0.0450
T 0.1412 0.0633 0.0447
Bw, 10 361.2443 356.8717 356.2391
S 46.5852 20.4588 14.5903
T 45.8434 20.4718 14.4731
n i,n2,n 3 (50,50,50) (300,300,300) (500,500,500)
r 25 150 250
B P 2.0368 2.0040 2.0038
S 0.1473 0.0585 0.0454
T 0.1423 0.0582 0.0451
Pw p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003
T 0.0008 0.0003 0.0003
a w p 7.9878 7.9982 7.9982
S 0.1334 0.0539 0.0422
T 0.1329 0.0543 0.0421
B w ,10 360.2651 356.3123 356.2975
S 41.0526 16.6021 12.8163
T 40.5591 16.5360 12.8074
1^ ? 2^ > j 4^ (50,50,50,50) (200, 200, 200, 200) {500,500,500,500)
r 25 100 250
B p 2.0216 2.0067 2.0024
S 0.1211 0.0602 0.0380
T 0.1196 0.0598 0.0379
Pw p -0.0199 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0008 0.0004 0.0003
T 0.0008 0.0004 0.0003
a w p 7.9882 7.9965 7.9990
S 0.1335 0.0652 0.0419
T 0.1317 0.0659 0.0417
Bw, 10 357.7398 356.5216 356.2395
S 38.7536 19.2011 12.1228
T 38.5258 19.2427 12.1676
Table 8.1: MLEs for Gw p  for varying k, n, when data is generated from Gw p  with B p =  
2, a w p  =  8, Pw p  =  —0-02. In all cases, the n* are equal, with ^  =  5-
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ni,n2,n3 (500,500,500) (500,500,500) (500,500,500)
T 30 50 100
Bp 2.0034 2.0036 2.0029
S 0.0476 0.0470 0.0466
T 0.0479 0.0466 0.0464
Pw p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0005 0.0005 0.0004
T 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004
a w p 7.9963 7.9962 7.9965
S 0.0872 0.0773 0.0621
T 0.0870 0.0765 0.0618
Bw, io 356.1449 356.0329 355.7694
S 22.2824 19.7482 15.9750
T 22.1952 19.5150 15.9769
1^,^ 2,713 (500,500,500) (500,500,500) (500,500,500)
r 200 300 400
B p 2.0035 2.0029 2.0029
S 0.0459 0.0451 0.0426
T 0.0457 0.0444 0.0427
P w p -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
S 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002
T 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002
a w p 7.9988 7.9986 7.9996
S 0.0462 0.0392 0.0340
T 0.0467 0.0385 0.0336
#w;io 356.3603 356.1944 356.4624
S 13.2901 12.7648 12.3347
T 13.3275 12.5191 12.2979
Table 8.2: MLEs for G w p  for varying r, when data is generated from G w p  with k =  3, 
B p =  2, a w p  — 8, Pw p  — —0.02. In all cases, n =  1500 and rii =  500 for all 1 < i < 3, but 
— varies.
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ni ,n2 (50,50) (250,250) (500,500)
r 25 125 250
B P
(st.dev.)
2.7039
0.2799
2.6464
0.1258
2.6373
0.0887
Pw p
(st.dev.)
-0.0198
0.0006
-0.0199
0.0003
-0.0199
0.0002
a w p
(st.dev.)
7.5691
0.1027
7.5807
0.0461
7.5818
0.0326
Bw, 10 
(st.dev.)
311.9977
30.1728
309.9339
13.6444
309.4228
9.6561
Pr (Fit Weibull) 0.0001 0 0
T
(st.dev.)
3.2087
0.4453
3.0184
0.1936
3.0082
0.1382
a
(st.dev.)
10.4641
46.5110
6.7503
37.3109
4.9014
5.5601
OLB
(st.dev.)
8.0023
0.4128
8.0585
0.2617
8.0305
0.1754
Pb
(st.dev.)
-0.0200
0.0006
-0.0200
0.0003
-0.0200
0.0002
B b , 10 
(st.dev.)
334.8402
32.0946
328.2800
14.3817
327.8940
10.2301
721,722,713 (50,50,50) (300,300,300) (500,500,500)
r 25 150 250
BP 2.6348 2.6023 2.5990
(st.dev.) 0.2059 0.0870 0.0673
Pw p -0.0199 -0.0199 -0.0199
(st.dev.) 0.0007 0.0003 0.0002
a w p 7.5813 7.5878 7.5890
(st.dev.) 0.1012 0.0411 0.0317
Bw, 10 308.7775 307.2931 307.2477
(st.dev.) 26.3459 10.9509 8.4241
Pr (Fit Weibull) 0.0001 0 0
T 3.1042 3.0044 3.0035
(st.dev.) 0.3424 0.1417 0.1078
a 10.1444 4.7589 4.3298
(st.dev.) 50.2562 3.6225 1.3888
OLB 8.0482 8.0296 8.0155
(st.dev.) 0.3837 0.1678 0.1187
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
(st.dev.) 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
B b , 10 331.0552 327.6073 ' 327.7757
(st.dev.) 28.2535 11.7132 8.9756
Table 8.3: MLEs for G w p  and G b p  for k =  2,3  and varying n,  when data is generated from 
G b p  with r  =  3, a = 4, a# = 8, PB =  —0.02. In all cases, the rn are equal, with ^  =  5.
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rii (50,50,50,50) (200, 200,200, 200) (500,500,500,500)
r 25 100 250
B P 2.6170 2.5908 2.5853
(st.dev.) 0.1749 0.0882 0.0573
Pw p -0.0199 -0.0199 -0.0199
(st.dev.) 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
a w p 7.5824 7.5897 7.5903
(st.dev.) 0.1003 0.0496 0.0313 '
B w ,10 307.4827 306.5038 306.1050
(st.dev.) 25.1351 12.5559 8.0394
Pr (Fit Weibull) 0.0001 0 0
T 3.0696 3.0056 3.0021
(st.dev.) 0.2947 0.1475 0.0926
a 9.4972 4.8168 4.2203
(st.dev.) 50.1835 4.4667 1.0492
a B 8.0589 8.0306 *8.0107
(st.dev.) 0.3580 0.1763 0.0994
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
(st.dev.) 0.0006 0.0003 0.0002
Bb, io 329.7360 327.8151 327.6925
(st.dev.) 26.9522 13.4652 8.5312
Table 8.4: MLEs for G w p  and Gb p  for k =  4 and varying n, when data is generated from 
G Bp  with r =  3, a =  4, a s  =  8, (3B =  —0.02. In all cases, the rii are equal, with ^  —
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n i,n2,n3 (500,500,500) (500,500,500) (500,500,500)
r 30 50 100
B P 2.5853 2.5830 2.5843
(st.dev.) 0.0678 0.0696 0.0693
Pw p -0.0203 -0.0203 -0.0201
(st.dev.) 0.0004 0.0004 0.0003
a w p 7.6559 7.6518 7.6300
(st.dev.) 0.0693 0.0609 0.0472
Bw, 10 321.1359 319.8272 314.8895
(st.dev.) 15.5133 13.2264 10.3852
Pr (Fit Weibull) 0 0 0
T 3.0039 ' 3.0027 3.0038
(st.dev.) 0.1181 0.1179 0.1158
a 4.3830 4.3816 4.3735
(st.dev.) 1.7552 1.5334 2.1715
a B 8.0153 8.0173 8.0160
(st.dev.) 0.1540 0.1467 0.1369
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
(st.dev.) 0.0004 0.0003' 0.0003
B b , 10 327.4704 327.5877 327.6400
(st.dev.) 15.0531 12.9708 10.4995
711,712,713 (500,500,500) (500,500,500) (500,500,500)
r 200 300 400
B P 2.5938 2.6036 2.6048
(st.dev.) 0.0679 0.0672 0.0640
Pw p -0.0200 -0.0199 -0.0199
0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
a w p 7.5987 7.5830 7.5809
(st.dev.) 0.0353 0.0292 0.0262
Bw, 10 308.8331 306.4322 306.1270
(st.dev.) 8.6992 8.4815 8.4966
Pr (Fit Weibull) 0 0 0
r 3.0042 3.0035 3.0023
(st.dev.) 0.1108 0.1068 0.1063
a 4.3417 4.3320 4.3502
(st.dev.) 1.4933 1.3372 1.5261
a B 8.0155 8.0160 8.0173
(st.dev.) 0.1240 0.1166 0.1178
Pb -0.0200 -0.0200 -0.0200
(st.dev.) 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
B b , io 327.8037 327.8103 327.8163
(st.dev.) 9.2460 8.9400 8.4966
Table 8.5: MLEs for Gw p  and Gb p  for varying r, when data is generated from GBp  with
k =  3, r = 3, a =  4, a B =  8, (3B =  —0.02. In all cases, n =  1500 and rii =  500 for all
1 < i < 3, but — varies.
—  —  '  77,1
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8.5 The Burr distribution
We finally consider our type II censoring regime when the underlying distribution is Burr. 
We generalise, and derive the theory for both Log-linear and Arrhenius scale-stress relation­
ships using our usual notation. The experiment is terminated after the r th failure at the 
lowest stress level. The random stopping time Z =  T(r:ni>i) here has pdf given by
nil
(r — 1)! (ni — r)! 
a r zr- 1
1 - 1  +
r —1
1 + 2:
P i *
- n l  m -r
< P u 1 +  0i*
t \ — a—1
We use the Binomial theorem to expand
01*
r—1
as
i—l
E(-1)r_1
i=o
- 1 - 3 r  — 1
>+ l J 7
so the pdf for this random variable becomes
r—1orni!
01* (r “  !) ! (ni
(8.7)
We split the likelihood into the product of two terms. The first is the likelihood for ob­
servations at the first stress level, which relies on the ordering of the data, and the second 
involves the likelihood at the remaining stress levels, which depends on the random stopping 
time Z. Before doing so, we introduce some notation to simplify such functions, and write
N
F p j =  ^ 2  In [1 +  Y T exP ( - t o c b )  exp { - r ( 3 Bp (Xp)}], 
j= i
FP,c =  (rip -  N ) In [1 +  Z T exp ( - r a B) exp { - r ( 5 Bp (Xp)} \ ,
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where, if p =  1, Y  = N  =  r, and p =  i >  2 implies that Y  =  Y i j , JV — M i.
Derivatives of these functions are given by
F(i,o,o) = dF pj =  ( v )  ln ( ^ )
pJ  r)T
p(i,o,o)
<9r 1 +
N
(t)
„(0,1,0) _  d-Fp,/ _  v-' ( v )
" a- _ '
a«B -  1 +  ( 0
p ( 0 , 0 , l )  d F P , f  _  Y '  p ( ^ p )  ( y t )  
F p ./ =
(T<0,1,0)
P ,C
•p(o,o,i)
x  P ,C
dpB '<■* 1+( £ ) T ’
-r(np -^)p(Xp) ( ^ ) T
l +  f e ) "
At Xi, the likelihood, without loss of generality, is given by
s^^r& M ar-
with log-likelihood
r In a +  r  In r + (r -  1) Se,i -  ttolb  ~ (x i) ~  (a + 1) F iJ  ~  ^F^c. 
At the ith stress level (i > 2), the likelihood is given by
a=£MS)riM£)T
with log-likelihood
Mi In a + Mi In r + (r -  1) -  M ^ a s  -  MiTpBp (Xi) -  (a + 1) Fjj -  aF^c.
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The full log-likelihood is the sum of the log-likelihoods over all stress levels, and is given by 
k k k
Ib * =  T ,  Mi {In a +  In r -  tolb } + (t -  1) y  Se,j -  t (3b  y  M jp (Xj)
i—1 2=1 i—1
k k
— (a +  1) ^ ^ F i j  — (8-8)
2=1 i=1
The elements of the score vector are then given by
^  = (T~1 - a B) ' £ M  +  Y l S e ti- f 3 B ' £ i M ip ( X i)
1=1 1=1 2=1
k k
M O )  c’(i.o.o)
,c ’
2=1  2= 1
9 1 b * 
da 2=1 2=1 2=1
and
2=1 2=1 2=1
g *  =  -T  £ > „ ( * )  -  (o+  l ) ± F ^ - a ± F ^
2=1 2=1 2=1
r \ »
We can equate to zero to obtain
a = r +  E i=2 %
Fij + Fi|C + E2=2 {F*,f + Fi,c}
and insert this into (8.8) to obtain a profile log-likelihood. The parameters are estimated 
in the usual way. We first fit the non-accelerated Burr to the censored data set, obtain 
appropriate starting values for r, a# and (5B) then fit the accelerated Burr using the profile 
log-likelihood. Below, we consider expectations which appear in the EFI matrix from the 
Burr distribution, and the progress possible in their calculation.
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8.5.1 E xpectations
We consider the expected values that will be required in the derivation of the EFI matrix. 
We first compute E [Zm\. From (8.7), we have
a m , !  w  f r  - 1 \  r »  z ^ - H z
1 (r _ iji (ni _ r)! 2 ^  ) \  j ) J 0 +
with u — , this expectation becomes
ig(-irwf  " ) f( r - l ) ! ( m - r ) . ^ . =o 
where we recognise the integral as a form of the Beta function (1.13). Thus,
P r^mi ( t  + 1) ( - i r w  ( T ) r  ("i — j )  — ■?} . . f s q v
( r - l ) ! ( n i - r ) !  ^  r  {a (ni -  j) +  1}
Next, we consider E  [Mi). The number of failures at the i th stress level depends on the 
random stopping time Z. Thus, if we first condition on Z = z, then M* will have a Binomial 
distribution with parameters rii and
qi (z) =  Pr (failure at Xi) =  1 — | l  +  ^
Thus,
E [Mi\ Z =  z ] =  TliQi (z ) . 
We now take expectations with respect to Z to obtain
E [Mi] = ri i-  niE 1 + l£
and write
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We set u =  5 so that
Ms)7 dz
becomes
PUT~1 J ™ v ° { l  +  u ) -a(ni- i)- 1 ^ l +  v \  du, (8.10)
and rewrite the integral into a form which resembles Euler’s Hypergeometric Transformation, 
given by
r(c)
r(f>)r(c
Thus, (8.10) is given by
r o o
-&) Jo tC~b~l ^  + ^°_C^ + 1 ~ z ^~adt  =  F2,1 a^ ’b )c;z^’
'~Vi* J (1 +r
\ < h . J  Jo  
x l l  +  u - ( l - ( ^ \  IV du
01*
<f>u( I F<1J [ a > , a ( n i - j  +  l ) \ a ( n i  - j  +  l) +  l ; l -  ( -f*
r a {n i - j  + 1) \(j)u J \  V01
0i* \ T
and so we have
E 1+{i
n i!
( r -  l)!(ni -r ) !  m - j  +  1
x F 2)i  a^, a (m -  j  +  1); a (m -  j  +  1) 4- 1; 1 -  )  •
Thus,
E [Mi] = 71; -
n»ni!
( r -  1)! (m -  r)! ^  n i - j  +  l
We now consider general moments, and first compute E 
power p. This requires consideration of the distribution of t
Y^f=i f°r some arbitrary 
re failures at X i, for i  > 2. We
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first condition on Mi and Z  to get
"  Mi
E
■
W
*
1
*0II•c*ii§ =  rriiE YP-i,3 Z  =  z
and denote Yi as the random variable representing a failure in (0, z). This variable will have 
a truncated Burr pdf given by
a rv T 1 f (
S ftM l + (
J L
4>i*
t \  — a — 1
We use this to write 
E YP-
0 n*Qi iz )
and set u =  , to write this conditional expectation as
—7^ r «5(l+«.)— Xdu.
ft M  Jo
(— rBy further setting ?; =  and 2C = /**A r , we can write this expectation in terms of
the incomplete Beta function as follows
“ & W 5  +  l , a - 2) ,ftW \t r/
which, when expressed using hypergeometric functions, is given by
j V  f +  i
<W*Zc
TT^’i ( { f +1,T+ 1_a} ;{ ; +2} ;Zc)ft M  {? + !}
We now take expectations with respect to Mi to get
E
Mi
3=1 ? +
and, after taking expectations with respect to Z, we have
( f  +  I 1  +  r  -  a ) m  \  ( f t )E
Mi
Y y ii
j=i f + i
■E
m + £ + l '
E
m—0 m 1 + —Y<p»)
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We obtain an expression for
E
1 +
given by
aTn1\4>i,T(m+*+1'> y i , lV- i - j  A  -  1 
<Pu (r - l ) !( » i - ' ’)! p J  V 3
roo (  /  \ r - \ - a ( n i - j ) - l
*i {i+y }
and if we set n = , then this expectation becomes
1 + 1 9i*.
d z ,
anil r —1
(r -  1)1 (ni -  r)\ f -
( r  -  1
j=o
du,
the integral in which we recognise Euler’s Hypergeometric Transformation. Therefore, the 
expected value becomes
an\\
r—1
E ( - « 7
_1_J /V -  1\ r { q ( m - j ) } r { m  + g + 2} 
j /  r { a ( n i - j )  + m + ? + 2}
{ m + £  + l , a ( n i - i ) } ;
X 2A 1 { a («1- i )  +  m + f  +  2} ; l - ( | ^ ) T J ’
and so
E
Mi
Y X ,
3=1
is equal to
a2<j£ ninil
^ § < - i r w ( T )(2 + 1) (r - 1)! (m . j=Q 
.. f > (? +  i L ( f  +  i - ° ) m r M n i - j ) } r ( m + ;  +  2) 
m!(? + 2)mr {a (ni - i )  +  m + f +  2)
xi*2,i ( { m + + l .o(ni ~ i ) }  ; {o(ni -  j) + m + ^ + 2 } ;1 -  )
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Further simplification of this expectation does not seem possible, and, because of its form, 
numerical results axe currently not available from Mathematica. Thus, we omit any further 
results on expectations from the Burr distribution, since most will involve derivatives of 
functions, like the one above. We note, but do not consider here, the possibility of trun­
cating the infinite summation in this expectation; such an approach is different from those 
previously outlined in this thesis. Thus, there is considerable scope for further research in 
this area.
8.6 Summary
This chapter outlined results on fitting the accelerated Weibull and Burr distributions to 
data that had undergone a type II censoring regime. We assumed a fixed number of failures 
at Xi, which in turn induced a type I censoring regime, now with random stopping times, 
at the higher stress levels. We derived the EFI matrix for Gw*, under the assumption that 
no mis-specification had taken place, and verified these results with simulations. We also 
included a brief summary of the effects of fitting G w p  and Gb p  to data from G b p , via 
simulations. A similar investigation was attempted for G b *, but due to the complicated 
form of expectations that made up elements of the EFI matrix, this matrix was omitted.
We conclude our work in the final chapter by briefly summarising previous chapters. We 
end with a discussion on areas of future research that have arisen as a result of our work.
Chapter 9
Summary
In this final chapter, we summarise our work in previous chapters, outline the practical 
implications of our work, and end with a discussion on areas of future research. We begin 
by listing each chapter in turn.
9.1 Chapter summary
Chapter 1
In Chapter 1, we outlined the main focus of this thesis, and discussed the wide use of the 
Weibull distribution to model reliability data. We then summarised the four reliability 
distributions used in our work, namely the Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal, and 
included details of their pdfs, cdfs, hazard, cumulative hazard and quantile functions. We 
continued by considering various censoring regimes, stressing that type I and II censoring 
would be used throughout our work, and also discussed various mathematical functions re­
quired, mainly as a result of censoring. We concluded with a summary of sample procedures 
used to study data sets, such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance, and sample hazard and 
cumulative hazard functions.
Chapter 2
We began Chapter 2 by outlining results for fitting Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal 
distributions to complete data sets via ML, and illustrated our techniques with the ball bear­
ings data set given by Table 1.1. For the Burr distribution, we discussed various problems 
faced when fitting this model to data, and outlined the limiting link between this distribu­
tion and the Weibull. We then considered a practical approach to illustrate the effects of 
fitting the Weibull distribution to data sets with other underlying models, and examined 
the consequences of fitting this mis-specified distribution to data from a Burr, Gamma and 
Lognormal distribution. We used simulation studies to illustrate how the MLEs from the 
Weibull distribution varied as the sample size of the data changed, and used sample proce­
dures discussed in Chapter 1 to assess the goodness of fit that the true and mis-specified
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distributions provided to the simulated data sets. This involved two different approaches; 
firstly we examined the difference between the ecdf from the simulated data, and the cdf 
of the underlying distribution, when MLEs were used as parameter values. The second 
approach was similar, but involved comparing sample and theoretical cumulative hazard 
functions. The two approaches were compared for true and mis-specified models for varying 
sample sizes.
Chapter 3
Chapter 3 outlined the theory necessary to explain our simulations in Chapter 2. We first 
discussed the computation of the EFI matrices for Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal 
distributions, when we assumed no mis-specification had taken place. Next, we considered 
explaining our simulated values for the mis-specified Weibull distribution. We used the 
entropy function to derive theoretical counterparts to the MLEs from the Weibull model, 
and used these to obtain the asymptotic variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified 
MLEs. We did this for a general underlying true distribution, summarising our results 
in terms of expectations from this model, and then gave details for Burr, Gamma and 
Lognormal distributions. We also included an investigation into how entropy values for the 
Weibull distribution varied with parameters from the true model. We concluded with a 
summary of how the true and mis-specified models compared for varying parameter values 
from the true distribution, and computed maximum absolute distances between true and 
mis-specified cdfs. We also considered how the quantile Bio varied between true and mis- 
specified models, and tabulated figures for this quantile for both distributions, together with 
the relative error, for varying true parameter values.
Chapter 4
Chapter 4 extended our results for complete data to allow for censoring to take place. 
However, unlike Chapters 2 and 3, where we allowed for data to be generated from a variety 
of true distributions, we only considered the Burr model in this case. We first considered 
type I censoring, and outlined the theory required to fit Weibull and Burr distributions to 
data sets that had undergone a type I censoring regime. As in Chapter 2, we examined 
the effects of fitting Weibull to Burr via simulations, this time varying the stopping time 
as well as the sample size. We continued by deriving the theory necessary to explain these 
simulated values, first listing results for the EFI matrices for Weibull and Burr models when 
no mis-specification had taken place. We extended these results to allow for mis-specifying 
the Weibull distribution, and obtained entropy values and the variance covariance matrix of 
the mis-specified MLEs. A similar investigation was constructed for type II censored data 
sets, where now we had the added complication of obtaining expectations of order statistics 
and sums of order statistics in order to compute the EFI matrices from Weibull and Burr. 
When we began to derive the variance covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs, we
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found we had to compute expectations of joint order statistics and Sums of expectations of 
joint order statistics. We constructed a general result that linked the expected value of the 
i th and j th order statistic with the first and some other, and also derived a series of new 
results on expectations of joint order statistics from the Weibull and Burr distributions. 
Weibull expectations were slightly simpler to compute, and so we could compare theoretical 
values with simulated counterparts for large sample sizes. However, due to the complicated 
structure of the Burr expectations, obtaining theoretical results were limited to only very 
small sample sizes. Consequently, the theoretical variance covariance matrix of the mis- 
specified Weibull MLEs was omitted.
Chapter 5
This chapter introduced the concept of acceleration, and listed the main relationships linking 
the scale parameter of a distribution to a stress level. Throughout our work, we considered 
the two most popular relationships - the Log-linear and Arrhenius models. We outlined the 
theory required to fit Weibull, Burr, Gamma and Lognormal distributions to accelerated 
complete data sets, for either Log-linear or Arrhenius models, and also derived the EFI 
matrix. When examining the Weibull distribution, we used simulations to assess how well 
theoretical results matched up with sample values, and how the Weibull MLEs and their 
standard errors changed, as we varied the sample size, the number of stress levels, and the 
allocation of the sample across stress levels.
Chapter 6
Chapter 6 extended Chapter 5 to deal with mis-specification. Here, we allowed for the 
possibility of not only mis-specifying the Weibull distribution, but also the scale-stress re­
lationship. We discussed three forms of mis-specification; in particular, mis-specifying the 
scale-stress relationship, mis-specifying the distribution function, and mis-specifying both 
the distribution and scale-stress relationship. We outlined the theory necessary to com­
pute entropy values from the Weibull distribution, and to compute the asymptotic variance 
covariance matrix of the mis-specified MLEs for the three scenarios.
Chapter 7
Chapter 7 used the theory developed in Chapter 6 to assess the. effects of mis-specification 
for the scenarios considered there. We did this via two approaches; firstly we used extensive 
sets of simulations, whereby we simulated data from the true model with varying param­
eter values, stress levels and sample sizes, and then fitted both the mis-specified and true 
distributions. We compared our sample results with theoretical values, and also compared 
estimates of Bio from true and mis-specified models. The second approach was more theo­
retical, and compared the cdfs of true and mis-specified distributions across all stress levels, 
where entropy values were used for the mis-specified model. As in our work in Chapter 3,
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we computed the maximum absolute distance between both cdfs across all stress levels, to 
deduce where the worst fit between true and mis-specified distributions occurred. We used 
both approaches for the three scenarios of mis-specification listed in Chapter 6. Thus, we 
had two sections for mis-specifying the scale-stress relationship, where we kept the Weibull 
distribution fixed as the true model, and mis-specified either the Log-linear or Arrhenius 
relationship; we had three sections for mis-specifying the distribution function, and exam­
ined the. effects of mis-specifying the Weibull distribution to data from a Burr, Gamma or 
Lognormal distribution, when the Log-linear model was used as the scale-stress relationship. 
Finally, we had 6 scenarios for mis-specifying both the distribution and scale-stress relation­
ship. In each case, we used the two approaches to assess the effects of mis-specification.
Chapter 8
In this chapter, we considered one combination of censoring and acceleration. We considered 
likelihood and the derivation of MLEs for Weibull and Burr distributions when we assumed 
that the data was subjected to a type II censoring regime at the lowest stress level. This type 
of censoring regime induced a type I process at the higher stress levels, where the stopping 
time was now random. We computed the EFI matrix for the Weibull MLEs, and attempted 
a similar investigation for the Burr. However, as with our work on non-accelerated data sets, 
some expectations for the Burr for this censoring regime were very complicated, and only 
limited progress with the computation of numerical values was possible. Therefore, complete 
results are omitted, and the chapter concluded with a brief introduction into mis-specifying 
the Weibull distribution, where we considered effects using simulation studies.
9.2 Critical Appraisal
Throughout this thesis, our primary focus has been on the development of theoretical results, 
and the validation of these through extensive simulation experiments. However, given the 
practical basis of our investigations, we are also able to interpret these results, and this 
section summarises some of the main practical consequences of our work.
We first review the question of mis-specification: Due to its wide use, the problem of 
mis-specifying models based around the Weibull distribution is, we believe, an important 
aspect in reliability analysis. In practice, the use of model identification techniques means 
that we are unlikely to mis-specify the Weibull distribution if the underlying data had 
no similarities with observations from this model (for example, if the data arose from the 
Lognormal distribution with a large value of cr, for which the underlying distribution looks 
nothing like any Weibull distribution). The simulation experiments reported in this thesis 
are intended to reflect this: we have specified parameter values in the true model precisely 
in order to generate data that could well be regarded as arising from a Weibull distribution. 
Intuitively, the penalty paid for mis-specifying a model is smaller when the true distribution 
is closer to some Weibull distribution, and our results allow us to quantify this penalty. In
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particular, we assessed how well the Weibull model represented this data in several ways. 
These included a practical approach, whereby we used simulation studies and Kolmogorov 
Smirnov distances to assess how often we would prefer the mis-specified model in favour of 
the true. A more theoretical approach of comparing true and mis-specified quantiles was also 
considered. In particular, an examination of Ria from true and mis-specified distributions 
was carried out, and on numerous occasions we saw this quantile continuously being under­
estimated if the mis-specified Weibull model was chosen in favour of the true. Such results 
have potentially important practical implications in the determination of warranty periods 
for items; for instance, if the distribution is mis-specified, then the corresponding warranty 
period sees rather fewer failures than might be expected.
These methods were extended to deal with accelerated data sets. The additional rela­
tionship between stress level with scale further complicates mis-specification, where we must 
now allow for the possibility of not only mis-specifying the Weibull distribution, but also the 
scale-stress relationship. Here, we emphasise that practical model identification techniques 
for the scale-stress relationship will be based on very few sample points (perhaps as few as 
two, but rarely more than five), and, unless there is considerable data at each stress, there is 
likely to be considerable deviation from any true relationship, making mis-specification even 
more likely. We assessed the possibility of choosing the mis-specified Weibull distribution 
in favour of the true using similar techniques to the non-accelerated scenario. As before, we 
considered the estimation of Rio (at design stress) using both true and mis-specified distri­
butions. However, in this instance, we allowed not only for mis-specifying the underlying 
distribution, but also the scale-stress relationship and a combination of both. Again, as 
with the non-accelerated scenario, we observed, on numerous occasions, this quantile being 
underestimated, which, as before, has considerable practical implications.
Our results for the accelerated case feature the allocation of items across stress levels, 
so that we are in a position to consider the effect of varying this allocation. The approach 
adopted here is reasonably straightforward, and reflects the underlying assumption of a fixed 
capacity in testing facilities. Thus, for a given number of items, we assume that there is a 
minimum number (or batch size) to be tested at any stress level, and that the number tested 
at other levels will be a multiple of this minimum batch size. When the stressing factor is 
temperature, we can start with temperature at its minimum value for the first batch, and 
then raise it in suitable steps for subsequent batches; alternatively, we can set temperature 
to its maximum for the first batch, and control its cooling for subsequent batches. Although 
a detailed discussion of such practical issues is beyond the scope of this thesis, our work 
provides the fundamental results needed to assess the relative efficiency of such plans in some 
generality. Across the rather restricted range of plans we have considered in this thesis, we 
have generally observed higher standard errors for Rio (at design stress) when we allocated 
higher proportions of items to higher stress levels. At the same time, the estimated value 
of Rio (at design stress) for the mis-specified model was usually closer to the true value, so 
practically, a compromise of having large variation but with small bias can be attained.
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Finally, we remark that the censoring regime considered in Chapter 8 is again governed 
by some practical considerations, in that it guarantees a given number of failures at one (the 
lowest) stress, which then generally tends to mean higher proportions of failures at higher 
stresses. The practical consequences of our results are as follows: with heavy censoring at the 
lowest stress level, we see (as expected, given the relative lack of information) larger standard 
errors for Bio5 although the mis-specified estimate of the quantile was relatively close to the 
true value. As the censoring decreased at the lowest stress, we observed smaller standard 
errors, but larger differences between the value and mis-specified estimate of Bio. The trade­
off can be formalised by considering a single mean square error, which can then be used as 
the criterion for assessing competing experimental plans. Again, our work yields the initial 
results needed to consider such plans, although we note that there is no straightforward 
extension using Type I censoring at one stress level to induce a censoring regime at others.
9.3 Areas for future research
Throughout our work, we have always taken the Weibull distribution as the mis-specified 
model, since it is widely used by most practitioners, and, in some circumstances, used when 
other distributions provide an improved fit. An obvious area for future research would be to 
mis-specify other reliability distributions, and so, for example, examine the effects of fitting 
the Gamma distribution to data from a Weibull model. This also applies to accelerated 
distributions where the added relationship linking scale parameter to stress level allows for 
further areas of mis-specification. In our work, we considered the Log-linear and Arrhenius 
scale-stress relationships. Chapter 5 listed other available models, so we could examine the 
effects of mis-specifying these also.
We considered two approaches to speed up the running time of experiments - censoring 
and acceleration. We could discuss other forms of censoring, like those outlined in Chapter 
1, or even examine other approaches. For example, Meeker, Escobar and Lu (1998) con­
sider accelerated degradation tests, where degradation measures axe taken over time rather 
than recording actual failure times. Such approaches are suitable if the product tested is 
extremely reliable, and few or no failures occur, even with acceleration. Similarly, Watkins 
(2001a) briefly introduces the concept of step-stress testing, where the stress level is progres­
sively increased if items are found not to fail. Mis-specification of the Weibull distribution 
could be considered for both approaches, so allowing considerable scope for research in this 
area.
When we examined type II censoring for non-accelerated data sets, we derived new re­
sults on joint expectations of order statistics, particularly for Weibull and Burr distributions. 
Numerical progress for the Burr was limited here, and as a result, no asymptotic variance 
covariance matrix for the mis-specified Weibull MLEs was derived. Further research in this 
area could centre around obtaining numerical results for these joint expectations, and func­
tions of joint expectations, for significant sample sizes, at a reasonable speed. We were able
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to obtain some joint expectations, but the computational effort required to do so was sig­
nificant. If this could be improved, then making inferences about the mis-specified Weibull 
MLEs, with type II censoring could be considered.
Finally, we examined accelerated data sets which had undergone a type II censoring 
regime at the lowest stress level. For large samples, Mathematica was unable to compute the 
EFI matrix for the Burr MLEs for such a censoring regime, again because some expectations 
from the Burr distribution were complicated. We noted the possibility of truncating infinite 
summations in these expectations, so presenting a possible area for future research here. We 
chose our regime as it seemed a practically sensible approach, which guaranteed a minimum 
number of failures. However, many other approaches could be considered.
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A ppendix A : Expectations of 
single order statistics
In this appendix, we prove our result linking the expected value of the rth order statistic 
with the expected value of the first, given by (4.34), using induction. We first show that 
(4.34) holds for r = 1:
'  '  i=0
= e  [h ( y (1 :n )) ] .
Next, we assume that the identity holds for 1 < r < n. We must show that the same is true 
for 1 < r + 1 < n. Using (4.33), we write
r E  [ft (Y(r+1:n))] = n E  [ft (Y^ -d)] - (n - r) E  [ft (Y(r;n))]
= nr
?— 1 /  -i\r—1—t f r —1'
x  \h  (y d » - i- i ) ) ]  -r I n — 1 — ii=o
t= 0
n!
Therefore 
E [ft (Y(r+1;„))]
(r — 1)! (n — (r + 1))!
n!
0 n —1—i
\  Z-^i—0 n —i
r! (n — (r + 1))!
( t f E  [ft (Y(1;n)) ] + ( r - 1) + n 1))  e  ^  (y(1:„_i))] n 
+ ^ ( ( r T 1 )  +  ( T ) ) £ ; [ / l ( y a : n - 2 ) ) ]
+  • • •  +  X + 1  ( C - 2)  +  ( E l ) )  E [h ( Y ( l : n — r + l ) ) ]  +
^ E  [ft (Y(1:„_r))]
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Now, we make use of the fact that
r — 1\ (r — 1
i + U - i
to obtain
E [h(Y(,.+1.n))] =  (r + l)
r + l/ n — i
'  i = 0
as required. Hence by Mathematical Induction, (4.34) holds for all 1 < r < n.
We also prove, by induction, our expression for the sum of the first r order statistics, 
given by (4.35). For the Basis, we let r = 1 and see that
£ [ + > W ]  =  [ + % - ) ) ]
= E[h (y(1;„))].
Next we assume that (4.35) holds for r. For the sum of the first r+l expectations we have
r + l  r
[* (> + » )] =  lk  0 + n )) ]  +  E  [* + -H :» )) ]  •
i = 1 i = 1
and to obtain an expression for E [h (Fjy+im))], we use (4.34). Thus,
r + l
£ £ [ / + ( i + ]
i =  1
equates to
n\
(r — 1)! (n — r — 1)!
n!
(r — 1)! (n — r — 1)!
ECo1 i S I ^ E  [h (F(1»-i))]
+7  E E o  t l ^ 1E [h ( Y d ^ ) ) ]
Ei=0 ' n - i  E  [h (Yfl:n—i)) J (  “  iz+ T
We simplify
G ) _ J Z L
r n — i — 1
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by writing
so the expected value becomes
n\
r\(n — r — 1)!
(D (n - r - 1)
r (n — i — 1) ’
y ^ r - i  ( !)r r p \ h ( v  
+ ^ -rE[k(Ylm- r)}
= ( n - r ) ( n - r - l )  g  (n -  l ) ( n - i ) E  [k ’
as required.
A ppendix B : Sums of  
reciprocals and their powers
We present proofs for (4.38) and (4.39). These were used in our work on type II censoring 
to simplify sums of reciprocals with powers. We first consider (4.38), and prove this result 
by induction. We start with m = 0, which is straightforward, since
Aoti (a) = a"1
while
B ( „ K -  r (Q) r W  -  1
We now consider i4m+i(i (a), and use the identity
■A-m+l,k (&) — Am,k ~ 1) -^m,k ifl)
to write this as
-^ 771,1 (fl I) -^ 771,1 (&)
We use the inductive assumption on both terms to express Am + (a) as
B {a — 1 — m, m + 1) — B (a — m, m + 1)
and now use the recursive relationship, given by (1.14), to state that
/ \ a ^ _ * (a — 1 — m) ^ _Am+i i (a) — B (a — 1 — m, m + 2)---------— B (a — 1 — m, m +  2).771 + 1 m +1
This simplifies to
B (a — 1 — m, m + 2),
as we require.
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We next prove (4.39). Again we start with m = 0, and write
Aq,2 {cl) =  a  2
while
B (a, 1) F0)i (a) = a 2.
We now consider Am+it2 (a), and write this as
Am,2 {a 1) Am,2 {ci) .
We use the inductive assumption on both terms to write this as
£  (a - 1 - m,m + 1) Fm,i {a - 1) - B {a -  m, m + 1) Fm>i (a), 
and use the recursive relationships given by (1.14) to write
to express both Frn functions in terms of Fm+1, so that A m+1?2 {a) is
B {a — 1 — m, m + 2) 
m  +  1 {aFm)i (a - 1) - (a - 1 - m) Fm ,l (a)} •
We now use the fact that
B m+l,A: (®) — B rn }^t {d  1) +  <2 — Fm,k {^)  “H {CL TTl 1)
B {a — 1 — m, m + 2)
 ;  a7 7 2 + 1
which simplifies to
B {a — 1 — m, m + 2) Fm+i,i {a),
as required.
A ppendix C : Expectations of 
joint order statistics
We present a proof based on recognising patterns for our result on the expected value 
of joint order statistics, given by (4.46). We illustrate the method by taking k =  I =  1, and, 
for convenience, write Eh3 =  E  ^  taking i =  2 in (4.45), we have
E ^  = nE1nt 11 - ( j - 2 ) E ^ - ( n - j  + l ) E 1r^ - 1. (C.l)
Next, we take i  = 3 in (4.45), and consider
2 ESJ  = n E ^ 1 -  (j - 3) E%* - ( n - j  + 1) E ^ ~ \
2 7* 2 7 — 1 2 7*— 1in which we now substitute appropriate expressions for En , En\ a n d  En'3 . On replacing 
j by j — 1 in (C.l), we see that
E2„ j~1 = nEl’i f  -  0  - 3) E t f - 1 - ( n - j  + 2) E^~2,
and similarly, by replacing j by j — 1 and n by n — 1, we also have
B'll1 = (n - 1) E - (j  - 3) E U l 1 - (n - j  + 1) E
Thus,
2 B p  = n (n - 1) E ^ 2 -  2n (j -  3) E & 1 - 2 n ( n - j  + l) E1^ ?
+ (j  -  3) (j - 2)ElJ  + 2 0 - 3)( n - j  + 1)E ^ ' 1 
+ (n - j + 1) (n - j  + 2) E^~2.
This expression gives En in terms of E„i~r for p, q = 0,1,2; by taking i > 4 in (4.45) and 
extending this approach, a pattern develops and, generally, we have
«
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Eh3 = n\
l—S
y j  1 s = 1 q= 0
(_l)*+g-i(w+g_j)!(J+j _ i _ 2)! 
q\(n —j  )! (i—q —s)! (s—1)! ( n + q + s —i )! 
x j p l j - i + s  
* n —i + s + q
for 1 < i < j  — 1.
Appendix D : A for accelerated  
data
We derive A  for data sets that have undergone acceleration, given by (5.18). We take 
a similar approach to the non-accelerated case, and first establish a link between Weibull 
and Burr distributions. We begin by proving that the Weibull distribution emerges as the 
limiting distribution of the Burr as Q, a — ► oo, and put •
A  =  Q T ,
so as Q — ► oo, so does A. Using this reparameterisation, we write the cdf from the Burr 
distribution as
1 - U  +
ytj r)
=  1 -
a f ( x a)TH x i, x a,0 B1,..,0 Bmy
n W x . ) T h ( x i t x . , 0 B 1 , . . , /3B m y  
yjj_ f
. ^ f ( X s )T h ( X i , X 3 , 0 B l i - - ^ B m ) T )
Assuming that AT pB1— pB "jT remains constant as a, A — > oo we have
Gb = 1 - exp (yjj) m x . V h { x itx B,fiB1,..,(iBrny  
{ 7 Vij= 1 — exp < —
a T Qf (Xs) h (Xi, X S: fish @ Bm)
which is the cdf for a Weibull distribution with B = r, (3Wm — 0Bm for all m  = 1,2, ...,p and 
Oi = a~r Qf (Xs) h (Xi, X s, pBli .;f3Bm)’ Such a result implies that the limiting distribution 
for the Burr with general scale-stress relationship given by Qf (Xs) h (Xi, XS}fiB1) ..,(3Bm), 
is the Weibull distribution with the same scale-stress relationship, the only difference being 
that the constant term Q is replaced by
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We derive A  for this general form, following Watkins (1999) for the structure and underlying 
steps. First note that as Q,a — ► oo, r  and /3Bm remain bounded, so we leave both 
parameters in their original form. Next, we replace Q by — Inn; so as Q — ► oo, w — > 
0 and is contained within the bounds (0,1). We also use the relationship between the 
constant from the Burr distribution and the constant from the Weibull to introduce our 
final reparameterisation given by
Q (  - In w \  T
v  =  —  =*a= ------  ,ar \  v J
so as Q, a — ► oo, v — > Q' .
The limiting distribution argument implies that we must study the behaviour of the four 
derivatives from (reparameterised) Ib at r  =  B, (3Bm = (3Wm, v — Q' and w — > 0. To do 
this, we first note that the log-likelihood for the Burr distribution with general scale-stress 
relationship is
lB = nlna + nlnr+ (r - 1) Se - nr InQ - nr In/(Xs) -  r In h(Xi,Xs,j3m , ..,0Bm)
i=l
— (a + 1) F (r, PBm, Q),
where
F  ( r ,  / W  Q )  = £  £ 111 { 1 + ( Q f  { X s )  h  { X h Vx s , p B X , . P Bm)) }'
Thus, the reparameterised log-likelihood becomes 
lB = n In r — nr In v + (r — 1) Se — nr In/ (Xs)
- r  Y j h  In h (Xi, X„PBl, P Bm) -  j ( ^ ) T + l) F (r, 0Bm, - lntu).
We note that
dF {r,(3Bm,-lnw)
P i , o , o  = dr
k Ui / __________ ya__________ \ T in / _________  y*3__________X
I -Inwf(X.)h(XitX.,/3B1,..,PBm) / m  \ -Inwf(Xs)h(Xi,Xa^ m,..,0Brn) J
i , f ________ Vii_________ \ T
1=1 3=1 1 ^  \ -Inv,f(Xa)h{XitX.,PB1,..,0Bm) f
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e, d F { T , P B m , - l n w )
=  — w z —
k rii » h ( x i , x . j } m , . . j > B m ) r________ y a ________ V
y - ' y - '  W B m  \ A f ( X , ) h ( X J
i= 1 j= 1 h(Xi,X3iPB1,..,PBm) [l + { Afixa)h(xSjs,f3B1,..,(3Bm)} _ 
and
9F (r,PBmi-\nw)
-Pb.0,1 dw
k rii r f _____________ Vii______________1
_ w(-lnw) \-]nwf(Xs)h(Xi,Xa,PB1,..,0Brri) Jr_ _ _  yii_ _ _ 'ir
*=1.J=1 1 -I- | - Inwf(XaMXi,X3,(3B1,..,PBrn) J
Using this notation, we derive the four reparameterised score functions as follows
k
=  n  In 7 ; -I- — 77. In f  ( X A  —
d r  t
^   -  -n \n v  + Se - n l f  s) -  ^rnilnh{Xi,Xs,l3B1,..,l3Brn)
i=1
— In kj \ r
+  1 > -^ 1,0,0,v
d0Bm r Z ^ h ( X i , X s,(3B\, ■•ifiBm)
d l s  - n r  r  /  -  In uA r .+ F ( T , P B m , - \ n w ) ,dv v v \ v
and
S =^  (- i n t u r l  F ^  {( ^ ) T+4  Foai-
We must examine the limits of these derivatives as v — ► Q', r — > B) (3Bm — > Pwm an<^  
w — > 0, and, as in the non-accelerated case, require some preliminary results to do so. 
When considering them, we find it convenient to introduce a further parameterisation and 
write
A = (— lntu)T ,
so as w — ► 0, A — > 0 0 . 
RESULT 1.
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The first result is derived from the reparameterised Weibull distribution. The log- 
likelihood for this distribution, when we have a general scale-stress relationship is given 
by
lw = n]nB + ( B - l ) S e -n B ] n Q ' - n B ] n f ( X 8)
k k Tii r
- B ^ 2 n i ^n h ( X i , X s , p w  i ,  . . . , 0 W m ) -  ^ 2 ^ 2  i n '  f  ( Y  ( Y  y 7 f t  f t  >S  I Q  J {x s ) h { X h X s , P w l , . . . , ( 3 W m )
with score functions
| f  = f  + Se - n W - n l n / ( X , ) - y > l n A ( X j, X „ / W . , / W )
2—1
k Tii
Vij
§  §  I  Q ' f  (Xs) h (Xit X „ 0 WI, ..., 0 Wm) J ln { Q’f  (Xs) h (Xi, Xs, 0 W1,
dlw
dfiwn
and
+
h ( X i } X s,PWi,~-,Pwm)
k rii p dh(Xj,Xs,0Bi i-fiBm) a  dpBrn
^  h (Xi, X 8, 0 W1, ...,0Wm) I Qff  ( X s ) h ( X i , X a,PWi, ■■■iPwm)
Vij
} '■
k riidlw _  —nB v B f y%j 1
i r i j ^ Q ' \ Q ' } ( X s ) h ( X i  , X „  f iw h  Pwm ) J
If we equate to zero then we obtain
Q' =
E k sr'ni /  ____ Vii_______   \< = i  Z ^ = i  \  f { x a)h ( X i , xa,0 w l ,...,pWm) j
n
a profile score function of the form 
l+r = nlnB +  (B — 1) Se — nln
(D.l)
k rii 
£ £
Vij
I /  ( s^)  ^{Xi,Xa, PW1, Pwm)
-nB ln / (Xs) - B ln h (Xi} X a, 0 W\ , 0 Wm) ,
2=1
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and profile score functions for B and /3Wm given by
0 7 +  ^
=  ^  +  S e - n l n f ( X . ) ~ Y l n i ] n h ( X i , X . , 0 w l , . . . , 0 W m )
i=1
V ni /_______ M________\ B ln /________ ^ ________X1 + 7 —1 \  f ( X s)h(Xi,Xa,Pw l ,...,PWTn) J \  f ( X s)h(X i,Xa,0w l ,...,f3WTn) J.
n  I } TB W ' t )
E k rii J __________ 2/iz___________ I1 = 1  A rj= l ^ f ( X s)h(Xi ,Xs ,/3wi,---,0Wm) j
and
qj4. n V ni ________  i________ ^ _________i1 J—1 h,(Xj,Xs,fi\V1,...,(3Wrn) \  f ( X a)h(X i ,Xs,0w l ,...,PWm) J
d f i w m  sT'rii f  yij________  I 5
A/i=l Z^j=l  ^f ( X 3)h(Xi,XB,Pwi>—i0Wm) j
k dh(Xj,Xa,0Bi,..,/3Brn)
D \  S 1_____ d&Bm________________________  /-p\ o\
1 •'5'1
RESULT 2.
The second result is analogous to the non-accelerated scenario, and we note that as
C — ► oo,
l n ( l  + | )  = |  + o ( r 2) (D.4)
= | - ^  + ®(r*),  (D-5)
both of which can be obtain respectively using a first and second order Taylor approximation. 
RESULT 3.
( -  m <  f  (r, / W  -  m „) = a g  g  m { i +  Xf { ~t  h ( x X p m ,.. ,  isBmy  }  ’
i=l j=l
Using (D.4), we write this as
k rii
f  ( X > ) T h ( X i t x ’„ 0 B  1 , . . . , f } B m ) T  +  0  ( A  ' ) '  ( D - 6 >
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or, equivalently, using (D.5) we have
k  rii
i f  i f  /  ( * » ) T h ( * < > 2 / W - , / W > T
k  r i i  2  t
y  y  — 27— —------------------- 27+ ° (a_2) ■ (d -7)
RESULT 4.
.   Ya____  In J '______ yij
A /(X s )  \ \ T  f ( X a)h{Xi ,Xs ,PB1,...,PBm) j
i>o,o =  2 ^ 2 ^ ----------------- T- ;------------------yfi----------------------------------
i= 1  '^= 1  1 +  x f ( x sr h ( x ux a,pB1,...,0 BTny
k  y r . l n y y  yT. l n ( A ^ / ( X s ) / i ( ^ , X s ,/3B 1,. . . ,^ B m ))
{x3yh(Xi,xs,fiB1,...,(5BrnY x f (x ,yh (x i^c.,0Blt...tfiBmr
i = 1 i =1  1 +  A f ( x ay h ( x i>x a,(3B1,...,0Brny  - - - - - - - -
In the limit (since ln^ 7 — ► 0 as A — ► oo) all summands tend to zero, and we can write
1^,0,0 = o (A-1). (D.8)
RESULT 5.
.     ir, J  Hii_______________
,  , x r p  Xf ( X s ) h ( X i , X s , P B l , - ^ B m )  \ \ r  f ( X a) h ( X i , X a,PB 1 ,...,l3B rn)
( - I n w )  Fi,o,o =  A 2 ^ Z ^—  —  , Vij_________ _i=1 '^=1 1 xf(xayh(Xi,xa,(3B1,...^ Bmy
k ni ^ 0--------------- 3 ---------- v T  In f________Vij______________ \\ f ( x a)h (X i , xa,pB1,...,pBTri) ff ( x syh(X i ,xs,pB1,...,pBTny  111 \ a / , / 3 b I v ^ B m )= ^  1 ,  ^ :
i=1 J = 1 1 +  Xf(Xay h ( X i X , 0 B l ^ B m ) T
k rii  ____________: 2^_____________ ^
1 ln  jy f { x sy h ( X i , x a,(3B1,...,pBrny
2 —^ i j___________ y»j_________
,= 1  j = i  1 f  A /( X a)Tfc(X <X / 3 B1>...,/3B m ) T
We now use the fact that
1 + e  2!
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to write both summations as
A/ Tii
Vii
f  (^)T h {Xi,Xs, 0 B 1 , . . . , P B m y  l n  l  /  (Xs) h (Xi,Xs,pB1, 0 B m )
Vij
k rii
- t  :lnA H j r +  °  (A ) (D.9)
RESULT 6.
(— lnu;)r Fo,o,i =
RESULT 7.
Ar fc Tii
itttE E A f(Xa)Th(Xi,Xa,0Bl,-,PBm)T
exp ^  i=i j=i 1 +
yT.Vjj
\ f ( X a)Th(X i ,Xa,PBi , - , 0 Brn)T
exp ( — At ) At
E fc v-mi i _____  yjj_________
1 /(Xa )T h(Xi ,Xa
\ —1 v^ A: \r^ rii
_A 2^i=l 2^7=1*=1 f(Xa)2rh(Xi,Xa,l3B1,...,pBrn)2T
+o( A-2)
(D.10)
*0,0,1 =
/c rij
tvEE f(Xa) h(Xj,Xa,(3Bi,...,f3Brn)Ar+1exp^ At j i=1 J = 1 1 +
TE : 7 rv f/y x t l/v  /  /o-----^— AT+°(^ 2)(D.ll)
At+1 exp f — At J h(Xi,XSipB1,...,PBm)
rh(Xi,X3,PBl,-,0BmV 
Vi
RESULT 8.
d h ( X i , Xa , 0B 1 ,..,l3Brn) T 
Al Tt>i B tn   y  z j
(— ln?u)rFolo = A ^ y: h(Xj,x.t0B°,...,0Bm)T \f(xsyh(Xi,xa,{3B1,...,pBrn)T 
t= 1 j= 1 1 + \f(xarh(Xi,Xa,/3B1,...,/3Brny
k rii dh{Xj,Xa,Pm ,..,f3Bm)T r
________ dPBm______ YU____________
(Xi, x s, /jB 1 > pBm) f  (Xsy  h (Xi, x s, (3m , p Bmy
+o (A-1) . (D.12)
RESULT 9.
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^0,1,0 =
i = 1 j=1
=  ^ A - 1)-
d h ( X i tX „ f l B 1 ,..,t3Brn) T 
k  Tii ______________ d ^ B m _____________________   ^ i 2______h{XiMBi,...tpBm)T Af{xsyh{xi,xs,(3Bl,...,pBmy
VT■
1 +  xnx,yh(Xi,x„0Bl j8b„ )7
(D.13)
We  now consider the behaviour of the derivatives for the reparameterised log-likelihood
/ S  ^  - O J
as t  — ► B, (3Bm — > Pwmi v — > Q' and w — ► 0. We first examine -^ f-'and use (D.6) to
write
k rii
Vij
We note that
J/y
7 + O (A *) .
fc Tii
„ t  £ £  f t y . V
t i  U f  (Xs)T h (Xi> Xs> 0m< 0Bm)T
n k rii
T—B>PBTn—Pwmi V~Q'
Vij
q i b  t = i  j = i  /  ( X S ) B  h  ( X i ,  X s ,(3W i , . . . ,  
which, using (D.l) equates to
fc r i in
£ £
i/tj
= n.
i=l j=l / (X’s) h (Xi, Xs, fiwh "-lfiwm)
(D-14)
Thus,
r  dlBlim —
A— >oo OV
01b
r =B ,(3Brn= P Wm, v=Q' 
We now use (D.6), (D.8) and (D.9) to write
d l B n k
d r
= lim
w — >0 O V
=  0 .
T = B ,0 Bm= 0 Wrn, v=Q '
=  n\nv + Se - n l n f ( X s) -  ^ n i \n h (X i ,X s,(3Bl, ...,(3Bm)
i=l
Ini; k rii
t i f r i f  (* - )T h (*<> ,•••> /W > T
rr
i  k  r i i  - .T  r
 1 V V ___________  in J_________ yj±______ ~
vTh h f{Xs)Th(Xi’Xs’0 m ' ■■■’0Bm)T i / ( * s) h(XitXs>0m’- ’0Bm}
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We use (D.14) to write
i=l j
and note, using (D.l), that
ln v y ^ y ^___________ Vij___________ __
yT f  {XS)T h (Xi,Xs,PB1, P B m Y
vr  E i= l E -= l f ( X a)Th(XilX a,0B lt ...,PBm)Tyjj_
x ln Vijf ( X s)h(Xi ,Xs ,PB1,...,PBT T=B ,/3BTn=f3Wni, v=Q '
equates to
In Vij
i - 1 f ( x s )Bh (X i , x s ,pw l ,...,pWTn)s  \ f ( x a)h { X i , x a,pw l ,...,pWm)
DE k \^rii
1=1 2^7 = 1
' I - 1 f { X a)B h { X iiX aiP w l y . . S w m ) 1
which, using (D.2), is equal to
■g + Se — n l n / (Xs) — r i i  In h (Xi, Xs, P w i , P w m )  •
i=i
Thus,
v ^ Blim -w -
A kx>  (JT
=  0 .
T=B ,PBrn=PWrn, V = Q '
Next, we look at
k d h{ x i , x a,pB„ . . , pBm)I b'l81b  ~ n r  ^  —  ( \
a/5flra  W  V«T 1 ,1,°'
We use (D.12) and (D.13) to write this as
k dh (X j ,Xs ,PBi, - ;PBm)
- r £ . I  „  .  . +h(Xi ,Xs, PBi , P Bm)
k Tii dh{Xj,Xa,PBi,..,PBm) yT 
d P B m y i0
^ l j^l h(Xi,Xs,Pm ,...,pBJ f ( X s)Th(Xi,Xs,pBl,...rpBmY
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and use the fact that
k rii d h { X j , X s ,f3m  ,..,(3B m ) T 
d(3B m Vi0
t ' l j i  h  ^  X s ' /  ( X s Y  h  ( X i ,  X s , 0 B l , p B m y
t—B> @Bm Pwm' V~Q'
d h ( X i t X a ,PB 1 ,..,l3Br n)
E i = i HTx~x.h ( X i , X s , 0 w l , . . . , Pwm)  f ( X s ) B h ( X i , X s ,/3w l ,...,f3Wrn) B
E k v^n-ii = 1 2 ^ j = 1
which, using (D.3), is
f ( X 3)B h ( X i , X s ,(3w l , . . . ,pWTny
k d h ( X j , X 3,PB 1 ,..,(3B m )
B J 2  1 WBm
Thus,
61b
>lim a/pA— >oo d(3By = 0.T—B, 0Bm— Pwmi V—Q'
Finally, we examine
d l B
d w
k Tii
- —/  . i \  ,>aEE1p^1+
v T e x p  I - A t  1 A t  i = 1  j = 1
Hj
- 1 4 +iv T
x f ( x s ) T h ( x i , x s , /3B 1, . . . , 0B m y
v T .
 T_  x f ( x ay  h ( X i , x a,pB1,...,(3Brn)T
_ f  , i \  x 1 , yB
XP  ^ A t  j  A t  f = 1  j = 1  1 +  X f { X . ) Th ( X i , X . , / 3 B l , - , 0 B m V
We use (D.7), (D.10) and (D.ll) to write this as
1 sprii
2vT 2 s j = l
A t + 1 e x p  A t ^ E rei = l  2-~j j=l
j =1 f(Xs)>rh(Xi,XTa,(3B1,...,(3BTnfT  I +  Q (A-2^
3= 1  f ( X sr h ( X i , X a,0B1,...,pBm)T
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We now let r — ► B, j3Bm — ► fiwm an<^  v — * Q' to write this as
A b +1 exp A b ^
B
L f  ^&Y Y ^ ni I _______ Yii______  L
Z -i=  1 ^ j = \ \ f ( x a)h(Xi tX aifiw l t . . . £ W m ) J
x ^ r k v ni ( _________ ^x  z ^ i = i  2 ^ j = i  \ f ( x s)h ( x i , x e,0 w l ,...,0 Wn )  f
. ~  ^ = 1  '£ '% i  {  f ( x . ) h ( x i , x at!pw l , . . . , f iwm)}  ~ +  0  ( A ^  .
n
Ab +1 exp Ab^ ^ \k '^ y}i ^ Uij
f ( X a)h(XitX a,0 w l ,...t0 Wm) r
] £ i = l  E j  =  l  {  f ( X s )h{Xi,Xs?Pw l ,...,PWrn) }  ^  ^ * - 1  1 {  / ( X s)/l(X iA s?/3w i . - , ^ m )  }
n
Q l
and see that the sign of depends on
